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ABSTRACT 
Between Bali and Lombok lies a small archipelago of three limestone islands. 
The largest of these islands, known as Nusa Penida has been considered by 
former Balinese scholars to preserve characteristic aspects of the old Balinese 
social organisation. This study, which is based upon long fieldwork conducted in 
the village of Sakti, discusses the social organisation of Nusa Penida and the 
importance land and plants have in the life of its inhabitants. 
The work begins with an examination of the historical data concerning the 
division of the island into two parts, and with an evaluation of the role the 
paramount temples of Pura Penataran Ped and Pura Batu Medau have in the 
present social organisation of Nusa Penida. Further analysis addresses the 
traditional definitions of desa and banjar, their significance in contemporary Nusa 
Penida, and investigates the role played in the banjar life by the jero, jaba and 
prabali groups. The function of origin groups (dadia), and the importance of 
reciprocity in the banjar life is also considered. From this perspective, I have 
argued that the distinctiveness of the island should not be defined by simple 
references to old Balinese customs and social organisation, but should be 
considered in terms of similarities with both the area of Bali between the plains and 
the mountains and with eastern Indonesian societies. 
An analysis of the role of land, plants, spirits and ancestors develops ideas of 
the interconnections between human beings and the world of flora. In this context 
the significance of the rituals for clearing the forest is explored, the association 
between human and natural fertility, and the importance of spirits inhabiting the 
land that may be directly, or indirectly, associated with the uncremated ancestors. 
The presentation of floral folk classificatory notions provides the framework for the 
exposition of some key Balinese categories, while an investigation of the concept 
of 'botanic idiom' outlines the significance of the metaphorical and practical links 
between plants and society in Nusa Penida. A discussion of the cycle of reciprocity 
that binds together land, human beings, plants and gods provides the opportunity 
to argue the interdependence of all these elements and the centrality of reciprocity 
between humans, plants and earth in the material and spiritual reproduction of this 
society. 
The link between humans and flora is further developed through the 
presentation of a set of examples concerning the most important plants and 
cereals grown in Nusa Penida, their ethnobotany and ethnographic significance. In 
this context, among others, the coconut, banana, bamboo and maize, have been 
examined. In each case a discussion of the symbolism associated with the plants 
and their ritual use is offered. Particularly significant is the analysis of the maize 
agricultural and ritual cycle. While it diverges from the emphasis placed on rice in 
the Balinese area, this analysis brings together practical, social and religious 
issues characteristic of Nusa Penida. Finally, I have argued for the presence of a 
set of patterns that may account for the way plants are thought about and used in 
this society. 
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SPELLING CONVENTIONS AND 
LINGUISTIC CODES USED IN THE TEXT 
In Balinese there are distinct linguistic styles, variously divided according to 
different authors: Barber (1977:17-18) suggests four levels: (1) Low, (2) Middle 
(dumulada), (3) Middle (madiya), (4) High (singgih). Kersten (1984:VI) indicates a 
range of ten different linguistic areas of interest: (1) Basa Alus, (2) Basa Alus Sor, 
(3) Basa Biasa, (4) Bahasa Bali Tengah, (5) Bahasa Bali Utara, (6) Basa Kasar, (7) 
Basa Madia, (8) Basa Singgih, (9) Bahasa Kesusasteraan, (10) Bahasa yang 
diambil dari Bahasa Indonesia. Kamus Bali-Indonesia (1990:XXI); reports four 
levels: (1) Kasar, (2) Alus Singgih, (3) Alus Sor, (4) Alus Mider. 
In order to avoid confusion, I have adopted what is considered the most 
appropriate linguistic division at local level in the area I worked. The division 
adopted is based on three style levels: 
1) Basa Bali Kasar (Low Balinese) 
2) Basa Bali Madia I Lumbrah (Common I Middle Balinese) 
3) Basa Bali A/us (High Balinese) 
All the Balinese words in the text have been written in italics. Where relevant, 
a code has been placed after the word to indicate its linguistic style or speech level 
as follows: 
Basa Bali Kasar (Low Balinese) 
Basa Bali A/us (High Balinese) 
[K] 
[A] 
Some terms of the Balinese spoken in Nusa Penida differ from the Balinese 
spoken on the mainland Bali. These terms have also been rendered in italics; when 
it was relevant to specify their linguistic origin the code [NP] has been added to 
them. (e.g. /enger [NP]: angry ). The code stands for: Basa Bali Nusa Penida or: 
common Balinese as spoken in Nusa Penida. 
The following conventions have also been applied: 
- The Balinese spelling used in the course of this work (with the exception of 
terms originating from Nusa Penida) complies with Balinese spelling as outlined 
in the Kamus Bali-Indonesia 1990. 
- Balinese proper names such as I Gusti Jelantik, geographical toponyms such as 
Gunung Agung, or gods' names, such as Banaspati Raja, appear throughout 
the work in plain text. 
- Balinese has incorporated a large lexicon of terms from Old Javanese and Kawi, 
which in turn were strongly influenced by Sanskrit. Sometimes reference is 
made in the text to these languages. Old Javanese and Kawi words have been 
printed in bold (e.g. dahana), and identified by the [OJ] code. Sanskrit terms 
have been printed in bold Times Roman (e.g. vayu) and characterised by the 
[Skt] code. 
- Occasional Javanese words have been written in underlined italic, e.g.: sawan. 
- Indonesian terms such as kabupaten, or kecamatan have been simply 
underlined. 
XIV 
- In the text I have retained Balinese, Indonesian and Javanese terms and used 
them as both singular and plural nouns. 
- Dutch terms have been printed in italic Times Roman (e.g. landschap). 
- Local floral terminology is glossed parenthetically in the text with botanical terms 
in small capitals, e.g.: ambengan (IMPERATA). 
- Bibliographical references or quotations that used Old Indonesian or Old 
Balinese spellings have been cited verbatim. 
- References to dictionaries are identified by the following codes: 
Dictionary of Balinese - English 
Bahasa Bali 
(C.C.Barber 1979) 
(J.Kersten SVD 1984) 
[DBE] 
[KBB] 
[KBI] 
[OJED] 
Kamus Bali-Indonesia 
Old Javanese English 
(Dinas Pendidikan Dasar Bali 1990) 
(P .J .Zoetmulder 1982) 
SUMMARY OF LETTERING AND CODES 
BALINESE LANGUAGE TYPING AND EXAMPLES CODES 
LETTERING 
COMMON I MIDDLE BALINESE ITALIC da/ang 
HIGH BALINESE ITALIC linggih [A] 
LOW BALINESE ITALIC icang [K] 
BALINESE FROM NUSA PENIDA ITALIC lenger [NP] 
OTHER LANGUAGES TYPING AND EXAMPLES CODES 
LETTERING 
SANSKRIT BOLD (TIMES N.R.) vayu [Skt] 
OLD JAVANESE, KAWI BOLD dahana [OJ] 
JAVANESE UNDERLINED sawan 
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INTRODUCTION 
This work concerns the people living on the island of Nusa Penida, and tries to 
examine and convey the meaningful patterns of their lives, namely their social 
organisation and how they relate to land, trees and crops. 
Nusa Penida lies between the islands of Bali and Lombok and its significance 
has for long been overshadowed by Bali, to which Nusa Penida historically and 
administratively belongs. The intention of this work is, therefore, to break the 
silence enveloping this island and contribute, through the presentation of 
ethnographic data and related anthropological analysis, to the knowledge and 
understanding of an area not yet touched by extensive anthropological studies. 
All the material for this work has been gathered during protracted fieldwork, 
which began in September 1989 and ended in January 1992. During my stay in 
Nusa Penida I lived in the village of Sakti, from where I moved throughout the 
island. The village is located on the western coast of Nusa Penida, which faces 
Bali and the smaller islands of Ceningan and Lembongan. Sakti was chosen for a 
number of reasons: it is the centre of the largest desa of the island, it has historical 
links with all major villages of Nusa Penida and Lembongan; its geographical 
position, between the northern coast of Nusa Penida and the interior, makes Sakti 
a strategic point for the comprehension of the whole island; and not least, as the 
name suggests, according to popular belief its inhabitants were thought to be 
endowed with the power of invulnerability. 
With the ingenuity characteristic of the novice, I started fieldwork with the 
intention of following a preordained objective as my research interest was centred 
on death rituals. Although that topic was meaningful, I very soon realised that the 
interests of the local population were focused on more essential concerns, such as 
the importance of land, agriculture and crops. And it was these topics that ought to 
be properly addressed, if I were to acknowledge local priorities and understand 
crucial aspects of their way of life. This emphasis on crops and tree produce is not 
uncharacteristic or unusual in a society based on agriculture. However, in Nusa 
Penida I was impressed by the sense of continuity and interdependence between 
humans, land and plants. 
Thus, this work has a double purpose: the first objective has been to 
document and analyse Nusa Penida's social organisation and discuss the 
qualitative features of one of its desa and banjar. Preceding works on Nusa Penida 
dated back to the Dutch colonial period and focused mainly on the island's division 
into two parts as Nusa Penida was in fact taken as an example of a pristine 
Balinese social organisation. It was therefore important to address and discuss this 
topic, as in some respect the island is still divided into two parts, and to deal with 
former claims that considered the local population to be Bali Aga. In this context 
the thesis developed in this work is that the people of Nusa Penida cannot simply 
be seen as identical to Bali Aga; that banjar, rather than desa are central to local 
life in Nusa Penida, and that Nusa Penida's social organisation shows remarkable 
similarities with eastern Indonesia societies. 
The second objective has been to consider the relationship the people of 
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Photo N. 1: Landscape of Nusa Penida. (Batuguling 1991) 
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at length that natural are used to symbolise and depict aspects of 
society as they mirror social values and point to issues and hierarchies. The 
Durkhemian position is based upon a division the universe into two realms, one 
of which is regarded as superior to, and the focus of, the other. people 
society are at the centre of this model, nature fades at its borders. 
field evidence indicates that life in Nusa Penida does not appear to 
presuppose such single centrality, but rather suggests a 
concerns between society, the and 
single Thus, if the 
hierarchical dimension in the relations between human beings and their 
environment which is held to distinguish many small traditional societies. As Willis 
(1990:6) suggests, current anthropological thought has encouraged a new 
recognition of this interdependence as 
[t]he sense of the interconnection between nature and culture, between human 
and animal, social and religious institutions, which Victorian anthropology saw as 
a fascinating error of primitive man, a view that Levi-Strauss dismissed as an 
erroneous misreading of primitive protoscience, has now been rehabilitated in 
Western scholarly thought as an accurate reflection of existential reality: in this 
view humankind is part of nature and everything in the universe is connected with 
everything else, or so the physicist assure us. Western culture, it seems, is now in 
a phase that might almost be called neototemistic. 
Throughout the present work it has not been my intention to depict Nusa 
Penida as an agricultural Arcadia. More simply - as expressed in chapter VIII - my 
purpose has been to show that in such socio-economic conditions the relationships 
between humans and flora, particularly but not exclusively cereals and food crop 
trees, have been traditionally understood to lie within the framework of reciprocal 
obligations. This is also conceived to be the appropriate type of behaviour that 
must inform all dealings between humans, and between humans and gods. 
While traditional studies on the area of Bali have focused on the importance of 
this work provides an original perspective on traditional agriculture as it pays 
attention to the practical and symbolic importance other plants such as the 
significance of plants and trees in traditional 
which have as 
. In particular, within the context 
work of (1 (1 
and Roux (1966) among others. 
in dealing with the relationship between 
approach has been influenced, on the one hand, the more recent work of 
(1971, 1988b, 1990) on eastern Indonesia and his concept of 'botanic idiom' 
appears to be a common feature of the Indonesian archipelago and, although in 
different ways, marks most Austronesian cultures. 
On the other hand, since in Nusa Penida and Bali references to plants are not 
so much focused on ritual language, as in some areas 
emphasised manipulation and their 
approach has been influenced by the 
this work I have maintained that in 
Balinese institutions of desa and banjar has been discussed in relation to the 
characteristics of Nusa Penida. Within such framework I have shown that al local 
level in Nusa Penida the banjar still occupies a central role in the life of the 
community, whereas at a general level, banjar and desa support and partake of 
encompassing ritual cycles which refer to the two leading temples of Nusa Penida: 
Pura Penataran Ped and Pura Batu Medau. Chapter IV then investigates the role 
of the jero, jaba and prabali groups in the internal stratification of banjar Sakti. In 
that context I have suggested that jeroan approximate the concept of 'house', as 
known in eastern Indonesia. Finally, after a discussion on the function of dadia and 
its marriage rules, I have reflected on the role of reciprocity and its asymmetrical 
nature in Sakti and shown that in Nusa Penida this principle is understood to inform 
all humans relations, as well as the relations between human beings and their 
environment. 
In the second section of the work, from chapters V to VIII, I have considered 
the importance and the meaning the people of Nusa Penida attribute to particular 
aspects of its environment. In chapter V the local perception of land, the 
significance attributed to the clearing of the primary forest, and to ideas that relate 
land and human fertility have been analysed. In chapter VI the setting of the 
gardens and the role of the spirits associated with land and trees known as isin bet 
and memedi have been examined. Here it has been suggested that in some 
instances these sprits are associated with uncremated ancestors, as in most 
villages of Nusa Penida the deceased are still buried in the gardens. In chapter VII 
I investigate the folk categories upon which the world of flora is organised and the 
concept of tripramana, as this principle associates together human beings, flora 
and fauna. In this context I have reflected on the value of the notion of 'botanic 
idiom', as throughout this culture metaphors and analogies are present that link 
human beings to plants and vice versa. This issue has been substantiated through 
the presentation of significant examples related to the place important trees have 
within the village space, and to the prevailing ritual use of botanic icons to 
represent human beings in Nusa Penida and Bali. Finally, in chapter VIII, ideas 
about plants, human fertility and reproduction have been discussed. In this 
perspective I have argued that in Nusa Penida the reproduction of life 
encompasses human beings and plants and establishes a dependence between 
them because both partake of a common cycle of reciprocity. In this cycle, lbu 
Pretiwi, as earth, is fed with the corpse of the ancestors, and yields plants and 
crops that feed humans. First, I have maintained that this model represents the 
basis of the material and ideological reproduction of this society, and then, 
indicated that in the representation of the feminine, as expressed by popular 
Balinese goddesses, and its relations with fertility issues related to reproduction, 
the combined opposites of Dewi Sri and Rangda are transcended in lbu Pretiwi 
who, as mother earth, bestows plants and produce to the living. 
In the third part of this work, I have presented the ethnobotany and 
ethnography of selected plants and discussed the centrality of plants in the life of 
the people of Nusa Penida. Chapter IX discusses the wide use of metaphors that 
associate plants with humans and the semiotic concepts of icons, symbols and 
index, as these issues are instrumental in understanding the way people of Nusa 
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Penida use plants and plant products. In this context the need to consider the role 
and the significance of agricultural and ritual practices has been emphasised, as 
the way plants are perceived, conceptualised and ritually employed in Nusa Penida 
also depends upon such matters. In chapter X the characteristics and importance 
of the coconut tree and its produce is analysed in both practical and symbolic 
terms. Rituals have been examined that are associated with the planting and the 
growth of the fruit, as well as a set of metaphors and correspondences between 
the plant, its fruit, and parts of the human body. Chapter XI contemplates the role 
and significance of the banana. Again this ethnography brings to the fore the 
rituals associated with the planting and the use of the banana as living symbol 
throughout this culture. In chapter XII, a set of plants, like the bamboo, sugarcane, 
dapdap, betel leaves and areca nut, to which, although in different ways, ritual and 
symbolic importance is attributed, are considered. Again, I have argued about the 
presence of similarities between the way humans and plants are conceived, and 
about the role of agricultural practices in defining the characteristic associated with 
these plants. Chapter XIII outlines the agricultural and ritual cycle related to the 
growth of maize. In Nusa Penida this cereal has taken the place of rice and it is 
fundamental for the subsistence of local farmers. The maize ritual cycle is a 'total 
social fact' which encompasses all village institutions and determines the life of the 
banjar throughout the wet season, from the time of the maize sowing to its 
chapter XIV, draws together some of the themes that have 
throughout presentation these ethnographic examples and 
discusses significant patterns that highlight the way plants are thought and used 
within Balinese and Indonesian anthropological ..... ,,., ..... ...,, .... , 
Photo N. 2: Dry landscape and terracing in Nusa Penida. 
(Jurangpait 1990) 
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CHAPTER I 
NUSA AND NUSA PENIDA 
INTRODUCTION 
From the eastern coast of Bali during clear days, low on the sea horizon, it is 
possible to see the rising profile of the dark hills and chalky cliffs of Nusa Penida. 
Nusa Penida lies almost at the centre of the line of Indonesian islands that run 
from Sumatra to lrian Jaya in a minor archipelago set between Bali and Lombok. 
The archipelago lies south east of Bali and it is composed of three narrowly 
separated islands: Nusa Penida, Ceningan and Lembongan (see plates N.1 and 
2). 
While extensive studies and well known anthropological researches have 
been carried out on the island of Bali since the 19th century, very little is known or 
has been recorded about Nusa Penida and its sister islands Lembongan and 
Ceningan, which for both historical and administrative reasons have always been 
considered part of Bali. Previous reports on Nusa Penida have been undertaken by 
Dutch and American scholars in the 1930's but no intensive anthropological work 
has been done on the island itself before this study. 
In Balinese babacfl the whole area is generally mentioned with the simple term 
of Nusa and local people still refer to it in the same way; the word in both Balinese 
and Indonesian means 'island'. If referred to specifically, Nusa Penida is also know 
as Nusa Gede (big island), while Lembongan and Ceningan, if meant as islands, 
are always preceded by the term Nusa. In the present work I will adopt this usage. 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the island's main geographical, 
historical and economic features in order to provide the reader with an adequate 
framework within which to situate the ethnographical and anthropological 
arguments that will be dealt with in future chapters. 
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 
The geology of Nusa is very different from the great part of volcanic Bali but 
similar to its southern peninsula, the area of Bali commonly know as bukit. All three 
islands have a limestone base and typical karst topography. The karst effect is 
particularly pronounced in Nusa Penida where a significant number of caves are 
found. 
Previous geological studies of the southern part of Bali and Nusa Penida point 
to a formative period between the Miocene and Pliocene. 2 According to these 
works, Nusa Penida was built up by both limestone units of the southern formation 
and local marine alluvial sediments. 
The small archipelago lies between s0 38' and s0 47' latitude south and 
between 115° 26' 27,9" and 115° 35' 27,9" longitude east. 
1 
The three island's respective areas are: 
Nusa Penida 
Lembongan 
Ceningan 
191.4625 
8.6875 
2.69 
Km2 
Km2 
Km2 
The total surface of the small archipelago is 202.84 Km2 while the islands' 
altitudes range between 0 and 529 m. a.s.I. 
The topography of Nusa Penida is characterised by a sequence of steep 
limestone knolls rising from the north to the south coast, while the northern area 
has a small coastal plain at sea level, the south coast is marked by vertical cliffs 
rising between 100 and 200 m. a.s.I. The orographic structure of the island can be 
roughly divided along three plateau, the first being at sea level on the north coast; 
the second which runs between 400 and 450 m. a.s.I. at the centre; and the third 
on the south of the island which lies at about 200 m. a.s.I. The island is marked by 
a central hilly ridge that runs across it from south-east to north-west with the 
highest hill being 529 m. Situated on this hill is one of the main temples of Nusa 
Penida: the Pura Mundi. 
The high permeability of the limestone rock, which constitutes the island's 
main geological foundation, facilitates quick infiltration of the rainfall that rapidly 
vanishes into the porous rocks forming underground caves and rivers thereby 
leaving a dry surface. 3 Throughout the island there are no permanent rivers and 
the few that do occur are merely short brooks closed to the coastal line where 
alluvial terrain prevails thereby allowing them to run over ground. These brooks 
generally follow the valley's floor until they reach the sea; they are generally dry 
through most of the year and become alive only during the rainy season. During 
that period the hills' slopes carry all the rain into the valley and replenish the dead 
rivers. 
The rivers do not have any protective banks or flow regulating dams, and in 
the case of protracted rain they tend to overflow causing flash floods. Some areas 
of the island, notably: Suana, Penida, Pundukaha Kelod and Sentalkawan, appear 
to be particularly affected by this danger during the rainy season. In 1989 two flash 
floods literally cut the inhabited area of Suana from its main road. North of the 
village, the force of the first of these flash floods swept away a concrete road 
bridge and a large chunk of a hill. To the south of the village a second flood, 
coming from a parallel valley, eradicated a number of coconuts trees and filled with 
debris a large area of sea used for seaweed farming. The lower part of the village 
was covered with water for a day and the local people lost a significant number of 
domestic animals. Fortunately no human deaths occurred as a result of these 
events in Suana. 
CLIMATE 
The islands lie close to the equator and are subject to the west and east 
monsoon cycle. As in Bali, the year is basically divided into two periods: a first 
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period that runs from the end of April or beginning of May, (sasih jesta 
according to the Balinese lunar calendar) to the end of September (sasih katiga) 
characterised by a hot and dry climate called masan panes.4 
During this period the prevailing winds reaching Bali and Nusa Penida come 
from the south-east and are mainly dry. Precipitation is at a minimum, farming 
activities nearly stop and tend to be limited to the harvest of beans or peanuts and 
the search for fodder for the animals (cows and pigs). 
There follows a second period from the beginning of October (sasih kapat) to 
the end of March (sasih kesanga), which is characterised by regular precipitation 
called masan ujan (rainy season). At the beginning of October the prevailing winds 
change and they reach Bali and Nusa Penida from the south-west. These winds 
bring to the islands the western monsoon with its rain. During this period in Nusa 
Penida all the relevant farming activities begin, such as the planting of maize, of 
dry rice, beans and cassava. Because of the dry environment farmers tend to plant 
all crops at the beginning of the rainy season so as to maximise the chances of a 
successful harvest. 
Notwithstanding the proximity to the equator, the level of precipitation in Nusa 
Penida is considerably lower than that registered in the central areas of Bali and 
comparable only to the Balinese area of bukit.The average rain fall of Nusa Penida 
1989, compared with the areas Klungkung and Denpasar, was according 
to statistical sources: 
Klungkung Denpasar 
mm. 1 mm. 1.6 mm.s 
both 
and its position Nusa Penida is 
Bali's major mountains which virtually block the western clouds from 
moving eastward during the period of the western monsoon. 
The general level of rainfall is dependent on hemispheric climatic conditions 
and 1990 was one of the worst years for Nusa Penida as far as shortage of rainfall 
was concerned. In that year there was a three months lag in the arrival of the 
western monsoon. The delay had a severe impact on the local economy, 
the postponement seasonal planting and causing the loss 
seeds. the 
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MYTHS AND HISTORICAL DATA 
USANA PULO NUSA, Kl DUK.UH JUMPUNGAN 
A myth relating the origin of the islands of Nusa Penida and Ceningan is told 
in the Usana Pulo Nusa, Ki Dukuh Jumpungan.6 
The story recounts that once upon a time on Gunung Kiia lived a being 
endowed with exceptional power (sakt1); his name was Ki Dukuh Jumpungan. One 
day he decided to test his might against the force of the God of Bali in order to 
verify who was the most powerful being. He then proceeded to challenge 
Mahadewa for Dukuh Jumpungan's first purpose was to destroy Gunung Toh-
Langkir (Gunung Agung) as this was the abode of the God in Bali. In this task he 
was followed by his grandson I Renggan. Jumpungan owned a boat (prahu) 
endowed with the power to create sea where once there was land; for, should this 
prahu touch land it would divide it, open wide and allow the sea in. The story 
recounts that at that time Nusa Penida did not exist as a separate entity and Bali 
and Lombok were connected by uninterrupted land. 
As Ki Dukuh Jumpungan proceeded in his challenge, he began to sail his boat 
against Balinese land. First the boat went to the north and opened the channel 
.,"".'""',"'., Lombok and Nusa Penida. Then the prahu turned eastward and while 
reaching Padang it bent south. In this way it made the channel between Bali 
then stopped in Padang where it produced the 
was the destruction Bali. 
southward. 
capsized west of the Penida coast and produced the island of 
it is said that the island shape is similar to that of a petrified 
Even now this myth is regularly retold since in local eyes it enshrines 
nrr~nl'>r explanation for the existence of the small archipelago. 
NUSA PENIDA AS GURUN 
are no relevant and consistent data on 
scattered the 
6 
Goris (1954:234) who also analysed the prasasti Blanjong indicates in his 
notes to the text that the name of Gurun found on the pillar refers only to a village 
or town placed outside Bali and does not give any suggestion that the place ought 
to be identified with Nusa Penida.10 
Tara Wiguna (1990:30) points out how Gurun could be equally interpreted as 
Nusa Penida or a specific area of Lombok. Sidemen (1980a:2) reminds us how the 
term gurun in Indonesian indicates an extended area covered by a dry type of 
grass which is exactly how Nusa Penida appears during its prolonged dry season. 
He nonetheless notes that the term in the prasasti Blanjong is Old Balinese rather 
than Indonesian. 
To contribute to these uncertainties and speculations, I should add that 
according to Zoetmulder [OJED] the term gurun in Old Javanese may have 
indicated both a kind of unspecified grass and a country. This may thus support an 
indirect confirmation of Nusa Penida as Gurun. Moreover, as already mentioned by 
Korn, in the southern part of the island (desa Batukandik) there still exists a banjar 
called Sukun. However, the banjar's role as capital of a former kingdom is 
disputable for in the area there are no evident traces of a pristine royal puri. 
Though in the late seventies archaeological remains were found in the area of 
Batukandik, 11 no particular indications were drawn from them, and no clear 
references to primeval royal houses ascertained. No further archaeological 
research has been undertaken in the island since that time, it is therefore difficult to 
above assumption with hard data. 
PULO ROSSA AND NUSA 
to Nusa Penida and its sister islands appear in various European 
and texts. As early as 1 the existence of as Pulo Rossa. 12 
was reported W. Lodewycksz who wrote the of the expedition of 
de Houtman on the southern oceans. Lodewycksz in his diary (see Rouffaer 
191 -202) remarks how at that time the island was already used as a place 
banishment for criminal and political subversives and indeed how the Dewa Agung 
(Coninck) at the time of the Dutch visit had just prevented a political turmoil and 
banished to the island for 10 to 12 years a number of political conspirators. 
Lodewycksz calls the island Pulo Rossa and remarks on nature. 
(1 n.19) commenting on this suggests that the term have come from 
to leave minor 
domain as areas and for deer 
and as reserved grounds 13 
mentioned as 
sources on the from two texts: Dalem 
Bla-Batuh.14 In both texts the se1:m:ms that deal with Nusa 
narrative. In both babad is the the 
liberation of Nusa from evil tyrants by a group of soldiers led by a noble 
commander sent to the island by a rajah from the eastern kingdom of Bali. 
According to the first babad, Nusa Penida was governed by a despot called 
Dalem Sawang who reigned from his palace on the highest hill of the island: Bukit 
Mundi. The rule of Dalem Sawang was particularly hard and unjust for he was 
accused of perpetrating all sorts of tyranny toward his subjects. News of the evil 
nature of his actions reached the Rajah of Bali. 
Outraged by the Dalem's transgression the Rajah of Bali sent Sang Aji Dukut 
to the island to kill the ruler. Eventually the commander achieved this and became 
the new governor of Nusa Penida with the name of Dalem Dukut. Later, he too 
began to oppress his subjects and was accused of indiscriminate licentious 
behaviour. The news was again reported, this time by the prabekel of Gulingan, to 
the Rajah of Bali who forthwith demanded the life of Dalem Dukut. A first attempt 
was made by I Gusti Paminggir who died in the fight; after this failure I Gusti 
Tenganan Jelantik was sent to the island. Endowed with a kris named I Malela 
Dawa, I Gusti Tenganan Jelantik was finally able to kill Dalem Dukut and free the 
people of Nusa Penida. 
The second parallel narrative is taken from the Babad Bla-Batuh, a well known 
text already analysed Berg (1932). The chronicle refers to events of the Jelantik 
house occurring between the 1 and 19/20th centuries. The section that 
concerns Nusa Penida is dealt with at the beginning the text. 
in this chronicle it is acknowledged that the island was formerly ruled a 
I Dewa Bungkut.15 Exasperated by I Dewa Bungkut's rule one the 
reported the case to the of who then 
Ngurah Jelantik to 
I Ng. 
in then proceeded to Nusa Penida where 
and engaged the despot in battle. Following a series of inconclusive fights I 
Gusti Ng. Jelantik decided to use his most powerful weapon Poncok 
Sahang made with the fang belonging to I Basuki. Strengthened by the power 
this invincible weapon Jelantik was finally able to defeat I Dewa Bungkut. 
narrative relates that the body of the former ruler was then taken a nearby 
temple (pura) where all the prescribed funerary rituals to his status were 
performed. 
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The Babad Da/em (Warna et Altri 1986:29), a text whose first known version 
dates from the beginning of the 19th century, reports this expansion and 
acknowledges the conquest of Nusa Penida by the Dalem Watu Renggong.16 
The second Balinese expedition to the island, the one told in the Babad Bla-
Batuh, took place around 1650 under the reign of Dalem Di Made. Sidemen argues 
again that the Balinese intervention in Nusa Penida's affairs was caused by the 
Dalem Bungkut's proclamation of the island's independence vis-a-vis Bali. Dalem 
Di Made first sent an expedition led by Ki Gusti Paminggir who lost his life in the 
fight. Thereafter, a second effort was made by I Gusti Jelantik who succeeded in 
subjugating Nusa Penida and removing the Dalem Bungkut. 
BANDITEN EILANDEN, NUSA PANDITA, NUSA PENIDA 
Further Balinese historical references concerning Nusa Penida indicate that 
the island was firmly in the hands of the Klungkung rajahdom and that it was used 
by a number of Balinese kingdoms as a place of banishment for different types of 
convicts. 
A Balinese treaty, Paswara Asta Negara, reports an agreement between eight 
Balinese kingdoms (asta negara) held in the saka year 1776 (A.D. 1854 ). 
The treaty concerns the institution of norms of conduct in matters of adat 
between the eight rajahdoms.17 It makes provisions for any intra-border violation, 
recognises that the island belongs to Ida Cokorda Dewa Agung of Klungkung and 
establishes the types of punishment for murder, or those attempting murder. Those 
accused of such crimes, whatever caste or group they belonged to, were to be sent 
to Nusa Penida for at least one year. The punishment was to be reduced to six 
months if a fine was paid but in any case the period of banishment could not be 
less than three months. Should anyone attempt to return to Bali before the end of 
the period of confinement, he or she was to be banished to the island for the rest 
of his or her life.18 
Other evidence corroborating the use of the island as a place of confinement 
is to be found in the Babad Dalem (Warna et Altri 1986:29, 113-4), where it is 
reported that a triwangsa from Bali, I Dewa Made Rai, had been legally confined 
for a period to Nusa Penida. Another Balinese text, the Geguritan Rereg Gianyar 
(Sidemen 1980b:236-7) endorses the use of the island as a place of exile and 
indicates slander - possibly as a political means to discredit someone or some 
family - as one of the main reasons for banishment. 
Sidemen (1980a: Lampiran B8) reports on a whole list of convicts who were 
sent to Nusa Penida. The great majority of them were originally from the Gianyar 
and Klungkung rajahdoms. Among them were a pedanda, and members of ksatria 
and wesia groups. Most of these high ranking convicts were followed to the island 
by their entourage, their wives and children. In the large majority of the cases the 
banishments appear to have been motivated by improper political involvement or 
the charge of practising black magic. In a few cases the seclusion was brought 
about by the breaching of the adat code that regulated marriage or the relations 
between the sexes. 
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Plate N. 4: Ball administrative divisions. (Kabupaten) 
(The map shows only the major places mentioned in the text.) 
On the island's west coast there is the village of Penida. Still in existence, the 
village, was supposed to have been one of the places where capital executions for 
Balinese condemned to death were carried out. According to Gertis (1925:102-3): 
In earlier years exile bore a more serious character. In the bay in front of the 
Penida's kampung lies an overground rock beaten by the furious waves of the 
south sea.[ ... ] During the princely rule of Bali, those who had been condemned to 
death, and for whom particular punishment was desired, were tied up to trees on 
this rock. [ ... ]. Should the condemned person be lucky enough to free himself and 
escape swimming to the land, the kampung head had immediately to kill him/her 
with his kris. The head was responsible, at the cost of his own life, for the 
fulfilment of this obligation. [my translation] 
The report of Gertis appears rather unique for I have found no other written 
evidence directly linking exile with overt capital punishment by drowning. I should 
add though, that people from Nusa Penida assert that in former times serious 
breach of marriage rules (e.g. marriage between siblings of different mothers but 
the same father) were punished by the death of the couple who were drowned in 
the sea.19 This type of death was referred to as ka/ebok ring segara. 
Because of the aura the island has in the eyes of the Balinese, Sidemen20 
expressed the conviction that from a Balinese perspective banishment on Nusa 
Penida, in itself, was analogous to capital punishment for at least two reasons: first 
the harsh living conditions ensured that only a few could survive the hardships of 
the confinement; secondly the island's close link with Ratu Gede Macaling, the 
powerful god abiding in the Pura Penataran Ped, induced a sense of fear in those 
Balinese sent to Nusa Penida for Ratu G. Macaling was deemed to be the 
supreme judge in front of whom no fraud was possible nor was allowed to pass 
unpunished. 
Balinese believed, and still believe, that if someone sent to the island was 
really guilty then Ratu Gede Macaling would inevitably punish that person taking 
his life before the end of period of one year in confinement.21 Conversely, if one 
were to survive, in the Balinese eyes this was proof that that person was truly 
innocent of the accusation for the god had not taken his life. 
This historical past contributed to forging in the eyes of some Dutch and 
American writers the image of Nusa Penida as a 'Bandit island' for as such the 
island was commonly known after Bali's colonisation. In some Dutch maps of the 
late 19th century and early 20th century Bali, Nusa Penida is explicitly referred to 
as 'Bandit Island' (i.e. see plate N.3, the map shown was originally published in 
1848 in Lauts: Het Eilande Balie). Both Helbig (1939) and Holt (1970:67) 
acknowledge this toponym. Holt, somewhat fancifully, suggests that the name 
Penida means pamor, the white meteorite metal worked into krisses; [the island] 
on early Dutch maps appeared under the name "Noesa Pandita" (pandita = 
wizard, recluse); and, finally, the English seafarers chose to designate it as 
"Bandit Island". This last name, aside from its phonetic relationship with pandita 
had its justification in the evil reputation of the island, for it was the place of 
banishment for all criminal and undesirable subjects in the kingdom of Klungkung 
to which it belonged. 
More simply and less exotically penida in Balinese means lime, chalk, a 
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material in which the island is undoubtedly rich, for lime is used as one of the 
principal components in the chewing of sirih leaves and areca nut in both Nusa 
Penida and Bali. 
ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS AND POPULATION 
The three islands of Nusa Penida, Lembongan and Ceningan form an 
autonomous district, kecamatan in Indonesian, with its administrative centre in 
Sampalan on the north coast of Nusa Penida. The district belongs to the regency 
(kabupaten) of Klungkung one of the eight regencies of Bali. Indeed the district of 
Nusa Penida (202.84 Km2) covers 64% of the whole extension of the Klungkung 
regency (315 Km2) (see plates N.4 and 5). 
The kecamatan Nusa Penida is divided into 13 administrative units called in 
Indonesian desa dinas. In 1990 the district was inhabited by 46,843 people. The 
names of these desa dinas, their area, population and population densities are as 
follows: 
DESADINAS POPULATION PERCENTAGE EXTENSION DENSITY 
OF POPULATION (Km2) (Pop/Km2) 
1 BATUKANDIK 4,311 9.20% 21.66 199.03 
2 BATUMADEG 2,350 5,02% 13.56 173.30 
3 BATUNUNGGUL 4,352 9.29% 13.45 323.57 
4 JUNGUTBATU 2,480 5.29% 3.97 624.69 
5 KLUMPU 3,443 7.35% 13.58 253.53 
6 KUTAMPI 5,196 11.09% 23.89 217.50 
7 LEMBONGAN 3,380 7.22% 6.15 549.59 
8 PED 3,699 7.90% 21.15 174.89 
9 SAKTI 6,316 13.48% 32.89 192.03 
10 SEKARTAJI 1,826 3.90% 15.39 118.65 
11 SU ANA 6,923 14.78% 21.26 325.63 
12 TANGLAD 2,295 4.90% 15.24 150.59 
13 TOYAPAKEH 262 0.56% 0.65 403.08 
TOTAL 46,843 100% 202.84 230.94 
TABLE N.2: STATISTICAL DATA RELATIVE TO DESA DINAS IN NUSA PENIDA. 
(data synthesised on the basis of Laporan Camat Nusa Penida da/am rangka 
Kunjungan Gubernur KOH Tk I Bali. 1990 ) 
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LANGUAGE 
The language spoken in Nusa Penida is basically Balinese, but incorporates 
some peculiar local variations. A 1922 note by Nengah Patra (in Haga 1924a:460-2 
) plus two articles at the beginning of the 1930's, by Grendeg (1930) and Tantra 
(1933) had already mentioned a small list of words that were used in Nusa Penida 
and found to be different from usage in Bali. I report here some of the most 
significant variations found throughout the island and still in use: 
NUSA PENIDA BALINESE INDONESIAN ENGLISH 
be/eh befog bodoh stupid 
gel leg a senang content I happy 
ge/eng cenik kecil small 
he Jiu banyak many/ much 
huani muani laki-laki men 
japa dija di mana where 
japan nyanan nanti later 
Ii mun sandikala sore between 5-6 pm. 
Ju huh /uh perempuan woman 
naneng ngoyong diam silent I quiet 
nyadin ngugu mempercayai believe I trust 
peributan semeng ~ between 5-6 am. 
TABLE N.3: COMPARISON BETWEEN BALINESE TERMS FROM NUSA PENIDA AND BALI, WITH 
INDONESIAN AND ENGLISH GLOSSES. 
In a subsequent study Ngurah Bagus (Ngurah Bagus et Altri 1981 :70) defined 
the language as a Balinese dialect. He indicated minor differences in respect to 
standard Balinese, in the position of some syllables, and in the peculiar use of a 
cluster of vocal and consonant phonemes.22 
In a different study focused on lexical variations throughout Nusa Penida, Iran 
Adhiti (1984) identified the presence of a dialect that incorporates four basic 
linguistic variations. She argues that these variations are historically determined for 
they bear the mark of the original Balinese dialects that early convicts brought with 
them to the island. The writer has divided Nusa Penida in three parallel bands plus 
a fourth one identified on the island of Lembongan. The linguistic variations and 
their Balinese sources are defined as follow: the first band is located in the 
northern area of Nusa Penida (desa Batununggul). Prevalent here is the 
Klungkung dialect because in this area officers of the Klungkung kingdom settled. 
The place is still used as the island's administrative centre and is densely 
populated by civil servants coming from Klungkung and Bali. The central area of 
Nusa Penida is identified as having a common dialect but of unspecified origin. 
The southern part of Nusa Penida, in the belt that reaches the south coasts from 
Batumadeg, the spoken language bears influences of the Karangasem region. 
Finally on the island of Lembongan the dialect shows influences from the Gianyar 
and Bangli regencies. 
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Plate N. 5 : Nusa Penlda, roads and administrative divisions. 
In more general terms, on the north coast both Indonesian and Balinese 
languages are spoken widely, in the centre-south of the island Indonesian tends to 
be spoken only by the most recent generations, while the local form of Balinese 
dialect is the common medium for the older people. Younger people who have 
been able to study are all bilingual and speak both Indonesian and Balinese. 
The high form of Balinese language (Basa Bali A/us in any of its variants) is 
not widely spoken on the island. Beside being known on the north coast of Nusa 
Penida, because of the presence of Klungkung officers, such linguistic expertise 
was formerly cultivated and primarily fostered by jeroan (i.e. houses that claim a 
link with the Klungkung royalty). These jeroan are still deemed to use among 
themselves a form of high Balinese while commoners use a lower version of the 
same language. In social interaction a commoner addressing a member of a jeroan 
ought to use a form of high Balinese while a jeroan member is required to reply in 
lower Balinese. In places where jeroan are absent only lower forms of Balinese are 
spoken. 
Now due to compulsory study of the Balinese language at primary school 
(sekolah dasar) the situation is changing. All children are made aware of the 
different linguistic levels enshrined in Balinese and are taught some rudiments of 
high Balinese even this if is not spoken within the family compound. 
In sociological terms the relative diffusion of Basa Bali A/us seems to be an 
indirect indication of the peripheral position of the island in relation to Bali caste 
groups, for the island was not, and still is not, inhabited by a sufficient number of 
triwangsa primary users and proponents of high Balinese in its different forms. 23 
ECONOMY 
Economic activities in recent years have undergone substantial improvement; 
nonetheless, significant differences are still present within the small archipelago. 
Lembongan, the northern and eastern coastal belt of Nusa Penida and to a 
lesser degree Ceningan are the more developed areas of Nusa. Due to the large 
farming of seaweed as the main cash crop, these areas have ventured forth into 
the market economy and in the recent years have taken advantage of a steady 
cash flow. Moreover, all the major coconut groves as well as fishing and tourist 
facilities are located in these areas. 
The remaining larger section of Nusa Penida (the centre and the south of the 
island) is less integrated in the market economy and is largely dependent on 
subsistence activities for farmers still grow their main staple foods. On the whole 
the majority of the population of this island consists of farmers and their working 
activity is centred on land cultivation and animal breeding. 
Farming production appears to have undergone significant changes for in 
1930 rice still represented in percentage terms an important item in the production 
and consumption of the local population. Data I have processed from Soekardjo 
(1931:32-3) indicate that Nusa Penida in 1930 produced about 40 tons of dry rice 
(padi gaga) and 42 tons of maize.24 While rice still retains its central importance 
and role in religious rituals, maize is now the main cereal produced and some of 
the religious rituals formerly the prerogative of the rice cycle have been adopted to 
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suit the needs of maize growing. The 1989 data show a marked shift in favour of 
maize production for in that year the output was of 6, 163 tons of maize against 
532.14 tons of padi gaga. Considering the relationship between the 1930 and 1989 
outputs, while the maize production increased 146,7 times, the rice production 
increased only 13,3 times. Currently, most farmers grow as main cereal only maize 
and have abandoned the production of dry rice. They maintain that the change in 
the type of production was forced upon them by a steady decrease in rainfall that 
made the cultivation of padi gaga impossible in most areas of Nusa Penida. Other 
relevant agricultural products in 1989 were: cassava (44,254 tons), peanuts 
(374.33 tons), soya bean (26.46 tons) and mung bean (177.32 tons).25 
An important part of the local economy is focused on the produce of Bali cattle 
(bantengs) and pigs that are exported to Bali for cash. The husbandry of banteng, 
which are also used for ploughing, has recently been implemented by the relevant 
government agencies. The prominent use of the pig as a sacrificial offering has 
also fostered breeding practices at a domestic level in order to meet ritual 
requirements. This in turn has made available surplus animals for sale to Bali for 
cash. The practice is so diffused that a few farmers are now embarking on a purely 
commercial type of breeding. Unfortunately, this has not become widespread 
because a lack of funds and capital; however the attempt is an indication of the 
potential types transformation that the area may undergo in the future. The 1989 
production of cattle and pigs reported these data: banteng 20,074 units, pigs 
10,587 units. The area has also a significant production of live chickens that are 
to satisfy local consumption as well as religious and gambling needs and 
that are 
are: 
coconut in to have 
1 tons. Coconuts a variety uses range from 
to domestic implements to the production copra. Domestically produced coconut 
oil and copra are the by-products of this crop that are sold on Bali cash. Since 
1978/79 in a program destined to improve local living access to 
cash the Indonesian government has provided farmers with cashew nuts (jambu 
mete, ANACARDIUM occ10ENTALE) seeds, funds and trees. The increased 
steadily in the recent years and the product is both sold on the local market and 
The 1989 produce was of 1 
mangoes (poh) one 
no data are 
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similar in nature. Unfortunately, seaweed market prices have recently been subject 
to fluctuation thereby threatening the profits of the local farmers and the scope of 
the whole project. 
Seaweed (bulung, rumput laut) farming was first introduced in the area of 
Nusa Penida in the 1979/80 but the practice was not fully adopted until the 1985. 
The production areas are located on the islands of Lembongan, Ceningan and 
along the north and east coasts of Nusa Penida. The seaweed end product 
according to the 1989 statistical data amounted to 74,452 tons.26 
Of some relevance too is fishing. Catches are both consumed locally and, 
once cooked exported to Bali. The 1989 statistic reports the capture of 1,409 kg. of 
tuna fish. 
Last, but not least, of growing importance is the tourist industry. Small hotels 
and bungalows are today almost exclusively located in Jungutbatu on the island of 
Lembongan for this island has attracted a steady number of tourists since early 
1980 due to its surfing facilities. However, recently a number of projects have been 
presented with the purpose of drawing Nusa Penida itself within the larger Bali 
tourist circuit. 
On the whole the economic infrastructures and services of the area are still 
basic. The entire group of islands (Nusa Penida, Lembongan and Ceningan) has 
only two markets; the main one located in Sampalan and a minor one in 
Toyapakeh. Markets in these two villages take place every day; however activity 
increases every three days during pasah, the Balinese day designated for proper 
market activities. If anything is needed, people throughout Nusa converge on 
Sampalan or Toyapakeh for shopping. 
Money is used as the main medium of transaction but in some areas of Nusa 
Penida barter may still be practised especially if there is a crop surplus. Maize, 
coconut, peanuts or fish are all items that can be exchanged. Formerly it was 
common for people from Jungutbatu who ventured to Sakti to exchange salt or fish 
for maize. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
LINKS WITH BALI AND LOMBOK 
Nusa is separated from Bali by the Badung Straits and from Lombok by the 
homonymous channel. Both straits are subject to strong and variable sea currents 
that are heavily influenced by the type of sea beds between the islands and by the 
daily and seasonal tidal variations. Furthermore, Nusa Penida and Ceningan are 
divided by a narrow water channel that during tidal change creates one of the most 
powerful sea currents in the whole of the Indian ocean. 
Any journey between Nusa and Bali or Lombok requires a sea crossing and 
the careful negotiation of the strong currents present in those straits can be 
potentially dangerous for the inexpert or for those who do not take account of 
weather variations in the passage.27 
Notwithstanding these types of potential risks and short seasonal 
interruptions, communications between Nusa and Bali are fairly regular. Locally 
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built outrigger canoes ljukung) leave every morning from the beach of Toyapakeh 
or Jungutbatu for Kusamba or Sanur (Bali) with passengers and local goods and 
return in the late afternoon with tourists, commuters and commodities from Bali. All 
the canoes now have engines and depending on the condition of the sea the 
crossing may take between 1 112 to 3 hours. 
Larger boats ljango/an) are used for the transport of goods and depending on 
the availability of products, mainly seaweed and cattle, leave from Toyapakeh to 
Sanur, or from Sampalan to Padang Bay. (see plate N.4 for a proper localisation of 
these places)28 Furthermore, locally built jukung sail regularly throughout the day 
between Lembongan (Jungutbatu or Tlaktak) and Nusa Penida (Toyapakeh). 
Communications with Lombok are less relevant and are highly irregular. 
Generally, those venturing on the Lombok straits are fisherman from Nusa 
Penida's eastern coast or wood traders who buy wood in Lombok and transport it 
to Nusa Penida. Today, those who need to go to Lombok leave first for Bali 
(Padang Bay) and from there are able to cross to Lombok (Lembar) (see plate 
N.2). 
COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN NUSA PENIDA 
The road network within the islands has been constantly expanding since the 
late eighties. When I first went to the Nusa Penida in 1988 there was only one 
asphalt road that ran around the island from Batununggul to Toyapakeh, Klumpu, 
Batumadeg, Batukandik, Sekartaji. Tanglad, Suana and Sakti were connected to 
this main artery by unsealed roads. Another unsealed road crossed the island from 
Kutampi to Tulad, Caruban. Any other place was linked by footpaths or small trails. 
(see plate N.5) 
During the past years enormous progress has been made in this sector and all 
the major centres on the island are now connected by asphalt roads that are 
constantly being improved. Minor villages are also being linked through unsealed 
roads. In Nusa Lembongan a ring road around the island, partially made of asphalt 
and partially unsealed, has recently been completed. 
No public transport is present but the network is served by small vans or pick-
ups, locally called bemo and privately owned, which transport goods and 
passengers throughout the island. Privately owned cars are rare but now with a 
new pier and better roads their number is increasing. 
WATER SOURCES AND WATER STORAGE. THE IMPORTANCE OF 
WATER IN NUSA PENIDA 
The island has been famous for its recurrent episodes of drought and famine 
since the Dutch conquest of Bali. The visit that Korn (1944:97) undertook to the 
island in 1929 was indeed induced by anxieties about the effects of these factors 
on the local population. Gertis (1925: 107) remarks how in 1924 due to polluted 
water in Lembongan about 30 people died and how, most probably because the 
use of unclean water, the women of Ped suffered infertility for a considerable 
period of time. The case was so severe that the village had to be abandoned. 
The extreme shortage of drinkable water appears to be the environmental 
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determinant that has influenced and still influences the economy and life of this 
island. The dry conditions, the type of flora and fauna and the closeness of this 
island to the Wallace line29 seem to make the ecological environment of Nusa 
Penida closer to the eastern Indonesian archipelago rather than to the Balinese 
ecological niche. 
If saying that water is one of the key elements which makes life possible in the 
island is a mere truism, accounting for how water shortages affect the life of the 
locals and describing what strategies they have developed to face this periodical 
deficiency provides a better understanding of the way of life of the people of Nusa 
Penida and the way they ref ate to their environment. 30 
Water is such an important item that in periods of shortage it becomes a 
commodity. It is bought and sold by those in need of it and it may be given away as 
payment for a job done or in order to strengthen allegiances and foster patron-
client relationships. Because of the chronic water scarcity and the priority to save it 
when it is available, in some places of Nusa Penida people still bathe using only as 
much water as can be filled in a coconut shell. The shelf, called janggi [NP] has a 
small hole on its bottom from which the water, regulated by a wooden needle, 
flows. 
A complete and detailed study of the water table in the whole of Nusa Penida -
to the best of my present knowledge - is still unavailable. A short report on this 
subject (Geological: 1980) has dealt only with the northern areas of the island. 
The main water sources appear to be basically three: rain water collected in 
underground tanks (cubang [NP]) or open air reservoirs (dam and gumbleng), wells 
(semer) and springs (yeh anakan), anceng [NP]). According to the 1990 statistical 
data concerning the use and source of water in Nusa Penida, of the whole 
population (46,843) the great majority 75.69 % (34,730) utilised rain water 
accumulated in underground tanks, 21.97% (10,080) used water from a well and 
only 2.34 % (1,073) of the people were connected to a running water pipeline. 
Essentially, in the northern coastal areas water is drawn from wells, in the southern 
coastal collected from cliff springs, and in all inland areas of Nusa Penida 
underground tanks are used. (For a visualisation of the distribution see plate N.6) 
CUBANG 
The I arge majority of the inhabitants of the island use for domestic 
consumption water that is stored in an underground tank locally called cubang. 
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resources. 
This is a large cylinder carved in the underground limestone and may be as 
much as five meters deep and four meters large. The internal walls of the cubang 
are rendered impermeable to filtration and leakage through the plastering of 
cement and lime. In its upper part the cubang is provided with a small outlet from 
where water can be obtained with the help of a bucket. 
A cubang stores rain water that is channelled to it through a system of gutters 
placed on building roofs and pipes. Formerly roofs were made in traditional 
Balinese style with IMPERATA grass and gutters and pipes were made from 
bamboo. These traditional materials now tend to be used only by less affluent 
families, the majority using tiles and plastic or metal piping. The making of a 
cubang is a lengthy work that may take between one and three months. The work 
is generally done by a collective group (matulung, gotong royong in Indonesian). 
Each family, at least in the northern areas of Nusa Penida, tends to have at least 
one cubang inside the house compound. Formerly, in Sakti, those who could not 
afford to build a cubang used to make an open square water reservoir within the 
compound. The water accumulated in this way was subject to frequent 
contamination by domestic animals and was one of the primary sources of disease. 
In 1985 in the midst of a particularly dry season and with the prospect of a severe 
drought the Indonesian government financed the construction of 180 above-ground 
water catchments. These are locally called bak bangpres (from bangunan 
president) and have been built throughout the island. Some are still in good 
condition but the majority of them show signs of deterioration generally due to poor 
recently the local government in conjunction with a program of 
has to the building of in 
Because of season water in tends 
to be consumed the arrival of the wet monsoon. In such cases, 
are frequent, those who are left without water are to buy from those 
who have larger storage, or more commonly to walk to the nearest well or descend 
to closest spring (anceng) to fetch it. During periods of shortages the water 
obtained in this way is strictly for drinking and cooking consumption. Personal toilet 
laundry are done where wells or springs are located. In Sakti at the end the 
dry season on given days it was a common scene to see a line of people, 
and old as well, walk down in the early morning to Penida to wash 
bathe. In former periods only wealthy families had a and the to and 
the well was of the everyday life these too were 
to help and girls were trained 
water buckets on their heads. 
to 
is 
on the narrow coastal belt that 
because of the alluvial 
In this area wells are 
the sea most of the water 
brackish.31 A similar situation is present in the area of Jungutbatu, on the island of 
Lembongan. In all these areas water, though containing a variable level of salt, is 
largely present throughout the year. There are, however, a few fresh water wells in 
the short alluvial valleys leading to the sea, notably in Penida, Gamat, Tanjung 
Atuh and Kutampi. The northern coastal area that spans Kutampi and Sampalan, 
Batunuggul, where the government offices and the largest market of the island are 
located is the only part of Nusa Penida where running water is available. The area 
is served by a large well in Kutampi. 
In conjunction with projects for tourist development the well of Penida is now 
in the course of being tapped and channelled up to Sakti, Sebonibus and down to 
Toyapakeh from where the water will be distributed to the north eastern areas of 
the island. All the water obtained through these wells is sufficiently clear but needs 
to be treated (boiled) before drinking. 
ANCENG, YEH ANAKAN 
The island's south coast is defined by a line of cliffs ranging between 100 and 
200 m.a.s.1. and all the natural sources of drinkable fresh water in the south of 
Nusa Penida are found in springs flowing directly from the vertical sea cliffs or at 
their base. In almost all of them, the water runs from the rocks a few meters above 
the sea level. For all the villages close enough to the coast these springs represent 
the main source of water. They are well known and have been regularly used by 
the local inhabitants who during the dry season, once the cubang water is finished, 
climb down the cliffs in order to obtain their water provisions. These types of 
springs are locally called anceng. The term does not in itself indicate 'spring' but 
refers to the type of path that is made to reach the spring for anceng in Balinese 
means a short pole or stake. 
Some of these springs (see plate N.6), such as that of Temeling, are easily 
accessible but for the majority of them the descending path has either been carved 
into the cliff's wall or artificially made by thrusting wooden stakes into the soft lime 
wall so as to create a descending route. This artificial sequence of ladders and 
trestle-bridges is buttressed below by other timber supports and on its external side 
has a railing that in some cases is mainly perfunctory. 
I have descended the majority of these anceng and though all of them are 
quite vertical some are better made and protected than others. Particularly 
hazardous and precarious is the anceng in Sekartaji. Formerly the descending 
paths were even more precarious than they are today and accidents were not 
uncommon.32 Both Gertis (1925:106) and Korn (1944:100-105) mention that 
because of the dangers connected with this activity only water bearer groups 
('sekehe toja') used to be in charge of the water collection. When collecting water 
women are expected to carry up, on their heads, a bucket of water weighing 
between 20 I 30 Kg, while men carry generally twice this weight in two buckets tied 
at the extremes of a pole balanced across one shoulder. 
The water from these springs is remarkably clean and immediately drinkable. It 
tends to be present all the year through but the flow is subject to seasonal variation 
for it depends largely on precipitation. Water levels are rather high during the rainy 
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season and decrease gradually during the dry season. 
Interestingly while wells are never religiously emphasised through their 
association with any sort of shrine, all anceng at their bottom are marked by the 
presence of small shrines (sanggah) or even a small temple complex dedicated to 
the local divinity. Residents who climb up and down these anceng say that if proper 
offerings are not made to the tutelary spirit of the well and the cliff their lives may 
be endangered for stones may fall on the path. 
DAM AND GUMBLENG 
Other minor water sources are a couple of reservoirs that resemble a dam 
built by the Dutch at the beginning of this century in the area of Tulad and Tanglad 
and a recent one in Senangka built by the local population with the financial help of 
the Indonesian Government. The Dutch dams were built to provide the population 
of the central hills of Nusa with a water source during the dry season. Locally 
called dam these structures are basically open reservoirs that accumulate rain 
during the wet season. 
Additionally, throughout the interior of the island small ground depressions are 
also used as temporary water reservoirs during the wet season. The rain running 
down from the hill slopes collects naturally in these ground depressions where it 
forms small ponds. These ponds, called gumbleng, are used to water cattle and 
they last as long there is rain supply.33 When the water from gumbleng or cubang 
dries up the animals, mainly bantengs, are taken every two or three days to the 
nearest well where they are allowed to drink as much as they can. Throughout 
desa Sakti the well where animals are usually taken, even from the more distant 
banjar, is in the area of Penida. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter presents a general overview of Nusa Penida through its 
geographical, historical and economic aspects. In terms of discussion to follow 
these features of the island should be remembered: 
a) former myths about the birth of Nusa Penida, the few historical sources 
available and the language spoken all make reference to Bali as the paramount 
and genesis of the island's social life and cultural expression. These elements fully 
incorporate Nusa Penida and its sister islands within the Balinese political sphere 
of influence and civilisation. 
b) The economic system, though it has been revitalised by seaweed farming 
and other minor initiatives, still appears firmly based on agricultural production and 
is mainly focused on subsistence and internal consumption. 
c) Nusa Penida's material conditions of life illustrate that notwithstanding the 
constraints imposed on the island by the dry habitat, local resources and 
technology have been able, with varying degree of success, to overcome the 
periodical water shortages and utilise the assets of the severe environment. 
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Photo N. 3: Climbing down the anceng Eha toward the spring set at 
the bottom of the cliff. (Antapan 1991) 
11 24 / 1 
Photo N. 4: The shrines at the spring at the bottom of the anceng 
Eha. (Antapan 1991) 
11 24 /II 
ENDNOTES CHAPTER I 
1 The term babad, in this context, refers to a literary genre of historical-genealogical chronicles 
or narratives well diffused throughout Bali and Java. 
2 See: Geological Mapping in the Northern Part of Nusa Penida. 1980. The authors of this work 
(p.8) mention two previous geological analyses of Nusa Penida by De Yongh (1926) and Darwin 
(1972) but do not give their complete bibliographical references. Apparently it is to them that the 
theory of the island formation should be credited in the first instance. 
3 The Balinese southern area of bukit has a limestone geology very similar to that of Nusa 
Penida. The process that leads to the formation of such karst topography is common in the two 
areas. Explaining this process in the bukit area Eiseman (1990:18) writes: 
Limestone is calcium carbonate, and this carbonate is dissolved by the weak 
carbonic acid formed from the dissolved carbon dioxide in rainwater. Over the 
centuries natural cracks in the massive limestone are enlarged by this chemical 
reaction into larger channels. Ground water is channelled into the cracks and 
disappears into them instead of forming streams and rivers. The channels in the 
subterranean limestone enlarge further into caves. Further erosion may cause the 
caves to collapse, forming deep open basins. Karst areas like the Bukit have no 
surface stream because there is very little runoff. The rainfall simply disappears into 
cracks into the surface rocks and simply is unavailable for use. The level of the 
water table is far too deep to permit shallow wells.[ ... ] People who live on the Bu kit 
depend entirely upon cisterns for their water supply. 
4 Seasonal records are organised according to sasih or lunar month. Sasih are crucial for what 
concerns all agricultural rituals. Lunar months are shorter and generally not coincident with solar 
months. The duration of a lunar year is 354 days. Though the duration of the lunar year is 11 days 
short of the solar one (365 day) in Bali the two years are made to coincide through the artificial 
addition of some lunar days (called ngunyarat1) to the lunar cycle. Every 63 solar days, 2 lunar days 
are added to the lunar calendar so that at the end of the solar year the two systems are made to 
coincide (e.g. see Sukarsa 1988:260 ff.). 
The names of the lunar months are derived from the Hindu Indian lunar calendar, and are supposed 
to coincide as follow: 
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SANSKRIT BALINESE GREGORIAN 
months Lunar Calendar Lunar Calendar I Sasih\ Solar Calendar 
1 Crawana sasih Kasa new moon of Julv 
2 Bhadraoada sasih Karo new moon of Auausts 
3 Asuji sasih Ketiaa new moon of September 
4 Kartika sasih Kaoat new moon of October 
5 Mare:acira sasih Kelima new moon of November 
6 Pa us a sasih Kenem new moon of December 
7 Ma11:ha sasih Kepitu new moon of Januarv 
8 Phale:una sasih Kewulu new moon of Februarv 
9 Caitra sasih Kesanaa new moon of March 
10 Waif;aka sasih Kedasa new moon of Aoril 
11 Jvaistha sasih Jivestha new moon of Mav 
12 Asada sasih Sadha new moon of June 
TABLE N.4: COMPARISON BETWEEN SANSKRIT, BALINESE AND GREGORIAN CALENDARS. 
(Sanskrit names from Ad at /stiadat 1985: 84-5. On this issue see also Goris 1960c: 116. Sasih names 
from the Bali calender published yearly by T.U. Warta Hindu Dharma). 
The Balinese calendar begins with the new moon of July and each lunar month is supposed to start 
at the beginning of the new moon. Given the fact that all solar months, with the exception of 
February, are longer than any lunar month, each of them is bound to comprehend at least one new 
moon. 
5 Sources for Nusa Penida and Klungkung: Klungkung Dalam Angka 1989 (p.4), for Denpasar 
data extrapolated from: Statistik Bali 1989 (pp.5-6). 
6 The manuscript I have had access is a Romanised transliteration with the tile Usana Pulo 
Nusa Ki Dukuh Jumpungan and is a copy of an original belonging to the Lembaga Bahasa Nasional 
in Singaraja. No reference number or other codes are reported in the copy in my hand. 
7 Saka or <;aka refers to the Balinese and Javanese solar year. The term comes from the 
Sanskrit where it means, source or origin, and it identifies one of the two periods of the Indian history. 
The first saka year does correspond to the Gregorian year 78 or 79. 
Prasasti are ancient royal edicts or commemorative inscriptions engraved on stones or copper 
plaques. They where written in Sanskrit, Kawi, Old Balinese or Old Javanese. The prasasti Blanjong 
was first analysed in 1934 by Stutterheim. Goris (1954 Vol.11:195) who also examined the pillar 
summarised it as follow: 
Blandjong (near Sanur). A big cylindrical stone pillar containing two inscriptions: 
one inscription in the Sanskrit language but in Kawi characters; the other one in Old 
Balinese Language but in "old Sanskrit" = pre-nagari characters. [ .... ] Most of the 
writing is undecipherable. A king: 9ri Kesari Warmadewa, is mentioned and his 
victories over his enemies at Gurun and Suwa/. 
8 See Slametmulyana ( 1979). In his edition of the Nagarakretagama the toponym Gu run 1s to be 
found in the following stanzas: XIV/3, XVl/3, XLll/2. Gurun is also quoted by Zoetmulder (1974:415), 
after Berg ( 1931 ), in the context of the kidung Harsawijaya. The kidung describes the foundation of 
the Majapahit empire and Gurun is supposed to be one of the islands that belonged to the prosperous 
reign of the king Krtarajasa. 
9 Claims of the island's link with Majapahit are present throughout Nusa Penida, especially in 
the form of temple icons referring to that historical period. For example, in the Pura Mundi - the 
island's highest temple - is present a manjangan se/uang which is a shrine that has on its front a 
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wooden sculpture of a deer's head. In Bali this is generally considered to be the abode of Batara 
Majapahit. (See: Bali 1960:379) It is difficult to ascertain if these claims have any historical base or 
are a post-facto adhesion to a prevalent ideology. Here I want only to mention some field evidence. 
10 The toponym Gurun is also mentioned in the prasasti Udjung analysed by Goris (1954 
Vol.11:105, 201). The prasasti which is dated saka year 962 (AD. 1040) concerns the decision of 
Rajah Udayana to free a number of villages from tax levies and fixes the frontiers of the village Jung 
Hyang, possibly the actual Ujung (Karangasem). In the prasasti it is also forbidden for people sailing 
from Ujung to Java or Gurun, to make use of boats belonging to the local village. In the Karangasem 
regency there is still a place, important for its archaeological remains, called Ujung. I cannot say if 
the place mentioned in the prasasti and the actual Ujung are the same. 
11 The report of the discovery (Widia 1978: 1-2) mentions that within desa Batukandik were 
found: two full bronze bracelets, a number of parts belonging to various bronze necklaces or 
bracelets, and a skull's fragment among other bones fragments. Unfortunately the study lacks further 
details and does not indicate the precise site of the findings. No speculations are made about the 
importance or function of the objects. 
12 The reference is from the published diary of Willem Lodewycksz and concerns the report of 
the 1595-1597 voyage of Cornelius De Houtman to the 'East-Indies'. The text I consulted was edited 
by G.P.Rouffaer and J.W.ljzerman (1915). I am indebted to Helen Creese who has pointed to me this 
early excerpt on Nusa Penida. 
13 J.J.Fox, in a personal communication, has confirmed that this use was formerly widespread 
throughout the Indonesian archipelago. 
14 I have been unable to obtain the same copy of the original text used by Sidemen. While in Bali 
I made several attempts to obtain it at the house of the late I Made Kanta in Klungkung and at Grya 
Aan but always without success. Notwithstanding these difficulties in Nusa Penida I was given a 
mimeographed copy of two texts, one called 'Oa/em Sawangan' and the other 'Bali Bondan Sejarah 
Puncak Mundi Penataran Ped, Nusa Penida'. The texts are similar in content even if they bear 
different titles and do narrate, though in mythological way, about the early kingdom of Nusa Penida 
and its conquest by Balinese rajahs. The texts in my hands do not bear any clear indication about 
their origin, their are however sufficiently consistent with what written by Sidemen (1980a:7-11 ). 
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text. 
I Dewa Bungkut is also known as Dalem Bungkut, alias Dalem Dukut of the Oa/em Sawangan 
16 The Babad Da/em is a text, presumably written in the 18th century, that refers to the historical 
events centred around the Geigel rajahdom. According to Stuart-Fox ( 1987:562) the earliest known 
manuscript that bears this title dates from 1805. A 1812 version is kept in the Museum Bali. 
Denpasar. Sidemen (Sidemen et Altri 1983:204) reports a Babad Dalem in private collection dated 
saka 1748 (AD. 1826). For this work I have used the translation edited by Warna (Warna et Altri 
1986) that comprises three different versions of the same text. 
17 Adat laws are customary laws proper of each banjar adat or desa. Adat is a term derived from 
Arabic and via Malay language has been fully incorporated into Balinese and Indonesian. The various 
interpretations of adat will be dealt with in more detail in the next chapter where I will consider adat 
Nusa Penida. 
18 See Paswara Asta Negara (p. 1, 2, 3, in particular p.3 section Sb) The text in my hand comes 
from the Gedong Kertya and bears the code lls.697/3. The eight rajahdoms involved in the various 
agreements were: Klungkung, Karangasem, Singaraja, Gianyar, Bangli, Payangan, Mengwi, Badung. 
On this topic see also Korn (1922) edition of Paswara Asta Negara. 
19 Balinese men can marry more than one woman; in case a man has more than a wife, his 
children are not allowed to intermarry even if they belong to different mothers. All the children of the 
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same mother are defined with the same classificatory term as nyama (brother and sisters), children 
belonging to different mothers or fathers are defined nyama kua/on (step brother and step sisters). 
Nyama and nyama kua/on are not allowed to marry or intermarry. The former death punishment for 
the violation of such rule has now been replaced by the banishment of the couple from the banjar. An 
exception to the above rule is the case of boy and girl twins (buncing) whose marriage is deemed to 
be highly auspicious. 
20 Personal communication. 
21 Still today adat matters that cannot find a proper legal solution for lack of evidence or because 
of opposite evidence are dealt through a particular oath taken inside a pura or in a place reputed 
equally ten get (endowed with inherent power). If the matter has considerable importance people from 
Nusa Penida generally take the oath inside the Pura Penataran Ped in the palinggih dedicated to Ratu 
Gede Macaling. The taking of the oath is called cor and is a serious matter for all parties stress their 
version of the truth at the price of their life. For they allow the god to take their own life should they 
lie. The ultimate justice rests then in the hand of the 'divine intervention' that will - in according to 
local belief - inexorably punish the deceitful with death. A sort of analogous thought was applied 1n 
respect to those exiled to the island for ultimately the task of punishing them, should they have been 
guilty of misconduct, was left to Ratu Gede Macaling. 
22 On this issues see also Madia (1984:82 ff.). 
23 Kersten (1984:VI) mentions the following levels of Basa A/us: Basa A/us, Basa A/us Sor, to 
which is added the intermediate level of Basa Singgih. Kamus Bali-Indonesia (1990:XXI) reports three 
tiers: A/us Singgih, A/us Sor, A/us Mider. 
24 The data have been elaborated from Soekardjo's tables. (1931 ·32-33). This writer originally 
expresses the amount of rice and maize production in pikul units. A pikul is a former Indonesian unit 
of weight. The equivalent Balinese term is tikul. Literally translated a pikul means a load a man can 
carry. According to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia one pikul is equivalent to 62.5 kg. I have 
converted pikul figures into kg. and ton so as to allow a possible comparison. 
25 Statistical source: Statistik Kecamatan Nusa Penida 1989. Kantor Statistik Kabupaten 
Klungkung. I should say that there are some discrepancies between the data given by this volume 
and the same details presented by another statistical publication: Klungkung Dalam Angka 1989. This 
latter report inexplicably appears to overestimate the productive output of the island. In doubt I have 
decided to adopt the more conservative data of the Statistik Kecamatan Nusa Penida 1989. 
26 The types of seaweed grown in the area are the brown sPENUSUM and the dark green coTONll. 
For a study of the effects of seaweed farming on the local economy and an analysis of the production 
in relation to the work force and its composition see: Setiawina ( 1990) and Sanica (Sanica et Altri 
1988, 1989). 
27 The worst sailing months are February, May, June, July, August. September During these 
months, or in conjunction with the period that precede the arrival of the monsoon there may be strong 
winds and high waves and traditional canoes, though rarely, may stop sailing altogether for a day or 
two. Some sea accidents did involve boats travelling from Nusa Penida to Bali and vice versa. The 
majority of these involved new fibreglass motor boats travelling from Bujuk to Padang Bay. I should 
say that the traditional jukung sailors in general have better knowledge of the sea and the weather 
than the modern motor-boat 'captains' who are patently inexperienced and contemptuous in their 
approach to sea crossing and regardless of passenger sea safety. 
28 In the years between 1988 and 1991, in connection with programs to include Nusa Penida 
within the larger Bali tourist circuit a proper cement pier was built in the area of Banjar Nyuh, closed 
to Toyapakeh. I have recently received news that the pier has been finished and now motor boats are 
operating between Nusa Penida and Bali (Sanur Bali beach harbour) 
28 
29 The Wallace line passes between Bali and Lombok, and is supposed to defines the limit of an 
ecological band that runs from Lombok to the Kai islands in eastern Indonesia. According to Wallace 
this ideal line should indicate and demarcate a striking variation between the ecosystem of the 
western island and the ecosystem of the eastern islands of the Indonesian archipelago. (see: 
Wallace: 1962) The concept has been subsequently challenged by other scholars who suggested that 
the demarcating line appears to be to the east of Lombok. 
30 It is very difficult for me to convey to readers the importance of the water factor in a dry 
environment, especially since western readers - I assume - have their water sources a few meters 
away from the place where they sit and this source is perceived to be virtually unlimited. It would be a 
completely different matter if they had to walk between one and three hours to reach a well and then 
carry on their shoulders or heads a bucket or two full of water of a weight between twenty and thirty 
kilograms. The crucial difference is that westerners tend to take water availability for granted, it 
belongs to an unquestioned domain, while for the locals in Nusa Penida this is not granted and it 
belongs to a questionable domain. 
31 The village of Toyapakeh derives its name from its association with a local well for in Balinese 
toya means 'water' and pakeh 'salty'. 
32 See for example picture N.4 in Gertis (1925). The plate portrays a section of the anceng of 
Sekartaji one of the most precarious. Up to today the situation has only slightly improved. 
33 On cubang and gumbleng see also Gertis (1925:107-8). 
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CHAPTER II 
TWO HALVES AND TWO TEMPLES; 
ELEMENTS OF THE ISLAND SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS 
ORGANISATION 
INTRODUCTION 
Nusa Penida has been taken as an example of former Balinese social 
organisation; the island's pristine division in two halves still holds today in certain 
respects and could be considered a case of dyadic social organisation that 
encompassed both secular and religious distinctions. Social and historical data 
indicate that Balinese life in Nusa Penida seems to be better depicted as a totality 
in which religious and secular elements do not have a clear cut separation and 
where any artificial partition between them risks the loss of meanings crucial for the 
comprehension of the local reality. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present and analyse some features of the 
island's social and religious organisation. As background, I introduce historical 
references to the political and religious configuration of Nusa Penida. The evolution 
of its administrative structure and its current administrative (dinas) framework is 
then taken into consideration. Further, I briefly outline the concept of adat, indicate 
the most important features of the island's adat and its organisation, and discuss 
the relevance of the island's most renowned temple (Pura Penataran Ped) and its 
abiding god: Ratu Gede Macaling. Finally, since Nusa Penida has been considered 
by some scholars populated by and similar in its social texture to original Balinese 
(Bali Aga) communities, I examine this issue and its relevance in the island context. 
PRECOLONIAL AND COLONIAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE 
Former Dutch reports on Nusa Penida and Balinese sources both attest that 
the island was customarily divided into two halves. The division, still in force today 
as far as the support of the two island's main temples is concerned, had both 
religious and administrative significance. The symbolic partition that runs along 
north-south lines divides the island in two sections, an eastern one called dangin 
bantas and a western one called dauh bantas. The terms dauh and dangin refer to 
the Balinese orientation system of four points commonly known as kaja, ke/od, 
kangin and kauh. Thus while dauh stand for kauh, kangin stand for dangin. These 
orientation points are disposed along two axes, kaja - kelod, the first of these 
directions defines the link between Bali's high mountain Gunung Agung associated 
with kaja, and the sea surrounding the island of Bali, which corresponds to kelod. 
The second axis, kangin - kauh, is both related to the daily cycle of the sun and the 
direction of the prevalent winds and could be considered largely analogous to the 
western east - west axis. 
Each of .the two districts of Nusa Penida was and still is associated with a 
paramount temple that for the dauh bantas side is the Pura Penataran Ped while 
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the dangin bantas zone is the Pura Batu Medau; each temple is supposed to be 
supported by all desa belonging to its respective domain.1 The first temple lies in 
the area of desa Ped while the second is in the precinct of desa Suana. 
The two supporting halves comprise the following desa: 
Desa Dauh Bantas Desa Dangin Bantas 
(Pura Penataran Ped area) (Pura Batu Medau area) 
Ped Kutampi 
Sakti Batununggul 
Klumpu Suana 
Batumadeg Tang lad 
Batukandik Sekartaji 
Jungutbatu 
Lembongan 
TABLE NS DESA BELONGING TO DAUH BANTAS AND DANGIN BANTAS AREAS OF NUSA 
PEN/DA FOR A CLEAR VISUALISATION OF THE TWO AREAS SEE PLATEN 7. 2 
Penataran Ped and Pura Batu Medau are considered the island's major 
temples and no other pura in the island is able to gather such a large group of 
desa. No indications are available on which temple is older; what is 
context is that both pura are distinguished the term penataran 
and used - as 
division Dangin Bantas and major temples. 
The island's division in two halves was also the basis for the local government 
structure. According to Sidemen (1980a:76}, the chain of command that governed 
Nusa Penida during the 19th century was shaped along five tiers. These were: 
1 Manca 
the island's governor standing in for the Klungkung's rajah 
2 Bendesa Gede Bendesa Gede 
resident in Ped resident in Batununggul 
in charge of the island's western in charge of the island eastern half 
half Dauh Bantas Dangin Bantas 
3 Prabekel Prabekel 
in charge of a desa in charge of a desa 
between the two bantas there were 13 prabekel 
4 Kelihan Satus Kelihan Satus 
in charge of a group of men at in charge of a group of men at 
banjar or suprabanjar's level banjar or suprabanjar's level 
5 Kelihan Kelihan Kelihan Kelihan 
Sek et Sek et Sek et Seket 
each of them responsible for a group of men at banjar level 
TABLE N.6: GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE IN NUSA PENIDA DURING THE 19TH CENTURY. 
a domain 
representatives 
officers no:>1nn'n 
Because the island was 
into eastern and western zones, the manca had as his two bendesa gede, 
who were responsible for applying and enforcing kingdom's laws in each 
these districts. Furthermore, Nusa Penida was divided into prabekelan (smaller 
territorial units) and each bendesa gede was in charge appointing the 
these units. Prabekel were supposed to be responsible customary and secular 
matters4 and had at their command a kelihan satus two 
seket. Central to this system was not so 
the over human resources. (1 
seket were officers responsible 
(seket) persons, 
a in 
desa organisation and of manpower recruitment for public works (gouvernements 
werkzaamheden). 
Banjar. Governed by kelihan banjar and kelihan pengliman, the officers had the 
same level but different functions; the ke/ihan banjar was in charge of banjar's 
matters whereas the kelihan pengliman was responsible for the banjat's 
organisation of manpower recruitment for public works (gouvernements 
werkzaamheden). 
The overall configuration was later modified again by the Dutch. Korn 
(1944:104), describing the island in the early thirties, reports a four-tier 
administrative body organised along the following lines: 
1 Punggawa 
as the island's overlord 
2 Prabekel Prabekel 
as district's heads as district's heads 
in charge of the island's western in charge of the island's eastern 
half Dauh Bantas half Dangin Bantas 
1 O districts in all Nusa Penida 
3 Kelihan Desa or Ketua di Desa Kelihan Desa or Ketua di Desa 
in charge of a desa. in charge of a desa. 
48 desa in all Nusa Penida6 
4 Kelihan pangliman Kelihan pangliman 
in charge of a group of banjar in charge of a group of banjar 
TABLE N.7: GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE IN NUSA PENIDA DURING DUTCH COLONISATION 
(20TH CENTURY). 
The role played by former politico-administrative authorities (punggawa and 
prabekel) in Nusa Penida suggests that - even though not formally recognised -
there was a close association between secular and religious offices. Such 
association is still partially present and visible today. 
Former punggawa were chosen from the Klungkung royal family. The last 
person to hold this title in Nusa Penida during the sixties was Cokorda Pemayun 
Putra from Puri Agung Klungkung. As a civil servant, he was the head of the two 
groups of desa into which Nusa Penida was divided. As a member of the royal 
family - for he was the first son of Cokorda Gede Oka Geg (Dewa Agung), ruler of 
Klungkung (zeljbestuurder landschap Klungkung) - he was responsible for the opening 
of the odalan of both Pura Penataran Ped and Pura Batu Medau. 
Cokorda Pemayun has indeed remained, up to today, in charge of the 
cleaning and dressing the icons (pratima, rambut sedana) present in both pura. He 
used to attend both odalan and sleep inside the precinct of the pura for the whole 
period of the temple festival. His 1980 ordination to royal priest (bagawan) has 
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emphasised his religious role and he has assumed the tile of Dalem (Ida Dalem 
Pemayun). 
The people of Nusa Penida and Klungkung refer to him with the honorific title 
of Ratu Dalem (Inner Lord; Ratu is a honorary title used to address both triwangsa 
and minor gods). Even though the natives are aware of the separation of the 
religious and civil offices, Ratu Dalem is simultaneously considered the highest 
religious authority of the kingdom and the ideal substitute of the former Rajah of 
Klungkung. The relation between Nusa Penida and the Klungkung royal house is 
particularly close because during his service as punggawa in the island Ida Dalem 
Pemayun married a local woman from banjar Pejukutan (Jero Nusa Arsa). 
Ida Dalem Pemayun's constant participation in the odalan of the two 
paramount pura of Nusa Penida thus coalesces in a single person and through a 
symbolic event - the cleaning of the icons of the ancestors' gods - both a political 
and a religious statement since he encompasses the two charges. Politically he 
reiterates the lordship of puri Klungkung over the island. Religiously he emphasises 
the higher status of the paramount pura and their icons all over Nusa Penida.7 
The prabekel, a title analogous to the former one of bendesa, was the head of 
a prabekelan, an administrative domain that included several desa. Korn 
(1944: 104) indicates that, in Nusa Penida, one bendesa grouped five desa (vyf 
eigenlijke desa). While prabeke/ in Bali have generally been thought of as holders of 
administrative and military offices, evidence from Nusa Penida history indicates 
they were in charge of both religious and secular matters. Korn (1944: 104) says 
prabekel in Nusa Penida were involved in religious duties (godsdienstige) and, 
island's division east I west on religious 
were the Penataran Ped 
fieldwork material ~~·~~·~,m 
... .., ... ,,....,, tended to combine in his person various 
First of all, he embodied a link with the royal palace 
was directly chosen by the Dewa Agung. In some cases, prabekel could boast a 
family link with the puri; for Nusa Penida provided auxiliary wives for the king.s 
Secondly, prabekel were among the few literate people on the islando Thirdly, in 
Sakti, Suana and Jungutbatu, prabekel also tended to hold the office 
responsible for the local religious 
support of large 
desa and the former administrative areas covered by prabekelan have been little 
modified, so that current desa bear much the same name and cover approximately 
the same domains as former prabekelan. 
CURRENT GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE: DESA DINAS 
Dutch conceptions concerning the need for a secular state were kept after the 
Indonesian revolution and the distinction between administrative districts (dinas) 
and traditional (adaf) village was maintained in post-war Indonesian local 
government structure. 
The 1979 law on the new administrative framework at the desa level further 
complicated this matter by introducing the territorial division of lurah (as the 
aggregate of different villages) and dusun (as the aggregate of different hamlets, 
formerly banjar') led by a kepala lurah and a kepala dusun, who were respectively 
appointed to their offices by the district's bureaucracy.9 This new administrative 
structure has not yet been fully implemented in Nusa Penida and, in early 1993, at 
the end of my fieldwork, the island had a government based on three tiers: 
1) Camat. Sub-district's head appointed by the government. He is a civil 
servant. Nusa Penida as a whole is one sub-district of the Klungkung regency.10 
Kepala Desa. Desa's head. He is chosen by the desa's inhabitants through 
free elections. Nusa Penida, Ceningan and Lembongan group together 13 desa. In 
Penida this office is to that of the former prabekel. 
The two lower territorial divisions of desa dinas and ='-""-' in Nusa 
appear to be understood as follows: 
desa dinas: an administrative unit that can be equivalent to a single village or a 
group of villages. It is geographically bounded. 
dusun: (formerly known also as banjar dinas) it is the lower 
intended as a subdivision of the desa dinas be 
or a of It is geographically 
DESA DINAS SAKTI (ex banjar dinas) population (1984 data) 11 
1 DUSUN KARANGDAWA 386 
2 DUSUN PENAGA 706 
3 DUSUN PENANGKIDAN 259 
4 DUSUN PUNDUKAHA KAJA 519 
5 DUSUN PUNDUKAHA KELOD 553 
6 DUSUN SAKTI 1,052 
7 DUSUN SEBULUH KANGIN 379 
8 DUSUN SEBULUH KAWAN 378 
9 DUSUN SEBUNIBUS 1,339 
10 DUSUN SOMPANG 443 
TABLE N.8: DUSUN COMPRISED WITHIN DESA DINAS SAKTI AND THEIR POPULATION DATA. 
Each of these dusun has a responsible resident, in practice the head of a 
group of banjar autonomously defined by the government. The kepala dusun may 
be chosen by the kepala desa but must be approved for office by the superior 
camat governing structure. In the case of desa Sakti all the relevant administrative 
offices of the kepala desa and its staff are located in banjar Sakti which has 
traditionally been considered dominant over the whole area and provided the desa 
with its administrative authorities. 
Having considered the administrative aspects of the island, it is time to turn 
our attention to some of the traditional aspects of its social organisation. 
ADAT NUSA PENIDA 
Customarily, Nusa Penida desa, like Balinese ones, were governed by a 
corpus of traditional laws defined as adat that made no distinction between secular 
and religious domains. Although desa administrative offices now have the 
prerogative of the secular state, adat still permeates and regulates the life of every 
village. 
Adat is a key concept in all anthropological and sociological studies of 
Indonesia and Malaysia. The term adat is adopted from Arabic via Malay and refers 
to the corpus of traditional laws, rules, customs, religious practices and beliefs 
particular to each community. Essentially, in its broader Inda-Malay meaning, the 
concept is all-encompassing and its formulation includes traditional cultural beliefs, 
values and norms that pertain to a human community, its environment and its gods. 
According to Scharer (1963:74) the term 
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certainly means more that simply "usage, custom, habit". We can only grasp and 
interpret its significance through the conception of God. Seen in this concept the 
notion has a double meaning. Firstly divine cosmic order and harmony, and 
secondly that of life and actions in agreement with this order. It is not only 
humanity that posses hadat but also every other creature or thing (animal, plant, 
river, etc.) every phenomenon (e.g. celestial phenomena), every period and 
every action, for the entire cosmos is ordered by the total godhead and every 
member and every part of the cosmos possesses its own place in this order, 
allocated by the total godhead, and has to live and act according to this ordained 
place. Only living and acting in and by this hadat (we may also say total godhead) 
guarantees harmony. The relationship of mankind to the whole of nature and all 
cosmic phenomena is rooted in the reality of hadat. 
The background to the concept as popularly understood in Bali is very close to 
the above in terms of appreciation of the uniqueness of adat; for unique to each 
village are its lands, its inhabitants and the qualities attributed to its gods. In Bali, 
as in Nusa Penida, each desa, banjar or pura is thought to have its own adat that, 
by definition, is distinct from any other. This claim of distinctiveness has been 
enshrined in the Balinese adage desa kala patra that, glossed in a nutshell, asserts 
that each desa is different from any other because its individuality is the product of 
the particular circumstances (place, time, and peculiar features) that have 
contributed to creating the village and its tradition. 
pressure exerted by Dutch and Indonesian legal concerns about 
the effect of shifting emphasis of adat from an all-
view to a set of rules concerning traditional behaviour and 
palm 
Balinese administrative 
these laws 
adat 
formulated a template to be in 
recollection of these rules so as to generate a process of formalisation of the 
aspects of life covered by these laws thereby making their formats fully comparable 
and analogous between different desa. In the current Balinese context, the adat 
that once represented a guarantee of the uniqueness of the 
vis other villages and the puri (royal palace) may stand now as 
desa's full amalgamation within the state organisation. 
Nusa Penida adat to have a bi-dimensional 
island with its east/west 
offer the two 
Med au. 
first 
Nusa Penida western half Dauh Bantas Nusa Penida eastern half Dangin Bantas 
supports Pura Penataran Ped and groups supports Pura Batu Medau and groups 
the following desa adat: the following desa adat: 
Ped Kutampi 
Sakti Batununggul 
Klumpu Suana 
Batu ma deg Tanglad 
Batukandik Sekartaji 
Jungutbatu 
Lembongan 
TABLE N.9: DESA SUPPORTING PURA PENATARAN PED AND PURA BATU MEDAU 
These two groups meet under the leadership of their respective ke!ihan pura -
Penataran Ped or Batu Medau - to whom they are attached. The purpose of each 
group is the religious and administrative management of the respective temples. 
The government of each temple is carried on by an association (seka pura) 
composed of the citizens of all desa that support the pura. The association is 
headed by a kelihan pura who is elected from among all suitable members of the 
cooperating desa; he is accountable for temple upkeeping and organisation to all 
supporting desa. 
Regular meetings (sangkepan pura) are held to discuss temple problems or 
assemblies and, in the 
adat that sustain the 
In Sakti, 
surrounding is known as kelihan is to 
paramount temple meetings, report the decisions taken in the temple council to 
the banjar's association, communicate any request that the council might 
regarding his banjar and help in the organising, preparing and managing any of the 
festivals or other events held in the temple. 12 
In addition to these regular meetings, there are occasionally more restricted 
forums, in which only the bendesa adat (who are 
desa's adat) from the supporting desa participate. In these 
transcend the temple's normal administration, 
modification to existing 
rwr111"01rc: in the 
a vertical dimension of the 
stress that in this context 
the the 
scheme. 
In practice, given the size and importance of these temples - especially Pura 
Penataran Ped - at local and Bali-wide level, religious and administrative 
management come to be closely connected and local administration is significantly 
intertwined with the seka pura results. In recent years, local and national 
government concern over temple conditions, particularly Pura Penataran Ped, has 
produced a significant increase in funding designated for improvement of this 
temple, thus bringing active intervention in its management. 
As customary for Balinese temples in each of these pura, every six Balinese 
months, on a given day, a festival (oda/an, piodal, wall) is held. This celebration, 
which lasts three days, is organised with the support (ngempon) ) and participation 
of all the desa belonging to each of the two halves. Additionally every year, in a 
five year cycle, one of the two temples hosts the major religious festival of Nusa 
Penida called ngusaba. During this festival, which has as its central theme the 
purification of the whole island and the propitiation of fertility for the new 
agricultural season, the host temple acts as paramount temple for all of Nusa 
Penida, mobilising the support of all the island's desa and gathering holy water 
(pakuluh) from all other important temples on the island.13 Ngusaba is held 
alternately in each of these pura twice. After that it is arranged once in Sampalan, 
effectively ending the five year cycle. Sampalan is where the island's major 
administrative offices (camat) are concentrated and where authorities sent from 
Klungkung to control Nusa Penida used to reside. 
The second dimension of the adat framework concerns the way in which the 
traditional customs, laws and ritual cycles are maintained and organised within the 
desa and banjar. Here we move from the sphere of the island division to the 
domain of desa and banjar. 
Again the desa adat is retained to include in its formation a number of banjar 
adat. The adat governing infrastructure at this basic level is a two-tier framework 
organised along the following lines: 
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1 Desa Adat 
Bendesa Adat (or Kelihan Desa Adat) 
Head of desa adat. He is chosen by the meeting of the whole kelihan banjar 
adat and acknowledged in his position by the relevant regional religious 
authorities. Also known as bendesa adat. 
Pamangku desa 
He is a pamangku from the desa who is chosen by the bendesa adat among 
the resident pamangku. He is the ritual expert who officiates on behalf of all 
desa members during the desa's ritual cycle. 
2 BanjarAdat 
Lower adat division consisting of all married males residing within the banjar 
precinct. 
Kelihan Banjar Adat 
Responsible for the adat at banjar level. The kelihan banjar is elected by all 
male banjar members and acknowledged in his role by the bendesa adat. 
Pamangku banjar 
He is a pamangku from the banjar that is chosen among the resident 
pamangku the banjar assembly. He is the ritual expert who officiates on 
behalf of all banjar members during the banjars ritual cycle. 
TABLE N.10: GOVERNING BODIES OF DESA ADAT SAKTI. 
as 
among themselves and, 
make decisions about current 
even though the two officers 
hierarchically related there is a strong interdependency between them. 
This outline represents a broad picture of configuration governing 
bodies of a desa adat. A more detailed analysis of the desa I banjar issues be 
dealt with in the next chapter which will be devoted to the of 
banjar Sakti. We return now to wider aspects of 
identity. 
ISLAND'S RELIGIOUS,.,,,..,,. ... ,,,..., .. 
THE SOUTH-EAST 
PURA PENATARAN PED 
Pura Penataran Ped is one of the largest temples on the island, the temple 
complex is composed of three worshipping places surrounded by walls. Inside the 
temple one area is reserved to the worship of Ratu Gede Macaling. The god is 
represented in a beautifully embroidered red cloth enclosed in a shrine. There is 
then a central courtyard where all the main religious functions are celebrated; the 
area has different bale, palinggih17 and a permanent shrine where the temple's 
icons (pratima) are kept when not exposed. The third area is a Pura Taman, a 
small temple surrounded by a square ditch full of still water. Access to the temple is 
provided by a stairway which descends to the water and then ascends to the 
temple.18 Outside the Pura Penataran Ped, a few meters from the sea, there is a 
fourth small temple (Pura Segara) dedicated to the sea which hosts a large fish 
icon. 
The worshipping complex is well known among Balinese and the inhabitants 
of Nusa Penida. It has been included in different lists of the six most relevant 
Balinese temples (sad kahyangan 19) and has noteworthy links with Bali's eastern 
coast that relate to the integration of Nusa Penida within Balinese religious 
conceptions. James (1973) argues that some structural architectural axes around 
which the Balinese temple complex of Candi Dasa was built20, expressly point to 
Penataran and Pura Mundi (a temple on highest hill of Nusa Penida), 
charting these sites along a religious alignment. It does appear that the 
Candi Dasa was linked through an ideal religious network 
other religious places in 
axes that, through the sacred complex 
Nusa to the whole Balinese temple system. 
as abode of Macaling the temple covers a special place in 
of the people living on the southeastern shores of Bali. 
RATU GEDE MACALING 
Lowland Balinese and especially those inhabiting the east and south-east 
coasts of Bali ascribe responsibility for the recurring plagues affecting 
vegetables, and humans beings in those areas to Ratu The 
(caling) god is primary blame for the in 
in the 
is one of a number of descendants of a 
all of whom are accredited with 
1,,,,,,..,...,,,t, sites on Nusa Penida. [ ... ] In 
in black of a 
rifle', 
to secure 'his 
his sakti to 
cause ngutah bayar, a cholera-like illness, among merchants who stayed 
overnight in his village. Finally a ruse was devised whereby I Macaling was 
tricked into leaving Bali for Nusa Penida, following which trade is said to have 
increased and Bali to have become well populated. 
Ratu Gede Macaling is believed to be at the head of a militia of evil 
underworld spirits (buta-bregala) whose task is to spread illnesses and plagues in 
Bali and elsewhere. The god and his army are thought to start their journey from 
Nusa Penida at the beginning of the wet season (traditionally sasih kapat). From 
Nusa Penida, after the crossing of the Bandung Strait 24, they land on the beach of 
Sanur. Ratu Gede then proceeds to Denpasar, Java and Sulawesi, bringing on his 
journey disease, anguish and fear of death among the population he meets. At the 
end of the wet season, he comes back to Bali and then finally returns to Nusa 
Penida. 
Throughout his wanderings Balinese people endeavour to appease the god by 
presenting offerings; it is said that, should the god be dissatisfied by the 
contributions made to him, he will ask for some of their lives in compensation. To 
ward off the evil nature of Macaling, his arrival in Bali and his departure for Nusa 
Penida are marked by important sequences of religious rituals mainly held on the 
southeast coasts of Bali facing Nusa Penida. Lovric (1987) points out the existence 
of a ceremonial cycle held in Sanur and congruent with the god's journey. Korn 
(1944) and Kaaden (1936) refer to equivalent religious performances held on the 
shores of Lebih and Kramas that relate to the god's arrival in Bali.25 The 
ceremonial cycle is marked by the execution of Nang/uk Mrana rituals. 
In Bali the wet season is cholera season, referred to as masan gruburg (cholera 
epidemic time). [ ... ] In the seaside village of Sanur, the wet season begins with a 
three-day ceremony called Karya Ngusaba Desa: Panangluk Marana (A 
Ceremony to Safeguard the Village: The Containment of Death). It appears that 
such ceremony has been held in Sanur at the beginning of the wet season for as 
long as people can remember. (Lovric 1987: 135) 
The return of the god to Bali and his departure for Ped is again source of 
anxiety for the Balinese. 
On the night of the new moon between the sixth and the seventh months of the 
Balinese year, they [Ratu Gede Macaling and his army] arrive back on Bali and 
another Panangluk Marana is held on the beach at Lebih Gianyar. A similar 
ceremony is held in nearby Kramas. The end of the wet season is marked by a 
four-day ritual held throughout Bali, called Tawur Kasanga. Tawur Kasanga. on 
the night of the new moon between the ninth and the tenth Balinese months (the 
end of the wet season), culminates in elaborate offerings at graveyards, 
crossroads, beaches and village boundaries with noisy purification rites which 
mark the return of Macaling and his army of bhuta-brega/a to Nusa Penida. 
(Lovric 1987:136)26 
According to the place where they have been performed Nang/uk Mrana 
rituals appear to have been interpreted with different emphases. Kaaden 
(1936:125-6) notices that while in Gianyar (Lebih beach) the role of 'Nangloek 
Mrana' is to appease the evil spirits coming from the sea, protect Bali from human 
diseases, plagues of rats and secure the people a good harvest season. in 
Klungkung (Pura Goa Lawah) the ritual seems to be confined to protecting the 
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harvest. Lovric argues for a more comprehensive approach to the interpretation of 
this ritual as: 
A Panangluk Marana is not then, as supposed in some ethnography, simply a 
ritual to promote good harvest or to ward off plagues of rats. It is another of the 
many Balinese rituals intended to ward off the devastating epidemic illness. In 
south Bali, at least, Tawur Kasanga is not just a random extermination of 
miscellaneous demons. It has become a ritual send-off for a recent demonic 
protective deity, the god of cholera, Ratu Gede Macaling. Both these rituals 
belong to the category of Bhuta Yadnya (Offerings for Demonic Powers). They 
mark what is in fact the seasonal pattern of epidemics in Bali and have become 
associated with the appeasement of Ratu Gede Macaling.(Lovric 1987:136) 
The verb nangluk (nang/oek) is derived from tanggluk. The latter term refers to 
a multilayer barrier built to fend off a possible intruder while the verb nangluk 
indicates the action of building the barrier. The term used by Lovric (panangluk) is 
probably a local variation. What is relevant is that all the rituals mentioned by 
different writers appear to be characterised by a defensive action against the 
invading forces of the god and his followers. 
A ceremony protecting Gianyar from the influence of Ratu Nusa was also 
described by Korn (1944:107}, he names it 'gredag' and indicates that the primary 
aim of the ritual (now disappeared) was to drive away the god's nefarious 
influences through the consecration of a dapdap (ERYTRINA VARIEGATA) branch as a 
healing remedy against diseases and a large procession of armed men producing 
rhythmical noise due to scare away the evil buta bregala and the accompanying 
god. 
These interpretations are not in themselves conflicting but simply express in 
different ways the level and type of the relations between the southeastern 
Balinese and Ratu Gede Macaling. Rituals seem to be better conceived as 
polysemic entities;27 in this light, univocal interpretations appear to narrow the 
prospects for a full understanding of the place of Ratu Gede Macaling in Balinese 
religious world. 
However, the scholars who have dealt with the god and its character have so 
far examined this issue in terms of Balinese perceptions versus those of Nusa 
Penida. I would switch the point of perspective and suggest that Ratu Gede 
Macaling appears to present a more ambiguous character; and whereas in Bali it 
appears to have a preeminent, but not unique, negative identity, in Nusa Penida it 
can express auspicious qualities as well. Kaaden (1936) already acknowledged 
this double connotation noting how in Gianyar the Pura Penataran Ped is 
perceived negatively while in Nusa Penida it is supposed to bear positive influence. 
People from Nusa do not hold the god in such awe; the god is not believed to bring 
to the island pestilence; locals customarily pray in the temple and ask dispensation 
and help from Ratu Gede Macaling. The temple abode of the god is one of the 
paramount temples of Nusa Penida and is used for a number of all-island rituals, 
none of which is expressly driven by fear of the god. 
Furthermore, in recent years the popularity of Ratu Nusa among Balinese has 
increased and from harmful divinity, the god, slowly but steady, has also acquired a 
fame as a healer; for, in the joining of the opposites common to Hindu tantric 
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nature, only a powerful expert in dispatching diseases can also heal them 
(especially if these are the product of magic). During my stay in Nusa Penida I 
noted a constant flux of pilgrims coming from Bali and Nusa Penida to visit the 
shrine of Ratu Gede Macaling, where under the supervision of a local pamangku. 
both prophylactic and vocative rituals where performed.28 The existence of these 
pilgrims, pleading to the god for the dispensation of services, indicates that the 
dispensatory and protective aspect of the deity are as important as its evil 
character. Ratu Nusa has been credited with a number of miraculous healings and 
grateful pilgrims have spread the fame of the god and helped the temple upkeep 
significantly. 29 
ELEMENTS OF THE ISLAND'S SOCIAL ORGANISATION 
NUSA PENIDA AS BALI AGA 
The island of Bali is characterised by a hierarchical society based on a core of 
three caste-like groups collectively called triwangsa. This group comprises the 
following classes respectively ranked: brahmana, ksatria and wesia. The ranking is 
justified by the natives through a number of elements that includes differences in 
ancestry, link with past Balinese royal houses and variations in the ritual purity 
attributed to each of the three classes. The total the triwangsa is said not to 
exceed ten percent the whole Balinese population. Outside them there is the 
vast world of the remaining part of the Balinese. To further complicate 
matter sudra are also ranked among and are a number 
or residential that an autonomous status outside this 
Pande) 
with 
island was inhabited by a number of Bali Aga communities. This instance was 
formerly remarked by Haga (1924a:460), Grendeng (1930:20), Tantra (1933:174) 
and then Korn (1944:103). All these authors circumscribe the Bali Aga 
to the villages of Kutapang and Lembongan. As a result of these indications the 
social organisation of Nusa Penida has been considered some authors close to 
Bali Aga. Notably Lansing, (1977:46), without mentioning any 
has regarded the whole island as 'flourishing' 
characterised it 
traditional lines, distinguished between 
on one and 
hand. The former are identified 
to conserve 
most fertile lowland area 
mores, 
have been more 
in the 
historical, political and economic changes was able to keep itself apart from the 
main events that have modified this island.30 
Bali Aga have been analysed always from the point of view of the local 
political and cultural hegemony,31 utilising either Hindu-Balinese canons or Dutch 
colonial conceptions, or both. Bali Aga is generally glossed as original Balinese, 
though the term, as it is understood by the Balinese, generally refers to the original 
inhabitant of Bali prior to the Majapahit invasion and is used by the Balinese Hindu 
majority to distinguish themselves from the others. The term nowadays often 
involves some derogatory meaning. Guermonprez (1987:246/7), rather than 
emphasising differences in social organisation, indicates the political and historical 
dimensions attached to the term Aga. 
Aga appears to be a corruption of the old Javanese agra; the term does not 
appear in the documents of the old Balinese Kings, but is frequent in the reports 
of the following period and it designates the Balinese from the Javanese point of 
view. Within the chronicles of the Geigel dynasty the name Bali Aga is used to 
define a certain number of villages that resisted the Javanese conquest in 1343. 
Bali Aga is used to designate some groups and some villages where the customs 
are manifestly different from those of the majority [of Bali], in particular regarding 
death rituals and the making of lustral water. The Bali Aga keep themselves 
distant from brahmanic rituals, do not recognise the caste order and are not 
recognised as descendants of Javanese migrants.32 [my translation] 
The ethnographic observations on Bali Aga and the consequent theories 
derived from them are mainly founded on the recognition of Bali Aga differences, 
originality and otherness, on a supposed homogeneity of Hindu-Balinese cultural 
tradition and social organisation, which, for most aspects, has not been the case.33 
Balinese society appears to have been much more dynamic and unstable than 
these static separations allow us to suppose. Before Dutch colonisation formalised 
Bali, there was a much more fluid situation, which in some respects still exists 
today.34 It does appear from Schulte Nordholt (1986) that Dutch rule with its 
legitimation of an unalterable caste network of Balinese administrators at lower and 
medium level, stabilised, fixed and reinforced the ideological claim of supremacy of 
the triwangsa thus contributing to the elaboration of a culturally and ideologically 
stable hegemony in Bali. In other words, the dominant ideas have always been 
unilaterally projected, from those who have provided the distinctive categories of 
the Balinese social organisation onto those who were perceived to be marginal to, 
and thus different, from these categories. The distinction of Bali Aga from Hindu 
Balinese, rather than providing a useful analytical category, has fixed somewhat 
more fluid and less marked oppositions between elements of the same social 
network. 
Within this framework, in sociological terms, the main peculiarities of Bali Aga 
vis-a-vis the majority of Bali caste society, throughout the anthropological literature 
that has dealt with this case, have been thought to be the following: 
Level of social organisation: - precedence based on age seniority; 
- absence of caste organisation; 
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Economic level: 
Religious level: 
Linguistic level 
- tendency to more egalitarian status; 
- emphasised tendency on dualistic divisions: 
i.e. kauh-kangin I male-female etc. 
- agriculture based mainly on tegal 
(dry land) cultivation. 
- absence of cremation; 
- absence of pedanda; 
- major emphasis on local religious figures 
( i.e. pamangku, balian, dukun ); 
- absence of a network of ancestral temples 
linking local groups to a supra-village temple 
and organisation.35 
- absence of high Balinese. 
Only some of these elements are present in the context of Nusa Penida and, 
while it certainly is possible to identify the existence of some old customs that also 
pertained to Bali, a clear cut definition of Nusa Penida as Bali Aga appears to be 
more problematic. With respect to those who have depicted Nusa Penida as mainly 
a Bali Aga society, I shall argue that the social structure of the island should be 
considered in a wider framework of reference which would include and account for 
all the social groups as well as the differentiation present in the island's villages. I 
will now focus in greater detail on the peculiarities of the island vis-a-vis the traits 
outlined above that characterise Bali Aga communities. 
SOCIAL ORGANISATION 
The overwhelming majority of residents of Nusa Penida consider themselves 
Balinese and are thought of as Balinese by the inhabitants of Bali. Almost the 
entire population considers itself attached to and derived from Balinese ancestral 
groups whose members, for various reasons, moved or were forced to move to 
Nusa Penida; for, well before the Dutch conquest of Bali, the island was used as a 
penal colony by all the former Balinese royal houses. 
During my fieldwork, with respect to what is stated by former scholars, in 
Lembongan I have found no evidence of Bali Aga presence or any overt 
association with them. However, in Kutapang I met with one extended family that 
denied belonging to any Balinese group and asserted a local origin. Those 
belonging to this family define themselves, as being the descendant of the original 
inhabitants of Nusa Penida and to distinguish themselves they use the term 'Bali 
Aga'. Whether this claim is historically based or fabricated on a desire to 
differentiate themselves from other local groups, I cannot say. Sidemen (1980a:71 
n.66) likewise mentions the existence in Nusa Penida of original population groups 
that could be assimilated to Bali Aga but admits that nowadays no one he 
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interviewed acknowledged such links as all of them claimed to derive from Balinese 
ancestors. 
Throughout the island, the presence of members of the triwangsa (brahmana, 
ksatria, wesia) is negligible and the few existing triwangsa members mainly reside 
in the area of Sampalan. 
At village level, I have found neither a distinct tendency to a full egalitarian 
status nor a clear hierarchy based on age seniority. In the larger desa and banjar 
there is, instead, a hierarchical stratification based on the division of the population 
into two groups respectively ranked in higher (jero) and lower (jaba). According to 
older informants this stratification was formerly present in all major desa of Nusa 
Penida; now its presence remains clearly manifest in the villages of Sakti, Suana, 
Jungutbatu, Lembongan, Sompang, while villages like Tanglad, Sekartaji have 
apparently lost this prerogative. Jero base their superior status on a traditional 
claim of association with the Klungkung royal house. Jero members recognise a 
network of kinship temples that link them with Bali's most renowned ancestral 
temples (e.g. Pura Dasar Gelgel) while jaba tend to emphasise temples of local 
origin. 
Sitting places inside the banjar meeting hall were formerly determined by 
membership in these groups rather than being based on seniority. In the banjar or 
desa where jero and jaba distinctions are present, marriage is linked to social 
hierarchy, in fact it is forbidden for any jero member to marry a jaba as the union 
would be seen as devaluation and defilement of the higher group. Those jero who 
dared to do so were generally expelled by their family. (The jaba I jero 
differentiation will be dealt with more extensively in the next chapter where I 
examine the concrete case of desa and banjar Sakti). 
A further element of importance in this overview of Nusa Penida's social 
organisation and adat concerns the presence of bridewealth. With the exception of 
the few villages on the northern coast, bridewealth is commonly required on Nusa 
Penida and is paid through a short ritual; the whole procedure is locally called 
mayah anak /uh: to pay for the young woman. The bridewealth may vary in relation 
to the status of the bride; it is said however that young men, as soon as they are 
able, are given a calf to rear. The calf is the living capital that, when grown, will 
ensure the boy his bridewealth. Should the boy decide to marry he will be able to 
obtain the required money by selling his cattle. I should mention that bridewealth 
was once customary all over Bali and is still widespread throughout various parts of 
Indonesia. 36 
Among other major aspects of social organisation on Nusa Penida I should 
mention the former existence of an association that grouped ten kelihan from each 
desa of mainland Nusa Penida (with the exception of Jungutbatu and Lembongan). 
The purpose of this association, called seka gulunggan, was to check cattle 
stealing all over the island (once very common, especially in its southern areas) to 
catch and fine the thieves, to determine proper compensation should a cow wander 
in to a cultivated field and, finally to establish guidelines for cattle trading in Nusa 
Penida.37 Its activity is presently on the wane and, during my stay I did not hear of 
any meeting of this seka in response to cattle stealing. 
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ECONOMY 
Current economic activities, though firmly based on agriculture are sufficiently 
diversified especially on the northern coast of Nusa Penida. Inland, where dry-land 
agriculture (tegal) prevails, production is generally directed toward self-
consumption. The use of tegal should not be simplistically taken as a direct 
indication of a Bali Aga type of social organisation. Because of its technical 
characteristics tega/ agriculture, in particular dry rice cultivation, has been assumed 
by a number of scholars to precede wet rice cultivation. Since Bali Aga 
communities have been characterised by tegal cultivation, this has been taken as a 
sign of an original socioeconomic system predating Javanese settlement in Bali as 
Javanese agriculture was distinguished by wet rice cultivation. This assumption has 
been proven incorrect; for it has recently been demonstrated that dry rice strains 
are genetically younger than wet rice strains (Chang 1984-85, 1989) and 
prehistorian of southeast Asia have pointed out that dry rice agriculture actually 
constitutes an adaptation of wet rice cultivation to a different environment. 38 
RELIGION 
Religious beliefs throughout Nusa Penida conform to Balinese religion (Hindu 
Darma Bali) and, if we exclude the difference in emphasis related to Ratu Gede 
Macaling, so does the pantheon of gods to whom local believers refer. 
The island has two main paramount temples (Pura Penataran Ped and Pura 
Batu Medau), plus a number of temples of local importance linked to specific 
functions (e.g. agricultural rituals) or a particular divinity (e.g. Pura Segara for the 
sea). Some of these temples may be supported (ngempon ) by more than one 
village and, in this respect, they may catalyse the religious activity of distinct areas 
within Nusa Penida and assume, in a limited context, the role of supravillage 
temples (e.g. Pura Segara Penida, Pura Sahab Batumadeg, Pura Mundi Klumpu, 
Pura Meranting Batukandik, Pura Tunjuk Pusuh Tanglad). 
Not all desa possess the three temples (Pura Puseh, Pura Dalem, Pura Bale 
Agung) that according to Bali Hindu Darma principles should enshrine the religious 
identity of a Balinese village. There is instead widespread use of local temples in 
which the functions and meanings of the Pura Puseh, Pura Dalem or Pura Bale 
Agung tend to coalesce whenever these are missing. Great relevance is given to 
ancestral cults and for this purpose all compounds contain a shrine (commonly 
called sanggah or sanggah kemu/an) while origin groups own larger temples (Pura 
Mrajan, Pura Dadia). 
Cremation (ngaben) is generally recognised as the proper way to dispatch 
ancestors but, because of current high costs involved in its implementation, the 
ritual is not often practiced.39 Generally the dead are buried and, when money 
permits, a proper cremation is set up. 
Because not all villages possess a Pura Dalem or a graveyard, intended as 
the institutional ground where all those who die in the banjar or desa are buried, in 
a significant number of villages, especially in the centre and south of Nusa Penida, 
each family buries its own dead in their cultivated gardens (tegal, mel).40 People 
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justify the custom as a response to the need to be certain about the identity of the 
bones that will be exhumed when cremation rituals eventually occur. In a common 
graveyard, recognition of the exact burial site would be more problematic and 
mistakes more frequent. This usage had already been noticed by Tantra 
(1933:175) and Grader (1937a:190 note 22) who indicated that the practice was 
also common in the villages of Satra and Pengotan in the Bangli area of Bali.41 
As to religious hierarchy in the island, there is a generalised absence of 
pedanda and a widespread use of local pamangku and balian for religious 
services.42 Some pedanda were sent to the Nusa Penida as convicts but none of 
them established themself there or funded a lasting gria (a pedanda house I 
compound). According to Sidemen (1980a:79}, responsibility for religious matters 
on the island was formerly placed by the Klungkung royal house in the hands of a 
ksatria family who, because of this, funded the only gria on the island.43 The 
compound is still present today but local ksatria families have lost their religious 
role. Nowadays pedanda are invited to Nusa Penida from Bali whenever there is a 
need and they serve regularly in all major temple rituals.44 Wealthy families may 
ask for a pedanda for a cremation or any life crisis ritual. There are, however, 
particular areas of Nusa Penida (e.g. desa Sakti) where pedanda are forbidden to 
officiate; this may occur in a specific temple or a particular banjar or desa. The 
reason for this prohibition is generally phrased in term of local adat rules and 
beliefs. An example will be discussed in the next chapter where the case of desa 
Sakti is outlined. Instances like this are by no means unique and in Bali there are 
other examples of prohibitions on pedanda officiating in a number of pura or desa 
(e.g. Wongaya Gede, Trunyan, Sembiran) or on behalf of a group of people (e.g. 
Pande).45 
ANALOGIES OF NUSA PENIDA WITH BALI'S TRANSITIONAL AREA 
The data so far presented seem to suggest that Nusa Penida presents 
peculiarities that do not conform either to Bali Aga or to lowland Balinese types of 
social organisation. I maintain that the island's social organisation should be seen 
in more comprehensive terms through an approach that may reconcile its 
peculiarities in a wider framework. To be fully understood, Nusa Penida must be 
placed on one hand in the wider framework of the Indonesian archipelago, as 
Guermonprez (1987:211), Schaareman (1986:142) and Howe (1989) have noted 
for Bali; on the other hand, its social organisation should be interpreted neither 
exclusively in terms of Bali Hindu society nor of ancient Balinese mores but rather 
as the product of interplay between the two. 
Howe has used in his analysis of Bali an approach which tries to account for 
the differences in ecological and economic niches among the Balinese by relating 
them to their distinctive social features. The adoption of this perspective could be 
particularly useful when considering Nusa Penida on its own and with respect to 
Bali. At the core of his hypothesis stands the Dutch idea of feeble penetration of 
the court into the most remote Balinese regions. Howe (1989:47-8) suggests that: 
one way of explaining [Balinese] variation in social organisation might be to 
consider it within a wider framework of reference, requiring the inclusion of both 
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the Bali Aga and a historical perspective, and to conceive of it in terms of 
variation in forms of hierarchy. Simply, I shall argue that Bali Aga villages display 
egalitarian forms of social organisation and rank system based on age seniority, 
that southern plains villages approximate caste hierarchy and that there is a zone 
of transition which evinces elements of both. The factors which have produced 
such differentiation are many, but the most important seems to be the degree of 
village incorporation into noble court circles, the type of economic system. and 
problems of communication, transportation and movement in the interior of the 
island. [Bali] [ ... ) Had incorporation taken place on a larger scale one would 
expect to find high caste families more liberally dispersed in these mountain 
regions. The fact is that they are hardly to be seen anywhere above the line at 
which wet-rice cultivation is no longer possible. These areas, it would seem, 
display a social organisation widespread in eastern Indonesia, of which Bali is 
culturally a part, and which is based on age seniority and an ideology of 
egalitarianism. 
As far as the transitional zone is concerned Howe identifies a number of 
features as its characteristic traits; these are in some respects similar to what 
already been said about Nusa Penida. In order to compare them I have placed my 
findings side by side with those reported by Howe (1989:56). 
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Bali (mountain) transitional zone Nusa Penida 
1 Wet rice agriculture (sawah); Dry land agriculture (tegal); 
privately owned land; privately owned land; 
presence of subak. 46 absence of subak. 
2 Sudra only. Large majority of sudra. 
3 Bangsa I Soroh recognised. [Similar]. 
4 Hierarchy attenuated. Tendency to simplified form of hierarchy 
based on dyadic model of ranked groups: 
jero - jaba. 
5 Presence of religious hierarchy Religious hierarchy based on rank system. 
and rank system based on age. 
6 Few sudra titles; some sudra have title [Similar]. 
some have not. 
7 Multiple membership of title group. Single membership of title group. 
8 Limited extension of network of ancestral Variable extension of network of ancestral 
temples linking local groups in a temples linking local groups in a 
supravillage organisation. supravillage organisation. Jero recognise 
Bali's temples as their ancestral temples 
while jaba tend to recognise mainly local 
ancestral temples. 
9 Presence of single official. [Similar]. 
10 Male officials. [Similar). 
11 Presence of burial and cremation. [Similar). 
12 Limited use of high Balinese. [Similar]. 
13 Variable use of pedanda. Variable use of pedanda but preeminent 
role of indigenous priest in rituals. In some 
instances use of pedanda expressly 
forbidden. 
Variable adhesion to the kahyangan tiga 
temple system at desa level. However, 
overall acceptance of Bali Hindu-Darma 
pantheon. 
TABLE N.11: COMPARISON BETWEEN BALI MOUNTAIN TRANSITIONAL ZONE AND NUSA PENIDA. 
This table shows that the characteristics of Nusa Penida approximate in some 
respects the social organisation of Bali's transitional zone. The main differences 
between that model and Nusa Penida concern the type of agriculture, the presence 
of a simplified form of hierarchy, a restricted form of group membership, a 
distinction in the recognition of the Balinese ancestral temples and in some cases 
the prohibition of pedanda to perform in specific temples or desa. Some elements 
of the island's social organisation appear to bear the imprint of the Balinese courts, 
while others share aspects of the culture of the Balinese central mountains. 
Because of the joint presence of these two roots and, in the light of all the 
differentiation and nuances of Balinese society as a whole (which resist pre-
established definitions), I am willing to consider these distinctions in the social 
organisation of Nusa Penida as one of the possible variations of the model 
expressed by Howe. 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter has outlined some of the more significant aspects of the social 
organisation of Nusa Penida through an analysis of its government structure, 
religious characteristic and selected items from its adat. 
It appears from the data presented that immigration from Bali, Dutch rule, and 
Indonesian administration have all tended to make Nusa Penida a society quite 
consistent with Bali, thus recognising Bali's hegemony over Nusa Penida. 
However, the readiness of several scholars to emphasise Balinese perceptions at 
the expense of Nusa Penida seems to have limited the chances for better 
understanding the island and its relation with Bali by constraining the discussion to 
old standardised categories. A deeper analysis of the available data has shown 
how any simplified classification of Nusa Penida has failed in understanding and in 
accounting for its complexity. In particular, Nusa Penida appears to be more 
composite and less consistent than appears from the account of those who have 
conceived of it simplistically as Bali Aga. On one hand, the role of its two 
paramount temples, the importance of Pura Penataran Ped and of Ratu Gede 
Macaling in Balinese mythology, the island's links with Klungkung, the presence of 
a basic village hierarchy in the form of jero - jaba and the recognition of the 
importance title groups indicate that the island has been influenced to a 
significant extent by the culture. On the other hand, elements such as its type 
of agriculture, the large prevalence of sudra, the relative role of pedanda, the low 
tiga temples complexes throughout the island, the 
customs suggest 
Bali 
Nusa Penida 
cultures. 
organisation can be viewed as 
transitional area between plains and mountains. 
connotations, the 
to that 
data presented so far attest that Nusa Penida is an important fragment 
Balinese culture and indicate that the island shares with Bali its defiance easy 
generalisations. As Geertz (1959:991) phrased it: 
There is no simple uniformity of social structure to be found over the small, 
crowded countryside, no straightforward form of village organization 
terms of single typological construction, no "average" village, a n<><:,..r11nt 
which may well stand for the whole. Rather there is a set of 
social systems, no one of which is quite like any other, no one of which fails to 
show some marked peculiarity or form. [ ... ] Neither nor are 
Balinese virtues. 
ENDNOTES CHAPTER II 
1 This rule has not always been respected; in fact there has been a consistent period in which 
desa Tanglad and Sekartaji practically withdrew their support of Pura Batu Medau. The meaning 
locally attributed to the terms desa and banjarwill be dealt with in chapter Ill. 
2 Grader (1937a:372) reports the very same division with equivalent desa groupings. Only 
twelve of the thirteen desa of Nusa Penida participate in the support of the two paramount temples 
because Toyapakeh, the only Muslim settlement on the island, is not involved in this scheme. 
3 Both Pura Penataran Ped and Pura Batu Medau are held to be Pura Penataran, this 
qualification is commonly omitted in the name of the latter temple. In the case of Ped the temple is 
sometimes indicated as Pura Dalem Ped or Pura Dalem Penataran Ped. 
A Pura Penataran is supposed to be a temple associated with the royal family. On the 
importance of this type of temple Goris (1960a: 87) says: 
Alongside his household chapel or chapelle ardente, his pura pemerajan, the ruler 
originally had two temples, a pura penataran as a state temple and a prasada or 
chandi as dwelling place for his deceased and deified ancestors. Neither of the two 
was completely private in character. In the pura penataran the living unity of the 
realm was commemorated, celebrated, maintained, and confirmed by religious 
means; in the prasada or chandi contact was sought with the deified ancestors. In 
nature, then, the pura penataran was a large temple containing a great many 
structures: altars, chapels, offering pavilions, meeting halls, music pavilions, 
offering kitchens, supply halls, (rice shed and the like), guest houses, and so forth. 
In areas far from the court palace penataran temples could cover the role of regional or 
provincial state temples. Grader (1937a:373) indicates that these temples in Nusa Penida were 
founded under royal authority and suggests that Pura Batu Medau might be older than Pura 
Penataran Ped. Presently, to best of my knowledge, there are no reliable archaeological surveys of 
both pura. 
During the period of my fieldwork Pura Penataran Ped undertook a major renovation and 
repair project that almost totally changed its appearance leaving only its structural plan intact. The 
old perimeter walls, the small temple dedicated to the divinity of the sea (Pura Segara), the Ratu 
Gede Macaling shrine and the Pura Taman have all been modified and now show an awkward new 
bright white outlook. Very little has been left of the old structure made in coral stone. 
4 According to Geertz ( 1980:263-4) 'perbekel' were: 
the lowest-level political functionary of the state system, responsible for the 
ceremonial and military mobilization of the members of a certain number of 
houseyards attached to a given lord. 
Sources from Nusa Penida say that prabekel were also responsible for the maintenance of the 
customary ( adat) laws and state that until the 1960 the prabekel were simultaneously pamangku, thus 
grouping together religious and secular duties. 
5 A number of different interpretations have been suggested for the function and meaning of 
these kelihan. Sidemen (1980a:76), who is not clear on this issue, indicates that they were the banjar 
governing structure. Lansing (1977:51), partially following Graders' approach and his emphasis on 
manpower mobilisation, proposes an interpretation that stresses the equivalence between kinship 
grouping, as expressed by dadia, and seiketon. He says: 
Seiketons are still in existence on Nusa Penida, and consist of groups of dadias or 
villages lying in approximately the same area, which often share no affinities 
beyond their proximity. Such dadias or villages may have nothing to do with one 
another except when they join together as a seiketon when the ruler of the island 
order them to execute some project. The present government [1977] still makes use 
of this system for essentially the same purpose as their royal predecessor. The 
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word saikatons derives from the Balinese ikat (Indonesian ikat) and means simply 
'group' or 'bundle'. (saiket in modern Balinese has come to mean fifty, but this too 
derives from the root iket. A seiketon on Nusa Penida includes a handful of small 
villages, not fifty). As Nusa Penida was loosely administered, the seiketons have 
remained purely administrative units of no importance. 
6 Haga (1924c:422), reporting 1922 data, mentions that the island was inhabited by 2,000 
people and organised into: 9 bendesa, 87 kelihan pengliman and 145 banjar. 
7 Nowadays due to age constraints Ida Dalem Pemayun attends only the odalan at Pura 
Penataran Ped. 
8 Prabekel were compensated for their services with fertile land or coconut groves in Nusa 
Penida or in Bali itself in an area close to Sawan in the Klungkung province. 
9 See: Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia No.5, Tahun 1979, tentang Pemerintahan Oesa. On 
this issue see also Schulte Nordholt (1986, 1991 ), Warren (1991, 1993). 
10 Nusa Penida, Ceningan and Lembongan, at the time I ended my fieldwork (January 1993) 
were still a single sub-district (camat) which by Balinese standards was considered quite large. 
Rumours about the creation of two sub-districts, from the existing one, along the traditional division 
dauh bantas, dangin bantas had been reported for some time but at that time nothing had yet been 
implemented. 
11 I have used 1984 figures because the only official publication I have been able to find 
reporting banjar dinas data is the 1984 Monografi Desa Sakti. 
12 In the case of Pura Penataran Ped the meetings are held once a month on the Balinese day of 
buda cemong, the combination of Wednesday with kliwon. 
13 Pakuluh refers specifically to the holy water that is taken from a pura to another one. Each of 
these holy waters is supposed to represent a visiting god from a distant pura and embody its 
strength. At the end of ngusaba ritual all the paku/uh gathered are mixed together and used to bless 
the people present. 
14 Balian: practitioner of curing, magic, and divining using material and spiritual means. 
(definition from Zurbuchen 1987:269). A ba/ian may be either a man or a woman, according to Holt 
( 1970) and Korn ( 1944 ), in Nus a Penida the great majority of balian are men. 
15 For myths about ba/ian' healing power in Nusa Penida see Grader (1937a: note 27:390). 
16 Ratu stands for Lord or Ruler, while Gede, (a lower form of Agung) stands for big, great. 
17 Bale: pavilion, hall, platform; palinggih: seat, specifically used as designation for a permanent 
abode, or seat, of the deity in the temple area (definition from Bali 1969:252). 
18 The Pura Taman appears to be quite unique and interesting; the few other temple examples I 
know of in Bali are the Pura Batu Kau and the Pura Batu Medau in Suana, Nusa Penida. Holt 
(1970:73) suggests that a similar architecture is: 
like a bale kambang, a structure in a garden surrounded by a quadrangular water 
basin, is not uncommon there [in Bali] and may be found, among other places, in 
Klungkung, in Ubud and in the purl (palaces) of Kesiman and Gianyar. 
Formerly in Ped the access to the central building (palinggih) of the Pura Taman was by 
means of a wooden plank that served as a bridge. This type of oscillating bridge, called titi gonggang, 
was once fairly common in Balinese temples (see for instance Spies 1937 picture of titi gonggang 
Pura Bale Agung Boenoetin). Titi gonggang bridges in Balinese tradition are supposed to connect the 
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world of the living with the realm of the dead and the ancestral god. 
The Pura Taman design appears to be reminiscent of some Indian temples; a similar structure 
is present in Java, (desa Temon, kecamatan Trowulan) near Mojokerto. This last temple, Candi 
Tikus, is enclosed in a large archaeological area which is thought to have been a Majapahit 
settlement (see: Wisnoewhardono 1987). 
19 The term refers to six Balinese great temples. The list is variable in its inclusions and Pura 
Penataran Ped has not always found a place in it. All these temples are generally dedicated to the 
well being of Bali and its inhabitants. 
20 Candi Dasa is on the eastern bank of Bali that faces the northern shores of Nusa Penida. 
James (1973) refers in his article to the temple complex made up by the Hariti and Shiva temples on 
the bank of the small Candi Dasa lake close to the seashore overlooking Nusa Penida. 
21 Usana Bali: early Balinese historical texts. Babad : generally conceived in the literary tradition 
as dynastic genealogical tales and chronicles. Schulte Nordholt ( 1986:21) suggests a possible 
reinterpretation of this tradition which in the case of the Babad Blahbatuh "is in fact not primarily a 
story of a noble family but of their krisses around which events and generations are composed" . 
22 Usana Pulo Nusa Ki Dukun Jumpungan HKS 1928; reported in Lovric (1987a:133 note 49); 
according to her Pulo and Nusa mean island and refer to Nusa Penida . 
23 The babad referred to are: Babad Mengwi, Babad Dalam Sukawati, Babad Timbul Sukawati 
(Indonesian translations) from Lovric (1987a:133 note 51). 
24 The sea has a particularly inauspicious character in Balinese cosmology and is thought to be 
the abode of all evil forces. However, the sea does not appear to be the only way through which Ratu 
Gede Macaling and his army may land on Bali. Korn (1944:107) and others refer to a native idea of 
an underground passage which would link the Pura Penataran Ped with Bali and that would end in 
the Pura Puseh Pejeng (Gianyar). The tunnel is thought to provide a way for the evil spirits who 
periodically invade Bali from Nusa Penida. Needless to say, while none of the reporters have found 
the passage, the idea of such a tunnel is a confirmation of the character and the importance of the 
mainland Balinese beliefs about Nusa Penida. 
25 In Kaaden's paper (1936) the god is not referred to as Ratu Gede Macaling. The author points 
out that the Balinese living in the Gianyar area blame the plagues on Batara Barona (the god of the 
sea). Nonetheless the ritual, called 'Nangloek Marana', is congruent with what was said, since it 
envisions the source of such evil influences in the temple of Pura Penataran Ped coming from the 
sea. 
The way in which the name of the ritual is spelled may vary between Merana, Marana, Mrana. 
I have used the latter since it is consistent with the spelling adopted in the Kamus Bali-Indonesia. 
26 I must say that inhabitants of Sanur held Ratu Gede Macaling in great awe. During my 
fieldwork I had several occasions to visit Sanur. Every time I was there I heard a new story about the 
power of the god and his exploits in the area. Particularly interesting is the case of the Bali Beach 
Hotel. The hotel stands on the Sanur beach that faces Nusa Penida. In the hotel's precinct there is a 
small temple dedicated to Ratu Nusa, locally called Pura Segara Sakti, where offerings to the god are 
placed. It is said that the smooth running of the hotel is directly linked to the regular presentation of 
contributions to the god. Now and then something happens at the hotel that disrupts its own 
operation. For instance, I was told of a sudden lack of power at the hotel, which no one could 
understand (all check-ups done revealed no apparent failure), that was resolved only after proper 
offerings were made to the god. The lack of proper propitiation of Ratu Gede has been a sort of 
nightmare for the hotel. In the 1992 the hotel caught fire. The Balinese interpreted the event again as 
the result of inadequate appeasement of the god. Interestingly enough, while all the hotel rooms 
burned, the nearby Pura Segara Sakti did not. 
27 See: Turner (1967:50/51). 
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28 Filloux (personal communication) has observed that also in Batukaru (central Bali) Ratu Gede 
Macaling appears to assume the role of a healing god who is believed to come from the South and is 
invoked as Dalem Nusa. 
29 Pilgrims seeking healing or dispensation from the god come to Ped, present their offerings 
and sleep in the temple precinct. Sleeping inside the temple (an action called makemit) is generally 
understood as a way to protect the temple precinct. However, in this context, it more properly serves 
to place the devotee under the god's protection. Sick persons sometimes stay in the temple, or in its 
proximity, for as long as is needed for them to heal (this sometimes requires weeks or even months). 
30 
31 
In this respect Schulte Nordholt (1986:44) comments: 
In Dutch colonial circles there was a strong tendency to describe Bali more and 
more in static and abstract terms. Influenced by the Leiden School of Ethnology of 
that time, the search for the 'Ur'-Bali started. Inspired by scholars like F.D.E. van 
Ossenbruggen and H.W.Rassers one was convinced that under the 'recent layers' 
of colonialism and Hinduism there still was an original, genuine Indonesian, 'Ur'-
structure in Balinese society. This 'Ur'-Bali with its supposed dualism had to be 
found in the so-called 'Old-Balinese' villages where Hinduism had not taken root 
and where western influences were still absent. This explains why during the thirties 
many monographs were written about those 'Old-Balinese' villages and why instead 
of recognisable individuals, abstract structures were described. Finally the original 
'real' Bali was found and understood by removing the Balinese from the scene. 
I use the word within the Gramscian elaboration of this concept; more specifically: 
Gramsci states that the supremacy of a social group or class manifests itself in two 
different ways: 'domination' (dominio), or coercion, and 'intellectual and moral 
leadership' (direzione morale e inte/lettuale). This latter type of supremacy 
constitutes hegemony. Social control, in other words takes two basic forms: 
besides influencing behaviour and choice externally, through reward and 
punishment, it also affects them internally, by moulding personal convictions into a 
replica of prevailing norms. Such 'internal control' is based on hegemony which 
refers to an order in which a common social-moral language is spoken, in which 
one concept of reality is dominant, informing with its spirit all modes of thought and 
behaviour. (Femia 1987: 24) 
32 A synonym for Bali Aga is Bali Mula, which stands for 'original Balinese'. On the problems and 
'substantial' doubts about the Javanese conquest of Bali see Schulte Nordholt (1986: 11 ). 
33 For an important example of these variations in Balinese adat see Korn (1932). 
34 Though on different levels Boon (1973, 1977) and Hobart (1979) have provided evidences of 
the various aspects of this dynamism. 
35 The absence of a network of ancestral temples linking local groups to a supra-village temple 
and organisation is currently challenged by a Ph.D. work in progress at the A.N.U. RS.Pac.AS. 
which tries to demonstrate the existence and importance of a network of ancestral temples linked to 
major ones in the Batur area of Bali. In this light the validity of this issue in relation to Bali Aga is to 
some extent controversial. However, for the sake of clarity on the evolution of the anthropological 
debate on this issue I have maintained this point as previous researchers on Bali Aga have seen it as 
a distinctive characteristic of Bali - Aga or Balinese living in the mountain. On this issue see Lansing 
1983: 114 and Howe 1989: 55-56. 
36 On Balinese bride-price see Covarrubias (1937:149, note 7). For other Indonesian examples of 
bride price see: Adriani (1951) for the Toraja (Sulawesi), on bridewealth obligations throughout 
eastern Indonesia see: Barnes (1974 ), Forth (1981 ), and Fox (ed.1980). 
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31 See: Reglement (1943) and Haga (1924b). 
38 On this issue see Helliwell (1992), Belwood (1985) and White (1984). 
39 Within a given lineage group or family, ten or fifteen years may pass between two successive 
cremations. However, cremations are fairly common and during my fieldwork I was able to witness 
three full rituals in different villages and I heard of a number of others practiced throughout the island. 
40 Balinese villages tend to posses more than one graveyard, for the sake of simplicity in this 
context these are treated as one. The various differentiations among burial grounds will be dealt with 
in greater detail in chapter Ill in the context of desa Sakti. 
41 The rationale has a solid basis indeed; because such a long time passes between death and 
cremation, people tend to forget the exact place where a body has been buried. I witnessed a frantic 
search in which three attempts had to be made before finding the correct spot where a body had been 
buried. Generally three stones mark a grave but these tend to be covered by vegetation, or the stone 
may be removed during the course of time, or the setting may be modified by agricultural works. 
Burying in the gardens would then maximise the chances of finding the dead body, a key requisite for 
a proper ngaben, since ancestors' bodies must be integrally and correctly dispatched to the 
afterworld. However, I should mention that, in earlier times, people from Nusa Penida used to lay or 
bury their dead inside the compound while awaiting completion of the preparation of the cremation. 
Tantra (1933:175), who also reports this, said that the custom is justified according to the locals by 
the fact that, with such burial, the soul of the dead is closer to the family it belongs to. Today, people 
from the central areas of Nusa still say such burial allowed the soul of the dead to remain intimately 
attached to the family and partake of their meal. 
Filloux (1991:327) reports that burial in the fields was in the past common also in the area of 
Batukaru where the dead were left interred for a period of seven years before being exhumed and 
moved to the desa adat graveyard. 
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On this issue Korn (1944:103) comments: 
Priests, pedanda(s), are not present in Penida, and for the official functions of the 
cremation ceremonies officiants are invited from Bali. Most of the religious dealings 
are practiced by the klijang poera and the pemangkoe( s) (who are the temple's 
custodians), and the ba/ian(s), who are all men here. [my translation] 
Gria Tengah in Sampalan, Nusa Penida. 
Pedanda might be requested from everywhere in Bali but mostly those who officiate in Nusa 
Penida come from the Klungkung and Kusamba areas. 
45 For Wongaya Gede see: Filloux (1991 :21 ), for Trunyan: Danadjaja (1980:340), the case of the 
Pande group has been extensively dealt with by Guermonprez (1987). 
46 Subak is the association in mainland Bali that cares for the irrigation of the sawah 
fields ). It also represents also the grouping of those who cultivate and care for a definite 
utilised for wet rice cultivation. 
CHAPTER III 
DESA SAKTI AND BANJAR SAKTI 
INTRODUCTION 
After having examined in the previous chapters some of the key features of 
the whole of Nusa Penida it is time to focus our attention on the traditional village 
as represented by the combination of the desa and banjar (adat) institutions. The 
debate over the definition of these units has raised a number of problems among 
Balinese scholars, who have defined them in various ways. In this context, Nusa 
Penida has been considered something of an anomaly within Bali by earlier Dutch 
analysts because of difficulty in interpreting the meaning attributed locally to the 
terms desa and banjar. 
The first aim of this chapter will be to outline some aspects of the debate 
about the definitions of desa and banjar in Bali. I then present the concrete case of 
desa adat Sakti in its current configuration and later examine the social 
organisation of banjar adat Sakti via a number of its key features: e.g. membership 
rules, temples typology and the banjar organisation. The chapter concludes with a 
parallel examination of the two institutions and an indication of which appears to be 
the most significant in this context. 
THE DEBATE OVER THE DEFINITION OF DESA AND BANJAR 
The history of the analysis of traditional Balinese village organisation is 
marked by the remnants of a dispute that has occupied Balinese scholars for more 
than sixty years. I refer to the debate about the nature and meaning of the two 
basic units that define what a traditional (adat) Balinese village should be, namely 
banjar and desa. In this discussion, we will leave aside the administrative notions 
of desa and banjar seen from the Indonesian perspective, as dealt with in the 
previous chapter, and concentrate on traditional notions of desa and banjar 
regulated by adat customs and seen from the Balinese point of view. 
A definition of adat was given in chapter two. However, in this context, it is 
relevant to emphasise that the very term desa adat is the product of Dutch 
colonisation and that, prior to such outside influence, the traditional Balinese village 
was defined by its inhabitants simply - as it is now - as desa. Stuart-Fox (1987: 
524) argues: 
The word [adat] was given official status by the Dutch, especially in the field of 
government law where it became a key concept, from the need to distinguish 
traditional or customary law from Dutch colonial state law. This distinction carried 
over into the Indonesian legal system. Thus the traditional village became known 
as the adat village. Before this time, Balinese had no need for such a distinction: 
a village was simply called desa. The Balinese equivalent of adat is dresta (also 
cara, sima, tata, krama), but these terms were never used to qualify desa. Older 
terms used to qualify desa include desa pakraman, which rather than being 
derived etymologically from Sanskrit krama, is more likely to be related to the 
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austronesian karaman (from rama, 'father, elder'), which in pre-Majapahit 
inscriptions refers to the village community. 
Originally a Sanskrit term, desa was integrated into Balinese and Indonesian 
languages. Zoetmulder [OJED] assigns it the meaning of region, place, part, 
province, country (as opposed to town), country side, or village. Banjar is an Old 
Javanese term and, according to the same author [OJED], means row (as in a row 
of houses). Within the Balinese context it may have originally referred to the 
division of the traditional village into two or more lines of houses set side by side. 
(See plan of Tenganan Pegringsingan in Puja 1986:74.) 
Dutch scholars, not without problems and conflicts, defined a desa as the 
community expressed by a council, formerly held by elders, called seka desa and 
concerned primarily with religious and temple matters. It could represent either a 
single village or a group of villages but was not primarily thought of as a bounded 
territorial unit. In contrast to this, banjar, was defined as the basic hamlet 
organisation represented by a council of all married males, known as seka banjar 
and responsible for community secular activities, life crisis rituals, local I communal 
temple upkeep and for the implementation of various religious duties at the 
superior desa level. Banjar were considered more clearly localised in territory than 
desa, while these were generally held to encompass a group of banjar. The 
relation of inclusion, far from being clear, remained substantially problematic for 
Dutch analysts, especially when cases of one-banjar-one-desa equivalence were 
found.1 
Dutch concern with legal matters and with the establishment of a network of 
administrators endowed with real power justified the distinction between the two 
elements on an artificial separation of political-administrative functions from 
religious ones. During the colonial rule, 
the supposedly religious character of the village was emphasized out of all 
proportion and had, above all, to remain 'untouched'. In this way space was 
created in the 'political' area for the colonial authorities to have an administrative 
grip on the newly-formed territorial units. A distinction, that was completely new 
for Bali, between 'religious' (or 'adaf) and 'secular' (or administrative) authority 
now made its appearance, never more to be dispelled. (Schulte Nordholt 
1986:32) 
This meant that the local categories of desa, banjar and adat where 
harnessed, conceptually transformed and used to fit a colonial conception of 
administrative space and state control at a lower social order. Later scholars 
basically maintained this distinction and went along with definitions such as: 
"religious congregation I civil (or civic) community" (Geertz & Geertz 1975:14-19; 
Geertz 1980:48-49, 51-53) "customary village I unit of government " (Hobart 
1979:89,92), "spiritual authority I temporal power" (Howe 1980:145). 
(in: Guermonprez 1990:58) 
All these definitions re-propose the key Durkhemian distinction between 
sacred and profane. This opposition seems highly questionable within the Balinese 
environment, which appears better presented as a unified system. The examples I 
outlined previously in chapter II concerning the role of Ratu Dalem in Nusa Penida 
religious rituals and the role of the prabekel at the village level point in this 
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direction. Guermonprez (1990:68) has, in a recent article, tried to recompose this 
polarisation by suggesting that our understanding of the banjar I desa relationship 
would greatly improve were we to read it through Dumont's "Homo Hierarchicus" 
lens and his use of the encompassing I encompassed relation. He indicates: 
the words desa and banjar refer to a cultural-and-social totality, a single system 
primarily defined by a hierarchical relation between two levels. In this perspective 
the notion of village community is at best secondary. [ ... ] Actually, what defines a 
Balinese 'village community' are 'vertical' relations between men and the invisible 
world. Apart from the eminently hierarchical context, there is no such thing as a 
village community, and certainly not one in the sense of corporate group 
organized for political action. In the same perspective, what is primarily significant 
of the unity of the whole is a spatial-and-temporal ritual cycle which is constitutive 
of a social body that may be called a village, or a ritual domain as well. In other 
words, the grouping named seka desa serves this ritual cycle whose focal points 
are the village communal temples. The asymmetrical desa/banjar configuration 
means that the ritual level, desa, encompasses the civic one, banjar. 
What then, in practice, is a desa or a banjar (adat)? What do these categories 
mean for the local people? Because of its relevance to the present discourse, I will 
briefly examine this issue through the example of desa Sakti. 
VILLAGE PERCEPTIONS 
Grader (1937a) had already pointed out the difficulty in understanding what, in 
Penida, is commonly meant by the terms banjar or desa. According to him, 
on the the terms did not indicate separate entities but could overlap, 
refer to two ritual domains or even indicate different things for different subjects. 
adopted the perspective the Dutch for 
whom he was have tried to investigate the point 
commoner. The two outlooks are diametrically opposed to each other. 
My fieldwork data indicate that, on Nusa Penida, the term desa has become a 
polysemic word, assuming various meanings in relation to different contexts. Thus, 
in practice, the term desa may refer to the generic area where someone comes 
from, or denote the place where somebody lives, or indicate - by extension - all the 
members of the village (krama desa) or, even, be understood as the equivalent 
the banjar to which one belongs. interpretative in the use of this 
term can be better illustrated with some examples.2 
If someone lost in the middle of Nusa Penida were to a 
'what desa is this (in which I am The answer 
refer to the name of the local the stand.3 The 
if, 
the 
context two 
elements appear to be significant: first, the replies seem to focus on the banjar as 
primary (institutional) reference and indicate that what prevails are the actors' 
perceptions rather than the actors' adherence to any fixed notion of desa or banjar. 
Second, the answers attest to the prevalence of pragmatism among the people of 
Nusa Penida (as well as Bali) over scholarly concerns and show that the terms 
desa and banjar are applied contextually and both have spatial connotations that 
most anthropological analysis has tended to dismiss. If the desa were understood 
simply as an institution, or a volatile 'network of relationships' such answers would 
not be possible. 
These considerations have significant implications for our discussion because 
they substantiate the notion of the traditional village as rooted in the space that 
makes up its environment and provides its physical features, regardless of how 
that space is defined. In addition to regulating human concerns, adat laws define 
the relationship a community has with the divinities that control its territory. The 
importance of spatial features in the Balinese context is well known. It will suffice to 
mention that one axis of the traditional orientation system in Bali is set with 
reference to the most conspicuous landmarks of the island, such as the volcano 
Gunung Agung, the Gunung Batur and other salient mountains, which, in 
opposition to the sea surrounding the island, define the most relevant auspicious I 
inauspicious direction (kaja - kelod) of the system.4 Temples and houses must be 
aligned along this specific axis. Furthermore, the differences in temple dedication 
between mountain villages and those on the seashore provide a gauge of the 
relevance of natural features in the construction of local perception and thus of the 
importance of the space that a given village constitutes. 
In this context, however, I want to draw the reader's attention to a rarely 
explored parallel between the use of space by kinship groups and the use of space 
by members of a village in the construction of their identities; for the genesis of a 
village and its position needs to be marked on the land just as the genesis of an 
origin group. 
All Balinese individuals and families, according to their status, recognise a 
point of origin from where the descent group they belong to spread throughout the 
island. The concept is defined by the term kawitan. The origin point is physically 
marked by a temple, variously named (Pura Kawitan, Pura Dadia, Pura Mrajan), in 
which relations between the descendants and the founding ancestors are kept. 
The temple thus provides material representation, in a specific place, of a link 
between an origin group and the land that hosts it and hosted its ancestors.5 
Villages on Bali and Nusa Penida have a set of temples located on their 
ground that embody the identity of the village where the divinities that preside over 
the life of the village are worshipped as a totality. The composition and number of 
these temples may vary between South and North Bali or between lowland and 
highland Bali. However, all villages tend to own a Pura Puseh (The term is related 
to puser, 'centre' and punsed, 'navel'.). The pura generally built in the most 
auspicious village direction (kaja or kaja-kangin) marks the ideal centre where the 
desa was created and where its inhabitants, the krama desa, honour the village's 
founding fathers. The temple establishes a vertical link within village territory 
between those who dwell there at present and the village ancestors. 
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Thus, just as individuals and families have places of worship marking their 
point of origin (kawitan) a desa has its analogous Pura Puseh. In the same way 
that the vertical relations of a kin group with its ancestors are identified in the Pura 
Kawitan, Dadia (etc.), the analogous relations of a krama desa to its founding 
fathers are identified in the Pura Puseh. Both relations need testimony in the 
territory through adequate signs, one as indicating the source of the genealogical 
group and another indicating the source of the village. However, if the Pura 
Kawitan recognises· a bond between the genesis of a descent group and its 
territory, the Pura Puseh also consolidates a link between a village - intended as a 
specific territory - those who have founded it and those who inhabit it. 6 Reference 
to space thus appears to be crucial in both elements for without it neither the full 
identity of the desa nor that of any kin group would be assured. As the Geertzes 
noticed: 
the intimate connection between physical space and social groupings is a general 
characteristic of Bali, although the connection is never simple or direct. (Geertz 
and Geertz 1975) 
We now leave these problems to examine desa adat Sakti. 
DESAADAT SAKTI 
Before the mid-eighties there was no such thing as desa adat Sakti and the 
recent creation of this adat body has been the consequence of the religious and 
administrative normalisation jointly operated at village level by the Parisada Hindu 
Dharma and the local government. In fact, such adat body was artificially 
constructed and made coincident with its administrative borders although desa 
adat Sakti was not unified by a single set of temples. The absence of a unifying 
temple structure for the whole desa seems to suggest that the desa was not yet 
considered as a single ritual domain by all its resident population. Before 
discussing the establishment of desa adat Sakti and its peculiarities let's see what 
is currently understood as the desa adat and the temples that characterise this 
definition. After such an outline I shall discuss this transition and its current 
significance. 
The formal definition of desa adat is enshrined in traditional laws. Throughout 
Nusa Penida and Bali traditional desa laws are known as awig-awig. Once orally 
transmitted or written on lontar leaf, they define the rules and customs of the 
inhabitants of the desa, spell out their secular and religious obligations, outline a 
code of proper conduct and determine fines and sanctions for those who breach 
the codes. Desa adat Sakti published its awig-awig in print form during 1988. The 
text was formally endorsed with a ceremony in the bale desa in the presence of the 
Bupati of Klungkung and other state and religious officers during March 1991. 
The current set of adat laws, due to the significant number of banjar adat 
within the desa, were thus formulated on the basis of previous banjar canons by 
the bendesa adat and the various ke/ihan adat, who, in the process, tried to 
account for some of the more important differences within the desa. However, I 
must mention that beside these awig-awig, which act as the general framework 
within the desa, each banjar also tends to uphold its own particular customary laws 
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and code of conduct, which, from the insider's viewpoint, better express some of 
the banjar's peculiarities and traditions. 
According to this new formulation its awig-awig desa adat Sakti is firstly 
defined as: 7 
a) The land enclosed within pre-established borders either determined by 
physical features (e.g. the sea) or formal ones, such as the external borders of its 
confining banjar, 
b) The totality of the banjar adat that fall within these precincts. 
In more detail, the whole of desa adat Sakti comprises 38 banjar adat. For the 
sake of clarity, because of the desa's unusually large dimensions, the banjar adat 
have been divided by the adat council into territorial units based on the 
administrative dusun. However, in this context, dusun have only geographical 
relevance and no customary role. The desa includes the following banjar adat: 
OU SUN BANJAR ADAT FALLING WITHIN EACH DUSUN 
1 KARANGDAWA banjar KALER 
banjarTENGAH 
banjar KE LOO 
banjar PANDEK 
2 PENA GA banjar PENAGA 
banjar CEMULIK 
banjar BUCANG 
banjar CU BANG 
banjar BELEBET 
banjarTllNG JAJANG 
3 PENANGKIDAN banjar KELOD 
banjar TENGAH 
banjar KALER 
4 PUNDUKAHA KAJA banjar KELOD 
banjar KANGIN 
banjar KAWAN 
5 PUNDUKAHA KELOD banjar PUNDUKAHA KELOD 
banjarPIKAT 
banjar GELAGAH 
6 SAKTI banjar ANY AR 
banjar PENIDA 
banjar SAKTI 
banjar SENANGKA 
7 SEBULUH KANGIN banjar CACAH 
banjar GAHING 
banjar KANGIN 
8 SEBULUH KAWAN banjar KAWAN 
banjar AN DEGAN 
banjar MON CONG 
9 SEBUNIBUS banjar KANG IN 
banjar KALER 
banjar KAWAN 
10 SOMPANG banjar KANGIN 
banjarTENGAH 
banjar KALER 
TABLE N.1 BANJAR ADAT FALLING WITHIN EACH DUSUN OF DESA SAKTI. (SEE PLATE 
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Plate N. 8 : Desa Sakti, boundary and banjar. 
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Citizens of the desa. known by the general term of krama desa, are 
understood to be all those who inhabit it and rightfully belong to one of its banjar, 
for, in order to belong to a desa, someone must first be a member of one of its 
banjar. Indeed, the rules of admission to a desa are the same as those of 
admission to a banjar and in this matter it is the banjar that has priority over the 
desa in establishing the guidelines. The basic unit of membership of these 
institutions is the active married couple, since only married men are allowed to 
participate and have the right to vote in desa or banjar assemblies. 
Because of the desa's dimention and its recent formulation, an actual meeting 
of all the members of the desa is, in fact, never held and matters are largely in the 
hands of the council of kelihan adat who are the adat representatives elected in 
each banjar adat. These officers, in turn, select the head of the council among 
themselves and, at the same time, the leader of the whole traditional village: the 
bendesa adat. He is in charge of upholding the desa's customary laws and 
deliberates over both religious and secular matters that concern adat; these 
deliberations include a large number of issues that may range from the 
organisation of temple festivals to the pacification of marriage quarrels or 
inheritance controversies. Currently, in order for him to be fully effective and 
authoritative, his position must be recognised by the relevant regional religious and 
civil authorities, which in the case of Sakti amount to the Klungkung branch of the 
Parisada Hindu Dharma and the Camat of Nusa Penida. 
Other concerns of the bendesa adat and the council of the kelihan adat 
include the issuance of guidelines for social and ceremonial behaviour during 
human rites of passage (manusa yadnya), the setting of general procedures to be 
followed in case of death and the correct implementation of funerary rituals (pitra 
yadnya) and the establishment of rules regarding proper ritual behaviour and 
temples festivals (dewa yadnya) at desa level. 
The desa is represented on religious terms by a priest and ritual specialist 
called pamangku desa. The bendesa adat selects one of the resident pamangku to 
officiate in the local temples on behalf of the whole population during desa rituals. 
DESA TEMPLES 
Much has been written by western and Balinese scholars on the religious 
character of the desa and its expression through a set of three temples, known as 
kahyangan tiga. Possession of these temples is considered one of the prior 
conditions of a desa. The kahyangan tiga throughout Bali is commonly understood 
to be composed of a Pura Puseh, a Pura Dalem and a Pura Bale Agung or Pura 
Oesa.s These temples are generally glossed as follows: 
Pura Puseh: the desa origin or navel temple, commemorates the founding 
ancestors of the village; 
Pura Dalem: the temple dedicated to the worship of Durga and associated 
with dead not yet purified; 
Pura Desa or Pura Bale Agung: the temple expression of the village council 
and through it, the whole desa. The bale agung is a large rectangular pavilion and 
the place where all village meetings (sangkepan desa) and councils are generally 
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held. These meetings are always preceded by a small religious ceremony, though 
formerly their religious nature was much more emphasised. As such the bale 
agung represents the whole of the desa.9 
The presence of these three temples is supposed by current Balinese 
Brahmans doctrine to best enshrine the various religious aspects and values of the 
traditional village. This concept has been very well supported by the Balinese 
branch of the Parisada Hindu Dharma (the state-approved council that oversees 
the ideological background and the norms of the Hindu Religion in Bali and 
elsewhere in Indonesia) which has included it in its current religious principles 
governing the desa adat. However, it is worth notice that this might not be such a 
general rule. As Guermonprez (1987:251) has indicated: 
this precise configuration does not constitute in any case a norm; on the one 
hand. in the North of Bali the common religious configuration generally 
comprehend two temples, the pura bale agung, that groups the symbolic functions 
of the pura puseh and of the pura desa of South [of Bali]. and the pura dalem: on 
the other hand, it is often possible to find other temples supported by the village 
collectivity, such as, for example, the temples dedicated to the sea (pura segara) 
in the coastal villages. [my translation] 
These considerations apply in some respects to Nusa Penida as well. 
Specifically, a full kahyangan tiga set does not exist in the entire desa adat Sakti, 
even though it is explicitly mentioned in the local awig-awig. On the ground, the 
situation is more fragmented, as each banjar adat is sovereign, acting as an 
autonomous entity. In this area each banjar adat has historically tended to behave 
as a desa and retains a set of temples that, in the local perception, aspires to be 
complete and satisfy the members' main religious needs. What appears to be 
relevant in the first instance are the temples of direct concern of the banjar in which 
the main yearly ritual cycle is performed. 
Some examples may clarify this. The following table shows the relevant pura 
of four of the banjar adat of desa adat Sakti. 
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BANJARADAT PURA OWNED BY THE BANJAR 
Pen id a Pura Puseh 
Pura Segara (the temple is however supported in 
collaboration with others banjar of the desa). 
Sakti Pura Dalem 
Pura Puseh 
Pura Pedoman 
Pura Segara Gamat, also known as Pura Semer Gamat 
Pura Puncak Sari 
Pura Te/aga Sakti 
Pundukaha Kelod Pura Puseh 
Pura Dasar 
Pikat Pura Mas Gading 
Large use is made of the banjat's main crossroad for 
major rituals. In the crossroad has been erected a 
padmasana as offering place. 
TABLE N.13: PURA OWNED BY BANJAR ADAT PENIDA, SAKTI, PUNDUKAHA KELOD AND 
PIKAT. 
The table indicates that each of the banjar adat. with the exception of Pikat 
which is too indigent, possesses its own Pura Puseh to which one or more temples, 
which may vary in accordance with local conditions and the banjar's wealth, are 
added; banjar close to the sea shore also tend to have a Pura Segara. Pura Dalem 
throughout the desa are not at all widespread. In the whole of desa Sakti in 1992 
there were only five of these (in Sakti, Pundukaha Kaja, Sebonibus, Senangka and 
Sompang) and all of them were the concern of the banjar. Graveyards are common 
only in places where Pura Dalem have been established, and some of these have 
been dug quite recently. The majority of people in the desa, as yet, bury their dead 
in their gardens or cultivated farmland. 
Last but not least, because the entire desa does not contain a unified Pura 
Puseh, Pura Bale Agung or Pura Dalem, all the relevant groups (seka) that take 
care of these temples are also absent, nor is there a unified game/an (percussion 
orchestra). Due to the extension of this desa and its fragmentation into a large 
number of banjar, all organised groups (seka) are rooted in and devote their 
attention primarily to banjar life. 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF DESA ADAT SAKTI 
The unusual temple structure, the remarkable extension of the desa adat, and 
the recent introduction of formalised adat laws require some comments as formerly 
this was not the case, for, what are currently known as banjar adat were in fact 
'sovereign adat units' similar to what in Bali eastern coast and southern plains are 
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desa adat. The reason for this peculiar situation is that in Sakti. the administrative 
banjar units, because of their relative isolation and distance from Sakti, had adat 
sovereignty. By 'sovereign adat units' I mean banjar that although politically and 
administratively dependent on a centre (Sakti) had their own adat laws, elected 
their own ke/ihan adat and owned specific temples where the main banjar ritual 
cycle were performed. As an example of this independence in adat matters it is 
enough to say that some of these banjar, such as Pundukaha Kelod, observed 
their own Nyepi which was established autonomously and independently of any 
external influence. In other words these banjar had the right to formulate, establish 
and enforce their customary law. Additionally, the set of temples I have indicated 
above for the banjar adat Penida, Sakti, Pundukaha Kelod and Pikat, should be 
considered as the main temples of these banjar adat and where the main ritual 
activity of the residents is centered. The ownership of such a set of temples in Bali 
would more properly characterise a desa adat rather than a banjar adat. 
The relationship between banjar and desa seems to involve two domains, one 
concerned with adat. one with administration. Both domains are currently present 
in the establishment of a desa adat and desa dinas. However, against this clear cut 
division I must say that formerly this was not necessarily so, for the pristine kelihan 
banjar were in charge of both administrative and adat matters at the same time. In 
fact within banjar Sakti the person responsible for the banjar administration and its 
adat was the prabekel. In practice, in Sakti the separate office of a pamangku desa 
- as a formal figure that represents the whole of desa adat on religious and 
customary grounds has only been introduced very recently and as a result of such 
an introduction Sakti now has a kelihan banjar adat and a ke/ihan desa adat. 
According to my data the banjar currently composing the desa adat Sakti were 
chosen on the basis of the following: 
i) historical grounds. All these villages had some link with banjar Sakti 
because Sakti was and still is the administrative centre of the area. In 
banjar Sakti resided a recognised jeroan house which was in charge of the 
local administration, to which were ascribed relationships with the 
Klungkung royal house, and which was considered hierarchically superior 
to the majority of the local jaba population. 10 
ii) administrative grounds: because all these banjar were already part of a 
single administrative desa; 
iii) religious grounds: first because of a number of these banjar, although not 
all of them, already acknowledged support of a common temple, the Pura 
Segara Penida, which had great significance for their banjar ritual cycle, 
and which is the only temple within the desa that possess a bale agung. 
And secondly because all these villages recognise at a superior level a 
common paramount temple for the whole area: the Pura Penataran Ped. 
Against a utilitarian and functional interpretation of the desa, Guermonprez 
has argued for an 'Hocartian' interpretation of the desa which he believes should 
be understood primarily as a ritual domain which encompasses the banjar ritual 
domain.11 The creation of desa adat Sakti, which in itself seems to be more a 
politically motivated act, partially defies this concept and partially validates its 
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contents. It defies this concept because before its current creation the desa adat 
Sakti did not have a paramount temple for the whole of its banjar, nor did have a 
unified Pura Puseh, Pura Bale Agung or Pura Dalem. It validates this concept 
because although there was no paramount temple, such paramount role was 
created ad hoc simply by increasing the local significance of the Pura Segara 
Penida, so much so that in this temple it is now performed the yearly purification 
ritual (makiis) of the whole desa adat Sakti. 
The significance of this temple need to be better explained as it is crucial for 
the understanding of the establishment of desa adat Sakti. The Pura Segara 
already existing within desa Sakti were all built in areas close to the sea shore but 
also next to wells of drinkable waters. Thus, such temples are not only associated 
with Batara Baruna, the lord of the sea, but also with the gods that provide the flow 
of water in the local wells. The link between Pura Segara and water well is so close 
that within banjar Sakti a degree of ambiguity exists about the name of this temple, 
for the Pura Segara Gamat is also known as Pura Semer Gamat since the temple 
is built in the proximity of the Gamat well (semer in Balinese). 
The association of these temples with the supply of water is essential as in all 
these temples, and particularly in Pura Segara Penida, in times of drought are held 
rituals for the invocation of rain. Pura Segara Penida is in proximity of a well that 
serves all banjar set in the southern areas of desa Sakti for the inhabitants of these 
banjar come to Penida to fetch water for themselves, and bring their cattle to water. 
which have rights to fetch water in Nusa Penida are also the banjar 
support the temple. As it happens these are not all the banjar of desa Sakti, 
the is also supported (ngempon) adat in the areas of 
Sompang. (see the 
each in these areas in N.1 Sakti and 
not traditionally support Segara Penda as Sakti had its own 
well and associated Pura Segara in Gamat, while Sebonibus had a well and small 
shrine in the proximity of Banjar Anyar. However, although the remaining banjar of 
desa Sakti do not directly support the temple at the time its festival, they 
intervene and sustain all the major rites held in the temple on behalf of the whole 
desa such as rain-calling rituals or large purification rituals. 
Thus, given the wide significance of the Pura Segara Penida for the 
preponderance of the banjar of the desa the whole desa council decided that 
the temple ought to the main temple the whole desa In this 
temple has now the centre of the whole desa 
are held now in 
and not in 
in case of severe 
Hindu Dharma the 
Pura Segara Penida. The implementation of these precept and the establishment 
of the yearly makiis have increased and reinforced the religious significance of this 
area at desa, banjar and at individual level. 
Beside the Pura Segara Penida the other temple having significance for the 
whole desa is the Pura Penataran Ped. This temple however, acts as paramount 
for the whole western part of Nusa Penida rather than exclusively for desa Sakti. In 
particular this temple is the centre of invocative and protective rituals at the time of 
sowing as ail banjar ask protection to the resident gods for their crops. Moreover a 
number of minor temples throughout the area of desa Sakti are held as repository 
(pasimpangan) for Ratu Gede and carry out their odalan on the same day as Ped. 
To briefly widened the perspective in a comparative way from Sakti to the 
whole of Nusa Penida I must point out that while in Suana, a desa set on the 
eastern coast of Nusa Penida which for size and characteristic is like Sakti, the 
desa is structured in a way similar to Sakti, on the nearby island of Lembongan 
instead, the desa adat of Jungutbatu and Lembongan, conform to southern 
Balinese style as these desa are smaller in size; they have the classic kahyangan 
tiga set of temples and are divided into banjar which do not claim an autonomous 
status vis-a-vis their desa. 
Let us turn now from the desa adat to the banjar adat. After having examined 
the we will return to this issue, comparing the importance of the desa to its 
ADAT 
In order to clarify the use of name Sakti 
state that desa adat Sakti and adat are not identical entities. 
two the same toponym are not is 
only one of the banjar that make up the desa. The desa obtains its name from the 
banjar because of the banjars historical importance and predominance in this area 
Nusa Penida. We are not by any means in the presence of one one 
desa.12 
Banjar Sakti lies in the western part of Nusa Penida, on top of a small 
plateau, behind the first hills that overlook the island of Ceningan and Bandung 
strait. place is strategic, in so far it is close to one of the main 
island, Toyapakeh, and gives easy access to the Penida and 
water, coconut groves and fertile land are 
along the main that leads to 
THE BANJAR'S LAND 
Banjar in Nusa Penida as institutions possess all the land used by their 
inhabitants for living and ritual purposes. The current name given to all the land 
held by banjar Sakti is tanah ayahan. In Sakti the whole territory is partitioned into 
different categories, which are given specific names according to their use. These 
are: 
1) Tanah palinggih pura indicates banjar land used for all common temples 
or any other collective ritual area. 
2) Tanah linggih wewangunan druwen banjar defines the land used by all 
buildings that belong to the banjar, e.g. the meeting hall (bale banjar). 
3) Tanah karang banjar, karang mbang: The first term denotes all land used 
for private compounds while the second refers to all empty areas inside 
the banjar available for private and collective use. Tanah karang banjar is 
a key concept because it reveals that all the land upon which the banjar 
citizens have built their compounds formally belongs to the banjar. In fact, 
if a family for any reason abandons its compound, the property returns to 
the banjar and can be given to a new arrival. Tanah karang banjar cannot 
be sold or given to non-banjar members. Currently, in the case of banjar 
Sakti, all this land has already been divided and no available banjar land is 
for new settlement. New compounds are built on privately owned land. 
indicates land used 
setra refers to 
majority of 
as follows: 
paths and common roads. 
Unlike the 
Sakti owns a full set graveyards 
I) sema cenik, the burial ground destined to host children who have 
died before losing their milk teeth; 
II) sema pakingsan, the graveyard the remaining banjar 
members;13 
Ill) sema 
ngaben ritual. 
the open ground are 
now uses it to 
is another class of 
cultivated land outside the 
land 
this 
are 
of land can be sold on the 
Photo N. 5: A compound. (Pundukaha Kaja 1991) 
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market. 
BANJAR CITIZENSHIP AND INTERNAL DIVISION 
In order to be a full citizen of the banjar, someone must originally come from 
the banjar and belong to one of the families that dwells on banjar land and enjoys 
traditional rights over it. In the case of newcomers, the person must first avow his 
allegiance to the local set of temples and then pay a proportional quota that 
represents his contribution to existent banjar buildings and temples. Only then are 
rights of citizenship granted. If it is available, the newcomer is given a piece of land 
on which to build his residential unit. A further way to become a citizen is through 
marriage. However, this is applicable only to a woman, who, in case of marriage, 
moves from her original home to her husband's compound and is incorporated into 
the groom's family and banjar. 
Citizens of the banjar (krama banjar) are classified according to the place and 
role they occupy in the banjar in the following categories: 
1) Krama ngarep indicates all those citizens considered full members of the 
banjar (arep means 'in the forefront'). These subjects dwell on banjar land 
(tanah karang banjar) and comply with all banjar duties. 
2) Krama kaputungan, in the local metaphor (putung means cut from), refers 
to a class of citizens that have been exonerated from the main banjar 
duties because of their particular status. This class includes all widows or 
divorced women, in a word, all those women who have lost their banjar 
obligations (e.g. to make offerings on the occasion of banjar temple 
festivals) because they have been detached from the family to which they 
belonged. 
3) Krama manggle (pengele) designates a subject who rightfully belongs to 
the banjar but is considered unable to fulfil banjar duty or assume any 
banjar responsibility because of his or her social status (e.g. spinsters or 
bachelors living alone). This is someone who has never properly married. 
Banjar citizens are also divided into two groups called sibak and tempek, 
based on their place of residence within the banjar. The term sibak means divided 
in two equal parts and, in this context, refers to a division of the whole banjar 
population into two equal sections, sibak kangin and sibak kauh, both headed by 
the kelihan banjar. These groups are functional in nature and are used alternately 
to carry out communal tasks of a varying nature whenever the kelihan banjar asks 
them to do so. 
Tempek refers again to a division of the total banjar population into different 
groups based on their area of residence. The whole of banjar Sakti is divided into 
three parallel bands from east to west; each of these areas, as well as its resident 
population, is defined as a tempek. The banjar contains tempek kangin, tempek 
tengah and tempek kauh. Each of these groups is headed by a kelihan tempek 
who receives his orders from the seke banjar. Tempek are also functional groups 
and are mainly used to execute duties of a religious nature for the whole banjar. 
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For instance, after the sowing of maize, at the beginning of the ripening season the 
banjar presents regular offerings to Pura Penataran Ped to ensure the proper 
growth of the seeds and the success of the future harvest. The duty is carried out 
during different weeks and divided according to a rotational roster among the 
various tempek who compose the banjar. In this instance each tempek, in carrying 
out its duty, acts as substitute for the whole banjar. 
The division of the banjar population into sibak and tempek groups guarantees 
that any communal job is equally shared among the community and tasks are 
fulfilled alternately according to a rotational system without falling unevenly among 
the banjar subjects. This is all the more important when we realise that, while in 
theory all members of the banjar should contribute equally to its public works, in 
fact a significant number of people are exempted from doing so; for whoever is in 
charge of a particular role within the village organisation (e.g. pamangku, the 
various kelihan, the members of the game/an orchestra, etc.) is by rule freed from 
communal work. 
THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE BANJAR AND ITS LEADERSIDP 
The key governing body of the banjar as an adat institution is its assembly 
called sangkepan banjar. Rights of membership in this decisional sphere of the 
banjar are granted only to married men. The idea is that each married nucleus of 
husband and wife must be represented, through its male constituent, in the banjar 
council. The emphasis on the nuclear couple - and its chances of procreating - is 
the key to understanding some of the crucial aspects of the banjar, such as the 
variations in the allocation of rights and duties. An elder member of the banjar 
council can be relieved of his duties and place in the council by an unmarried son. 
The banjar's meetings are held once every Balinese month (35 days). These 
meetings are used to discuss and decide secular and religious matters. Banjar 
concerns range from disputes over land to the organisation of any of the banjar's 
temple festivals. During any of these festivals, both men and women belonging to 
the banjar are requested to help and give their work and expertise to ensure the 
positive outcome of the festival (e.g. men are engaged in the slaughtering and 
cooking of animals, while women are occupied in the preparation of rice, 
vegetables and ritual offerings). 
All the constituents of the banjar council (seka banjar') elect from among 
themselves a head called kelihan banjar adat who has the responsibility of 
presiding over the assembly, upholding adat within the banjar area and 
representing the banjar at the meeting held at desa adat level. The kelihan banjar 
adat is a significant figure within the universe of the banjar because he is the first 
referent for all issues that relate to adat. Before taking office, he must be 
acknowledged in his role by the bendesa adat. Should the kelihan banjar behave 
incorrectly or contrary to his status and office, he could be removed by the banjar 
council. 
The other important position at banjar level is the office of the pamangku 
banjar. The banjar as a community carries out a specific ritual cycle throughout the 
Balinese year that is performed in all the banjar's temples and other relevant sites. 
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As such, the banjar needs a ritual specialist who, on behalf of all its citizens, 
performs these rituals and presents the required offerings to the divinities. The 
sangkepan, in collaboration with its kelihan banjar adat, appoints one of the 
resident pamangku to fill this office. 
Additional duties of the pamangku banjar include attending all the banjars 
meetings, since before these meetings begin the pamangku must consecrate a few 
offerings for the well-being of the meeting. He must regularly officiate at full moon 
(pumama) and new moon (ti/em) on behalf of banjar in local temples and also be 
available to any of the banjar's families for any of the rituals they may need to 
perform in any of the banjar's temples. Ideally, he is bound to comply should they 
require his religious services. He is joined in his office by a woman, called tukang 
banten banjar, responsible for the preparation and ordering of all offerings (banten) 
presented during these rituals. Should the pamangku banjar behave improperly he 
may be dismissed from his office by the sangkepan banjar. 
BANJAR PRINCIPLES, GROUPS AND ASSOCIATIONS 
Besides enjoying the same living environment, all members of the banjar 
share a set of common principles that stand at the base of their relations, 
irrespective of their age and sex, and constitute the criteria upon which the bond 
between the community and its gods is founded. These rules are dealt with in the 
banjar awig-awig. Here I will examine the most important of them. 
The first of these codes of conduct concerns the need to avoid pollution of 
land; pollution breaks the normal state of harmony, damages relations 
the and procures disharmony among humans. must therefore 
since during such a state all ritual activities are and 
can be restored after purity is restored. 
second rule states that relations between 
regulated on the base of the suka-duka precept. I to the mandatory sharing of 
banjar obligations expressed by the suka-duka customary This key principle of 
communal living establishes that all banjar members should partake in the pleasant 
aspects of banjar life (suka means pleasant, happy, delighted) as well as in the sad 
ones (duka means sad, grief, sorrow). Thus, as banjar members are regularly 
asked to participate in the preparation of a marriage and 
common food, so they are expected to 
follow the death of one member of the 
Though the 
acquired through money. Sharing them with other people thus makes them 
accessible to all and also reinforces the internal solidarity of the members of the 
community. 
The third (unwritten) principle affirms that banjar life is best expressed and 
regulated through a number of associations that exhibit collective lines of action, 
rather than by single individuals independently expressing themselves in public life. 
The ideal behaviour is conformity to adat laws and avoidance of dissent rather than 
public engagement and criticism. Banjar life primarily values society as a whole 
rather than its individual component. The consequences are that banjar society is 
mostly organised through a number of associations, some of which are intrinsic to 
the banjar structure (e.g. the seka banjar') for they require the mandatory 
participation of its members, while others are mainly of a voluntary nature. 
Another banjar group whose membership is compulsory is the association of 
all unmarried men and women of the village called seka taruna-taruni (taruna refers 
to the male members, while taruni to the female constituents).14 The group stands 
as a minor replica of the seka banjar, and gathers all young men and women who 
have reached the age of sexual maturity. The association meets regularly each 
month at full moon and organises both religious and secular happenings. Within 
the arena of the taruna - taruni, the youngsters of the village learn the rudiments of 
socialisation and public behaviour, while they begin to understand their duties and 
responsibilities as subjects of a larger community. The association has an elected 
head (kelihan taruna-tarum) and, as in the seka banjar, members who avoid 
attending meetings or communal tasks are fined. At marriage, members 
automatically leave the association. In addition to these groups, a number of 
voluntary associations generally focusing on specific tasks are also present within 
the banjar. Of some importance among these are the seka gong, a vocational 
group who play in the banjars game/an orchestra in all public and private religious 
rituals. 
All official group activities within the banjar are founded and organised upon 
the ideal of unity represented by the seka principle. 
Because of the emphasis on consensus and unity within these groups the 
term seka has been linguistically related by Balinese and Western scholars alike to 
the Sanskrit I Old Javanese noun eka meaning 'one', 'together' and to the Balinese 
term seka meaning 'together as one'. 
According to Guermonprez the term seka and seka are not linguistically 
related for the two words differ by one phoneme, in particular the latter is to be 
understood as the Balinese contraction of sa, 'one', and eka, also meaning 'one' 
but derived from the Sanskrit I Old Javanese eka (here without accent), and 
related to sa-eka again meaning 'one' [OJED]. Guermonprez suggests that it would 
be safer to assume that the term seka, which in some areas of Bali may be spelled 
sekaha, is derived from a proto-term which can be reconstructed as sekaCa, where 
C stands for a consonant. 15 
Although there is a phonetic difference between seka as a group, and seka as 
'together as one', and according to Guermonprez the first term is not necessarily 
related to a Sanskrit etymon I must indicate that the Sanskrit I Old Javanese seka 
refers to a group formation as it means 'one', 'unanimous', 'together' [OJED). 
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However, what seems to me meaningful are the semantic associations of 
these terms, for it appears that both seka (as sa eka), and seka can be related as 
their semantic fields overlap to a certain extent for, while in the first case the 
emphasis is placed on the individuality of the term 'one', in the second, there is an 
implicit reference to the unity and individuality of the group which is understood to 
be as 'one'. This interpretation is clearly founded on semantic analogies rather than 
phonetic relationships and reflects a common Balinese folk etymology. In this light i 
must add that the unity of intention and purposes is in Balinese perception one of 
the central ideal and practical features of all seka groups as these aspire to be 
'one' in their own specific activities. The crucial point is that the group identity vis-a-
vis the external world must be clearly identified and the group perceived as a 
cohesive 'one', for, seka groups tend to have a strong egalitarian tendency and 
work on the basis of consensus among their members rather than taking majority 
decisions. 16 
Finally, the whole banjar is composed of nine kinship groups (dadia) organised 
into three basic hierarchical categories: jero, prabali and jaba. Because of their 
importance, the analysis of these categories and their role within the banjar is dealt 
with separately in the next chapter. 
THE BANJAR'S TEMPLES 
In banjar Sakti there is a substantial number of temples, some of them set 
its precincts, others outside it that nonetheless enjoy full banjar support. In 
I will review these temples, the categories to which they belong and 
are essential to an understanding 
ritual 
of banjar temples are stand on its and are 
supported by the are: 
Pura Dalem In this context, this is held to be the most important pura. only is it 
associated with the cult of the dead, but it hosts a mask of Rangda 
(Durga), locally called Ratu Gede, who stands as the banjar's most 
important deity. The divinity is not associated 
also with regeneration and has an overall protective 
village. The holy water (tirta) from 
rituals held in the banjar. 
temple is located on the 
is second most 
with death but 
whole 
in 
Local people believe that inside its precinct dwells the spirit of powerful 
pedanda that stands as the banjar's protector and guide. 
Natives say that because of this presence living pedanda from Bali are 
forbidden to officiate at any type of ritual within the banjar because that 
would be perceived as a challenge to the spirit of the high priest inhabiting 
the Pura Pedoman. Should any living pedanda challenge the spiritual 
leadership over the banjar of the spirit of the Pura Pedoman, the latter 
would avenge himself against the newcomer and those who dared to 
break this rule. 
As an example of the consequences of what might happen if this precept 
is ignored, local people relate that, a few years ago, a pedanda from Bali 
was asked to officiate at a private ritual in the village. The high priest 
neither paid his respects to the local pura nor asked the spirit abiding in 
the Pura Pedoman for permission to officiate in the banjar's area. The 
outcome was very dramatic: before the end of the ritual, the Balinese 
pedanda was dead and part of the banjar on fire. As a corollary to that 
experience, the banjar finally decided that only resident pamangku ought 
to be employed in the celebration of local rituals. This decision is not a 
written adat rule but is nonetheless widely acknowledged and strictly 
observed within the banjar.17 
The tirta from this temple, as is the case with the Pura Dalem, is also 
required for all types of rituals performed within the banjar. The relevance 
of this temple and its peculiarities may be an indication of the influence 
that the praba/i, and their autonomous prerogatives, have had in past 
village life. However, even though pedanda are forbidden to officiate 
within the banjar, willing jero or jaba are currently allowed to search for 
tirta from pedanda to be used in private rituals. 
Pura Segara Gamat also known as Pura Semer Gamat. This temple is located on 
the seashore that belongs to banjar Sakti, close to the well that 
traditionally has provided the banjarwith water. (See Plates 7 and 8.) The 
temple is dedicated to the god of the sea (Batara Baruna) and to the gods 
providing water to the Gamat well and plays an important role in the 
agricultural rituals of the banjar, as its tirta is used to dispel potential 
threats to burgeoning crops and to favour their growth. 
Pura Puncak Sari. This is a minor temple close to the precinct of the bale banjar, 
currently used mainly to perform rain-calling rituals. Even inside the banjar 
it is known for the healing remedies its gods provide against incurable 
illnesses. 
Pura Telaga Sakti. Another minor temple, probably once associated with water 
procurements, it has been allowed to fall into a state of disrepair. 
Throughout banjar Sakti and the western part of Nusa Penida there are a 
number of similar temples. Currently this temple's tirta is not required for 
any major ritual. 
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During all important ritual occasions within the banjar, tirta from the Pura 
Dalem and from the Pura Pedoman are required. If the rite is a private one (i.e. any 
of the life crisis rituals) the ceremony is accompanied by tirta from the private family 
temple of those acting in the rite (e.g. Pura Mrajan, paibon, etc.). 
The second group of temples are those outside the village borders. These are 
supported - though not exclusively - by banjar Sakti and are of equal importance to 
the banjar as well as the desa. They are: 
Pura Puseh. The temple is located in an area very close to Desa Toyapakeh, in the 
farthest kaja position from banjar Sakti. This type of temple is dedicated to 
the village forefathers. In this specific instance the pura is shared between 
banjar Sakti and a nearby banjar in the area of Desa Ped (banjar Nyuh).18 
Currently it is in a state of disarray and there are projects to move it closer 
to banjar Sakti. Its tirta is not sought after and is requested only for 
particular rituals. 
Pura Segara Penida. As already indicated this is one of the major temples in the 
area. The pura is dedicated to the god of the sea and to the gods that 
provide water to the local well. The temple possesses a bale agung (a 
long bale that runs through most of the temple's jaba court). For its size, 
and its current ritual significance the temple is considered to be the most 
important in desa Sakti. Although banjar Sakti itself does not directly share 
in the temple support during its odalan, the banjar partakes in the activities 
for the yearly purification ritual (makiis), or the rain-calling ritual (nunas 
ujan) for the whole desa. Its tirta is employed in large collective rituals. 
Pura Penataran Ped: The significance of this temple has already been discussed. 
However, in this context, it stands as the paramount temple par excellence 
in the whole banjar and desa. Banjar Sakti supports it within the Dauh 
Bantas framework. The pura is the ultimate source of well-being for the 
banjar and desa because its gods - including the fearsome Ratu Gede 
Macaling - act as protectors and ensure the proper growth of crops. 
Further the temple is used by locals who, in times of need, make vows 
(masangi, masesang1) to its divinities. Its tirta might be used for either 
personal or collective rituals, not however as a precondition to the 
implementation of any ritual held within the banjar. 
The third group of temples consists of private pura built on the banjar's land. 
These are essentially subsidiaries (pasimpangan) of other temples that migrants 
from different parts of Nusa Penida have built on village ground. Offerings 
presented in these pura are supposed to reach the mother temples immediately. 
As subsidiaries, their festival (odalan) is held on the same date as the mother 
temple's. The banjar has only one temple of this class, Pura Batu Medau of Sakti, 
which has significantly increased its importance in the area of late. 
Pura Batu Medau (of Sakti). This is a dependency (pasimpangan) of the larger 
Pura Batu Medau located in Suana on the opposite site of Nusa Penida. 
(see plate 8). The temple was founded by a group who migrated from a 
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nearby desa. Besides having the same odalan as its referent temple, the 
Pura Batu Medau of Suana, and serving the needs of the group of families 
that built it, this temple has achieved a significant status inside banjar 
Sakti and its vicinity because it is thought to be endowed with sacred 
power (tenget). Natives are said to offer vows frequently to its gods and 
the pura is popular among those who ask the gods for a child or for rapid 
recovery from a illness. Recently the temple's status has been validated by 
the acquisition, from the puri Klungkung, of a couple of icons (rambut 
sedana) made by Ratu Dalem Pemayun. 
The last class of places of worship found within the banjar consists of a 
number of private temples associated with village kin groups (dadia). Each kin 
group (dadia) resident in the banjar has a Pura Dadia or Pura Mrajan where its 
deified ancestors are worshipped. These temples, through their constituent parts 
(palinggih kawitan I sanggah kemulan, etc.), are believed to embody the ideal 
source and history of each dadia. In addition to such temples, every family 
compound (pekarangan) has on its kaja or kaja-kangin corner a small complex of 
shrines, commonly known as sanggah (effectively a subsidiary of the sanggah 
kemulan, the origin shrine placed inside the Pura Mrajan), in which both ancestors 
and Hindu Gods are honoured. The household that retains the Pura Mrajan or 
sanggah kemulan is not seen as having precedence over the rest of the descent 
group. The size of the Pura Dadia or that of each sanggah may vary considerably 
since both depend largely on dadia or family wealth. The tirta from these temples is 
a prerequisite for any type of private ritual. 
Each temple, (whatever large or small) is supported by a specific group (seka 
pura) who cares for it and organises all the rituals performed in it. 
CRITICAL ISSUES IN THE DEFINITION OF BANJAR SAKTI AND ITS TEMPLE 
CONFIGURATION 
Confronting the peculiarities of banjar Sakti vis-a-vis those of a southern 
Balinese desa it appears that what in Sakti is understood to be a banjar elsewhere 
in southern Bali it is defined as a desa. 19 The elements of this equivalence can be 
summarised as follows: 
i) while in Sakti it is the banjar which owns the tanah ayahan this type of 
land in Bali is claimed by the desa institution; 
ii) presence and ownership of burial grounds (sema) in Sakti are the 
prerogative of the banjar, whereas sema in Bali are controlled by the desa 
institution; 
iii) while in Sakti the pura puseh and pura dalem belong to the banjar, in Bali 
the same set of temples are possessed by the desa institution; 
iv) norms establishing banjar citizenship and banjar membership in Sakti 
mirror the same set of norms that in Bali define and establish desa 
membership. Additionally, organisations (i.e. taruna-tarum) that in Sakti 
belong to the banjar structure, in Bali are considered appropriate to the 
desa. 
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rituals that in Sakti are of banjar concern, such as the establishment and 
the observance of Nyepi, or the ceremonies surrounding the yearly 
agricultural cycle of maize (i.e. Segehan Banjar or Maprani - see on this 
issue note 4 chapter VIII and chapter XIII) in Bali they are determined and 
organised by the desa. 
These analogies seem to be sufficiently significative to presuppose a 
structural similarity between banjar Sakti and a Balinese desa. This parallelism 
appears further reinforced if we consider the degree of autonomy in adat matters 
of banjar Sakti versus its desa, compared with the degree of autonomy a of a 
common Balinese banjar vis-a-vis its desa. From what has been stated before it is 
clear that the banjar belonging to desa Sakti enjoy a degree of autonomy, 
particularly in adat matter, unthinkable for any Balinese banjar. Although the 
creation of a superior desa adat has in part eroded this autonomy the belief of 
being sovereign entities is still very strong among the banjar that compose desa 
Sakti. 
However, were banjar Sakti to be considered similar to a desa, it may be 
argued that also its internal subdivisions ought to parallel a desa internal 
subdivision. This is not so and I must admit that I have found no significant division 
within banjar Sakti comparable to those of a Balinese desa. Firstly, I must say that 
in 1990 the inhabitants of banjar Sakti were circa 800, divided in about 200 family 
units. In terms of Balinese standards the size of this population is comparable to a 
single Balinese banjar and in Sakti has allowed only the creation sibak and 
Secondly, functional groups such as sibak and cannot 
activities are more limited in 
shown, within banjar tempek are 
concerned is consistent with Warren (1993:18) that refers to 
as 'separate ritual subdivisions' of the banjar and with Korn (1932) 
numerous references to Balinese tempek as groups which carried out ritual duties 
such as the preparation of banten. 
A further problematic element about the temple structure of this 
historical and anthropological terms, is the presence of 
Pedoman. The fact that within banjar Sakti the Pura ua.r1r..rn"' 
that of the Pura Puseh and that its holy water is the requisite 
as rituals necessitate some explanation 
hypotheses. As already indicated this temple is 
on the 
that 
the solution of the invisible pedanda, which I have also encountered in Bali, is 
fascinating, because it suggests an historical compromise between those who 
shun high priests and those, triwangsa as well as commoners, who believe that 
rituals are not complete without the holy water prepared by these priests. 
(Guermonprez personal communication.) 
Within banjar Sakti this compromise would equally satisfy all sectors of the 
population (prabali, jero and jaba). In the light of this hypothesis and the 
significance of the tirta from the Pura Pedoman it may be argued that banjar Sakti 
was founded, or co-founded, by immigrants who did not find it necessary to have a 
Pura Puseh as their primary origin temple. 
However, the fact that the Pura Puseh of banjar Sakti is currently shared with 
banjar Nyuh, a banjar of the northern coast of Nusa Penida, suggests also that its 
extended function ideally covers two banjar. Thus, in the light of the meaning 
expressed by the Pura Puseh it may be argued that banjar Sakti was co-founded, 
or, at least, originally composed also by people who moved from banjar Nyuh to 
the interior of Nusa Penida. As sign of the link with their place of origin this group 
of people retained the Pura Puseh which, although not placed close to banjar Sakti 
hamlets, is actually set at the border between banjar Sakti and banjar Nyuh. This 
solution prevented tension arising between those who eschew from this temple and 
those who found it necessary, that is to say jero members vis-a-vis the local 
population. Although these hypothesis are suggestive, and the logic of the two 
temples appear to corroborate them, I must point out that the matter requires 
further research as I have found no written or oral record on this issue. 
RITUAL CYCLES AND LEVELS OF INCLUSION 
Looking at desa and banjar from a Guremonprez's perspective of different 
levels of ritual inclusion, the temple organisation of desa and banjar Sakti seems to 
emphasise different levels of religious involvement, each related to specific 
contexts. It is only when considering the various links temples have at different 
levels that a coherent picture of their relevance begins to emerge. In this light the 
relation between the temples and their role within banjar and desa ritual life seems 
to be better defined in terms of ritual cycles, hierarchically ranked and based on 
respective inclusion. 
From the analysis of the whole temple system, it appears that there are four 
levels of inclusion. Seen from a hierarchical perspective centred on the banjar, 
from the innermost and lower to the outermost and higher, these are: 
I) on the first level is the banjar's ritual cycle. The pura possessed by the 
banjar, whatever they are, in conjunction with the various sanggah present 
within any family compound, are the immediate and everyday points of 
reference for the natives; 
II) on the second level stands the desa's ritual cycle. In this case the primary 
temple that acts as the integrative point for the whole desa adat Sakti is 
the Pura Segara Penida. 
Ill) on the third level lies Nusa Penida's ritual cycle and its dauh bantas 
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division; for it is in this area that the Pura Penataran Ped, the paramount 
temple for all western sections of Nusa Penida, is built. The influence of 
Pura Penataran Ped over local temples and their ceremonial cycle in this 
system is quite significant. For example, throughout the dauh bantas area, 
a number of pura, of both desa and banjar concern as well as privately 
owned (Pura Mrajan, Pura Dadia, etc.), observe their odalan (festival) on 
the same day as the Pura Penataran Ped. The very day that the odalan of 
Pura Penataran Ped is celebrated, for instance, the odalan of Pura 
Segara Penida and Pura Dalem Sakti is held simultaneously. In addition to 
attending and supporting their immediate temple, locals also visit and 
participate in the festival of the major one. The link is not accidental but 
consequential, for it seems to point to the Pura Penataran Ped as the 
major referent for the whole area. 
IV) on the fourth and highest level we find the Balinese ritual cycle and its 
Hindu tradition. Here the referents are the great Bali-wide temples (sad 
kahyangan) with Pura Besakih, the ultimate paramount temple for the 
whole of Bali and Nusa Penida, foremost among them. 
These various cycles appear to related to one another and based on 
multiple levels of inclusion. The same temple may hold meaning for the banjar and 
the desa, as well as a for section of Nusa Penida. a group of temples belonging 
to different domains importance may share the same anniversary for their 
I would Guermonprez's (1990:68) 
of a vertical relationship between the whole of this system and an 
encompassed banjar and an encompassing that in this case the 
of the as well as that of the desa, should 
understood in the wider frame of reference of Nusa Penida and ultimately Bali. In a 
metaphor, the vertical of the relationship between humans and their ancestors, 
rooted at banjar level, moves up through a set of graduated levels, gods and 
spheres of influence across Nusa Penida to reach Bali's most prominent temples. 
SUMMARY 
Alongside their extended family, the other 
Nusa Penida, as well as of Bali, is the 
My point is that banjar in Nusa Penida for the density of their population, type 
of distribution on the island, local perception and role, loom larger than desa. 
Indeed banjar - as the data presented suggest - act very much as self-reliant 
bodies in a manner similar to desa. This conception of the banjar seems very close 
to the pristine findings expressed by Dutch administrators who thought that the 
cardinal elements of Balinese social organisation were autonomous (ze(~·tanding) 
banjar.22 
That is not to say that the desa adat, as an expression of the whole desa 
transcending all banjar singularly taken, does not exist in Nusa Penida, but rather 
that its role is currently limited. We should not forget that in Sakti and Nusa Penida 
it is only very recently, under external pressures, that the institutions pertaining to 
the desa adat have acquired a more formal status. An indication of this transition 
can be seen in the fact that local desa adat laws (awig-awig) have largely been 
converted form local banjar laws and have been fully formalised and endorsed as 
the law of the whole desa adat only recently (1991). 
The major findings of this chapter indicate that: 
a) In Sakti and Nusa Penida both banjar and desa are engaged in secular as 
well as religious enterprises, thus the classical dichotomy of secular vs. religious 
spheres of activity used by a large number of Balinese scholars to describe them 
at the very least, inappropriate in this instance. 
b) model of the kahyangan tiga - i.e. classic configuration of three 
the Balinese desa - is largely unobserved in Nusa Penida and 
model in the definition of a adat in this context. 
tend to recognise and refer to own temples - whatever they 
some of these Sakti) express the importance of their 
organisation and overall independence vis-a-vis Balinese religious norms 
through strict imposed on the use of Balinese high caste ritual specialists 
(pedanda). 
c) The analysis of banjar and desa temples and their ritual cycles suggests 
that these institutions are organised in terms of inclusive relationships ordered in 
hierarchical terms and part of a larger ritual milieu represented by Nusa Penida 
Bali. 
d) It does not correct to depict banjar and desa primarily as 
without identity. Space - though it not be in Western terms - is 
a relevant issue for both, since one aspect their very identity, fact that their 
consider themselves the descendants of former 
to life of 
so its 
current inhabitants is the come to 
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CHAPTER IV 
BANJAR STRATIFICATION, 
MARRIAGE STRATEGIES, AND 
THE IMPORTANCE OF RECIPROCITY 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter analyses the salient features of banjar Sakti. Here, I consider the 
internal stratification of the banjar and the relationship between the categories of 
jero, jaba and prabali. In this context it is argued that the jeroan approximates the 
concept of 'house' as it is understood in eastern Indonesian societies. Further, the 
concept of dadia is examined, and dadia marriages and inheritance strategies 
considered in detail as these events are crucial in establishing lasting relations 
between various groups internal and external to the banjar. Finally, via marriage 
and other examples, I will reflect on reciprocity as one of the founding principles of 
banjar life, and argue that in this context reciprocal relations must be inherently 
asymmetrical to be considered adequate and befitting the aspirations of those 
involved in them. 
BANJAR STRATIFICATION: THE HIERARCHICAL RELATION 
BETWEEN JERO AND JABA 
Central to the social structure of the banjar are the categories defined by the 
terms jero, jaba and dadia. In Sakti these categories are all related; thus dealing 
with jero and jaba implies also considering the dadia's role within the banjar as 
dadia influence all aspects of the banjar life and its internal dynamics. In this 
section I will analyse the jero and jaba units as these are the two main groups 
within the banjar. Complementary to each other, they constitute, in attitude and 
ideology, two opposite poles. 
The whole banjar is composed of nine kinship groups (dadia), some of which 
trace their origins to the village founders, whereas others belong to groups of more 
recent immigration. These origin groups exert different degrees of influence in 
village life in accordance with their ascribed status which in the banjar is divided 
into three basic hierarchical categories: jero, prabali and jaba. 
Dadia that claim to descend from village forefathers, or to have a privileged 
relationship with purl Klungkung, and whose members have in the past inherited 
the office of prabekel, pamangku or bendesa adat within the banjar or desa Sakti 
define their houses as jeroan. During the period of Balinese rajahdom, jeroan came 
to represent the interest of the purl Klungkung in the local administration. As 
prabekel were paid in land for their services, jeroan came to own a significant 
portion of the banjar and desa land and hence largely determined its political life. 
Jeroan retain a higher status within the banjar and desa and outsiders are 
supposed to address its members with the honorific term of jero that precedes the 
proper Balinese name. (e.g. Jero Wayan, Jere Made etc.). Individuals external to 
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the jeroan and deemed to be of inferior rank (e.g. jaba) are required to address 
individual jero in high Balinese while jero are to reply to them in low Balinese. 
Jeroan members are forbidden to pray (mabakt1) in temples belonging to jaba 
groups, nor would they accept as gifts food presented as an offering in temples of 
groups deemed to be subordinate to them. The hierarchical relation between jero 
and jaba within the banjar and desa is also expressed through the observance of 
rules of precedence in seating positions. Jero members sit on higher ground than 
outsiders of lower rank. 
Banjar Sakti is credited by its inhabitants with having four jeroan. Jeroan are 
referred to by their location within the banjar. The four jeroan are distinguished as 
follows: 
jeroan constituted by members of: possesses: 
jeroan kangin Dadia Pasek Bendesa Pura Mrajan 
jeroan dalem Dadia Dalem Pring Pura Mrajan 
jeroan kaja Dadia Arya Benculuk A single Pura Mrajan for both 
jeroan teben Dadia Arya Benculuk jeroan kaja and jeroan teben. 
TABLE N.14: GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE JEROAN PRESENT IN BANJAR SAKTI. 
These jeroan do not have an equal position within the banjar. Precedence is 
accorded to the jeroan kangin, for this house is associated with the founding and 
the establishment of the banjar and the desa. This house is acknowledged by the 
majority of the inhabitants as the earliest jeroan of the banjar and desa Sakti, as it 
traditionally administered the banjar and the desa. Indeed, inhabitants of the desa 
ascribe only to this house the status of overseer of the desa, and regard it as the 
leading jeroan of the desa with precedence over other jeroan houses. Such jeroan 
(dalem, teben, kaja), were formed after the establishment of the jeroan kangin, by 
migrants families that belonged to jero houses of Lembongan. Because of their 
origin, these migrants retained the honorific term jero, and their settlement were 
called jeroan. These houses have negligible influence within the desa, and within 
the banjar less prestige is ascribed to them than the jeroan kangin. 
Jaba is the term that classifies the other major groups of people within the 
banjar. To be fully understood the term must be placed within the context of the 
complementary opposition between jero - jaba for jaba identifies, by exclusion, all 
those who do not belong to the jeroan and occupy an inferior position to them. In 
the banjar context these people are generally migrants from other areas of Nusa 
Penida who settled in the village a few generations ago. They were given jobs and 
sometimes land in compensation for their services by the jero members. Jaba 
belong to a number of different dadia who do not claim connection with the purl of 
Klungkung, nor have they traditionally held important offices within the banjar. 
Additionally, each of these dadia owns an individual temple of origin, thus lacking, 
in principle, the ideal unity of the jeroan houses. 
The dependency of the jaba group appears to be historically based on their 
lack of land because jero, as primary landowners, used to lease part of their land to 
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jaba who hold it on the sharecropping system (nandu, nyakap, nengah [NP]). 
However, the relation between jero and jaba, rather than as a distinct opposition, 
seems to be better described as based on a patron-client pattern; for while jero 
provide jaba with jobs and protection, jaba supply their patrons with manpower and 
services. 
Jaba are deemed to hold inferior status vis-a-vis the members of the jeroan 
and in their dealings with them are required to use various symbolic forms of 
respect. As a sign of their dependency on the banjar hierarchy, jaba present 
offerings and pray in jeroan temples, as well as receive food or a share of the 
offering prepared by jero members on their various religious events. In banjar 
Sakti, on the occasion of the festival (odalan) of the jeroan's earlier temple of origin 
(Pura Mrajan), the majority of the jaba members of the village, as a sign of respect, 
traditionally bring their offerings to the temple, thus recognising the dominance of 
the jeroan ancestor group and dadia over them. To some extent, this form of 
deference is replicated during Galungan (an all Bali ancestor festival) when again 
some jaba families present offerings to the various shrines (sanggah) placed within 
jero compounds.1 
Marriage between the two groups, in principle disapproved of, is in practice 
strictly regulated; for distinction and power can only be maintained through tight 
control over descent. Members of the Sakti jeroan tend to marry endogamously or 
to exchange wives with the other jeroan houses of Nusa Penida (Suana, 
Lembongan, Jungutbatu), thereby reinforcing their status and their stand within the 
island. However, room is provided should a marry a jaba. In this respect, a 
relation is allowed between a man and a 
rather than welcomed, because, as is 
house of 
new wife is thus assimilated into the and on 
the one hand, she loses her own identity, on the other hand, she achieves a new 
status. However, in Sakti she is never called by the honorary of jero, which is 
a prerogative acquired only by birth, but the term used for the occasion is 
(meaning 'married' in the context). In practice the woman stands somewhere 
between the two groups, for she belongs to the jeroan only virtue of marriage 
and is no longer a jaba. Her children nonetheless full jeroan rights. 
Marriage between a man belonging to jaba (or an inferior 
woman is totally forbidden. Such a union is 
solidarity because it is interpreted as a '""·'"',..'n" 
is seen to be renouncing her 
a jeroan, the inner court where religious rituals are performed, and a jaba, the 
external court, the entrance area where more secular activities in support of the 
pura are carried out. Gods dwell inside the jeroan. Similarly, jeroan is the inner part 
of the royal place where the rajah resides, while its external courts and annexes 
are jaba. Access to the centre of religious and secular power is phrased in the 
same way and requires graded introductory steps. 
Again a power relation is translated and symbolised into a spatial metaphor. In 
sum, the two categories, as understood within the banjar context, may enshrine the 
following meanings: 
JERO JABA 
INNER OUTER 
CENTRE PERIPHERY 
HIGHER LOWER 
EXCLUSIVE NON EXCLUSIVE 
WEALTHY POOR 
POWERFUL POWERLESS 
Along with the two major classes of jaba and jero, a third group named prabali 
is represented in the banjar. Compared to jaba and jero, this is a minor group in 
terms of its components (running to about seven families). Prabali belong to a 
distinct dadia and own a single temple of origin. They all live in the western area of 
the banjar, are farmers and own the land they cultivate.3 
Their relevance in the present context is due to two elements: Firstly, they 
claim to be the original inhabitants of Sakti and maintain they were already there 
before jero or jaba established themselves in the area. They assert an autonomous 
status vis-a-vis both communities and, in relations with jeroan members they fail to 
observe any of the rules of respect, nor do they require any particular formality 
when jero or jaba come to deal with them. In short, they address both jero and jaba 
as equals, a treatment which is reciprocated. 
Secondly, they claim to belong to the Balinese Pande group and reject the 
services of pedanda (brahmana high priest). In this regard, it is worth noting that 
within banjar Sakti pedanda are forbidden to officiate, a custom which is respected 
by all inhabitants, whatever group they belong to.4 Notwithstanding their claim to 
autonomous status vis-a-vis other groups, prabali fully participate in the banjar life 
and in all its religious events. 
JEROAN AS A 'HOUSE' 
Anthropologists who have dealt with eastern Indonesia have defined, on 
various occasions, the category of 'house' and indicated it as one of the relevant 
social categories of eastern Indonesia, where a residential principle is combined 
with a descent principle. The theme has been examined, among others, by van 
Wouden (1977), Fox (ed.1980), Traube (1986) and Macdonald (1987). 
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Fox (ed.1980:11-12) argues that 
the category of 'house' defines and often locates a descent group of varying 
segmentary order. [ ... ] The house by its nature, implies some idea of localisation 
(or origin) that is ultimately centered on a specific physical structure. The 
relational categories of elder/younger are commonly distinguished between the 
lines within houses, among houses, or even among more widely defined groups 
that claim a relationship to one another as houses would. 
During this chapter I have repeatedly defined jeroan as 'houses'. In Sakti the 
role and type of organisational structure of a jeroan are in a way analogous to that 
of a 'house' as given by the above description. When entering Sakti, Jungutbatu, or 
villages similar to them, and asking: dija jeroane? (where is the jeroan?), the 
questioner will inevitably be directed to a well-off compound that stands as a 
symbol of the ideal unity of the jeroan, and is the original houseyard from which 
other jero compounds have been hived off. Addressing the same type of question 
to a jaba would have no meaning as this group lacks the identity of the jero and no 
particular compound has such representative status for the jaba. 
The presence of jeroan, as it is in Sakti, implies a hierarchical division of 
economic and political power between those who own it (jero) and those who are 
subject to it (jaba). A jeroan as the centre of village power needs to take material 
form in a specific structure - the physical house - to be recognisable, and every jero 
acknowledges a specific house from whence the group sprang. Thus the jeroan as 
a 'house' coalesces in a specific physical structure the principle of residence, the 
(ideal) unity of its members, its political stance, the principle of alliance with other 
jeroan, expresses the continuity of the dadia that make up the jeroan and 
embodies its 'origin point'. 
Additionally, the basic hierarchical stratification between landowners and the 
landless, phrased in terms of jero-jaba, testifies to the Balinese influence in the 
area and the links Nusa Penida has with western and eastern Indonesia. In the first 
instance, because the presence of jero refers to the former structure of Javanese 
desa and to the relations of groups to land, as the 'jero', for example, in many 
central Javanese villages are still a major controlling group. In the second case, 
because inside/outside is a major categorical opposition in eastern Indonesia and a 
large number of Flores, Sumba and Savu languages retain the term jawa (as jaba) 
for 'outside' and 'outsiders•.5 
While jero are identified with a 'house', jaba are not. This key distinction is 
based on the fact that jero and jaba are structurally different in the number of dadia 
they consist of. The relationship of jeroan or jaba to dadia is a relation of inclusion 
as a jeroan tends to be identified with a single dadia, while jaba tend to be made 
up of more than one dadia (see chart below). Jaba do not possess a material, 
localised, unifying, source of power precisely because they are composed of more 
than one dadia. Thus, in so far as a jeroan is composed of a single dadia, it could 
be said that the jeroan is the political expression of the dadia. 
Jeroan have tended to foster their influence in Nusa Penida by creating a 
network of alliances with other jeroan of the island based on marriage exchanges. 
In Sakti, until recently, marriages with the jeroan of Suana, on the other side of 
Nusa Penida, or with the jeroan of Jungutbatu and Lembongan. A flow of women 
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leaving the jeroan in one generation was replaced by a counter-flow in the next 
generation. These marriages were justified by the logic of prestation and 
counterprestation needed to keep an alliance group alive but were also justified by 
the fact that all jeroan houses involved claimed to belong to the Balinese group of 
a Pasek. Thus, the union - depending on context - could be depicted as 
exogamous, because it linked two different jeroan houses, or endogamous, 
because it linked two groups belonging to the same origin point. Indeed, members 
of the jeroan Sakti consider those belonging to the jeroan house of Suana as kin. 
Jeroan marriage rules, besides forbidding a woman to marry members of the jaba 
group and the practice of exogamous relations with other houses, conform to the 
rules of the dadia that make up the jeroan. 
Let us now turn our attention to the dadia, as these are the units that 
constitute the jero and jaba groups. 
DAD IA 
Dadia have variously been dealt with in Balinese literature. 6 A dadia has come 
to be generally conceived as a descent group that recognises a common origin and 
whose descent, inheritance and residence are commonly acknowledged to be in 
principle patrilineal. However, in respect to the principle of agnatic descent and 
inheritance, significant variations are in practice present on the ground. 
In Sakti the term dadia indicates a group that recognises that it has sprung 
from two common ancestors, a man and woman. In this respect the members of 
the group recognise and share a common origin and are thus an origin-group. 
Dadia members worship their deified ancestors and support a temple of origin 
(Pura Dadia, Pura Mrajan, Pura Kawitan) where the ancestors are believed to 
dwell. Hence, all dadia members recognise a degree of kinship among themselves. 
All the dadia but one in Sakti claim to have derived from larger descent groups 
formerly residing in Bali (e.g. Pasek) and as proof of the authenticity of this claim 
and their ancestry some of the dadia store inside their Pura Kawitan the stories 
and genealogies of their origin-group. These stories, written on /ontar leaf, in Sakti 
are called prasasti, while in Bali they are generally known as babad. Dadia that 
make up jeroan houses tend to have their descent chronicles drawn and endorsed 
by Ida Dalem Pemayun (Dalem Klungkung), who is a member of the royal house 
that was once overseerer of Nusa Penida. Dadia belonging to the jaba group do 
not use such services for lack of funds and generally do not possess a written 
genealogy in their temple of origin. 
Membership of a dadia is acknowledged only by descent through the male 
line. An origin-group may be composed of a single line of descent or may be 
fragmented into more lines. Nevertheless all dadia members recognise a link with a 
common ancestor. In principle such recognition is traced through agnatic lines. 
However, admission of new members who claim a divine calling through the 
existence of an agnatic link that had been previously unnoticed cannot be excluded 
a priori. A dadia may be formed by a single core line of descent or by a number of 
parallel segments that do not appear to be hierarchically related in Sakti and 
maintain an egalitarian stance among themselves. 
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Dadia are primarily banjar oriented. Each dadia has a council, the seka dadia, 
organised along the same principles as the seka banjar. A significant part of the 
activities of this association focuses on the upkeep of its temple of origin and the 
organisation of religious festivals to honour the ancestors. 
In Sakti jeroan houses tend to be created by a single dadia while jaba, 
because of the composite nature of this group, are likely to be formed by more 
than one dadia. The distribution of dadia, in relation to their association with jaba, 
jero or prabali groups within banjar Sakti, is as follows: 
dadia belonging to jero: dadia name members of this dadia migrated to 
Sakti from: 
jero kangin Pasek Bendesa Padang Bai - Bali. 
jero kaja - jero teben Arya Benculuk Lembongan - island of Lembongan. 
jero dalem Dalem Pering Lembongan - island of Lembongan. 
dadia belonging to prabali: dadia name members of this dadia claim to be 
Pande original of Sakti - Nusa Penida. 
dadia belonging to jaba: dadia name members of this dadia migrated to 
Sakti from: 
Pasek Tutuan Tanglad - Nusa Penida. 
Pasek Tutuan Julingan - Nusa Penida. 
Pasek Ge/gel Setebel - Bali. 
Pasek Ge/gel Batumadeg - Nusa Penida. 
Pasek Ge/gel Pelilit - Nusa Penida 
TABLE N.15: DISTRIBUTION OF DAD/A AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH JERO, JABA AND 
PRABALI GROUPS IN BANJAR SAKTI. 
The three groups retain respectively the following proportion of the total banjar 
households: 
jaba = 50 % 
jero = 45 % 
prabali = 5 % 
The internal structure of a jeroan is dependent upon the dadia that constitute 
it, as the dadia itself may show a variable degree of cohesion. Tension between 
the members of an origin-group is fairly common and sometimes leads to 
factionalism and brings about division within the dadia as the following example 
reveals. 
Formerly banjar Sakti had only one jeroan whose members were 
part of a single dadia which claimed to belong to the Balinese group of the 
Pasek Bendesa. In Sakti the founder of this dadia is said to be I Nyoman 
Sakti who belonged to the Pasek Bendesa of Padang Bai (Klungkung). He 
is also the recognised founder of the jeroan kangin as the first jeroan of 
Sakti, for he was exiled in Nusa Penida and given the task to act as the 
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royal overseer of Sakti. He married a jaba woman from banjar 
Penangkidan (desa Sakti). The couple had seven children, two daughters 
and five sons.7 
One daughter was sent in marriage to a man from the jeroan of 
Suana while the other did not marry. All the sons but one had polygamous 
marriages that involved links with other jeroan houses (Suana and 
Lembongan) as well as with local jaba women. As result of this, the sons 
gave life to the lines of descent that currently compose the jeroan Pasek 
Bendesa Sakti. In that period banjar Sakti had a unique jeroan house 
made up by a single dadia (Pasek Bendesa). 
Later on, a number of migrants, principally from Lembongan settled 
within the banjar. Some of these settlers belonged to the jeroan of 
Lembongan and by virtue of this precedent they retained their appellative 
and their settlement was referred to as jeroan. In this way within the banjar 
the jeroan kaja and the jeroan teben were established. 
These two settlements were originally made up of two distinct 
groups (jeroan kaja by Gurun Banban, jeroan teben by Gurun Anom) who 
claimed to be Pasek Bendesa. Because of their original status these 
groups were allowed to pray and collaborate in the duty of the upkeep of 
the Pura Mrajan of the original Pasek Bendesa dadia who had founded 
the jeroan kangin. 
former Pasek Bendesa dadia was now enlarged and besides 
the original line of descent of I Nyoman Sakti it also included the lines of 
descent Gurun Banban and Gurun Anom. The link between these lines 
was reinforced marriage exchanges. 
In recent differences the members of these descent 
lines brought about a split within its ranks. The 
that respectively make the 
away and created a new temple of origin, different, 
,...,-.,::.c:tn1 (Arya Benculuk) than before, As a result of this action the 
returned to its original state to of a single core line of 
descent. 
The example clearly illustrates the fluidity of the dadia internal structure which, 
just as it is ready to accept new members, is also ready to split whenever 
clashes arise. However, a difference is worth mentioning between the dadia Pasek 
Bendesa and the dadia Arya Benculuk, as these have come to be configured in 
Sakti, for they are structurally different. The first dadia is composed 
of descent - those originating I Nyoman Sakti - all 
acknowledge equal rights of inheritance themselves. 
descent originating from I Nyoman Sakti remains 
collateral lines inherit its The second dadia (Arya 
of two different 
of 
Internal relations within the dadia are organised along the general principle of 
relative age categories that differentiate an elder sibling from a younger. Siblings 
are called nyama, a classificatory elder sister is designated by the term mbok, an 
elder brother is beli, and any younger sibling is called adi. Younger members of the 
dadia are traditionally required to address their elder siblings politely and with 
respect. This distinction is applied regardless of the gender of the siblings that 
come into contact, affects only individual relations, and in Sakti does not have any 
effect on the internal ranking of the dadia or on any of its segments. In this respect, 
these dadia do not appear to have a system that ranks the internal segments of the 
dadia and confer precedence on a particular line of descent. The elder - younger 
distinction rather than being specific to the dadia context is a very general principle 
that applies throughout Indonesia. 
The overall concern of these dadia is primarily focused on the banjar activities 
and rarely exceeds its limit. Currently only the Pasek Bendesa have a role outside 
the banjar; having traditionally provided the bendesa adat for the whole of desa 
Sakti. The role of this dadia is well recognised throughout the desa and the group 
holds significant contacts with similar origin-groups of the neighbouring island of 
Lembongan and Bali. 
DADIA MARRIAGE AND INHERITANCE STRATEGIES 
Endogamy is the preferred form of dadia marriage. The ideal, most welcomed 
type of marriage for men belonging to a dadia is with a patri-parallel first cousin 
called misan sudet. In general marriage that involves a union with a first 
or a cousin called mindon), is much 
that an endogamous 
but to respect to 
However, in practice marriages are also For instance, 
houses have tended to use exogamous marriage exchanges among themselves to 
strengthen their relationship and status. Indeed, because such bridal exchanges 
have been conducted for so many years, dadia involved in such relationships have 
come to consider themselves as close kin. 
Dadia belonging to the jaba group, while acknowledging the 
endogamous marriages, allow in fact 
marriages. 
elements. 
endogamous marriage 
the 
However, in practice, given the limited size of their group, about 50 % of all Prabali 
marriages are exogamous, preferably concluded with members of dadia belonging 
to the jaba group. Jaba women who marry a Prabali become full members of this 
group. 
Polygamous marriages in Sakti were in past generations fairly common. It is in 
fact said that if a woman passed her marriageable age without being chosen she 
was given to an elder member of the dadia as a second wife. This type of marriage 
was often a union that crossed generational lines as it was most often arranged 
between a man and the daughter of a patri-parallel cousin.9 Levirate is still a 
common practice and a widow with children, especially if she is young, tends not to 
be left alone and is generally married by a brother of the deceased or another 
kinsman belonging to the dadia. Thus, depending on the circumstances the woman 
can assume the position of first, second or third wife. Bridewealth is still paid in 
most areas of central and southern Nusa Penida, particularly among dadia 
belonging to jaba groups and was once also fairly common among jero. Formerly, 
marriages were decided by elders of the dadia who through these exchanges 
tended to strengthen the dadia or achieve its objectives. Currently - at least in the 
northern coastal areas of Nusa Penida - arranged marriage is in decline as much 
more value is placed on 'individual love•.10 
Marriage strategies are also very much linked to the need to secure offspring 
to the dadia, or to a family compound, and to avoid the loss and dispersion of 
accumulated wealth because of the lack of a male heir. The youngest son, as he is 
the person who must care for the parents till their death, is generally given the 
paternal house, while the land and other wealth tends to be divided among all the 
legitimate heir. The widow and the unmarried daughters - if there are any - are also 
given a share of the heritage while they reside in the paternal house. The last son 
of a house (or man of a dadia), if he is the only son, will also inherit the name and 
all the rights and duties connected with the parental status as upon him lies the 
fate of the house and that of its origin-group. 
In the absence of a successor a substitute can be acquired through adoption. 
Failing that, on the death of both parents, a patri-parallel nephew (FBSS or 
FFBSSS), or the closest male kin available within the dadia, may become the 
legitimate beneficiary. However, if no male beneficiary is present, but a daughter is 
available a different strategy can be adopted and marriage may help in achieving 
the objective to secure for the house - or the dadia - a proper successor so that 
nothing is lost and dispersed for ever. A daughter, if the only successor, may 
become the legitimate heir only if, in marrying, she does not leave her house but is 
able instead to incorporate the groom into her dadia. In this case the woman is 
called sentana kaceburin and she becomes the legitimate heir of her house. The 
term sentana defines the legitimate heir (whoever it is), the process of becoming a 
rightful successor, for someone that is not, is called nyentana. 11 By marrying 
nyeburin (to jump in, to fall in)12, the groom relinquishes all his ties with his origin 
group. In this marriage the legal heir to all effect is the woman who in this process 
is given a male status. Should the couple divorce, the man will receive nothing of 
his wife's inheritance. In a more ironical way in Sakti this type of marriage is 
referred to as kedeng bangkung: 'to be pulled by the sow'. 
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The presence of these variations in the inheritance strategies have partially 
undermined the substance of the principle of patrilineal descent of the dadia. I 
believe that rather than phrasing the problem in this way we should look at the 
dadia as a dynamic group which in terms of descent, is open to various options 
depending on context, resources and strategies. There is always a tension 
between the principle of male dominance expressed by the system of agnatic 
descent and inheritance and the possibility of the real absence of a male heir. The 
dadia, or any descent group, cannot afford the risk of this uncertainty. The 
outcome of this tension is a set of strategies adopted by the dadia to perpetuate its 
existence in spite of the absence of a male heir. If, on the one hand, these 
strategies deny the rule of patrilineal descent and heritage, on the other hand they 
stress the superior need of the dadia, as a descent group, to live on despite all 
difficulties, and testify to the contextual nature of the principle of inheritance and 
descent, and the need to bend it whatever the condition on the ground. If it is 
patrilineal let it be so, if it is not, a suitable ploy will be adopted to achieve the 
objective and compensate for the absence of a male heir. A clear perception of the 
context and a flexible praxis is what matters in these circumstances. In Bali rules 
are made to be bent. 
To sum up, in Sakti a dadia is conceived as a group that : 
- recognises a common origin; 
- worships the same ancestor temple as its common origin point; 
- is preferentially agnatic and endogamous, but not exclusively so; 
- has an internal structure that may be unilineal or segmented; 
- is represented by a council called seka dadia,· 
- is concerned primarily with banjar business. 
Jero and jaba are wider categories encompassing a dadia. A jeroan is 
conceived as: 
- the political expression of a dadia; 
- composed of a dadia, to which it is hierarchically superior and 
encompassing; 
- ideally unified, though in practice it may be highly factional; 
- influential and concerned with both banjar and desa activities; 
- analogous to the eastern Indonesian concept of a 'house' as it 
embodies both the residential expression of the dadia and its religious 
manifestation represented by the Pura Kawitan which, in Sakti, is 
normally confined within the boundaries of the jeroan. 
Jaba is conceived as: 
- encompassing more than one dadia; 
- the political expression of the dadia which do not claim any status 
within the banjar; 
- concerned with banjar business and generally non-influential at desa 
level; 
- lacking the unity of the jeroan houses. 
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RECIPROCITY 
Social relations between banjar members are based on reciprocity. This is a 
key feature of the social organisation of the banjar as well as of the desa, and is a 
principle that informs all life in Nusa Penida. For instance, marriage exchanges, 
which are so crucial for the life of any dadia - be they endogamous or exogamous -
must take into account this rule, as marriage is indeed one of the circumstances 
that helps to establish a long lasting relationship between two partners or two 
groups. Indeed, more than the ideal of endogamous marriage, the practice seems 
to indicate that what matters are reciprocal marriage exchanges. 
The principle of reciprocity is the model for any relationship, and reciprocal 
relations bind together human beings, humans and their environment, and finally 
human and their gods. 
In this section I shall argue that this pattern conforms to a more general type 
of exchange that characterises a number of important types of prestation in Nusa 
Penida. In particular, reciprocity in Nusa Penida, to be considered proper, must 
conform to the following conditions: 
i) asymmetry of time: a repayment must be delayed in time, a prestation 
must involve a delayed re-payment if it is to be considered as an 
irreversible reciprocal obligation; 13 
ii) asymmetry in the nature of the things exchanged: a repayment must 
involve the exchange of different kinds of goods between the two parties, 
whose quantity must however be perceived to have the same value (e.g. 
corn was given, rice is returned); 
iii) asymmetry in the circulation of goods: a reciprocal obligation may be 
extended from the two original partners to a whole dadia or an origin 
group, thereby enabling gods to circulate between the two groups rather 
than two distinct individuals. Besides this, the logic of the exchange is 
allowed to be implemented across different generations thereby - as in the 
exchange of brides - constantly reproducing the asymmetry in the system, 
and the need to balance it. In this respect, as Weiner (1980:71) has 
pointed out, exchanges should be understood as parts of a larger system, 
and in approaching them we should leave behind Western notions of 
straight sequences of 'discrete acts of giving and receiving'. 
Reciprocity must be asymmetrical simply because a symmetrical exchange is 
not regarded to establish a bond between two parties. Only asymmetry in the 
exchange allows for the creation of an irreversible link between the parties involved 
in the process, and enables both participants to feel they have achieved their 
objectives and fulfilled their roles.14 To explore these issues I will briefly examine 
three instances that illustrate various aspects of this problem in Nusa Penida; while 
the first and the second examples concern transactions between people, the last 
instance deals with reciprocal prestation between human beings and gods. 15 
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MARRIAGE PRESTATION: NGULIHANG BAAS 
In Nusa Penida endogamous patri-parallel first cousin (FBD) marriage within 
the same origin group is the preferred type of marriage. However, exogamous 
marriages do occur; in such cases the bride given away must be replaced in the 
future by another bride who is taken in. 
In Sakti it is said that wife-takers must eventually return another bride to their 
wife-givers and affines, if a proper balanced relation between the two groups is to 
be achieved. The exchange is called ngu/ihang baas (literally: to return the rice) 
and is subject to restrictions, as there are a number of dangers involved in it. In 
particular, the bride returned to the wife-givers is forbidden to marry any 
matrilateral first cousin, misan ulihan /uh (MBS) and is allowed to marry only among 
her matrilateral secondary cousins, mindon (MFBSS or MMBSS). 
Marriage to any of her matrilateral misan is called ngulihang tampak: to walk 
over the same footstep. Should this happen, it is said that either the bride or her 
mother would die. Ngulihang tampak is seen as symmetrical reciprocity between 
wife-givers and wife-takers. As the bride is thought to replace her mother, this 
circumstance would nullify the previous prestation and, thus, the relations between 
the two groups. 
The positive and the restrictive rules testify that the exchange must be doubly 
asymmetrical, if it is to be perceived as reciprocal. First of all because, even though 
the bride who is returned to the wife-givers must marry within the origin group of 
her mother, she is not allowed to marry directly within her mother's house or to 
someone that is directly descendent from it. In this way the wife-giver wife-taker 
bond is reinforced, as the exchange is portrayed as a concern for the whole group 
and not a deal between two separate houses, thereby opening the way for future 
exchanges .. 
Secondly, because of the way the exchange is performed, the flow of women 
moving from wife-giver to wife-taker in one generation, is balanced by a 
counterflow in the next generation when women move in the reverse direction. To 
use the felicitous expression of Bourdieu (1977:6) 'To abolish the interval is to 
abolish strategy'. The delay in the exchange allows for the elaboration of a strategy 
intended to fit the specific circumstances of the exchange. 
The second restrictive rule with its variants also specifically concerns sister-
exchange, as there is a prohibition on two men exchanging their classificatory 
sisters as respective brides. A sister-exchange is called kedeng ngad, the 
expression alludes to the dangers implied in this relation and metaphorically refers 
to the action of two persons who hold a bamboo knife by the blade while trying at 
the same time to pull it toward them. Needless to say, both parties will inevitably be 
hurt. 
The exchange is seen again as an example of a direct symmetrical reciprocity 
which has the effect of cancelling the prestation and thus must be avoided in 
favour of an asymmetrical type of reciprocity in which both sides involved in the 
exchange appear to have gained something from it. 
For the incautious reader who may assume that reciprocity in marriage 
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prestation is a principle that may work across hierarchical relations (e.g., between 
jero and jaba relations) I must reiterate that in Sakti this is not the case. In 
particular, in the light of what was said at the beginning of this chapter I should 
restate that the principle of reciprocity works only within the same group level and 
not between different levels. In particular, wife exchanges tend to be made 
preferentially between the various jeroan houses present in Nusa Penida or 
between jaba groups. Although, as already mentioned, occasionally a jaba woman 
may marry into a jero house, her daughter - a jero in all respects - is never returned 
to the original jaba nucleus as this would be considered as lowering the status of 
the whole jero house. Thus, marriage reciprocity although widely recognised and 
practised is confined within specific hierarchical domains. 
PRESENTS 
An example that stresses that reciprocal relations must be asymmetrical in the 
nature of the things exchanged concerns gift giving. On the occasion of any major 
ritual, invited guests usually present the hosts with small woven boxes (sokas1) in 
which are placed some uncooked rice, bananas, sugar, incense sticks and a piece 
of white fabric or a sarong. Each sokasi is collected by the person who is in charge 
of opening it, checking its contents, and then exchanging it for a dish comprising 
boiled rice, vegetables and meat, as well as banana and a number of different 
sweets. The box is returned to its owners before they leave. While at the beginning 
the host is presented raw ingredients, the guest receives in return cooked 
the same type of ingredients brought as presents. 
food returned is commensurate to the quantity 
it must as it stands 
the relationship between the host and its guest, identifies respective roles, 
and asserts that their relations should be ideally balanced asymmetrical as to 
the nature of the things exchanged: raw ingredients for cooked foods. 
MASANGI, NAUR SANGI 
If someone is in a desperate situation he or she want to make a vow, 
striking a deal to establish a reciprocal obligation with a god or an ancestor that 
help in overcoming the difficulty. agreement is called 
'to vow', and is a common practice in Nusa Penida as well as in 
a he I she will offer the god a 
or a number of offerings should the god 
vow' - must be 
the person who 
The examples presented indicate a number of things: 
i) reciprocal obligations are not confined to relations between human beings, 
but are extended to ancestors and gods, who are seen as partaking in the 
everyday life of ordinary people in Nusa Penida; 
ii) an obligation must be fulfilled, if it is not, sanctions attached to it will affect 
the party who neglected to complete the exchange; and 
iii) a reciprocal transaction should be based upon an asymmetry, in that the 
reciprocity may concern the level of the exchange, the parties involved in 
it, (as the bride exchange indicates), or the nature of the things 
exchanged. 
Some of the issues raised here concerning reciprocity are similar to eastern 
Indonesian ethnographic material. For instance, Howell (1989) in a recent article on 
exchange and values among the Lio of Flores has also argued about the 
intrinsically asymmetrical nature of the exchange, the significance of ancestors as 
'legitimate partners' in the transactions, and their role as life renewers in Lio 
society. Of that article it is worth quoting two conclusions that is particularly 
consistent with the topic I am dealing with and that, once more, links Nusa Penida -
in the types of issues expressed - to the wider context of eastern Indonesia. Howell 
(1989:434) inspired by Mauss (1966) states that: 
exchange expresses the moral order of society and should be seen as a life-
giving process - not a reciprocal, time-specific act in which two things are 
exchanged between two individuals but 'the movement of the whole society' 
(Mauss). This interpretation has important implications in at least five respects, 
the time dimension, the nature of the exchange partners, the nature of things 
exchanged, the relationship between alienable and inalienable wealth, and the 
relations between exchangers. 
The second of these points is drawn from Sahlins's (1974:170) suggestion that 
'reciprocity is a between relation'. Howell (1989:435) argues that in the Lio case: 
Exchange is a 'between' relation in the case of the 'wife-giver/wife-taker' 
relationship where the giving and receiving of gifts is a means of marking the 
distinction between the groups - a distinction which is vital. It is also a 'between' 
relation in the case of exchanges between the living and the dead, expressed in 
offerings and sacrifices and the ancestral assistance in the endless flow of life 
together with knowledge and understanding of the world. Both these relationships 
are asymmetric but symbiotic, and the exchanges are means of maintaining the 
differentiation. While the dead are radically different from the living they are 
nevertheless part of society. They depend upon the living to cultivate the land, 
just as the living depend upon them to make it fertile. 
In the third part of this work I shall return to these issues, considering in more 
detail the reciprocal relations that bind together human beings, plants, and 
ancestors. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has focused on issues and principles crucial to the understanding 
of the social organisation of banjar Sakti. 
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Although the importance of triwangsa is very limited on the island and absent 
in Sakti, the banjar presents a stratification between three groups known as jero, 
jaba and prabali. Jero refers to the traditional land owners, a group which 
maintains a higher status within the banjar and has traditionally provided the banjar 
and desa with its religious and civil leaders (e.g. prabekel, pamangku or bendesa 
adat). Jero retain precedence over jaba and are considered hierarchically similar by 
the small group of praba/i. Further, I have argued that a jeroan house, because of 
its localised structure and emphasis on a common origin, is similar to the category 
of 'house' as defined in eastern Indonesia societies. 
Central to the structure of jero, jaba and prabali is their organisation in kin 
groups recognising a common origin (dadia). In this context I have examined the 
significance of and composition of the various dadia in banjar Sakti, illustrated the 
history of one dadia, and argued that their marriage and inheritance strategies are 
central to the survival of these origin groups. Marriage rules should be primarily 
seen in this light, rather than in the opposition between exogamous and 
endogamous practices. 
Finally, I have considered the principle of reciprocity as the rule that governs a 
number of significant relations between dadia, human beings and prestation 
between human beings and gods. In this context it was argued that in Nusa Penida 
a reciprocal relation must be inherently asymmetrical; conform to an asymmetry of 
time; in the nature of the things exchanged; and in the circulation of goods. In this 
context, marriage exchanges as well as the presentation of gifts and the making of 
a vow have been examined. 
With this chapter the part of this work that deals with the social organisation of 
Nusa Penida and Sakti comes to an end. In the next two sections I concentrate on 
issues regarding the natural world and their representation in the lifestyle and 
practices of people from Sakti and Nusa Penida. In particular, I will deal with 
aspects of the relations that natives of Nusa Penida have to their land and trees, 
since these relations bring to the fore the existence of a 'botanic idiom' that relates 
to the Balinese idea of human identity and a person's place in the natural world as 
well as society. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER IV 
1 This appears analogous to the relationship inhabitants of Nusa Penida have with Puri 
Klungkung when they pay their respect to its superior temple, represented on the island by the Pura 
Penataran Ped. 
2 These rules do not refer only to the restricted situation of Sakti or Nusa Penida but apply to 
Bali as well. From the perspective of jeroan, marriage should be endogamous and preferentially 
concluded between patri-parallel first cousins (misan sudet). 
3 In the Balinese context the term prabali or prebali has come to identify different elements. 
According to Schaareman (1986:125) prabali are thought to have been the traditional rulers of Bali 
before its conquest by Majapahit. As such, Balinese dadia trace themselves back to these mythical 
ancestors. (see also Korn 1932: 150f). However, their position and meaning in Balinese society 
remain largely unclear. 
For Kersten [KBB) the term indicates a title group above commoners and below triwangsa, 
while for [KBI] it has two meanings and can refer either to an ordinary woman married to a triwangsa 
man, or to the group of village forefathers (founders of the desa) of common origin who are generally 
called 'jero' as well as 'pamekef. 
4 See this issue on chapter Ill on 'The Banjar's Temples' (Pura Pedoman). 
5 I am indebted to J. Fox who in a personal communication has pointed these relations out to 
me. 
6 See for instance this topic in Geertz and Geertz 1975, Boon 1977, Hobart 1979, 1980, 
Danandjaja 1980 and Ottino A. 1994. 
7 My informant compared the five original men with the Korawa brothers of the epic 'Bima 
Swarga'. 
8 Endogamous partners tend to be primarily sought for within the banjar or desa, because each 
of these dadia is composed of between 50 and 100 individuals the accessibility of free marriageable 
partners tends to be limited. 
9 In banjar Sakti, at the time of my fieldwork, about 30% of all marriages were polygamous 
Oblique unions between a man and the daughter of a patri-parallel cousin is also reported by 
Danandjaja (1980:162) and Ottino A. (1994:502) who indicate that in Trunyan this marriage is held to 
be particularly fertile and called kladi ngutup panak: like 'the taro that shade its offshoot'. The 
vegetative metaphor compares the marriage relation to the younger taro plant which grows better 
when it is under the protective shade of an older (and larger) plant. 
10 For a discussion on this topic see Boon ( 1977: 140 ff) who tries - not without difficulty - to 
reconcile the uncertainties of free choice within the paradigms of Balinese society 
11 The term sentana has been indicated by some scholars as primarily the process whereby a 
woman achieves a status of legitimate heir. This is quite incorrect as sentana defines any legitimate 
heir irrespective of his I her gender. Further, the term sentana according to [KBI) may indicate: 1) a 
child, 2) the descent group or 3) an adopted heir. 
12 More properly, and more interestingly, nyeburin comes from the term cebur, which, according 
to [KBI], refers to the sound of someone falling into water. On nyeburin see also Kaler I Gusti Ketut 
(1983:59 Vol.II) 
13 Mauss (1966:34 ff) already noticed the role of delayed time in gift giving and the fact that 
some time must elapse before a counterprestaion is returned. 
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14 On the temporal structure of the (gift) exchange, its intrinsic asymmetry and irreversibility 
Bourdieu (1977:5-6) maintains that: 
In every society it may be observed that, if it is not to constitute an insult, the 
counter-gift must be deferred and different because the immediate return of an 
exactly identical object clearly amounts to a refusal (i.e. the return of the same 
object). Thus gift exchange is opposed on the one hand to swapping, which, like the 
theoretical model of the cycle of reciprocity, telescopes gift and counter-gift into the 
same instant, and on the other hand, to lending, in which the return of the loan is 
explicitly guaranteed by a juridical act and thus already accomplished at the very 
moment of the drawing up of a contract capable of ensuring that the acts it 
prescribes are predictable and calculable. The difference and delay [ ... ] must be 
brought into the model ( ... ] because the operation of gift exchange presupposes 
(individual and collective) misrecognition (meconnaissance) of the reality of the 
objective "mechanism" of the exchange, a reality which an immediate response 
brutally exposes: the interval between gift and counter-gift is what allows a pattern 
of exchange that is always liable to strike the observer and also the participants as 
reversible, i.e. both forced and interested, to be experienced as irreversible. 
Although I recognise the extreme importance of the time lag between a gift and a counter gift, and 
maintain that this instance does apply to Nusa Penida and Bali, the assumption that this is a 
universal feature of 'every society' does not appear to be ethnographically correct. In fact not all 
Indonesian societies appear to ascribe to this crucial principle. According to J.J. Fox (personal 
communication) at least 1/3 of eastern Indonesian societies insist on the asymmetry of exchanged 
objects that must be returned immediately. While a small proportion permits symmetry at all levels. 
In Thie (Roti), to mention an example, the various objects exchanged must be seen to 'pass' from one 
party to the other if transaction is to constitute a proper exchange. 
15 On general reciprocal relations see: Mauss ( 1966), on the critique of Mauss's theory of 
reciprocity in the context of Hindu society see Parry (1986), while on reciprocity and ritual exchanges 
in an eastern Indonesian context see Howell (1989), Traube (1986), Friedberg (1989), Geirnaert 
(1989). 
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CHAPTER V 
THE LAND 
INTRODUCTION 
Balinese life has been depicted by Duff-Cooper (1986:207) as a totality made 
up of an extensive set of relations between its different elements. Of this totality I 
intend to consider, in the second part of this work, the type of relation people from 
Sakti and Nusa Penida have with selected aspects of their natural environment. 
This issue, on one hand will reveal basic principles of classification concerning the 
natural world and bring to the fore the distinction between forest and cultivated 
areas as an aspect of the domestication of the land by humans. On the other hand, 
it will help us in understanding the notion of person in Nusa Penida, as well as Bali, 
as the definition of a human being appears also to depend upon the type of 
relations society and individuals have with the natural world. 
Individualistic ideologies, with their emphasis on the contrast between the self 
and other beings, have radicalised the distinction between humans and nature. In 
traditional societies characterised by holistic ideologies this cleavage tends to be 
avoided. Barraud (1990:215), on the basis of Dumont's work, has argued that: 
We are [ ... ] confronted here [ ... ] with the contrast between individualistic and 
holistic ideologies (Dumont 1980). In the former the individual as the ultimate 
reference is distinguished from everything else and particularly from nature and 
things. Referring to Louis Dumont: "Our idea of the individual is accompanied by 
a break between man and nature, which leads nowadays to considering society 
itself as only an instrument in the fight of man against nature" (Dumont 1973: 102, 
our translation). 
The social ideology of Nusa Penida appears to be characterised by a holistic 
perspective in which there is no clear-cut separation between man and nature. 
Moreover, not only are human beings thought of as part and parcel of their natural 
environment at large but, by analogy, some aspects of the natural environment 
come to be phrased in terms of human features. 
As a first step towards understanding these issues, I will briefly discuss the 
spatial organisation of the village in relation to its surrounding gardens. Then I will 
consider the concepts and the relations people from Nusa Penida have with the 
forest and the cultivated and uncultivated land. In this context, I discuss local ideas 
about primary and secondary land categories and examine the process of land 
clearing and its relation with the babad process. Finally, I consider agricultural 
works and the activity of planting in their analogy with human fertility. 
SPATIAL ORGANISATION 
In order to understand more thoroughly the relationships between humans and 
their landscape in Nusa Penida it is necessary to say something about the layout of 
villages in relation to cultivated and uncultivated land. 
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The island is divided into small village units that range between 100 to 2,000 
inhabitants in size. Large centres, though present, rarely exceed 2,000 inhabitants. 
In Sakti as well as throughout Nusa Penida and Bali the basic residential unit is the 
walled compound (panyengker) within which are to be found the kitchen (paon) the 
sleeping quarters (meten) and the area of the sanggah.1 The more affluent families 
may include in their compound an underground water tank (cubang [NP]) built to 
collect rain water during the wet season. A compound in Sakti is generally 
occupied by two or more families, all of them members of a large single descent 
group (dadia). When population growth or new marriages increase the pressure 
inside the original panyengker, older married brothers (or those more recently 
married) tend to leave and set up a new compound in the banjar area. If there is no 
available land for them inside the banjar they may build their new residence in the 
gardens immediately surrounding the banjar perimeter. 
The layout of the landscape is, then, one with a village in a central position 
surrounded by gardens. Given the hilly geography of the island the idea is to be as 
comfortably close to the gardens as possible. The people from banjar Sakti, on 
average, have to walk between half an hour and one hour to go from their house in 
the banjar to their gardens. The common pattern for them is to live in the village 
area and walk to and from the gardens every day. However, a small proportion of 
the banjals population, between 10% and 15%, tend to live almost permanently in 
their garden plots. 
A resting house for the villagers (kubu or warong [NP]) is situated inside the 
garden away from its border, as well as a cow shelter (warong sampi [NP]) and a 
pig enclosure (bada, g/ogof'). The level of workmanship of these buildings varies 
greatly and depends upon the use of the kubu by its owner. If the kubu is used as 
a store or as a non-permanent resting place all the buildings tend to be made of a 
bamboo or a wooden structure with walls made of woven bamboo sections (bedeg) 
or woven coconut leaves (pa/pa/an) with a thatched roof made of grass 
(ambengan). If the kubu is to be used as a more permanent living place (e.g. some 
of the people with a house in the banjar area for a variety of reasons prefer to live 
in the kubu) it might have stone walls. It would, in fact, be similar to an original 
residential nucleus which in a single building, included a fire place (irun [NP] or 
jalikan ), and a platform used as a working table during the day and as a bed at 
night (rongan [NP]). In this case the kubu fully embodies the ancient residential 
nucleus that later developed into the house compound with diversified buildings 
each intended for specific functions; e.g. the kitchen (paon) the sleeping quarters 
(meten) the meeting place (bale tengah) etc.2 
Just as the house inside the banjar is fenced off by a stone wall, the kubu is 
fenced off by a pagehan, a fence made of wood, coconut stalks or dapdap tree 
(ERYTHRINA urHOSPERMA Mia.). Significantly, kubu which are used as permanent 
residences are provided with a small sanggah (turus lumbung)3, whereas such 
provision is absent in kubu used mainly as temporary resting places. Furthermore, 
like banjar compounds, some of the more self-sufficient kubu have an underground 
water tank (cubang [NP]), allowing for a certain degree of self-sufficiency during 
the dry season. 
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Photo N. 6: A terraced garden. (Sakti 1991) 
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LAND CATEGORIES 
By and large the inhabitants of Sakti still depend for their living on agriculture. 
It is therefore their relations with the land, with the trees that bear fruit and with the 
cultigens that provide staples that are crucial for everyday life on the island. 
Although most of the available land on the island is cultivated, there are still some 
pockets of forest. According to historical sources, the island was formerly covered 
by a primary forest and marshes that were cleared step by step in the process of 
the island's colonisation by convicts as part of their punishment.4 
The basic land distinction is made between the cultivated and the uncultivated 
land and it is assumed that all the uncultivated land belongs, in various degrees, to 
the realm of the forest. 
The two categories of land defined as forest (alas and bet) appear to be 
distinguished on the basis of: 
i) size; 
ii) the presence or absence of large trees; 
iii) the density of the trees or other vegetation present in the area: 
Alas is the first of these categories and the term refers to all forests and wild 
areas5. In particular the category indicates an area which has never been subject 
to cultivation. Alas is thought to be characterised by wild, lush vegetation that 
includes all types of flora (e.g. large trees as well as small ones, bamboos, shrubs, 
the only condition being that the flora be dense and luxuriant. The size of the 
area defined the term may vary considerably but it is generally agreed that to be 
an area must cover a minimum of four hectares of In Nusa 
a/as are left, but a locally recognised example is the area around 
in centre of The is one the in Nusa 
and the alas around it is to be particularly tenget (endowed with 
power that can be dangerous), so much so that no one is allowed to cut any the 
trees or kill any of the animals inhabiting the forest, for the local gods are said to 
punish those contravening this rule. 
Bet refers to the second of these categories. Again the term points to land 
area that has never been cultivated: the word indicates a small forest, or more 
commonly, bushland or the vegetation that characterises a ravine. The n1n·pr1:>nr:R 
in respect to the previous case are: 
a) bet is characterised by include of 
trees; 
the flora in the area, though it is not considered to be 
area is and in 
not to extend over more than two hectares. 
1 
conferred only on members of the desa. Nowadays the right to clear or exploit any 
patch of free uncultivated land or left-over primary forest is granted by the offices 
of the local sub-district (Camat) and is not only confined to the desa or sub-district 
members, but is also open to outsiders. 
The concept of the forest, intended broadly as any alas or bet, is quite 
important in so far as it is in the forest that particular supernatural beings live. All 
types of land, especially primary forest or uncultivated land, like those defined 
above, are believed by the people of Nusa Penida (and Bali) to be inhabited by 
different sorts of spirits, known variously as wong gamang, memedi or isin bet who 
guard and protect the land, its flora and fauna from any external interference or 
intrusion. The forest is generally considered to be a magically dangerous place 
(tenget), not to be approached or crossed alone or at night. The lord of the forest is 
the fearsome Banaspati Raja, generally known as the Barong.6 Thus, any clearing 
of the forest is never a personal, private process but one that involves relationships 
between humans and the spirits who, prior to human beings, are understood to 
have occupied a piece of uncultivated ground. Any primary land clearing must 
therefore include as its first step a ritual that specifically addresses these spirits. 
The whole process of the creation of a new patch of dry land, from the ritual that 
opens it to the first sowing, is called mababad (from the root babad). 
Before proceeding to the analysis of the babad process it is relevant for the 
development of the whole argument to discuss the breadth of meaning given to 
this term in Balinese. appears to be related to a similar term in Old 
in according to Zoetmulder [OJED], babad indicates a clearing. 
From it are to (a of forest) and to begin on 
the term is with babak glossed as split laid bare, clearing 
underbrush) or as a section or a scene of a song or a performance. 
maintains some of the Old Javanese distinctions, 
associated with specific contexts. Thus, while in traditional agricultural practices it 
indicates the clearing of land, in literary tradition it refers to a genre of historical-
genealogical chronicles. Furthermore, the term is cognate with babak or babat, as 
in the opening of a new patch of land [KBB], or, as above, refer to a section or 
a theatrical scene in a performance. More specifically, in a play both 
terms may used to point to the division marked appearance of the 
figure, particularly at the opening of the 1 
In semantic terms, what appears to link all these elements is sense of a 
transformation: a given situation a new one 
to the removal of obstructions - thus a 
a 8 
BARAD AS PROCESS 
in 
outcomes. 
1 
in so as 
as a 
terraces. As can 
differ in 
Nusa Penida and Bali : Bali: 
clearing of forest and process of creation clearing of forest and process of creation 
of dry fields called: of irrigated terraces called: 
babad I mababad babad I mababad 
or 
bakbak I makbak [KBB] 
bakbakin I makbakin [KBB] 
new land destined to be used as dry new land destined to be used as paddy 
farmland called: fields called: 
tegal I abian I me/ I abasan carik I uma I sawah [A) 
TABLE N.16: DIFFERENCES IN THE OUTCOME OF THE BABAD PROCESS IN NUSA PENIDA 
AND BALI. 
The babad process in Nusa Penida is organised in two phases: an initial 
phase that consists of an opening ritual in which the patch of forest to be opened is 
defined and then cleared and a successive phase in which the new land is sowed 
for the first time.9 
The first phase begins with a ritual performed by a jero dukuh sakti who, in the 
area I worked in, is the specialist in charge of any ceremony that deals with land 
and land clearing, or, more properly, that relates in any way to the spirits inhabiting 
the land and the forests.10 An appropriate time for the ritual must be chosen, and 
this is first set according to the lunar calendar. Generally, the selected period is at 
the end of the dry season, before the coming of the rain (sasih katiga ). The period 
that spans the months of August and September is considered to be the most 
appropriate time for the ceremony. Additionally, an auspicious day may be selected 
according to the Balinese wuku calendar. In Nusa Penida and in Bali at large, the 
period that precedes the coming of the western monsoon rains (sasih katiga), is 
considered to the best period for any works that entail the opening of the land, 
including the exhumation (ngebet) of corpses as a prelude to the implementation of 
cremation rituals. In general, it is said that any opening of the earth for ritual 
purposes, or earth works in preparation for the agricultural season must be 
accomplished before the rainy season. 
The whole ceremony is called mapuun, from the root puun. In Balinese the 
term puun indicates something burnt (umahe ento puun, that house is burnt) and is 
at the same time a classifier for single stem trees (punyan biu a puun, a banana 
tree). The ceremony ends with the ritual burning of the forest to be cleared by the 
jero dukuh sakti. The term mapuun pragmatically refers to the whole ceremony and 
derives its name from its outcome.11 The jero dukuh sakti, together with the person 
who will clear the patch of forest, determines the limits (wates) of the area that will 
be cleared. The borders of the area are marked with bamboos or coconut leaf 
stalks (papak) on top of which a bunch of grass (ambengan, JMPERATA cvuNDRICA) 
has been tied. The whole device is called sawen and is intended to be a sign of 
land retention and to forbid entry.12 The area may be later fenced with wood and 
bamboo sticks, the fence being called pagehan. The process of marking the land 
to be cleared is called nyawenin, from sawen, and it covers the first part of the 
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ritual performance. 
Jero dukuh sakti then invokes the spirits of the forest (nedunang, nurunang 
[A]). Once the spirits arrive, he ritually cleans their bodies by wafting the 
pabresihan toward them. The term refers to a full set of minute tools used to clean 
the body of whoever is the subject of the ritual. After the cleansing, the spirits are 
required to wear new clean clothes, for which purpose the ritual specialist wafts 
toward them a set of seh or rantasan. This is a new set of garments piled together, 
which must never have been used before and are supposed to be worn by the 
subject of the ritual after the cleaning phase has taken place. After being properly 
clothed, the spirits are sprinkled with tirta panglukatan (lustral water) whose 
purpose is to purify them from any pollution. They are then presented with five 
small bits of white thread (tebus) as the visible sign of their renewed state of ritual 
cleanliness. Subsequently, the ritual specialist wafts toward the spirits of the forest 
the essence (san) of a dish of white and yellow cooked rice (ajengan putih kuning) 
presented as food offerings. Jero dukuh sakti then addresses the spirits, speaking 
to them in ordinary language, for the spirits are thought to be inferior to humans. 
He asks them, on behalf of his client, permission to clear the land. His words are: 
Sang Mangku Bumi, 
ne jani (I anu) lakar mabian dini 
GLOSS 
You who rule over this land, 
now (this person) will start using it as 
farming land. 
la lakar ngarap tanahe ene anggona tega/ He will work (transform) it into 
labian. farm-land. 
De ngelaga ia, ajak ia patuh bareng- Do not harass him, keep him as a friend 
bareng magae dini. and invite him to join in [with you] working 
here. 
If the spirits are felt to live in the centre of the area to be cleared, jero dukuh 
sakti asks them to change their residence from the tree that they dwell in and move 
to a tree closer to the border of the clearing. Jero address the spirits in this way: 
Jani kisidang iban caine uli dini, kema laku 
maumah di punyan puuhe ane bet di bucu 
kaja-kangin disamping tegale ene. 
Orahin panak somahe pada makejang 
kisidang ibane uli dinane ene. 
GLOSS 
Now I ask you to leave this place 
and take up residence in the puuhe tree 
which stands on the kaja-kangin corner of 
this field. 
Also tell your children and wife to move 
from here beginning from today. 
The request for permission is essential for the future peaceful working of the 
patch of land by its new owner. After his requests have been presented, jero dukuh 
sakti using a bundle of dry coconut leaves sets fire to the area to be cleared. 
Generally, the whole area is never burned at once but in phases. First to be burnt 
are the shrubs, the grass and the twigs; then the tree branches are cut and the 
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trees covering the internal area of the surface to be cleared are felled. After some 
time, when the cut trees have become sufficiently dry, they are dealt with in a 
second burning. The ashes produced by the fire are spread over the ground. 
It should be noted that not all the trees covering the area to be cleared are in 
fact cut. The rule is that at least one tree, generally the largest one close to the 
border of the clearing, must be left alive because that is the place where the wong 
gamang, memedi or any of the forest spirits formerly inhabiting the whole of the 
area will now be confined. Interestingly enough, not only is the largest tree left 
intact but around it a patch of the original wild area must also be left undamaged 
for a radius of about five meters, so as to reproduce a miniature forest in whose 
centre lies a large tree. It is said that the area of shrub and wild surrounding the 
large tree acts as a fence that separates the realm of the spirits from the realm of 
human beings. The tree and its surrounding area is known as umah memedi, and 
the central tree is considered to be the memedi house (umah: house 13). The area 
left intact from clearing, is in this reality a house with its nearby compound similar in 
all its details to the one inhabited by human beings. What is immediately perceived 
as a small patch of forest is at the same time, at a different level of awareness, 
recognised as having a close resemblance with the house compound as inhabited 
by humans. It is considered a grave offence to the spirits of the forest to clear a 
patch of forest without performing the appropriate ritual or to avoid keeping a 
proper area for the umah memedi. These inconsiderate actions of disrespect are 
said to be punished by the spirits through illnesses that may cost the lives of those 
wishing to work the land. The whole area of the umah memedi is reputed to be 
tenget: magically powerful and dangerous for humans. It is forbidden for anyone to 
enter the wild area or, for that matter, pick the tree's fruits, should the tree produce 
any. It is believed that anyone daring enough to violate such a ban will incur the 
memedi's rage. Because of such sets of beliefs people assert that no stone should 
be thrown in the direction of the umah memedi. For, should a stone, even by 
accident, fall on the memedls house and break any of the roof tiles the memedi 
would rise in anger and punish the person responsible, who as a consequence in 
the future would fall seriously ill. 
Mapuun is crucial to understanding the approach that local people have to the 
spirits of the forest and to the forest itself. In performing the rite the spirits are 
treated as human and the ritual pattern exactly mirrors the standard ritual 
procedure of any Balinese rite. This is especially common in any of the life crisis 
rituals in which the subject, before entering a new phase of his I her life, is ritually 
cleansed, dressed, blessed and then presented with food offerings. In the 
domestication of the forest this ceremony marks the meeting between humans and 
the spirits, who are here invited to join in a common event. In this process the 
spirits are humanised and the distance between them, as representatives of the 
realm of the forest, and humans is reduced. However, only momentary contact is 
possible, for each of the two components must maintain leadership over its 
respective domains. 
Stuart-Fox (1987:236) in the context of the ritual held for the planting of the 
rice in dry fields in Bali, mentions a ritual called mapuun held in a particular 
enclosure of the field called pepuun in which particular plants and flowers were 
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cultivated. In Sakti there is no such sacred enclosure retained for corn cultivation. 
Nonetheless, offerings for the various rituals that concern corn are always 
arranged in what is considered to be the centre of the field area, although no name 
is specifically given to the place. Hence, it is possible to suggest that the 
establishment of such an enclosure (pepuun) appears to be the consequence of 
the first opening; possibly the place where the first mapuun was done was then 
kept as a permanent sacred space. The role of the ideal centre of the field as the 
place for sacred enclosures in which sacred plants are sown or where offerings are 
to be placed is by no means confined to Bali. Adimihardja (1991:38) in a 
Sundanese context mentions that the ideal centre of the cleared field, or what is 
reputedly so, is called pupuhunan and it is there that offerings are placed and 
planting ceremonies are carried out. Sacred enclosures, ideally symbolising the 
centre of the village, were also common among the Batak (Karo Batak and Dairi 
Batak) who created them during the process of the village foundation.14 
LAND WORK 
After the land has been cleared, the second phase of the babad process is to 
level the ground and make the terraces for farming. As already said, most of Nusa 
Penida is hilly and terracing is the only way to make land suitable for agriculture. 
The making of the terraces begins at an appropriate point at the bottom of the hill 
where the earth has been excavated; terraces are built from the bottom up. The 
walls that sustain the lower border of the terraces are built over a base made of 
larger stones above which smaller stones (panak batu) are placed. The interstices 
between stones are closed with earth. The final product is a dry wall. These stone 
walls are one of the more distinctive features of Nusa Penida and are called 
bataran [NP] locally. The upper flat rim of any wall is muan bataran [NP], along its 
border coconut trees or gamal trees (GLYR1c101A sPP.) are generally planted.15 The 
base of the wall is called bongko/ bataran [NP], with coconut and banana trees 
along its border. The area of land defined between two successive bataran (a 
rising one and a descending one) is called cutak.16 
The next stage consists of the first opening of the land called makalin [NP] or 
mungkahin. This is done by men who till the land with a plough pulled by two cows. 
A plough (tenggala) with only one straight iron blade is used for the first tillage; for 
this step there is no indication of any specific ritual requirements. However, the 
work is generally done by men and it is said that for maka/in women are asked to 
prepare a special meal for the men performing the job. The meal, which is taken to 
the land, must consist of boiled rice and chicken, to which are added sweets made 
from glutinous rice. Before eating, the men are supposed to place small bits of 
each food on the ground as an offering to the spirits inhabiting the land; on 
subsequent days no such special meal is required. In Nusa Penida the soil is dry, 
hard and rather stony so that the tilling work must be done progressively. Once the 
whole surface has been worked lengthwise, furrows are made at right angles. The 
action of breaking the initial furrow lines is called nuge/in. The tillage is done 
progressively, and after all the surface has been worked for the first time, 
subsequent blades are added to the plough up to a maximum of four, so as to 
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Photo N. 7: Agricultural works, a man ploughing. (Sakti 1991) 
r 112/I 
Photo N. 8: Agricultural works, a woman sowing (mubud). 
(Sakti 1991) 
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gradually till the land into finer parts. The whole process is called mangkrak [NP] 
from the name of the plough used: bangrak [NP] and is supposed to be the last 
ground work before the planting. Once the land is ready for planting, the rain must 
be awaited. Nusa Penida is an extremely dry island and no one would dare to plant 
anything before the coming of the rain. At the beginning of each new planting 
season the processes of mungkahin, nugelin and mangkrak are repeated. 
PLANTING 
Planting is classified in Sakti according to the type of tree, cultigen or seed 
planted. There are two basic classifications of this process: matajuk and mamula. 
Matajuk (to plant) is formed from the root tajuk, this includes the class of all 
naked (unhusked) seeds which, when sown, do not present any sign of sprouting 
and are directly planted on earth without any prior treatment. In the context of Nusa 
Penida these are corn (jagung), sorghum and mung beans (kacang ijo). The 
planting is as follows: a man with a wooden stick bearing a metal point called 
nyukjuk [NP] walks along the furrow and at each step rhythmically bores a hole 
(song panyukjuk [NP]) in the ground. Behind him one or more women follow and 
place seeds (binih) in each hole, and then use their feet to cover the hole with 
earth. The women's action is called mubud from bubud: to fill in. The work tends to 
be done a married couple, with the man ahead doing the nyukjuk, and the 
woman behind doing the mubud. 
(to plant) indicates second type planting. The verb is formed on 
which denotes the class seeds, bulb, tubers, cuttings, or 
prominent roots or when A 
the rhizome a banana and the cuttings from cassava stems 
to this category.17 of work along lines 
cases mamula. For instance, only men are allowed to 
rhizomes or any seeds that would later develop into trees such as coconuts, 
bananas or mangoes. But for planting cassava, where cuttings of the plant 
turus are used, no division of work along gender lines takes place. A new patch of 
land obtained from a forest clearing and sowed the first time in Nusa Penida is 
specifically called mamuha [NP].18 
Planting in Nusa Penida as well as Bali is subject to a precise 
is dependent on both lunar months and other 
Balinese perception of time. First of all, a 
Balinese lunar 
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name has been fully integrated into the Balinese language, bear the name of six 
qualifiers to whom ingkel are associated: wong, sato, mina, manuk. taru, buku -
and form a cyclical system that constantly runs throughout the Balinese calendar 
independently of any other time classification. For instance, the term buku 
indicates all the classes of vegetation similar to the bamboo or corn that are 
characterised by a stem divided into joined sections; it also indicates all body joints. 
The ingkel calendar provides directions for the agricultural cycle, explicitly 
forbidding planting any type of vegetation classed as buku during the buku ingkel 
period. In Sakti it is said that if corn is planted during ingkel buku the joints of its 
stem will be particularly weak, and the stem will form holes which will eventually 
cause progressive destruction of the whole crop. Another interdiction on planting 
concerns the umanis day of the Balinese five-days week (pancawara}, as a crop is 
planted on that day it will be particularly sweet (manis) and thus especially 
desirable to insects. The prohibition, if violated, will result in the crop being eaten 
by insects or larvae. In both these examples, it is the ingkel or pancawara day 
name, and its semantic relation with the flora to be planted, that appears to be the 
factor in determining the inauspiciousness of the day. However, this interpretation 
may be reversed, for the precept, rather than being simply negative, appears to 
have a positive side in so far as during the above periods protection is granted to 
vegetation considered to fall within the categories associated with the ingkel or 
pancawara time frames. 
The mababad phase effectively ends at the first sowing. This process is by no 
means confined to Nusa Penida or Bali, and it is relevant to report what Geertz 
(1960:23-4) wrote about the Javanese context in relation to the babad as an 
historical chronicle and the clearing of forests, for it forms an analogy with what I 
have discussed above: 
To mbabad is to clear a tract of wilderness and turn it into a village complete with 
surrounding rice fields, to create a small island of human settlement amid a great 
sea of forest-dwelling spirits, although nowadays it is also used for the general 
preparation (plowing, raking, and so on) of a rice field which one must do at the 
beginning of the rice-growing cycle each year. The picture the myth [babad Tanah 
Djaw1] presents is one of an incoming flow of migrants pushing back the harmful 
spirits into the mountains. uncultivated wild places. and the Indian Ocean as they 
move from the north coast to the south, all the while adopting some of the more 
helpful one as protectors of themselves and their new settlements. 19 
SECONDARY LAND CATEGORIES 
In Nusa Penida after the land has been cleared and sown for the first time it 
assumes the following names: 
Tega/: this is a very general word for any area of dry land that has been 
previously cleared and which may or may not be currently cultivated. 
Abian: it is the name given to any cultivated area, a garden or an orchard. 
In ordinary speech abian is not widely used. 
Mel: indicates all types of dry cultivated land, gardens or orchards. This is 
the term commonly used in everyday speech in Sakti and elsewhere in 
Nusa Penida. Mel is also used in Bali and in this respect Goris (1969: 113) 
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says: 
In the oldest Old Balinese edicts the word me! appears to refer to non-
irrigated fields. According to Korn the cognate word kemal still has, in 
Tejakula, the meaning of vegetable garden or orchard. In Selat it was stated 
that me/ could be interpreted as sawah. So in any case, this word relates to 
cultivated ground. 
Abasan: indicates an area of sloping land, generally a hillside, that has 
been fully cleared of vegetation and is used for cultivation. The name is 
related to rabas which points to the action of totally clearing the land of 
trees or existing vegetation. 
Last but not least, in considering secondary land categories I should mention 
neng. The term refers to any extension of fallow land that has been left 
uncultivated for some years to allow the growth of a secondary forest or grassland. 
All the above categories of land refer to cultivated areas detached from residential 
village units. 
To summarise, the terms associated with the categories of land from forest to 
village are the following: 
forest cultivated land village land 
and uncultivated land 
alas, bet tegal, or: abian, tanah pekarangan banjar 
me/, 20 
abasan, 
neng. 
TABLE N.17: TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH LAND CATEGORIES FROM FOREST TO VILLAGE IN 
SAKTI. 
In context it is appropriate to present a few more details about 
of gardens and their cultivations. Within the patterns that govern the relationship 
between humans and the land, there seems to be a general decision to avoid 
radical clearing of any given patch of primary forest and thus totally modifying an 
already existing landscape. A sort of balance must be maintained between the 
former environment and the new farming land, e,g. one or more 
always be kept in the new land organisation as reminders the 
principle, the original spirits should not be totally 
seen not as an extended uniform whole, but as the 
with 
a vast array of trees coexist and 
the border each terrace 
trees to be used for their 
to a 
or a terrace 
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fruits. The kubu and the shelters for various animals are placed in the central area 
of the garden, so that they can be adequately protected and cared for. 
In Sakti all the produce of the gardens is destined to support the families of 
the farmers and the land owners, very few of these products are sold and they tend 
to be consumed within the limit of the banjar. Hence, the need to have highly 
diversified gardens as in a dry environment intercropping and polyculture is the 
rule, if subsistence is to be achieved and hunger avoided.21 
FERTILITY 
Land cultivation and fertility are closely connected, for crop ripening depends 
significantly upon land productivity. In Nusa Penida, the way in which the fertility of 
the land is thought of bears analogies with human fertility. There is a strong 
correspondence between the words used to indicate farming work, which makes 
land productive and fertile, and marital terms, which through a similar analogy 
render a bride productive and fertile. Nyakap tanah comes from the verb sakap, 
and indicates the action of working someone else's garden. The garden is 
temporarily given away under a metayage system to someone (a man) who is not 
its owner and who is expected to make the land fertile and productive. Interestingly 
enough, sakap also has another meaning in its active form, masakapan, used to 
indicate a number of ritual events all related to the establishment of human fertility 
and to the acknowledgment of new offspring as proper descendants. Masakapan is 
also a common way to indicate a marriage; the females, like the land to be worked, 
are given away in marriage; husbands are supposed to make them fertile and thus 
secure progeny for their lineage.22 
Masakapan beling is a ritual performed by the married couple to acknowledge 
the seventh month of a pregnancy. The couple ask recognition before their 
ancestors and living family elders for the child that the woman bears in her womb. 
The child is evidence of her fertility and the foetus is considered, from that moment 
on to be a full human being. Interestingly, similar rituals are performed by farmers 
for the rice or for the corn when the plants are considered to be 'pregnant' with the 
new harvest. 23 Masakapan cucu, indicates a ritual similar to masakapan beling, is 
performed by grandparents for their grandchildren. The young offspring in the ritual 
are recognised as the legitimate descendants by the older generation. Again, new 
generations are seen as an expression of the fertility of women, which becomes 
activated and finds full realisation within the marriage. 
Masakapan, within the Balinese agnatic context, emerges as the 
quintessential expression of individual and collective fertility. Concern over land 
fertility and lineage growth are expressed in the same way. Human beings, 
domesticated and wild land are made fertile in a similar manner. The primary 
correspondence upon which this analogy appears to be based is the conceptual 
similarity between women and land in Balinese thought.24 Land, or earth in a very 
general sense, in Nusa Penida as well as in Bali, is thought of as a woman and 
mother. She is lbu Pretiwi, the utmost symbol of fertility. Vegetation and crops are 
thought to be the product of the relationship between her as the earth and Akasa 
as the sky. People say that rain, equivalent to male sperm, is the element that 
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activates her fertility, thus making the life of the crops and vegetables possible and 
profitable for humans. In this analogy human beings and flora are brought to life in 
the same way. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has focused on the clearing of the forests, basic farming 
practices, and the way the relation between people and land, to make it productive, 
is established. The trait d'union between these elements has been the land and the 
concepts and beliefs the people of Sakti ascribe to it. 
We have seen that primary land categories concern the wilderness, and new 
categories depend upon human intervention in the forest. The modification of a 
pre-existing landscape is obtained through the ritual domestication of the spirits of 
the forest and by the introduction of fences in a space previously perceived as 
undifferentiated wilderness. 
The creation of a garden involves the tracing of boundaries and the 
establishment of two different realms: the wild and the cultivated, what pertains to 
humans and what is appropriate to spirits. However, in the present context these 
realms are never completely separated and a balance must be maintained 
between them in the setting of a new garden. Central to these events is the 
mapuun ritual and the babad process. Observations about babad have pointed to 
analogies between the clearing of the forest and other aspects of Balinese life 
related to the beginning of an action, a story or a play. As babad, in a real way, 
indicates the process by which a new patch of agriculturally productive land is 
created, in an analogous way it may stand for the individual history of those who 
owned and cleared that land. In this respect the history of the land becomes the 
history of the people who cleared the land and made it agriculturally productive. 
Furthermore, we have seen how farming activities, planting and concerns over 
fertility of the soil display certain analogies in the way women are thought of and 
dealt with. In particular, discussion about fertility, lbu Pretiwi and the use of the 
term masakapan, as indicating a marriage ceremony and a set of rituals concerned 
with descendence, have pointed to the existence of an analogy between ideas 
surrounding land productivity and a woman's reproductive role. 
The chapter has also briefly indicated the role of nature spirits as the original 
and primary owners of the forest. The analysis of the relationship between humans 
and their land will continue in the next chapter, where ideas associated with isin bet 
and memediwill be dealt with more fully. 
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E DNOTES CHAPTER V 
1 For a general view of the architectural setting of a Balinese compound see: Gelebet et Altri 
(1985), Kagami (1988), Howe (1983). For a relationship between the layout of the compound and the 
Balinese perception of life see: Hobart ( 1978a ). As a critical note to the above mentioned texts I 
should say that their model for a traditional compound is that of the wealthy Balinese middle I upper 
class, having a set of buildings (such as: bale tengah, /oji, /umbung and others) that by no means 
were or are affordable by less affluent peasants. Furthermore, nowadays the pattern, especially in the 
more touristy areas of Bali is rapidly changing, where the use of traditional architecture appears to 
have become more a status symbol rather than a real necessity. As far as the definition of a sanggah 
is concerned, I should add that such a term, without any additional adjective, was used in Sakti to 
define the area marked out for the worship of ancestors/gods set in the kaja-kangin corner of the 
panyengker. 
In banjar Sakti, thus in a farming community, I was told that when a new panyengker is built 
the work begins with the setting of a paon to which the sanggah is opposed. Thus at the beginning 
the residential unit includes only these two buildings to which other different structures are added 
later, according to economic circumstances. 
Turus lumbung indicates also a non-permanent platform on which ritual offerings are placed. 
The four pillars used to support the small platform must be made of wood considered still 'alive', and 
in this respect turus is more properly glossed as a cutting; for instance the cutting from a cassava 
stem which is planted again to secure a new crop in Sakti is simply called turus. 
4 On this topic see see Sidemen ( 1980a:95-96, 120). 
5 Alas is also an Old Javanese word and Zoetmulder [OJED] glosses it as: wood: forest; 
quantity of plants growing in a thick cluster. 
The next chapter of this work will be dedicated to the forest spirits (gamang, memedi, isin bet, 
etc.). The idea that land was inhabited by spirits before humans is not confined to Nusa Penida, for 
instance Forth (1981105) describes a similar case in Rindi, Eastern Indonesia 
7 The kayonan or gunungan is a figure of the Balinese and Javanese shadow theatre. Kayonan 
refers to a tree (kayon) while gunungan refers to a mountain (gunung). Both images are contained in 
the shape of the kayonan. The figure is 
a finely carved piece of leather which at the beginning and at the end of each part of 
the performance of the Javanese (and Balinese] shadow-play is placed 1n front of 
the screen between the two groups of puppets. It has the shape of a leave and is 
decorated with the design of a big tree, populated by birds and other animals, 
[ ... ]standing on a mountain or some other kind of elevation.[ ... ].(Bosch 1960: 179) 
8 For the sake of completeness I should mention that [KBI] adds a further meaning to babad as 
the intestinal membrane of an animal. According to Bartlett (196114-17) who draws his information 
from Asbeck, Feith and Unen (Het Voorkeurrecht op Grond an het Genotrecht van Grond. 1915 
Amsterdam, Koloniaal lnstituut) the term babad was used to define the whole sequence of the 
process of clearing throughout Java and he mentions it to be common in the areas of BanJuwangi, 
Pasuruan, Purworejo and Semarang. 
For parallel of forest definitions and the in the 
context of swidden and rice cultivation, see 
all the relevant rituals which, among the Kasepuhan, regulate the clearing of the forest, the 
the and the of rice and other These rituals, though called different names 
appear to be similar in scope and concern to the one outlined in this chapter. Stuart-Fox (1987 233 
ff.), he does not refer to land does nonetheless mention the former that 
rice rituals had in of the of Pura Besakih. In 
to 
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of the agricultural season in which : 
farming families carried agricultural tools (parts of ploughs, hoes) to the temple 
where they were blessed (prayascita) and then proceeded to their fields to use them 
ritually for the season's first turning of the soil. (Stuart-Fox 1987:239) 
Unfortunately, we do not know if any ritual was actually performed in the field itself since it is 
the correct action of opening the soil that is crucial and is considered to be dangerous in itself. A 
similar situation happens with burials (nanem sawa) and the exhumation of bones (ngebet) that 
precedes the rites of cremation. Throughout Bali the ritual performed before ngebet is precisely called 
mungkah and in that ritual the tools to be used in the actual exhumation are blessed as well as the 
people who perform the task. Furthermore, specific offerings, among others, are presented to the 
spirit/s (isin sema) that control the land or the graveyard where the dead lie. 
10 In sociological terms the jero dukuh sakti is a peculiar type of ritual specialist who in Sakti 
mediates between human beings and the spirits dwelling in the forest and in the land (e.g., isin bet, 
gamang, memedi ). The jero dukuh sakti deals exclusively with the opening of a new patch of land 
and the events that surround a direct contact between one of these spirits and a human being. Such 
events may be dangerous for those humans involved in it and are known as kesambet memedi (see 
this issue in chapter VI). 
In Sakti the person in charge of this role was chosen precisely because he was able to see and speak 
with the spirits inhabiting the forests and the land. It was thus his peculiar aptitude that made him fit 
for this role. However, as these spirits are considered to be an inferior type of spirits vis-a-vis purified 
ancestors or other Balinese spirits (e.g., widiyadan} the work of the jero dukuh sakti is not held to be 
pure (suet} and this ritual specialist does not undertake any cleansing ritual prior to beginning his 
public activity, whereas these types of rituals, such as mawinten, are compulsory for a legitimate 
pamangku or a tukang banten. Because of these peculiarities the jero dukuh sakti has a minor status 
within the banjar ritual hierarchy and is considered inferior to the pamangku banjar or other 
pamangku. So, for instance, the jero dukuh sakti does not receive any meat or offering share during 
village festivals. 
The jero dukuh sakti does not have any external trait or characteristic that makes him recognisable as 
a ritual specialist. He does not wear white robes when performing his rituals, nor does he have long 
hair, or an established relationship with a tukang banten. In Sakti the jero dukuh sakti was an old 
man who used to live in a shelter in his garden. I was told this role is generally performed by a man. 
11 To emphasise the semantics of puun as the act of burning, I must mention that in Sakt1 the 
cremation ground is called sema pamuun, as already indicated in chapter II. In Balinese a verb can 
be made by the agglutination of the prefix ma + a name. This is particularly relevant in ritual contexts 
where from one aspect or one element of the ritual the name of the ritual itself 1s derived. Thus for 
example caru in Balinese indicates a sacrifice to demonic deities, and the performing of the sacrifice 
in ritual context is called macaru. The same is true for tatah (chisel), the performing of the ritual that 
involves the use of a chisel - a tooth filing - being called matatah. Thus, puun may refer both to the 
action of burning and at the same time qualify its end product (e.g., a burnt patch of land), and the 
performance of the ritual process that led to that state is mapuun. The present active form of puun is 
muunang (tiang muunang umah ento, I burn this house), and in Nusa Penida muunang is never used 
in the above context. For the use of the prefix ma in Balinese see Kersten [KBB] pp.45 ff. 
According to Guermonprez (personal communication), the term puun, traditionally written as puhun, 
is very likely a cognate of the Malay word pohon, not to mention other cognate terms in different 
Austronesian languages. Moreover, puun as the act of burning, and puun as tree classifier may not 
be derived from the same Austronesian proto- lexeme. 
12 The Balinese term sawen appears related to the Old Javanese sawi. See .Zoetmulder [OJED] 
13 To avoid possible misunderstanding for those unfamiliar with Balinese, it is worth to point that 
umah is glossed as 'house', while uma means 'irrigated land' and is the equivalent of the Indonesian 
14 For the Batak (Karo Batak and Dairi Batak) these enclosures, called beberen, and 
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toenggoeng, were considered to be inhabited by the soul of the village or by spirits to whom regular 
offerings were made. Within that area special plants, vegetables and flowers, themselves considered 
to be a form of permanent offering for the spirits, were also planted. Furthermore, among Karo Batak, 
at the beginning of the century, the ordinary burial area (pendawanen) was generally fenced and in it 
sacred plants were grown. 
15 Muan is a word used also to indicate the human face. 
16 The terms referred to have different meanings in Balinese. According to [KBI] bataran I 
batarang floor: cutak: measure of the extension of rice paddy. 
17 The etymology of mamu/a, according to all my informants and both [KBI] and [KBB], 1s firmly 
rooted in the name pula and is only metaphorically related to the Balinese term mu/a which, possibly 
influenced by Indonesian, has been glossed as 'beginning' or 'origin', in this respect see these terms 
in [KBI] and [KBB]. 
18 The word is apparently used only in Nusa Penida and I have not been able to find it in Bali or 
in any of the Balinese dictionaries used in the course of this work. 
19 In quoting this passage from C Geertz I am concerned with the diffusion of the analogy 
between two senses of babad: babad as clearing and babad as historical chronicle. I am not 
concerned with the authenticity of Geertz's interpretation ( 1960 23-24) in considering Babad Tan ah 
Jawi as 'Java's history of successive "invasions" of Hindus, Moslems, and Europeans'. 
20 Banjar's land class have been dealt with in chapter Ill. 
21 In the past the Nusa Penida has been subject to food shortages and at the beginning of this 
century Korn ( 1944) reports that there were fears of famine that induced him to visit the island 
22 In Nusa Penida as well as Bali procreation is the purpose of marriage. A newly-married couple 
is not considered a family until the birth of the first child. Lack of descent is seen as a sin and it is 
said that after death those couples who refused to beget children are condemned to be hanged from 
bamboo trees in Neraka (e.g. see the relevant painting in eastern section of the Kerta Gosa in 
Klungkung or in Warsika 1986 21) 
23 In the centre of Nusa Penida there 1s an area where dry rice is still cultivated The terms used 
to refer to nee pregnancy rituals vary from place to place. In the area of banjar Batuguling the ritual is 
called Aturan ldaman. Aturan indicates the presentation of offerings, and 1daman derives from 1dam 
to have pregnancy cravings. In the area of banjar Tulad the equivalent ceremony 1s called mubunn 
Interestingly enough, the same term is used in Sakti in the case of a rite performed for the well-being 
and 'pregnancy' of the corn, for the corn spike too is considered to be pregnant with the new harvest 
Muburin involves the presentation of rice porridge (bubuh) and other implements to the rice or corn 
plants, to foster their growth. (On this issue see chapter XIII) 
For aspects of the ritual activity centred around rice agriculture in Bali see: Hobart (1978b): 
Weijden ( 1981 ): Howe (1991 ): Filloux (1991 ch. 7), Stuart-Fox ( 1987 ch.8). On various aspects of 
traditional agriculture in Indonesia comprising rice agriculture see Fox ( 1991 ). 
24 The correspondence between land and women, and the analogy that establishes a similarity 
between the work to make fertile the land, and the work needed to make a woman fertile 
through marriage, is not an exclusive prerogative of Balinese world view but it is shared many 
among them, ancient Greek society. In this respect Vern ant ( 1975 XV) mentions 
For the Greeks, in fact, the marriage is similar to ploughing, where the woman is 
the furrow, and the husband the farmer. If the bride were not made, through her 
and because of it, like cultivated earth, agricultural soil destined to grow 
cereal, she would not be able to 
children in whom the father could 
1 
and welcomed fruit, 
his own seed, which, 
ploughing, he has planted. Demetra, the goddess of agriculture is equally the 
guardian of marriage. While entering the wedlock, the young woman penetrates the 
realm of the divinities protecting the cereals. In order to set foot and stay in such 
realm, the bride must strip herself of the 'savage' element embedded in the 
condition of womanhood which, as expressed by the two opposite forms it may 
assume, could risk making the bride waver and fall, either on this edge of the 
marriage, on the side of Artemide, in the refusal of any sexual intercourse, or on the 
other edge of the marriage, on the side of Aphrodite, in an unrestrained erotic 
libertinage. [my translation] 
The double dimension of the condition of the woman who negotiates between asceticism and wild 
eroticism, and finds her proper status within the marriage, is also clearly manifested in the Balinese 
pantheon by the analogous position of lbu Pretiwi who as married to Akasa encompasses the ascetic 
role of the Dewi Sri and the wild sexual dangers enshrined in the figure of Rangda. This issue is fully 
developed in chapter VIII. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE ANIMATED FORESTS 
AND THE LIMINALITY OF THE GARDENS: 
ON ISIN BET, MEMEDI AND ANCESTORS' SOULS 
INTRODUCTION 
The inhabitants of Nusa Penida, like those of Bali, believe in the existence of 
a plethora of spirits whose presence in everyday life must be carefully considered 
and whose existence conditions their lives in many respects. Most of these spirits 
(i.e. buta kala) have already been dealt with by both Balinese and western 
scholars.1 However, little attention has been paid to the spirits inhabiting the 
forests (isin bet) and the gardens (memedt). In the previous chapter, in the context 
of the clearing of the forest and the setting up of gardens, the importance local 
people attribute to these spirits came to the fore in dealing with those parts of their 
natural world. 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider these spirits in more detail, how 
they are seen, classified and dealt with in everyday life. This chapter will deal with 
animated forests and gardens that are not only composed of simple natural 
features but also populated by a number of beings who must be acknowledged by 
humans. First, I discuss isin bet and memedi and the relationship between these 
spirits, ancestral souls and human beings. Then, I report how in relation to such 
spirits a farmer from Nusa Penida describes his garden and the help given to him 
by a memedi. I thus consider isin bet and memedi and the role of 'never-to-be-
cremated-ancestors' and 'uncremated ancestors' in more specific detail. Further, I 
discuss the importance of ancestor's spirits in relation to banjar life, isin bet and 
memedi in the context of Sakti. Finally, I shall argue that the presence of isin bet 
and memedi, and their link with uncremated ancestors, throws light on a system of 
spatial representation in which the garden covers the role of a liminal area between 
the forest and the banjar. 
This chapter will focus on an environment inhabited by a number of beings 
who are graded according to the relations humans have with them. It will provide 
us with the necessary background to compare analogous beliefs that relate to 
particular aspects of the cultivated plants that will be dealt with in subsequent 
chapters. 
ISIN BET 
In Sakti the class of spirits inhabiting the wilderness (i.e. alas and bet areas) 
are generally called isin bet. The term is composed of isin (spirit) and bet (wild, 
small forest) and is related to isi as 'content' or 'what is contained or found in a 
place'.2 Such spirits are thought to live in trees and each of them is believed to 
preside over a specific territory. They enter into relations with humans only when 
the latter need to clear a new patch of forest, gather wood, or pass through their 
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territory. 
/sin bet are generally thought to be similar to humans. However, as they are 
removed from society, their physical appearance remains rather obscure and 
characterised by an absence of details, which contrasts with the richness of traits 
that distinguish other spirits (e.g. memed1). 
/sin bet are believed to be particularly vengeful. It is said that if they are not 
properly appeased they may kill or cause severe illness when humans cross or 
clear the forest they inhabit, without properly asking them for permission. Not only 
do they live in the wild but may settle in abandoned areas (gardens or even 
compounds) which have been invaded by shrubs and vegetation. Because of their 
dangerous peculiarities and remoteness, contact with these spirits is reduced to a 
minimum. Lord of all the forest's spirits and trees is Banaspati Raja, who in Sakti is 
reputed to rule over the cremation ground (sema pamuun). 
The souls of 'never-to-be-cremated-ancestors', abandoned and uncared for by 
their relatives, are thought to become isin bet. This relation can be illustrated by the 
following story: 
Some time ago I Wayan Sukawa and his wife moved from the south 
of Nusa Penida to Sakti where they settled and where, after due time, they 
became full banjar members. They built a house in the western border of 
the banjar and after a few years their marriage was rewarded by the birth 
of a son. When his child was still young I Wayan Sukawa died. His wife 
left Sakti for a nearby village where she remarried and settled with her first 
son. Not long after the marriage the child died, thus leaving the lineage of 
his father without a proper heir and moreover without someone that would 
take care of his cremation. Because of these circumstances the corpse of 
I Wayan Sukawa has never been cremated and his soul is still thought to 
be wandering the earth. 
The compound where I Wayan Sukawa and his family used to live 
has been empty since their departure, and no one has expressed the wish 
to claim or inhabit it. Due to protracted abandonment, wild vegetation has 
overrun the area which now appears more like small dense bushland. 
People believe that the soul of I Wayan Sukawa has become a spirit (isin 
bet) who, as the man himself has not found any one willing to cremate 
him, lives in the compound. The place is considered by the people of Sakti 
to be magically powerful (tenget) and no one would dare to claim the area 
or cross it. 
A few words should be said about why proper cremation must be given to 
parents and ancestors, as this is the key to this issue. In Nusa Penida and Bali, 
ancestor cremation is an uncompromising duty of all male heirs. More precisely, it 
is said that sons have a debt (utang) in respect to their parents. As their parents 
have raised them, fed them, provided them with all they needed and, through the 
organisation of the relevant rituals (manusa yadnya), have made them full human 
beings, in the same way the heirs (or heir) must reciprocate and take care of their 
parents after they have died. More specifically, they must organise the cremation of 
their parents, which is to say perform for them the rituals that will properly release 
their souls and make them, in due course, god-like. 
Male heirs, and in some cases unmarried daughters who inherit a share of 
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their parents' land, are thus considered collectively responsible for their parents 
after death just as their parents have been for them when alive. Parental cremation 
is held to be a debt sons and unmarried daughters have with respect to their dead 
relatives. For any Balinese it is indeed a duty to pay off this debt (mayah utang). 
Cremation represents the orderly end of a proper life cycle, and shame is 
supposed to fall upon those who refuse or avoid paying off this debt, since their 
action will have lasting effects on the soul of the dead, on themselves and on 
society. 
'Never-to-be-cremated-ancestors' are a family disgrace and a social 
embarrassment, they are supposed to endlessly wander on earth, harassing those 
who have left them in such a miserable state and causing damage to all human 
beings who enter in contact with them. In popular belief, uncremated souls are not 
only related to isin bet but concern memedi as well, though, as we shall see, in a 
rather different way, for, while isin bet are related to 'never-to-be-cremated-
ancestors', memedi are related to uncremated ancestral souls awaiting for the time 
of their final delivery. 
MEMEDI 
The name memedi is widely used in Nusa Penida and Bali, where the term 
may assume different meanings. Memedi is formed on the root wedi (afraid), which 
is cognate to a similar Old Javanese term. According to Zoetmulder [OJED] wedi 
indicates fear, awedi afraid.3 From wedi are derived amedi-medi, medi-medi, to 
inspire fear, frighten, intimidate. 
In Bali memedi are understood to be spirits who like to steal small children, but 
return them after a short while, as well as spirits inhabiting and controlling particular 
features of the environment such as large stones or a spot in a river, both of which 
are reputed to be endowed with inherent power (tenget). 
In Nusa Penida, while the term does conserve some of these meanings, it is 
widely used to indicate a class of spirits that inhabit cultivated gardens. I was given 
two complementary definitions of a memedi, both of them related to the identity of 
isin bet, to ancestral souls and the role played by the gardens in the life of the local 
people. 
The first of these definitions indicates that, like isin bet, memedi are 
associated with the souls of uncremated ancestors. However, the latter are 
endowed with less negative attributes and more ambivalent qualities than the 
former. In particular, memedi are believed to be the souls of uncremated ancestors 
who abide in the gardens and wait for the time of their cremation. The 
correspondence between the souls of uncremated ancestors and memedi has its 
foundation in the practice of burying the dead in gardens, still common throughout 
Nusa Penida, and once in Sakti too. This custom may have fostered beliefs 
associated with these spirits, for the bodies of these ancestors were, and still are, 
left in the gardens for a period of time that may last twenty or more years before 
being exhumed and cremated.4 The background to this idea lies in the belief that 
the soul cannot be properly freed and leave the body until the latter is cremated; 
the soul is, therefore, tied to the place where the body is buried until cremation 
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takes place. There is, however, a positive aspect to this custom, for elders of Nusa 
Penida maintain that ancestors buried in the garden protect it, make it fertile, 
increase its productivity, and help their kin in caring for the garden and in their 
everyday farming tasks. 
The second of these definitions suggests that memedi are believed to be 
transformed isin bet. More specifically isin bet dwelling in the woods, are 
understood to change into a less wild type of spirit commonly known as memedi as 
a result of the effect of the ritual performed for the clearing of the forest (mapuun). 
As through the ritual process, the forest is domesticated and transformed, so too, 
to a degree, are its inhabitants. 
Additionally, the practice of burying the dead in the gardens has to a certain 
extent contributed to establishing and reinforcing the category of memedi, who, 
although defined by similarities with ancestral souls and isin bet, have a status and 
an identity of their own. 
Let us now look into more details of how memedi are thought to appear and 
behave. 
MEMEDI WORLD 
Memedi are believed to resemble physically human beings, although particular 
body features may vary significantly and be out of proportion. The main differences 
between them and human beings is the absence of the central cleft in their upper 
lips, which are therefore thought to be flat and featureless, their red hair, which 
makes them resemble dangerous leak, and, last but not least, their legs and feet 
are supposed to be like cattle hooves. 5 These spirits are supposed to dwell in a 
world coexistent with the human world but separated from it by a 'layer thin as that 
of an onion skin'. In their wanderings they do not use normal footpaths but utilise 
the paths intended for cattle. 
Memedi are held to be invisible but not for all humans, and for those who are 
able to see them they are distinguished by their particular physical traits. 
Furthermore, even though they are not given proper names, they are addressed 
with the use of classificatory kinship terms. Thus, according to the age of the 
person who sees and speaks to the memedi, the spirit can be addressed as 
dadong (grandmother), nanang (father [K]), meme (mother), as well as beli (elder 
brother) or embok (elder sister). The very fact that memedi - contrary to isin bet -
are designated through recourse to classificatory terms sets them within the 
relational universe of kin, all the more so if we consider that they are popularly 
understood to be uncremated ancestors. 
Memedi are credited with having alimentary habits equivalent to those of 
humans. Because they are held not to work, when food is lacking, memedi venture 
to the local market where they freely pick up whatever is needed (e.g. coffee, 
sugar, meat and vegetables) without paying for it. Shopkeepers say that, as 
humans are unable to see the spirits, they realise food has been taken away by a 
memedi only at the end of the market day, when they count the daily income and 
realise that their takings are less than what they were supposed to earn according 
to the level of sales in the market. Additionally, memedi are also presumed to steal 
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food crops from farmers when they take it home from the garden. In order to 
prevent this, farmers place a thorny branch on their basket as a sign of protection 
and possession. The thorny branch that protects the harvest is called sawen, just 
as the symbol of land retention used during mapuun ritual. 6 
Memedi live in the trees left in the gardens after clearing the forest. These 
trees, called umah memedi (memedls house), are thought to accommodate living 
quarters analogous in every respect to the banjar compound inhabited by the 
people of Sakti. According to some informers, the only difference, with respect to 
humans, is that memedi are believed not to own a sanggah. Spirits aggregate in 
extended families organised on kinship lines similar to that of humans; their social 
system is said to replicate that of the banjar, for, like the seka banjar, they engage 
in mutual help in times of need. Because memedi pervade the gardens with their 
presence, it may be relevant to see how the spirits are perceived by local people in 
this context. 
A GARDEN 
One of my informants, who owned various plots of agriculturally productive 
land in the area of banjar Sakti, described one of his plots in this way. 
This piece of land I call meket was farmed by my father for a long 
time and I used to come here when I was a child. After my father died -
quite some time ago - I worked it for a number of years. Now that I am old 
and absorbed in other business I have given the garden to someone else 
to work and we share whatever crops he plants. 
I know meket very well, my father told me where all the spirits of the 
garden are and introduced me to all of them as I have done with my 
children. In the garden there are several trees that have been there for 
ages. I have never dared to cut them because they host memedi. For 
instance, in the kangin area of the garden at the base of that frangipani 
tree is tied a male memedi. He is stupid and therefore has been tied there 
by his family lest he go around causing confusion and disturbing the 
people who work in the garden. In the kaja area, on the big kutuh tree 
there is a male memedi with a very large body and a small head. On the 
kauh side of the garden on the sambi tree there is an entire family of 
memedi composed of husband, wife and their children. They came from 
Penida, from where they were forcefully removed and asked me to 
accommodate them here. On the kelod side there is an area of wild bush 
with a lot of trees and shrubs occupied by a number of families of memedi. 
However, each of them lives in a different tree where they have their own 
house. In the center of the garden, not far from the shelter, there is a bi/a 
tree which hosts a young female memedi with her six-month-old child. 
They all look after the garden if I am not there and tell me if something is 
wrong or if someone has come here in my absence and stolen fruits or 
anything else. 
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Photo N. 9: Offerings presented to a large banyan tree. 
(Sakti 1991) 
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RELATIONS BETWEEN HUMANS AND MEMEDI 
Memedi are considered to be inferior to human beings, who, particularly as 
owners or cultivators of gardens, may act as their masters. People, however, say 
that the master-servant relationship is not simple and memedi behave as 
independently minded servants, as they are of a capricious nature. 
The spirits are thought to preside over gardens in the absence of their owners, 
and to help them in their daily tasks, such as weeding, fence and terrace making 
and harvesting. Indeed, the help of a memedi is thought to produce positive results 
such as a rapid, more successful conclusion of a job or a large harvest. Banjar 
elders of Sakti maintain that the area was formerly believed to have had a larger 
presence of memedi than today, as a result of which, food was plentiful for the 
spirits' help was available and abundant for all. 
In some instances relationships with humans may go beyond that of master 
and servant, and individual human beings may even enter into a marriage 
relationship with a memedi. However, it is said that only the person marrying the 
spirit is able to see him or her and their children.7 
Although memedi are reputed to be invisible, communication between them 
humans is possible, as some people are able to see them. Besides this, they 
are thought to appear in dreams to the owners of the land or those who have 
misbehaved toward them. following episode related an informant from Sakti 
some of these issues. 
Some years that 
terraces in on was as tall 
as a man I was looking on the stones to fill in the 
gaps between the large stones already in place in the wall. I had 
collected some small stones I raised head and I suddenly saw an old 
male memedi seated on the upper edge of the wall. I wasn't afraid, since I 
had met some memedi before. He did not say anything to me but started 
helping me in my task which was then quickly completed. we had 
finished, he told me that the day before, in the afternoon, I was 
absent, two men came to my garden and took away nine com cobs that 
they cooked that night for dinner. One of them was old, the other 
From his description I understood the men were uncle and 
grandfather. After the memedi finished his account he 
to verify if what he had was true. I then 
being followed on the 
uncle and my grandfather if had taken some corn 
They it. After I went 
went to the 
me. 
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KESAMBET MEMEDI 
As memedi are of a capnc1ous nature, relations with them are sometimes 
fraught with danger for humans unable or unwilling to respect their character. 
Owners of gardens take great care in introducing people, who come to their 
plot, to the memedi dwelling in their garden because acquaintance with the spirits 
and knowledge of proper rules of behaviour in dealing with them will prevent 
incoming people from making mistakes and thus provoking the spirits' hostility. It is 
in fact believed that if someone unknown to a memedi enters a garden protected 
by a spirit or, even worse, steps over or damages trees where his home (umah 
memed1) is set, the memedi will react by casting a spell on the stranger which will 
cause him lasting headaches and fevers. The event is known as kesambet 
memedi. It is also said that no doctor will be able to cure the illness and only a 
proper ritual, performed by the jero dukuh sakti, will restore his well-being. The 
brief ritual by which healing is achieved is called malepehin from the root lepeh, to 
'ask for forgiveness'. During the ceremony the jero dukuh sakti asks the memedi 
for forgiveness on behalf of his client. Then, after reciting a mantra he anoints 
(masmain) the head of his client with red saliva (pees gedubang) produced by 
chewing a mixture (adem) composed of sirih leaves (PIPER BETLE LINN. 13), areca nut, 
and gambier, after which, it is said, the person affected by the illness will 
promptly recover. 
examined in 
on the one the movement 
testifies to passage isolation to from the disorder of the forest to 
the order of the life in the village; on the other the symbolic element that 
unifies all these different places is their association, via isin bet or memedi, with 
ancestral souls. 
The different attributes assigned to the ancestors' souls in the wild, the 
gardens and the banjar, bear witness to their importance in the life of the locals 
and clarify their perception of these places. However, before these 
aspects of the discourse I must outline the relationship 
community inhabiting the banjar and ancestors' souls in Sakti 
dead in Nusa Penida are first buried 
the 
a 
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cremated and cremated (purified, Sang Pitra) ancestors. 
Uncremated ancestors are all those buried dead who are waiting for their 
cremation. In large parts of Nusa Penida the dead are still buried in the gardens. 
The soul of the dead are generally believed to stay near their remains until the time 
of exhumation comes. This has a particular significance for the attributes they are 
credited with, their role, and for the prosperity of the garden in which they are 
buried. In areas of Nusa Penida where the graveyard and the Pura Dalem are 
present, there is shared belief that these souls work during the day in the temple, 
while at night they abide in the graveyard. In both cases souls are inextricably tied 
to the place where the body is buried. As evidence of this link at Galungan, an 'all 
ancestors' festival, people bring food to the garden or to the graveyard where their 
ancestors are interred. 
Uncremated ancestors' souls - toward whom the living relatives still have an 
outstanding debt - may avenge themselves if left in this state for too long. As these 
souls are still considered unpurified, they are not asked for any dispensation of 
favours and are considered particularly unreliable and ambivalent. These souls are 
considered inferior to human beings and are not supposed to dwell in the banjar, 
as they wander outside it and in the gardens. Depending on context, they may be 
treated without any particular form of deference. Overall, these unpurified souls 
stand in a liminal area characterised by ambiguity and have relations with humans 
are in some respects similar to those which identify memedi. 
Uncremated ancestors' souls abandoned by their relatives become 'never-to-
be-cremated-ancestors'; these souls are considered especially dangerous and in 
as isin bet. Abandoned bring 
community has denied them the rituals 
depict a condition between society and a 
combination of apparently mutually exclusive attributes, for they are half human 
half animal, are invisible but can be seen, are inherently dangerous but be 
potentially helpful. This condition is analogous to the condition of the uncremated 
soul, who has definitively left human society and will be reintegrated in it after 
a lengthy period and the completion of complex purificatory rituals. 
memedi uncremated souls are characterised inherent ambivalence. As 
evidence of this ambiguity a further must be 
ancestors' souls associated with the gardens 
In in the case ancestors 
are thought to be 
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souls of uncremated ancestors 
associated with the garden: 
related to an appropriate place and 
endowed with positive attributes. 
associated with the banjar: 
related to an inappropriate place and 
endowed with negative attributes. 
memedi 
associated with the garden: 
related to an appropriate place and 
endowed with positive attributes. 
associated with the banjar: 
related to an inappropriate place and 
endowed with negative attributes. 
TABLE N.18: ANALOGIES BETWEEN THE SOULS OF UNCREMATED ANCESTORS AND 
ME MEDI. 
Cremated ancestral souls, on the contrary, are believed to dwell inside the 
respective sanggah kemulan in temples inside the banjar (Pura Mrajan, Pura 
Dadia). 10 They stand higher than humans, are considered god-like and are 
addressed with reverence. They are asked for dispensations - i.e. the healing of a 
sick child - but, more importantly, they are regularly requested to provide lustral 
water (tirta kemulan) as a concrete blessing on their descendants. Indeed, the 
procurement of tirta kemulan is considered to be a prerequisite for any individual 
ceremony or rite of passage. Cremated ancestors must be cared for and are fed 
every day with offerings by their relatives, if peace and prosperity is to be expected 
among the living. They may help humans in their tasks, but must also be appeased 
and treated with respect as any wrong-doing may provoke their anger. 
Both purified and unpurified ancestral souls awaiting for the time of their 
cremation are regularly called upon to visit the compounds of their relatives every 
six Balinese months (equivalent to 21 O days of the Gregorian calendar) in the holy 
cycle that begins with the day of Sugi Manik and, through Galungan, ends on the 
day of Kuningan. During this period, ancestors are supposed to visit the 
compounds of their relatives where they are regularly fed until their departure on 
Kuningan. Also, during this festival, differences in status between purified souls 
and unpurified ones are retained, for, while the first are offered food on a special 
pedestal (du/ang) on higher ground inside the residential house or the sanggah 
kemulan, the latter are given food inside the kitchen, the polluted and liminal area 
of the house, on common plates. During this long festival the presence of ancestral 
souls in the compound is supposed to bring fertility and prosperity to families, their 
gardens and animals. However, at the end of the period of holidays, the souls are 
dispatched by their relative places of abode. 
Thus, to briefly return to the identity of the memedi and their relationship with 
the dead, although it is rarely made explicit, what appears to be significant in 
respect to these spirits is that, the recourse to kinship terms, the physical and 
social characteristics attributed to them, their life style, and how they relate to the 
owners of gardens (i.e. through marriage, help, anger and revenge contacts, etc.), 
are all factors that confirm these ancestral souls are closer to man than the more 
remote isin bet; this relates them with the kind of deceased ancestors who are 
believed to abide in the gardens awaiting their time of cremation. The similarity 
between the souls of uncremated ancestors and these spirits lies in the 
characteristics that local people attribute to both of them, which are summarised in 
the following: 
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uncremated ancestors memedi 
are buried in gardens dwell in the gardens 
stand in between the forest and the banjar stand in between the forest and the banjar 
may harm as well as help human beings may harm as well as help human beings 
protect the gardens protect the gardens 
are kin are addressed with the use of kin terms 
are offered food and drink are offered food and drink 
are considered inferior to human beings are considered inferior to human beings 
are in a liminal status between represent a spirit whose identity lies in between 
the condition of human beings, and the condition of isin bet in the forest and the 
the condition of deified ancestors (Sang Pitra) in condition of Sang Pitra in the sanggah. 
the sanggah. 
TABLE N.19: ATTRIBUTES ASCRIBED TO UNCREMATED ANCESTORS AND MEMEDI. 
Last but not least, the parallel between memedi and uncremated ancestors 
should not be understood, in term of direct equivalence between a definite 
ancestor and an particular memedi. While isin bet are abandoned souls, memedi 
are cared for by the owners of their gardens. The specific equivalence between the 
soul of an uncremated ancestor and a memedi is never expressly stated, but rather 
left vague, first because of reverential fear of the ancestral soul, and, second, 
because to admit that someone's forefather remains uncremated after a long time 
has shame attached to it. 
LIMINALITY OF THE GARDEN 
Turner (1977:95) describes liminality as the condition of being 'betwixt and 
between' two other states organised by a different, more heavily structured set of 
norms, practices and beliefs. Liminality characterises the passage from one state 
to another, and represents a symbolic and pragmatic threshold that allows 
movement from one state to the other and vice versa. In the transition, between 
one state and another, some norms and beliefs pertaining to the initial condition 
are kept, others are transformed or thrown away, while new ones emerge and are 
adopted. Liminality, by its very nature, is not distinguished by the same internal 
coherence as the polar referents, between which it stands. 
On the basis of the ethnographic material presented in this and in the previous 
chapter I shall argue that the garden in the context of Sakti and Nusa Penida 
covers the role of liminal space, one that physically and metaphorically stands 
between the certainty of the banjar and the uncertainty of the forest. Two groups of 
evidence are gathered in support of this argument. The first concerns the settings 
and physical attributes qualifying the gardens, while the second considers the 
symbolic perceptions attached to the garden's environment vis-a-vis the forest and 
the banjar. 
The garden's concrete attributes have been presented in the previous chapter, 
but let me summarise them for the sake of clarity: First of all, as physical space, 
gardens are derived from forests, are placed at some distance from the banjar and 
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stand in between the wild and the inhabited areas. In addition, the organisation of 
the farming space within the garden shows the coexistence of domesticated plants 
(coconut, bananas, corn, etc.) as well as the preservation of certain wild trees 
which are not kept for their practical use but for their symbolic value and their link 
with the former environment. These trees and their immediate surroundings (umah 
memed1) conserve most of the attributes of the wild, even though they are 
integrated in the cultivated space. Secondly, the way a garden is symbolically 
perceived, through the beings who inhabit it and are associated with some of its 
trees, relates to the souls of the ancestors who are buried in it. Basically isin bet, 
memedi and Sang Pitra, in the perception of people form Sakti, are related to three 
different conditions of an ancestral soul who, in this context, is also associated with 
three different environments. 
!SIN BET MEMEDI SANG PITRA 
Related to never-to-be- Related to ancestors' souls Cremated ancestors souls 
cremated-ancestors awaiting to be cremated 
permanently abandoned 
(condition of permanent (condition of transitory (purified status) 
defilement ) pollution) 
Living in the forest trees. Dwelling in the garden trees. Abiding in the sanggah 
kemulan. 
Associated with the wild I the Associated with the garden. Associated with the banjar 
forest. and the compound. 
TABLE N.20 ANALOGIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN !SIN BET, MEMEDI AND SANG PITRA. 
and the so 
are gardens represent condition a 
between the isin bet and the Sang Pitra. In this light, and although different from 
them, it might be said that the memedi combine some of the qualities of the isin bet 
and of the Sang Pitra. On the one hand, memedi, like the forests' isin bet, abide in 
wild groves and trees and maintain some of their bad-tempered qualities. In 
contrast with isin bet, memedi have closer relations with humans which are not of 
an exclusive adversarial nature, but more ambivalent, as they combine positive and 
negative attributes and help humans in the gardens. 
solely confined to gardens, 
the hand, memedi share with 
these asked to 
are 
conditions and the possibility of a transition from isin bet to memedi to Sang Pitra is 
only rarely acknowledged. 
Other writers who have dealt with similar issues have seen in this topic one 
aspect of the confrontation between nature and culture. Notably Geertz (1960:28), 
analysing spirit beliefs in Java in a situation of forest clearing and the 
establishment of wet-rice cultivations says: 
despite the confusion, contradictions and discontinuities of abangan spirit beliefs, 
they present also a wider and more general meaning than the isolated 
explanations of unhealing wounds, psychological fugues, and improbable bad 
luck might led one to expect. They depict the triumph of culture over nature, 
human and nonhuman. As Javanese culture advances and the heavy tropical 
forest turns into rice fields and house lands, the spirits retreat to the remaining 
woods, the volcano cones, and the Indian Ocean. 
On the basis of the material presented above I would argue that in the case of 
Nusa Penida, rather than dealing with a sharp dichotomy and witnessing, in Levi-
Straussian fashion, the triumph of culture over nature, the process of forest 
clearing and the establishment of gardens could perhaps be better seen as a 
graded passage between society and the wilderness. In reality, in the present 
context, there is no such thing as a pure dichotomy, (this being mainly the result of 
our perceptive process) but a continuum between two polarities, as the garden, in 
the example shown, appears to encompass selected elements of the forest and of 
the banjar. This formulation appears consistent with what has already been argued 
(1980: 1 ff). Namely, dichotomies belonging to western culture, such 
as are sometime and to other 
modifying native meanings or which 
to them the same 
as westerners do. reason can to 
to understand nature and culture in an essentialist sense: 
that is, peoples apparently entertaining notions of this order may be thought of as 
wrestling with the same problems of control and definition as form the content of 
these terms for ourselves. (Strathern 1980: 1 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has continued the 
by the people of Nusa 
a of associated 
The presence of ancestral spirits, 
1 
The idea that, without losing their individual personalities, the souls of certain 
dead people are transformed after death into the spirits of the mountains, [trees) 
and other natural phenomena, means that human beings are surrounded on 
every side by a nature that is not what it seems to be; in river, animals and trees, 
and hidden by such an existence, are many fully conscious, aware, desiderous 
beings. 
Although I share her assessment, some distinctions must be maintained. The 
findings presented in this chapter indicate that the spirits associated with the 
natural environment come to be defined in terms of the space they inhabit, and the 
type of interaction humans have with that space (i.e. forest, bush, land, etc.). As 
the forest comes to be domesticated, spirits associated with it tend to be 
anthropomorphised and come to be seen as close to humans, or in terms of 
human society. However, this proximity cannot be at the expense of human 
identity. Spirits cannot be an exact replica of the human world, variation must be 
preserved if order is to be kept between these different realms of the world. 
Additionally, concrete references and symbolic associations have indicated 
that the garden, in the context of Sakti, covers the liminal area that stands between 
the wild and the banjar. Considering gardens as liminal space in both pragmatic 
and symbolic ways provides the proper framework for the chapters to come, where 
I will compare wild trees or trees inhabited by memedi and trees planted by 
humans in the garden (i.e. coconut or the banana), as these appear to be endowed 
with a different set of attributes and values than the former. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER VI 
1 On spirits and other Balinese creatures see for instance Hooykaas C. (1973a), Howe (1984), 
Oka Punyatmadja ( 1976), Anandakusuma (1986a) and Bandesa (1981) I have not considered leaks 
as strictly speaking these are not spirits, nor in Sakti are they directly associated with the gardens or 
the clearing of the forest. Leak is a term that defines a witch transformed, as a result of his/her 
practices, into a new being endowed with human as well as animal features and various dangerous 
qualities. 
2 A similar term with analogous meaning is present in Old Javanese. See [OEJD]. 
3 Wedi 1s also present with the same meaning in contemporary Javanese. 
4 On exhumation and cremation in Nusa Penida see chapter VIII. The delay between burial and 
cremation is a common feature of death rituals in Nusa Penida and may extend more than one 
generation with knowledge of burial sites passed on to new generations. For instance, in 1991 I was 
able to assist a cremation in banjar Pikat (desa Sakti) whose analogous ritual was last implemented 
by the same kin group, 15 years earlier. In 4 994 one of the jeroan of Sakti has undertaken the 
cremation ritual for all its dead of the last twenty years. In fact, the last time such a ritual was 
performed by this group dates back to 1974. 
The people of Nusa Penida and Bali are largely black haired. Red hair, which 1s extremely 
uncommon, 1s supposed to characterise beings placed outside the human community such as leak or 
memedi. 
See the use of sawen in the context of mapuun ritual in chapter V. 
1 Such an instance has also been mentioned by Mershon (1971142) who narrates the event of 
a three-year-old Balinese girl married to a tree. The marriage in that instance was called 'mesakapan 
ketuud'. Although, the author - puzzled by the marriage - does not speculate about the presence of 
spirits linked to specific trees, it is clear from the story that the girl was married to the spirit of the tree 
as reparation for wrongdoing done to the tree by her mother while she was pregnant with the girl. This 
relates to the belief that spirits inhabiting trees should be dealt with carefully. See the meaning of 
kesambet memedi further in this chapter. 
8 According to K. Heyne De Nuttige P/anten van lndonesie. (1950:517) the proper botanical 
name for the Balinese base or Indonesian sirih is PIPER BETLE LINN., and not - Piper Betel - as it is 
commonly referred to by most English writers. 
9 The Balinese pitra is related to the Sanskrit, and Old Javanese, term of (father), pitara, 
(forefather, ancestors), while the term pet ala is cognate to the Sanskrit, and Old Javanese, 
term of patala (one of the regions under the earth, earth, ground). For all these terms see [OJED]. 
The terms used in Sakti to refer to uncremated and cremated souls differ from those generally used 
in Bali. In Bali the common term for an uncremated soul is while the expression used to 
address souls already cremated is pitara. The title dewa in reference to purified souls is used only 
after the last of the rituals held for the purification of the soul. called nganteg This ceremony, 
which requires higher expenses and a visit to the religious precinct of Tega/ and Dalem 
Puri, which is set at the borders of the temple complex of Pura Besakih in Bali, 1s seldom n<>r'fnrm,,.n 
in Nusa Penida. The whole cycle of ceremonies that lead to the final of the soul in its 
like form is called in both Bali and Nusa Penida. In Balinese indicates both dead 
person and any of the seven into which the earth is divided. extension, may 
also refer to the earth itself. 
10 As evidence of this, suffice it to say that formerly in Sakti still in some areas of Nusa 
cremation was a ritual called matuun in which an icon of the was 
burnt instead of the corpse. Then, the ashes, closed in a coconut, were buried the foot the 
sa110c1an kemulan. The ancestors link with the kemu/an appears thus to be founded upon the 
1 
material remains as ancestors who, though in a purified form, were effectively buried under it 
11 As a clear example of this see Karim (1981a, 1981b). Considering Ma' Betisek concepts of 
living things she argues: 
The concept of 'kemall' among the Ma' Betisek is related to the belief that all plants 
and animals originate from the souls (mangat) of dead humans. For this reason, 
plant and animals posses human characteristics. The component of the soul of 
dead humans called mangat /ajin ('energetic soul') which does not make the journey 
to the first stop in the overworld, Pu/au Buah, is said to enter the womb of pregnant 
animals and to creep into young plants. Plants and animals, therefore, share a 
component of the soul of humans. [Karim (1981b:45)] 
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CHAPTER VII 
FLORAL CLASSIFICATION 
AND 
BOTANIC IDIOM 
INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapters we came to appreciate the importance of land and 
flora in the life of the people of Nusa Penida and in their perception of the natural 
environment. This chapter follows with an analysis of some of the issues raised 
previously. In particular, in the first part of this chapter I will deal with the folk 
categories upon which flora is classified in Nusa Penida. I then consider the 
distinction between domesticated and wild trees, some folk notions about tree 
physiology, and key qualitative differences accorded by Balinese to the realms of 
flora, fauna and the humans. 
In the second part of this chapter I shift the focus and consider flora and the 
use plants as part of a botanical idiom common to most Austronesian people. In 
this context I discuss the significance this idiom and present three examples. 
first dealing with the Balinese terms taru and wit, the second referring to the 
and role in the village space of two major trees existing in every 
village (bingin and kepah), the third examining two icons used in Balinese 
represent human beings. 
Natural classification has been one the primary issues in the 
anthropological debate, as it was thought that its analysis could contribute to the 
explanation of the basic structures upon which 'primitive' society and thought was 
organised. Durkheim and Mauss (1903) maintained that primitive classification was 
merely a reflection of social classification. Later, (1 utilised the 
Durkhemian model to analyse natural categories 
particular animals) that were understood and classified 
anomalies. Again primacy was given to social organisation and 
nature was perceived and classified came 
and values. and Mauss 
authors, among them 
of the their 
on 
explanation 
that led to the formation of such classificatory models. As Morris (1987:279) 
argued: 
It would be a mistake [ ... ] to imply that classificatory schemata are devised only 
as intellectual enterprises, as merely demand for order. Levi-Strauss is certainly 
correct in suggesting that systematic knowledge of the environment "cannot relate 
just to practical purposes"; nevertheless, symbolism often serves an ideological 
function and natural taxonomies, like science, have a pragmatic value. This is 
why taxonomies tend to be more complex and systematized around the more 
fundamental pragmatic concerns, such as game, and domesticated crops. 
Hallpike (1979:169 ff) has stressed the relevance of classification in ordering 
aspects of human experience that come to be important for a given society. In his 
analysis, rather than 'scientific taxonomies' or 'exhaustive classificatory systems', 
the elements that govern the principles of classification are concrete properties, 
including experience and cognitive processes as well as 'phenomenal 
associations'. 
More recently Atran (1993:15-71) has argued that all folk taxonomies appear 
to be universally organised by similar mental procedures and that folk classification 
is structured along a fixed hierarchy of inclusive classes of organisms or taxa. After 
a critique of functionalist theory of folk taxonomies and an appreciation of the work 
of Berlin, Breedlove and Raven (1973), Atran (1933:5) suggests that the organising 
structure of lay taxonomy is 'universally and primarily composed of three absolutely 
c) 
hierarchical levels': 
unique beginner: this refers to the basic category of plants, or animals, as 
that humans it; 
this category corresponds to modern 
recognisable both in 
terms of reference; 
life-form: this is intended to be class of forms of life seen as 
of common sense in the fact that folk-
taxa are not demarcated like scientific taxa, folk and scientific 
classifications have tended to share a basic The idea that 
kinds fall into 
1 
framework, seem 'substantially' different because they provide two distinct 
organisations of 'nature', which in turn depend upon two diverse concepts of 
'nature'. For, while folk taxonomies are the product of a phenomenological self-
centred perception of the natural world, scientific taxonomies aim for a more 
objective set of replicable and universally valid explanations, and are thus 
potentially removed from the actor's immediate perception. 
On the way native classifications have been represented, first Goody 
(1977:53), and more recently Ellen (1993:31), have argued that the construction of 
folk-biological classifications has been largely influenced by the way in which the 
sociological and anthropological tradition has dealt with these issues as coherent 
expressions of given cultures. In particular these disciplines have tended to: 
arrange, categorise and formalise native classifications as if they were consistent 
with literate form of communication and tradition, [ ... ] there is good reason to 
believe that the 'observed' uniformities of folk classification are in part produced 
by their transmission to paper and by perceiving them as an instance of this 
mode. Ellen (1993:31) 
Descola (1992), reflecting on the relationship between 'nature' and 'society', 
has argued that even though folk taxonomies appear to be elaborated in ways that 
seems to be universally shared, the relevant issue from an anthropological 
perspective is the analysis of the relations that a society has with its environment 
as a whole and the natural objects that compose it. 
In presenting the floral classification of the people of Nusa Penida, first of all I 
have adhered to Descola's point of view, as these classes do not exclusively 
indicate biological characteristics, but occasionally refer to the significance of these 
categories as examined for their social relevance (i.e. the meaning attached to 
entik-entikan or the nature of the distinction between kayu and punyan). Secondly, 
my exposition conforms with Goody and Ellen's critique of native ethnobiological 
presentations, since a number of the classes I present overlap, while others have a 
variable degree of internal consistency. Let us now turn our attention to the way 
the people of Nusa Penida classify their flora. 
CLASSIFYING FLORA 
A system of folk classification is defined here as an organised set of classes; a 
class is a collection or a gathering of elements, taxonomies in the case of flora, 
that come to be related because of particular traits, analogies, or symbolic 
associations linked with them. (Needham 1979) What I present here is basically a 
system of classification in which the various classes are built upon the knowledge 
people in Nusa Penida entertain concerning their flora. Ellen (1993:158) has 
indicated that all folk classification should be understood as 'necessarily applied 
and none truly theoretical'. In this light, the classes presented here are formed on 
the basis of practical knowledge, as well as traditional notions or ideas associated 
with specific floral elements. 
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According to the people of Nusa Penida, flora is divided into the following 
classes: 
A) Entik-entikan; this is a general term that concerns everything within the 
vegetable world that grows, sprouts, or is visibly flourishing or developing. 
It refers especially to new sprouts and shoots, and is not applied to 
already grown plants or large trees. The term is used in Bali too and 
because of its emphasis on growing it has sometimes been glossed as 
flora. Because of its stress on visible development the term can also be 
used to qualify growing aspects of the human body, such as that of hair or 
teeth, which are perceived to be analogous to that of a young plant.1 
Entik-entikan comprises the sub-class of pamula-mulaan. 
A.1) Pamula-mulaan or pu/a-pulaan. In the area I worked in both names 
indicate any type of tree or vegetation planted by humans whose produce 
is used for human consumption or needs. This is a large sub-class, as an 
example of its inclusiveness the following items are found in it: tabia krinyi 
(red pepper), poh (mango), juuk (CITRUS AURANTIUM) as well as padi (pantun 
[A]) (rice) or kese/a sawi (cassava). Pamula-mulaan is derived from pula 
as the generic name for anything that has been planted, and is cognate 
with the Old Javanese mula for: root, tree root. beginning [OJED]. 
All floral objects defined as pamula-mu/aan belongs to the class of entik-
entikan, while the reverse is not true. 
B) Kayu; the term hints again at a large class and points to all types of trees 
that have a woody stem, including those that grow wild, and are not 
commonly planted by human beings. The term kayu is also used to 
indicate a living tree as well as 'timber'. This class may be the product of 
both objective biological characteristics and technological and cultural 
evaluation associated with the use of trees. 
B.1) The class of kayu embraces the sub-class of punyan which refers to 
all woody trees commonly planted by humans. This sub-class could be 
considered the opposite of kayu. All trees defined as punyan belong to the 
class of kayu with the notable exception of the botanical species of palms, 
as these enjoy a peculiar place in the Balinese floral world. (Because the 
classes of punyan and kayu are related they will be dealt with more 
exhaustively in a separate section). 
C) Taru [A] and Wit [A]. Both these terms belong to high Balinese and are 
commonly glossed as 'tree'. Both names occupy a particular place in 
Balinese language for they are not so much associated with botanical 
categories or species, but used in a more metaphorical way. In fact, taru 
and wit, as lexical roots, are used to create other terms that refer to 
categories central to Balinese life. This aspect will be fully dealt with in the 
second part of this chapter where I consider the idea of a 'botanic idiom' 
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and then specifically deal with both these names. 
D) Buku denotes all types of vegetation characterised by a stem divided into 
joined sections. Buku may indicate a plant distinguished by a hollow stem 
like the bamboo (tiing}, as well as a plant characterised by a full stem such 
as maize Uagung}, sorghum Uagung gambah, jagung gembal) or sugar 
cane (tebu). 
E) Bun designates the class of all types of creeping vegetation (vine like) with 
thin as well as thick twisting stems that may or may not produce crops. 
Included in this class are all types of creeping beans such as komak 
(DOLICHOS LABLAB) or kacang sutra (VIGNA SINENSIS ENDL.). Base (sirih, PIPER 
BETLE LINN. 2), se/a bun (sweet potatoes) and tabu (pumpkin) are also 
included in this class because of their botanical characteristics. 
F) Padang defines the class of all types of grass or shrub growing in wild as 
well as inhabited areas. Ambengan (IMPERATA cvuNDRICA) belongs to this 
class. 
G) Bunga I Sekar are two generic terms that cover all types of flowers. 
From the index a number of elements are worth noticing: first of all, entik-
entikan is the single paramount class that may aspire to encompass the whole 
floral world. In Atran's terms this class could be understood as a 'unique beginner'. 
Secondly, classes like kayu, and sub-classes like pamula and punyan appear 
to be construed as large functional categories shaped and determined by their role 
in an agricultural society. In this context kayu is a polysemic term, as it indicates 
both 'tree' and 'wood' and comprises in its semantic field two functional classes: 
kayu and punyan, with the first class overlapping the second. As some of these 
groups may overlap some taxa may be part of more than one class at the same 
time, this should not be seen as a contradiction but simply speaks for the 
inclusiveness of these classes and of the nature of native classifications that may 
be not particularly suitable for the construction of formal categories. Thus, in a 
particular context a mango tree could be included in entik-entikan, in pamula-
mulaan or, if individually singled out, more commonly referred to as punyan poh. 
While the same tree once cut simply becomes kayu poh: 'mango wood'. 
Thirdly, classes such as kayu, bun, buku, padang, bunga, seem based on 
concrete plant features or on some of their characteristics. In this respect they may 
be closely identified with Atran's 'life-forms'. (e.g. floral classes identified by specific 
visual morphological elements that distinguish them from other types of floral 
species). 
It is worth noticing that some of the terms distinguishing these classes present 
characteristics of value embedded in their meaning, these attributes may refer to 
the properties of living entities (i.e. entik-entikan, as well as to Atran's life-forms}, or 
to the fact that a given class has been planted by human beings (i.e. pamula-
mu/aan, punyan). 
Last but not least, some of the terms included in this index (i.e. bunga, taru, 
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wit) are used not only to refer to a biological class but form the base for other 
words or expressions with wider metaphoric usage. For instance, bunga has wider 
metaphoric meaning and it is frequently associated with female beauty, the 
common expression bungan natah refers in fact to the beautiful girl of the 
compound. 
KAYU, PUNYAN AND DOMESTICATION 
Agriculturalist societies - like that of Nusa Penida - depend largely for their 
survival on plants and their produce. Domesticated plants, taken as plants or 
cultigens whose reproductive cycle comes to be controlled by man, because of 
their role, come to be defined in a different way from wild ones.3 As reported, 
plants having a woody stem are divided into those planted by humans 
(domesticated) and those that grow wild. This distinction is reflected in the use of 
linguistic terms (classifiers) that precede the local botanical plant names, punyan is 
used for the first type of plants, whereas for the second kayu is used. For example, 
some trees that belong to the kayu class are listed below: 
Balinese name 
kayu cenana 
kayu dapdap 
kayujuwet 
kayu sambi 
Botanical name 
(SANT ALUM ALBUM LINN.) 
(ERYTHRINA LITHOSPERMA Mia.) 
(AzADIRACHTA INDICA Juss.) 
(TECTONA GRANDIS LINN.) 
(STERCULIA FOETIDA LINN.) 
(TRENE SURENID) 
(ZIZYPHUS JUJU BA LAMK.) -
(EUGENIA CUMINI MERR.) ** 
(SCHLEICHERA OLEOSA MERR.) ** 
TABLE N.21 BALINESE TREE NAMES AND THEIR LATIN BOTANICAL EQUIVALENT 
These trees produce wild edible berries. Notwithstanding that fact, they are in no way 
systematically planted or regularly cultivated.) 
The planted-vs.-wild distinction is not the only one that 
'"'"''""~'"'"' these two classes; at another level and 
has a human 
1 
referred to in various phases of his/her life in Nusa Penida and Bali. Again, the 
change in name underlines a shift in status or role. A Balinese bears his/her name 
throughout his/her life. However, the way a person is called changes once a 
person, after marriage, has his/her first heir. In this new instance the parents are 
called by the name of their first living child, preceded by the relative gender 
classifier. Thus gurun Darma is the father of Darma while the mother is called 
memen Darm a. 4 The way parents are called establishes their roles vis-a-vis the 
community and emphasises, among other things, that their reproductive status has 
been achieved. However, at their death, which also symbolises the end of their 
reproductive cycle, at the moment they become detached (metaphorically cut) from 
the society they belong to, they return to being called by their original name. 
In terms of plants the shift between punyan and kayu concerns the large 
majority of trees grown for their fruit or used for their produce such as: 
The live tree Once cut becomes: 
(Balinese name and botanical name) (Balinese name) 
punyan belimbing kayu belimbing 
(AVERRHOA CARAMBOLA LINN.) 
punyan celagi kayu celagi 
(TAMARINDUS INDICA LINN.) 
punyan duren kayu duren 
(DURIO ZIBETHINUS) 
punyanjuuk kayujuuk 
(CITRUS MAXIMA MERR.) 
punyan nyambu kayu nyambu 
(EUGENIA AQUEA BURM.) 
punyan poh kayu poh 
(MANGIFERA INDICA LINN.) 
punyan timbul kayu timbul 
(ATROCARPUS COMMUNIS FORST.) 
punyan pule kayu pule 
(ALSTONIA SCHOLARIS R.BR.) 
punyan nangka kayu ketewel 
(ARTOCARPUS INTEGRA MERR.) 
punyan ntal seseh ntal 
(BORASSUS FLABELLIFER LINN.) 
punyan nyuh seseh nyuh 
(Cocos NUCIFERA LINN.) 
punyan buah seseh buah 
(ARECA CATECHU) 
punyan biu batang [N-P], gedebong 
(MUSA PARADISIACA LINN.) 
TABLE N.22: DIFFERENCES BElWEEN CLASSIFICATORY TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH LIVING 
TREES AND CLASSIFICATORY TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH CUT ONES. 
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Palms have a special place in the lives of the people in Nusa Penida and once 
cut they are also distinguished by a specific classifier. Seseh in Nusa Penida refers 
to the stem of a cut palm tree.5 The shift from punyan to kayu or seseh is not the 
only difference that concerns domesticated trees; for particularly important plants, 
not only the classifier and the terms applied to the tree according to whether its 
alive or dead (i.e. from punyan nangka to kayu ketewe/), but the terms of reference 
for the plant or its fruit change throughout the life of the tree, as it passes through 
different stages of growth. Special cases that emphasise the change of the name 
in relation to the life of the tree are well represented by the coconut tree (punyan 
nyuh) and the banana tree (punyan biu). Because of their great importance in 
Nusa Penida and Balinese life a chapter is devoted to each. 
In the light of what has been said above, the best gloss for punyan seems to 
be a living tree that has been planted (by a human) because of its overall utility, for 
its fruit, leaves, or for any other of its by-products. Sometime it is not possible to 
define a specific reason for the planting of a tree, in so far as in rural areas all the 
produce of a tree, from leaves to flowers and fruits, tends to be used. 
As I have been dealing with domesticated trees, a few words should be said 
about traditional principles for assessing edibility. According to village elders, these 
criteria were established in the following way: for fruit, those eaten by birds were 
noted, this would be an indication that the fruit could be safely eaten, and so 
introduced into the diet. As far as edible leaves are concerned, people likewise 
observed animal behaviour, in which case it would be noticing, for instance, what 
kind of leaves a cow grazed upon. This was interpreted as evidence that the leaves 
could be safely tested and, if satisfactory, used for human consumption. 
PRAMANAANDTARUPRAMANA 
Pramana is an Old Javanese word of Sanskrit derivation that refers to a 
number of concepts, among which the means of acquiring right knowledge, clear 
perception, controlling force and life-giving power, as expressed both by the 
supreme deity governing and bestowing life on everything, and its individual 
manifestations present in all living beings. (see Zoetmulder OJED). The idea is 
expressed in the teaching of Dewa Ruci to Sima. Soebardi (1975:51) who has 
examined the text of Dewa Ruci reminds us that: 
The Pramana in fact is an individuation of the Divine essence. The relationship of 
the Pramana to be found in every man with the body is expressed in the Dewa 
Ruci by the following metaphor: 
This Pramana is engrafted on you, 
and as an orchid on a tree 
is its habitation in the body. 
The life of the Pramana 
derives from the Suksma, 
the Pramana dominates the body. 
The orchid is the metaphor for the Pramana and the tree is the body. When the 
body dies, the Pramana loses its strength. When the Pramana vanishes it returns 
to the Hyang Suksma, who is immortal. The Pramana is a manifestation of the 
Hyang Suksma and has its origin in It and is created by It. 
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The story of Dewa Ruci is famous in Java, while in Bali and Nusa Penida it is 
well known for one of its central episodes: Bima's search for the water of life 
(Bimaswarga). 
I have added this digression into Javanese propaedeutical teachings for three 
reasons: firstly, to indicate that the concept of pramana is equally present in 
Balinese thought, where, besides conserving very much the same meanings as in 
Old Javanese, the idea of strength is attached to it; secondly, to introduce the 
belief that human beings as well as trees are endowed with a life force, pramana, 
of the same type and nature; and thirdly, to indicate that in the concept of 
pramana, as it is understood in Nusa Penida and Bali, humans, flora and fauna, 
are joined in a single field as all are an expression, a realisation, of this divine 
force. The common presence of this element makes human beings and flora 
compatible and in certain respects analogous. In the following section I will 
consider the idea of pramana, as the concept is a relevant one in understanding of 
the perception people from Nusa Penida and Bali have of flora. 
The concept of pramana as it relates to plant strength and life force is the 
subject matter of a Balinese lontar text called Taru Pramana.s The text is thought 
to represent an account of traditional Balinese herbal therapy against a number of 
common diseases. It relates the story of Mpu Kuturan, a learned Javanese who is 
credited with being one of the founding fathers of Balinese Hinduism, who went in 
search of remedies for the illnesses caused by his brother Mpu Bradah. In this 
search, while meditating in a graveyard, the sage was visited by Durga who, on 
Siwa's instructions, indicated to him that the true knowledge enshrined in each 
plant could help him in his task. Thereafter, each plant presented itself to Mpu 
Kuturan and revealed its characteristics, qualities and healing properties to him. 
In this instance I will not deal with the whole text. However, some of the ideas 
expressed in it are fairly common in Nusa Penida and Bali and further our 
understanding of the relation between humans and flora in these societies. First of 
all, plant characteristics (as well as human characteristics and types) come to be 
related to aspects of the wider world (sun, moon, stars) and, on the basis of these 
associations they are defined as hot, cool and lukewarm.7 Secondly, it is not Mpu 
Kuturan who enquires about the plants, but it is the latter who indicate their 
properties to him and explain the nature of their powers. In this context plants can 
be understood as autonomous agents. In particular, as Hobart (1990) has 
suggested, plants in traditional Balinese thought maintain the role of agents equally 
invested with the same ontological status as a human being or a social group. 
Additionally, in the context of Balinese healing practices, plants are used to help in 
the curative process, this is consistent with the traditional notion that the life force 
(pramana) of a tree can be transmitted to and acquired by human beings through 
the use or the consumption of its parts. For instance a dapdap tree, presenting 
itself to Mpu Kuturan, explains that its sap leaves and roots are cooling, its bark is 
plain, thereby indicating to the sage that its parts can be used to produce a potion 
that can be used to cure a bloated stomach. 
Last but not least, the instance of trees acting as agents is not confined to 
Taru Pramana, but extends to a number of different issues. In Nusa Penida water 
is a very scarce and valuable resource. On the south-east coast of the island, in a 
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small valley open to the sea, lies one of the most important wells of the area, 
known as semer Tanjung Atuh. The semer is composed of twin wells, one for use 
by humans and the other for use by domestic animals; they serve a large domain 
in the area ranging from Karang to Tanglad and Pelilit. The wells are closely 
surrounded by a small group of trees. Locals report that the valley where the wells 
are located was once full of trees. Now most of them have been cut and the area 
replanted with coconut groves. However, a small patch of wild trees still surrounds 
the wells. Locals believe that the presence of water inside the wells depends on 
the integrity of the surrounding trees, and that there is a causal link between the 
presence of the trees and water. It is in fact retained that should the trees be cut, 
the flow of water in the wells would also cease. As evidence of this, it is said that 
the quantity of water had already diminished, as the result of cutting most of the 
surrounding forest. 
QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES 
To further appreciate the relationship between flora and humans we must 
consider in more detail Balinese thought about these realms within the wider 
context of the characteristics attributed to flora, fauna and human beings. 
Differences between these three categories are not observed to be in terms of 
biodiversity, but to be discrete steps along a unique path that leads toward human 
perfection. The corresponding Balinese forms for these western terms are: 
flora 
fauna 
humans 
entik-entikan, pamula-mu/aan * 
baburon 
manusa 
* [understood broadly as including all the other floral classes. as mentioned above] 
Diversity between these realms is only a matter of discrete categories, as what 
is common to all of them, and at the same time is held to distinguish each of them, 
is the presence of bayu, sabda and idep. These terms, all of Old Javanese origin, 
identify the qualities that bestow existence on any material form. Flora. fauna and 
humans are alive precisely because they are endowed with bayu, sabda, idep. 
Whereas at one level the term pramana has the wide meaning of energy, strength, 
measure and calculation, at another level it indicates the correct way to achieve 
knowledge through a preordained procedure comprising three different but related 
paths. 
In Nusa Penida and Bali the triad is generally known as tripramana - it is 
apparently taught like this in Balinese primary and secondary schools - and 
appears to be open to different definitions. For instance, Pudja (1989:119), 
Hooykaas C. (1964:26) and Hobart (1986b:148-9) emphasise the textual and 
knowledge-related aspects of the bayu, sabda, idep complex. s While I agree with 
these authors about the diffusion and use of the concepts of bayu, sabda, idep, it 
seems to me that Puja, Hooykaas, and Hobart to a lesser degree, though 
remaining fully within Balinese tradition, have adopted a Brahmanical perspective 
in analysing this issue. In Nusa Penida I have found a shift in the interpretation of 
the concept of tripramana at the popular level. This is a shift from knowledge-
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related aspects to power, energy and material substances which, according to 
native assumptions, are the fundamental qualities that make life possible among 
human beings, flora and fauna. Within this context each element of the triad is 
thought to have the following meaning and embody these qualities: 
Bayu: the term is generally glossed as energy, but covers a range of meanings, 
all related to body energy and strength on one side, and breath, wind, air, 
gas or body exhalation on the other. Bayu is thus 'air' as well as the 
'various kinds of winds or vital airs of the body' [see Zoetmulder OJED]. 
Overall bayu appears to be a necessary condition for the presence of life, 
and is best conceived of as the breath of life or the body's life energy. 
Plants', animals', and bodies' movements are considered to be caused by 
bayu. 
Sabda: the concept groups together a set of meanings related to speech and 
utterance. In particular, the term is used to refer to any word or utterance 
that has supposedly come from God. More generally, sabda indicates the 
faculty of producing sound or speech, which is by no means confined to 
God or human beings. Animals too are thought to be endowed with sabda. 
Since each animal kind is equipped with the faculty to produce its own 
distinctive sounds, Balinese believe that each species of animals is 
endowed with a distinct language. Animals communicate among 
themselves through their language which is proper to their species and 
generally unintelligible to ordinary human beings. Unlike animals and 
humans, flora is not endowed with sabda. 
ldep: this is the last term of the triad. Generally glossed as 'thought', it is 
understood more broadly as a category indicating all the faculties of the 
human mind. ldep is peculiar only to human beings, and it is supposed to 
be the key quality that differentiates humans from flora and fauna. Indeed, 
human life is held to be possible only because of the existence of idep. 
The tripramana represents the basic qualities of life that underlie elementary 
matter; to summarise, these categories can be glossed in this way : 
Bayu Sabda ldep 
breath of life faculty to produce sound the mind 
life's flowing energy speech thought 
movement I motion 9 utterance reason 
TABLE N.23: SUMMARY OF THE QUALITIES ASSOCIATED WITH BAYU, SABDA, IDEP. 
Bayu, sabda, idep do not appear equally shared among humans, flora and 
fauna. Indeed, as the substances that compose flora, fauna and humans are held 
to be the same - those known as panca maha buta are respectively thought to be: 
earth, water, fire, air and ether 10 - it is precisely the way in which bayu, sabda, 
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idep are distributed that constitutes the key difference between humans, flora and 
fauna. Balinese believe that distinctions between flora, fauna and human beings 
are only of degree and of qualitative nature. All these categories lie along a 
continuum, ranging from simple to complex, from endowed with one quality to 
endowed with all qualities. In this respect, the distribution of bayu, sabda and idep 
among flora, fauna and humans is the following: 
CATEGORIES 
flora 
fauna 
humans 
QUALITIES 
bayu 
bayu, sabda 
bayu, sabda, idep 11 
TABLE N.24: MANIFESTATION OF BAYU, SABDA, IDEP IN FLORA, FAUNA AND THE HUMANS. 
The presence or absence of any of these three qualities is what establishes 
the differences between humans, flora and fauna; as it is the progressively 
ordained addition of single qualities that in the end determines the peculiarities of 
one category in relation to the others, and vice versa. Moreover, flora, fauna and 
humans are all related, as bayu, the breath of life', is common to all of them and 
indeed it is its presence that accounts for the life in all of them.12 
BOTANIC IDIOM 
In considering kinship metaphors in an eastern Indonesian society, Fox (1971) 
has documented the presence of a 'botanic idiom' that pervades several aspects of 
Rotinese language, where kinship relations are phrased in terms of botanical 
analogies, while ritual chanting is built upon a developed plant semiology. 
Additionally, the use of a recurrent speech of botanic idiom, and the recourse to 
categories of botanic growth, is an inherent historical feature of the Austronesian 
discourse associated with the analysis of origin structures and systems of 
precedence (see Fox 1992). 
The concept of 'botanic idiom' is better suited to present a set of analogies 
that associate flora and human beings which cannot be fully accounted for through 
a classificatory approach, nor linked to a particular system of classification, such as 
the one used in the first part of this chapter. 
The people of Nusa Penida show a great awareness with respect to plants, 
comparable to that present in other Austronesian societies. Categories central to 
Balinese life are formed with reference to trees and plants. It is therefore worth 
looking at the meanings attributed to plants and the relationship between plants 
and human beings from this perspective. However, in considering the idea of 
particular 'botanic idiom' in Nusa Penida I will not limit the analysis, or the 
examples, to the linguistic aspects of Balinese speech that relate to this discourse, 
but refer to all facets of plant semiology and Balinese life as well. In particular, I 
shall present three brief examples of this idiom that relate to: 
the significance of the terms taru and wit; 
the importance and role of two specific types of plant - bingin and kepah -
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in village life; 
the use of plants in making human icons in ritual context. 
TARU, WIT, MULA AND BELIT 
Taru [A] and wit [A] belong to high Balinese, and are used as tree classifiers. 
However, in Nusa Penida these terms are rarely used to indicate a vegetative 
context, but have come to refer to categories of social organisation, origin and 
descent. 
Taru, originally Sanskrit, then Old Javanese, is glossed in this language as a 
tree (e.g. kalpa-taru). From this are derived taruna: a young unmarried man as 
well as taruni: an unmarried woman. (Zoetmulder [OJED]). Wit indicates, in Old 
Javanese, origin, cause, beginning, base, foundation, stem, tree. The term is 
cognate with witan: origin, beginning, cause and with kawitan progenitor, 
ancestor, grandparent. (Zoetmulder [OJED]) 
In high Balinese, these names have conserved their Old Javanese meaning 
as plant, stem, or tree but have also come to be used as metaphors for specific 
aspects of Balinese social life. Thus from taru, a tree, is derived taruna - taruni (or 
truna - trum) the name given to the organisation of unmarried men and women 
active at banjar or desa level.13 The young, because of their vigour and 
youthfulness, are comparable to new plants. Wit refers again to a tree, but in this 
instance, the semantic emphasis shifts to the plant's origin, expansion and growth, 
as these elements become the analogy for the development and ramifications of 
descendence. As already mentioned (see chap.Ill), any localised origin group 
(dadia) in Bali and Nusa Penida asserts an ideal reference to a common origin, 
which is taken to be the genealogical source for all members of the dadia and 
commonly referred to as kawitan. The name is derived from and points to a living 
tree, wit, with whom the dadia is iconographically identified. 
Additionally, in Nusa Penida, and in some areas of Bali, the term ued, which 
also means 'origin', is used and may refer to origin groups (i.e., uedne mu/a Pasek 
Geigel: their origin is indeed Pasek Gelge~. In this context the term condenses the 
Indonesian meaning of asal and asli, understood as 'coming from', 'originate from' 
and 'native of. In a botanical frame of reference, which relates origin categories to 
botanical forms, ued may also be related to tued, which is the Balinese word for 
'stump'. Although in Nusa Penida ued is commonly utilised, in Bali this word 
appears less known and used than wit. Moreover, according to Guermonprez, the 
use of ued in northern Bali is mocked as backward peasant talk. 14 
A further convergence between botanical metaphors and descent is 
represented by the term mula. As indicated before, one of the categories used to 
classify flora by the people from Nusa Penida is pamula-mulaan. 
Thus, while on the one hand, the term mu/a may be related to the Balinese 
word pula as the action of planting, on the other hand the term appears to be 
derived from the Old Javanese mula, itself a Sanskrit word. According to 
Zoetmulder [OJED] mula means: root of a plant or tree, lowest part, basis, 
foundation, cause, origin, beginning. From mula is derived kamulan: beginning, 
origin, former state, ancestor. Criticising the attribution of a Sanskrit root to this 
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term, Guermonprez 15 has argued that it seems strange that the Sanskrit term 
mula would have been borrowed to designate the lowest level of ancestry (i.e., 
kemulan), while higher levels of ancestry would have kept their Austronesian 
names: kawitan, dadia, paibon. 
However, Balinese kemulan (kamulan) conserves many of the Old Javanese 
meanings, and in the Balinese context has come to indicate a specific shrine 
(sanggah kemulan) considered the origin point from where a lineage has grown 
and expanded. In the shrine both the immediate lineage of founding ancestors (the 
roots) and Hindu Gods are honoured. All the houses derived from this original 
source maintain a dependency on the sanggah kemulan (in the form of a small 
shrine) inside their compounds, which acts as a repository for the offering 
presented to the ancestors abiding in the primeval shrine. However, the household 
that retains the original sanggah kemu/an is not regarded as taking precedence 
over the rest of the descent group. In these analogies the plant life cycle becomes 
a complete metaphor for descent and growth, for if elders are associated with roots 
(kamula) younger generations are represented as new stems (taru). 
As an example of the pervasiveness of the correspondences mentioned 
above, in Bali names of Bali Aga groups still bear references to specific plants. 
Guermonprez (1987:204) writes: 
Three names of soroh supposedly belonging to Bali Aga allow us to perceive the 
change in values attached to the idea of race, values that have moved from a 
domain of autonomy to one of caste society. Pulasari, Katewel, Kayu Selem 
respectively indicate: the first a plant and the others trees. Furthermore a legend 
tells that the ancestor of the last two groups was a tree to whom a god gave life. 
The divinity did have a Hindu name but the legend clearly remind us of a mythical 
substrata of autonomous origin. [my translation and italics] 
As a further analogy between the world of flora and progeny I should observe 
that in Nusa Penida descent is expressly compared to the amount of fruit produced 
by a tree. In Sakti a couple that has a large number of children can be labelled befit 
[NP]. The analogy is taken from the floral world where the term is used to indicate 
a prolific tree bearing plenty of fruits. 
Origin structures and interest in precedence that refer to botanical species or 
classes are by no means confined to Bali but are a common theme in eastern 
lndonesia.16 Fox (1971, 1988b, 1992) has argued in his works that the notion of 
origin and ancestry in Malayo-Polynesian or Austronesian societies is linked to the 
botanical categories of trunk, base, source, and has recently emphasised (1992) 
how progeny in this area should be interpreted through recourse to images of 
ascendence, development and ramification proper to the growth of a tree rather 
than those of descendence. Although some of the terms used to define descent 
reported in the case of Bali (e.i. taru and mu/a) are of Sanskrit origin, nonetheless it 
appears that Bali and Nusa Penida have similarities to Austronesian societies, as 
in these societies issues relating to progeny and future generations are expressed 
through botanical referents and analogies. 
BINGIN AND KEPAH 
Within the village are present trees that do not produce edible fruits or are not 
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utilised for any of their botanical characteristics but have, nonetheless, great 
significance for the natives. Two trees are particularly important in this respect, as 
they mark by their presence the banjar landscape throughout Nusa Penida and 
Bali. I am referring here to the (punyan) bingin, commonly know as banyan (Ficus 
BENJAMINA LINN.}, and to the (kayu) kepah {STERCULIA FOETIDA LINN.). 17 
The central place of all villages in Nusa Penida and Bali is marked by the 
presence of a banyan. If the plant is old it grows very large and high. The massive 
trunk is never composed of a single stem but by congeries of buttressing stalks 
made up of former aerial roots. The roots over the ground spread in every 
direction, and the branches form curtains of thin aerial strands descending to the 
soil. A dome of green leaves covers the massive structure. Viewed from afar the 
appearance is outstanding, as it bears the sense of unity expressed by the plant. It 
is very common for the larger trees to be more than a century old. 
Banyans in central village places do not come to occupy that position just by 
chance; they were in fact planted by the village pamangku in a chosen spot and, 
before they come to represent the village, they undergo a specific ritual. In Sakti I 
was told that all banyans are generally called kroya and the name bingin is given 
later only to those trees that undergo a purification ritual (meras bingin). When the 
plant is young and still identified as kroya, it is planted in the centre of the village in 
the area close to the wantilan or to the bale banjar. In this phase the banyan is not 
yet considered to be sacred. Later on, when the tree assumes its more definite 
shape and features, which is to say when its aerial roots begin to appear and the 
foliage assumes its characteristic extended form, a cleansing rite is performed. At 
this stage the banyan, which is compared to a human being that has reached his I 
her sexual maturity, effectively undergoes its rite de passage, a specific cleansing 
ceremony called meras bingin is performed, in which a group of banten are offered 
to the tree. The plant is purified and from then on it assumes its definite name of 
bingin for its remaining life. From that point on its leaves can be used in any of the 
various rituals performed by the whole community.18 
The ceremony is necessary as the leaves of the plant will be used in a ritual 
(ngroras) performed twelve days after the cremation of the dead, to make the 
effigies (sekah} that represent the cremated dead on their way to be further purified 
and dispatched to the sea. In Sakti it is said that all those belonging to the village 
must have their sekah made from the communal bingin and only those belonging 
to the village have the right to do so. Relatives of the dead collect the leaves in a 
ritual called ngangget, in which the men cut them with long knives while the women 
hold sheets or mats below the branches, but above their heads, to gather the 
falling leaves as the leaves should not touch the earth, because in that case they 
would be considered polluted and thus unsuitable. 
A bingin is generally considered to be tenget (endowed with spiritual strength) 
and as it grows it becomes one of the focal points of village life. In the shade below 
its extended branches informal meetings, children's games, cockfights and ritual 
processions take place.19 Because the tree is considered sacred it cannot be 
climbed by children or adults and to preserve its longevity, whenever a section of 
the tree dries out, it is cut away. In Sakti a small shrine (pasimpangan Ratu Gede), 
destined to host the mask of Rangda when the goddess visits the banjar for the 
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ritual performance of the Calon Arang play, is placed under its branches. During 
such visits the goddess is called Ratu Gede (the great lord) and stands as a 
protective deity rather than as a life threatening one. 
Because of its age and the particular use of its leaves the banyan provides a 
link between the community of the living and its ancestors. Moreover, its 
association with the Hindu god Wisnu, as the preserver of the universe, further 
emphasises the tree's role as marker of the continuity of the village life. Its 
longevity, the religious practices centred around it and its botanical peculiarities - a 
long lasting stem made up of single-multiple parts that form a coherent unit - have 
joined in making the bingin a unique symbol of the banjar community. 
As the banyan stands in the centre of the banjar and indicates the area 
designated for the living, the kepah is placed at the banjar borders and marks the 
space intended for the dead. In Sakti large kepah trees are present inside the Pura 
Dalem, in the temple section reserved for Durga, and in the cremation ground 
(sema pamuun). Kepah are, however, found in a large number of Pura Dalem 
throughout Nusa Penida and Bali, as well as in places associated with death or 
divinities believed to be of a particularly powerful and awesome nature.20 The adult 
kepah can be a very tall and imposing tree with its straight stem pointing toward the 
sky. Unlike the bingin, the kepah is composed of a single large trunk that can be 
very tall (20 - 30 mt.) with branches present only on the upper part of the stem. Its 
leaves are not abundant or extended, and are present only on the tips of the 
branches. The tree is not characterised by aerial roots as the banyan is. 
Kepah found in temples or areas linked to religious events are considered to 
be tenget. In Sakti only the trees grown inside the Pura Dalem find a use as their 
wood is employed to make the mask of Rangda. The tree is used because of its 
association with the goddess Durga. Permission from the spirit abiding in the tree is 
required before cutting one of its branches or felling it, and a ritual is performed for 
this purpose. In the Pura Dalem Sakti a statue of Durga is placed at the foot of the 
kepah and in its proximity small bits of raw meat and blood from the slaughtering of 
sacrificial pigs are regularly placed as an offering to the goddess. 
The kepah does not change its name through its life and no coming-of-age 
ritual is performed. I have not been able to establish if these trees are regularly 
planted wherever they are needed, as is the case with the banyan, or if they come 
to be enclosed within the temple construction. Locals to whom I enquired did not 
remember. Given the remarkable age reached by these trees, they soon become 
an established feature of the landscape and it is difficult to ascertain if they were 
indeed planted or if they were part of a former environment; as locals tell it, the 
trees appear to have been there for some generations and have come to be 
considered ancestral relics.21 According to Taru Pramana, a traditional text on 
Balinese trees' pharmaceutical properties, and Weck (1938:261), the leaves and 
the bark of the tree can be used in Bali in the preparation of traditional medicine. 
However, in Sakti I have found no evidence of such use. 
From the above evidence it appears that both bingin and kepah, because of 
their characteristics, have come to be regarded as indexical of Balinese life and of 
the organisation of space within the banjar. Their presence marks the opposition 
and complementarity between sacred and public space, as well as that of death 
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and life associated with them. In a structuralist fashion the two trees represented 
within the banjar environment can be characterised by the following associations: 
bing in kepah 
purposely planted ? 
ritually purified not ritually purified 
centre periphery 
life death 
purified ancestors unpurified ancestors 
unity of the village the individuality of death 
Ratu Gede Rangda 
Wis nu Durga 
cooked offering (banten) raw offerings (blood and flesh) 
TABLE N.25: CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH THE BINGIN AND KEPAH IN BALI AND 
NUSA PENIDA. 
As these trees come to be associated with relevant aspects of everyday life, 
they also confirm the symbolic role that plants and flora have in traditional societies 
like that of Nusa Penida. 22 
PLANTS AS HUMAN ICONS 
A further aspect of the relation between plants and humans in Nusa Penida, 
and more generally in Bali, concerns the way a person may be represented in a 
number of rites of passage, through recourse to plants. These icons are central to 
the correct completion of all Balinese rituals. In this context, a plant, or one of its 
botanical components, or an artefact made with plant parts, may stand for an 
individual, his or her spiritual attributes or material body. 
At first sight, this idea may appear somewhat unremarkable, for it could be 
argued that as these farmers have only finite resources, they choose to produce 
their icons from whatever they have at hand or nature provides them with. 
However, this objection does not do justice to two problems: 
i) why is there only a limited selection of elements, some of which are 
recurrent, chosen from the whole range available to be used as symbolic 
referents? 
ii) what is the relevance of these constituent elements in the farmers' eyes 
and everyday life? And thus, why is it that they come to be chosen in the 
first place? 
The answer, it is argued, lies in the practical and economic importance plants 
and cultigens have in agricultural and horticultural societies, in the meaning 
associated with plants and cultigens in these cultural systems, and relates to the 
view that in such societies - as we have partially seen - plant and human realms 
are perceived to be intimate, much more closely associated and diversely related 
than they are in a western society. The theme is large and complex, and I will 
present only two examples to introduce the topic, as aspects of this theme will be 
taken up in coming chapters. 
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The following examples concern two different sets of icons. Strictly speaking 
some of these icons (not all) are known under the name of banten, the Balinese 
term for offerings. However, these should not be considered as offerings in the 
strict sense of the term because they are not gifts presented to gods as proper 
offerings are. On the contrary, some of them may be the subject to which offerings 
are presented. 
The first example I intend to consider concerns four different images used in a 
ritual called tutug kambuhan, performed 42 days after the birth of a child. 23 A child 
at birth is supposed to be delivered with four elder siblings - amniotic fluid (yeh 
nyom), blood (getih), vernix caseosa (lamas) and placenta (ari-an).24 These are 
collectively known as the kanda pat and are supposed to accompany and sustain 
the child throughout his I her life. The tutug kambuhan ritual, as it is performed in 
Sakti, involves the cleansing of the mother and the newborn from the pollution 
deriving from the delivery; it marks the separation of the child from the kanda pat, 
and a number of attributes associated with them, which have helped the growth of 
the child until that moment. Before the ritual begins a number of icons are made 
representing the mother and the child in their polluted state, and of the attributes 
personified by the four siblings. At the end of the ritual, as the child and the mother 
are ritually cleansed, the icons, being impure bodies, are symbolically thrown away. 
This marks the return to a state of order and the beginning of a new phase in their 
lives. After the ritual the mother, as was customary for her before delivery, and the 
child, for the first time, may enter temple enclosures and partake in the village 
religious life. In this ceremony the images of the mother, child, and partially those 
of the kanda pat, are fashioned with the use of floral implements. 
The icon of the mother (meme bajang) is made with the use of the upper 
section of a coconut frond. The leaflets must be dark green, and around the central 
axis of the frond the mothers' image is fashioned. Leaflets of each side of the frond 
are divided and plaited to make the shape of a human being complete with a head, 
arms and legs. The representation has a belly in the shape of a plaited basket in 
which there are a number of offerings (peras panyeneng) indicating that the icon is 
indeed supposed to represent a living being. The image is made with the use of 
dark green coconut leaflets as these are used to indicate defilement. 
The child (bajang papah), is made with a green section of the leaf stalk (the 
initial section of the frond is normally used) which is cut to the size of a young child. 
Thereafter a human face is drawn with chalk on one side of the stalk. On each side 
of the image are hung two sets of small offerings (tipat blayag), which serve as 
food for the bajang papah. 
The icons of the kanda pat are made by two small clay pots (usually a broken 
one or one already used). The first pot is covered with a dirty piece of fabric used 
by the baby and over it is placed a banana flower (pusuh biu), at the base of which 
two Chinese coins (pipis bolong) are inserted. The purple red banana flower in 
Balinese traditional thought is understood to represent a human heart 
(pepusuhan). The second pot is covered with tapis, the fabric like initial section of 
the stalk that holds the coconut frond to the stem. The tapis is marked with a cross 
(tampak dara) as sign of protection, and over it is placed the fruit (bluluk) of a jaka 
tree (ARENGA PINNATA). The banana flower and the jaka fruit, symbolising growth 
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and life, combined with the two pots already used to cook (as an allusion to food 
and energy) are referents to the life-enhancing attributes of the kanda pat that 
have helped the growth of the child in the first phase of life, and which must now 
be abandoned as they are thought to be potentially harmful. The whole set of icons 
is completed with a section of coconut husk to which are added two feathers on 
each side. The husk is intended to represent the traditional canoe (jukung) that will 
carry the whole group away from the village, as all these icons at the end of the 
ritual will be thrown away at the village crossroads. 
The second example concerns making a replica of a human body. In Nusa 
Penida and Bali, when a cremation is to be carried out, a corpse, or its 
representation, must be used. Thus, in the absence of a proper corpse or its 
exhumed bones a replica must be made if a proper disposal of a dead person is to 
be completed. In all the cases I witnessed, in the absence of a corpse an effigy 
was made using parts of different plants.25 First, a frame representing the various 
bones (i.e. legs, trunk and arms) is made with sections of a particular bamboo 
(ampel gading) or sugar cane (tebu). Each section is then connected to the others 
and covered with a layer of IMPERATA grass (ambengan) representing the body's 
flesh and skin. A small brown-yellow coconut (nyuh gading), over which the 
emblem OM is drawn, is placed in the position of the head. The icon 1n Sakti is 
called sekah 26, and fully 'stands for' the body of the deceased and is treated as 
such during funerary rituals as it is bathed, wept over, cleaned, anointed and finally 
any other corpse. 
example clearly outlines the close relationship between the 
specific 
human 
the female is concerned, 
term used to designate a 'perfect body' is adeg nyempaka The association is 
again directed toward flora, and the metaphorical referent is to the scented flower 
of the cempaka (MICHELIA CHAMPACA) which, besides used by women to 
adorn themselves, is also regularly offered to the gods during 
SUMMARY 
has considered a number of all related to and 
perception in Nusa The way 
come to be 
used also in a metaphorical way, the concept of 'botanic idiom' has been 
introduced. In most Austronesian societies, plants are associated with a wide 
variety of meanings; in Nusa Penida, metaphoric references to plants are not only 
present in ordinary language, but also extend to the use of plants in ritual 
performances. In this light, three examples have been analysed. In the first of 
these, ideas related to the terms taru and wit have revealed the use of concepts 
pertaining to the floral world, as an analogy for descent. Thus emphasising the link 
between Nusa Penida and Bali, and the wider context of the Austronesian world 
where concerns about progeny have traditionally been expressed through 
botanical referents. Further, the analysis of bingin and kepah has brought to light 
the importance of these trees as symbols for the whole banjar or desa community 
and its ancestors, and thus indicated their significance as markers of the village's 
collective memory. Last but not least, notions of the structural similarity between 
humans and plants (as pramana and bayu pervade plants as well as humans), 
coupled with the possibility of exchanging, or ritually substituting for an individual 
an icon made up of plants (or plant parts), has further stressed the significance of 
the relationship between flora and human beings in this society. 
The evidence presented in this chapter suggests, on the one hand, in 
traditional societies such as Nusa Penida, the polarity between wild and 
domesticated plants and cultigens is central in the establishment of folk categories 
and general classification principles. On the other, the widespread use of plants as 
metaphors for different aspects of Balinese life is an indication of the presence of 
an extended plant semiology and of a 'botanic idiom' which, in the types of concern 
expressed, links this society to those of eastern Indonesia. 
Additionally, this chapter has indicated that in traditional agricultural societies, 
such as Nusa Penida, trees and plant are raised to the status of polysemic 
symbols expressing multifaceted meanings and references, 27 and that humans 
and plants (as might be the case for animals in hunter-gather societies) belong to 
and partake of the same universe, and are embedded in a network of total 
relations. The examples clearly illustrate that there is no clear cut separation 
between the two realms. Taking this evidence as a starting point, the next chapter 
is dedicated to a crucial aspect of the relationship between plants and human 
beings, as in Nusa Penida both partake of the process of regenerating life. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER VII 
1 I.e. gigine mara mentik abesik: he has just cut his first teeth. or entikan bokne enggal. her hair 
grows fast. 
2 On the proper botanical name of base and sirih see note No. 8 in chapter VI. 
3 The distinction between humanly planted versus wild or naturally grown types of trees is by no 
mean circumscribed to Nusa Penida but common to a number of Austronesian societies. On this 
issue in eastern Indonesia see Fox ( 1971 :234) who reports that in Roti the distinction between 
'humanly planted cultigens and large hardwood trees' is used as metaphor to mark the difference 
between 'relation of maternal affiliation and relation of agnatic connection'. 
4 Technically, this use is called teknonymy and is not confined to the way father and mother are 
called but it is extended to grandfather and grandmothers as these are named after their first 
grandchild. On teknonymy in Bali see Geertz H. and Geertz C.(1975). On different but related issues 
concerning teknonyms in eastern Indonesia, see also Needham (1954). 
5 The term seseh is derived from seh: to change. According to Kersten [KBB] seseh indicates 
both a coconut and a lontar stem used as a beam (thus cut). 
6 I have had access to the following manuscripts: 
a) Taru Pramana HKS 3499; 
b) Usada Tarupramana. Text included in Usada Sasak. In: 1983 Kumpulan Transcripsi 
dan Terjemahan Lontar Usada Bali; 
c) Tarupramana (Kertya No.Ille 1397/20); 
d) Kaputusan Taru Pramana (Museum Bali 1975). 
And the following texts on the matter 
i) Segatri Putra (1989); 
ii) Weck W. (1938). 
I am indebted to T. Reuter who has helped me in the translation of Week's (1938) article on "Taru 
Prem an a". 
7 In the Taru Pramana are outlined different types of relationships between plants and the 
Balinese cosmos. The text ascribes the origin of plant from the sun, the moon and the stars. and a 
set of basic qualities (heath, coldness and lukewarmness) is used to identify the essential 'nature' of 
any plant as well as to characterise its botanical parts. Additionally, relationship between these 
qualities, the colour attributed to the sap, and the most significative directions of the Balinese 
universe, are sought and traced. All these relationships are summarised in the following tables 
PLANT ORIGIN ATTRIBUTED TYPE OF PLANTS ASSOCIATED GODS 
TO FOLK CATEGORIES 
Sun branched trees: Sang Hyang Surya 
taru I punyan I kayu 
Moon vines, creepers: Sang Hyang Wulan 
bun 
Stars branchless trees: Sang Hyang Lintang 
buku? 
TABLE N.26: ATTRIBUTION OF PLANT ORIGIN AND IDEAS ASSOCIATED WITH THEM 
ACCORDING TO TARU PRAMANA. 
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KEY QUALITIES CONCEPT OF GENERAL KEY QUALITIES 
ASSOCIATED WITH PLANTS PLANT NATURE ASSOCIATED WITH PLANT 
PARTS 
heat to any plant is attributed a any of the three basic qualities 
coolness 'nature' which is associated with may be associated with the 
lukewarmness one of the three basic qualities following 
the sap, the roots, 
the stem, the bark, 
the wood, the leaves, 
the flowers and fruits. 
TABLE N.27: OUTLINE OF BASIC QUALITIES ASCRIBED TO PLANTS ACCORDING TO TARU 
PRAMANA. 
QUALITIES ASSOCIATED WITH: 
heat tip mature leaves core, inner soft wood 
coolness root sprouting leaf the bark, and the bast 
below the bark 
lukewarmness trunk I stem semi mature leaves wood between the core 
and the bark 
TABLE N.28: BASIC QUALITIES ASCRIBED TO PLANTS AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH 
BOTANICAL ELEMENTS ACCORDING TO TARU PRAMANA. 
QUALITIES SAP COLOUR DIRECTIONS 
heat red I pink or orange kelod 
coolness black, blue or green kaja 
lukewarmness mixture of a warm and cold any direction between the two 
colours 
TABLE N.29: BASIC QUALITIES ASCRIBED TO PLANTS AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH SAP 
COLOURS AND BALINESE DIRECTIONS ACCORDING TO TARU PRAMANA. 
8 This triad appears to be subject to different definitions. Pudja, Hooykaas and Hobart 
emphasise the knowledge related aspects of the bayu, sabda, idep complex. The overall emphasis of 
these three writers appears to be focused on knowledge or tattwa [OJ] as the ultimate form of 
cognition. Pudja ( 1989: 119) names it tri tattwa and defines it as directly expressing distinct aspects of 
he God's manifestation, while Hooykaas C. (1964:26) defines it as Tiga-jfiana [OJ] and stresses all 
knowledge related aspects of this triad. Hobart ( 1986b: 148-149), though, notices the absence in Bali 
of a proper name for the bayu, sabda, idep, triad accepts Hooykaas definition of Tiga-jfiana and its 
emphasis on knowledge. Furthermore, he inserts the bayu, sabda, idep complex in a large exegetic 
schema that includes: Triguna, Triwarga and Tiga-jfiana. 
9 Besides the literal sense of motion, 'movement' can be understood also as the faculty of 
changing state, that is to say to move from one state to another. 
10 This is a vast topic and I will not discuss it in detail in this context. Hooykaas C. ( 1974:135) on 
the basis of a fourteen century text (Kufijara-Karna) indicates the following associations. 
prthivi apah teja bayu akasa * 
earth water fire I light wind (air) aether (sky) 
body blood sight breath head 
cetanatman niratman paratman antaratman atman ** 
spirit I will to live voice hearing breath consciousness 
[*this line indicates the five panca maha buta. My italics.] 
[ ** this line indicate the five paficatma [OJ]; these are thought to be the five souls or life bearing 
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sprits that characterise each of the five basic elements. Bold emphasis mine] 
11 It certainly is of interest to remember that in early Greek philosophical discourses distinctions 
between flora, fauna and humans were based on a similar configuration. Aristotle's classifications 
concerning the differences and similarities between flora, fauna and humans appears to be based 
upon analogous premises diversity among realms is conceived of in terms of the presence or 
absence of specific souls and the complexity of biological function is to be understood as an 
accumulation of different qualitative functions (souls), namely: 
flora 
fauna 
humans 
nutritive soul; 
nutritive soul, sensitive soul: 
nutritive soul, sensitive soul, reason. 
Furthermore, [ ... ] the forms of soul form a series with a definite order, such that 
each kind of soul presupposes all that comes before it in this order, without being 
implied by them. The minimal soul is the nutritive; for it exists in all living or 
'besouled' beings - in plants and animals alike. Next comes the sensitive soul, 
which exist in all animals. [ ... ] Finally there is a faculty peculiar to men, that of 
reason[ ... ) 
Aristotle tries to show the necessity of this order in the faculties of soul. The life of 
all living things, if it is to be maintained at all, must be maintained through the 
processes of growth and decay. and the nutritive function must be at work in all 
living things to preserve their existence. (Ross 1949: 129-130) 
12 It may be interesting to notice that in the Balinese chain of being there is no single category 
that is exclusively endowed with bayu and idep together. This would not be conceivable, because 
there would be no way to express idep, and it would indeed represent a contradiction of the ordained 
sequence of bayu, sabda. idep as the components of flora, fauna and the human being because all 
these qualities appears to be hierarchically related and part of a preordained progression 
13 On taruna - taruni roles within the banjar see also chapter 111. 
14 I am grateful to Guermonprez for pointing out to me the use of ued in northern Bali. According 
to him, in cities like SingaraJa, the term ued is either not known or considered backward In modern 
talk ued appears to be replaced by the Indonesian word asal: ongin. 
15 Guermonprez personal communication. 
16 On this issue see for instance: Fox (1971, 1988b, 1992), Traube (1989) and McWilliams 
(1987, 1992). 
17 Kepah and kepuh are trees found in graveyards and in temples dedicated to the dead There 
is some confusion about the botanical correspondences of kepah and kepuh. People from Nusa 
Penida hold that the trees are different, and while the kepah produces fruit that may be used for 
medicinal remedies the kepuh is not known for any use. This is also expressed in the Taru Pramana 
and by Weck (1938:261) who in the pharmaceutical section of his summary the following 
botanical correspondences: kepah. STERCULIA FOETIDA LINN., and GOSSAMPINUS HEPTAPHYLLA 
BAKH. For the purpose of the present work the botanical differences between and are not 
an issue because the trees will be examined for their value as mark with their size 
relevant to the life of local people. However, for the sake of I should mention that De 
( 1909: 331) and Heyne ( 1950: 1066) identify both trees and as STERCULIA FOETIDA 
while Weck (1 beside what has been indicated above, at the beginning of his article on 
Taru Pramana reports also the following correspondences: 
STERCULIA FOETIDA LINN. More Hobart (1990 124 has is considered 
Balinese to be the male form of the In this I should say that I have not found any 
link between and in Nusa Penida. 
1 
18 The banyan is widespread throughout Java, Bali and Indonesia. The symbolical importance of 
the tree has been recognised and used by the Indonesian government that has incorporate the 
symbol among the five emblem that compose the national Pancasila icons. The tree that in Balinese 
and Javanese traditional society ideally symbolises the unity of the banjar, at national level has come 
to symbolise the unity of the nation under the slogan "Persatuan Indonesia" (One united Indonesia). 
At desa level not only are banyan planted as religious symbols of the community but they are also 
planted by state subdistrict and district officers (Camat) in case of public inaugurations at crossroads 
and other places to mark the unity of the state. Last but not least banyan is the symbol of the largest 
Indonesian party, one that includes all civil servants: Golkar. 
19 The comparison across different cultures is always fraught with problems and sometimes 
difficult to sustain. However, the theme of holy trees in its widest form appears to me singularly 
common to some parts of western culture. Thomas (1984:215-6-7) writing about post illum1nist 
English attitudes to trees says: 
In England trees were increasingly cherished not just for their use, not even just for 
their beauty, but because of their human meaning, what they symbolized to the 
community in terms of continuity and associations. Part of this feeling might almost 
be called religious. The English no longer worshipped sacred groves, for early 
Christian missionaries had always been hostile to so called 'holy' trees; and in the 
eleventh century the Church had made it an offence to build a sanctuary around a 
tree. Yet green branches were carried in procession on May Day or at Midsummer. 
Churchyards usually contained a yew, and in popular folklore many trees had a 
protective significance which made it unlucky to cut them down. ( ... ] 
The annual parish perambulation picked its way from one tree to another, pausing 
to read the scriptures at some 'gospel oak' or 'holy oak'. Such trees were older than 
any of the inhabitants: and they symbolized the community's continued existence. 
Few parishes were without their famous trees, while some decrepit pollards and 
branch less trunks achieved national renown for their age or social importance. 
20 For instance inside the shrine of Ratu Gede Macaling a large kepah tree is also to be found 
All the upper section of the plant , because of its age, size and the effect of a strangling vine, fell to 
the ground in 1991. The fall, which destroyed large parts of the shrine, was interpreted as a 
manifestation of the god disapproval of the handling of temple matters 
21 However, given the fact that they are regularly found in most graveyards or Pura Dalem I 
suspect that they are considered part of the proper architectural setting of those temples and thus 
planted. 
22 The association of plants with ancestors appears to be a common theme of a number of 
Indonesian cultures. Because its relevance I want also to mention a parallel to the above context 
drawn from Batak cultures (Western Indonesia, Sumatra). In former times (before 1918) in the 
Asahan and Simalungan areas, trees were regularly planted in sacred enclosures associated with 
ancestor temples and worship (i.e. the parhordjan}, while in the Karo region, plants considered sacred 
were sown over graves (i.e. pendawanen). Bartlett (1934) says that all these enclosures contained a 
considerable variety of plants; among them the CORDYLINE FRUCTICOSA was found but also 
bananas, tobacco and a of flowering plants. Besides parhordjan and in Karo 
and Dairi areas the centre of the village was also marked a sacred enclosure, called 
beberen for the Karo and toenggoeng for the Dairi, where again ceremonial were grown. These 
sacred areas indicated the place where the was founded, and the ideal abode for all the souls 
the village. The Batak case appears to show some analogies with Nusa Penida Bali) where, 
instead of whole enclosures, we have two trees that nonetheless come to be associated with 
references similar to those expressed Batak sacred enclosures. On the one hand the bingin, as 
with the beberen, comes to be linked and identified with the centre of the village, while on the other 
the as with the is related to the and the dedicated to the 
dead. Both trees, in different ways, come to 
23 The ritual is also called ngeken or bu/an pitung dina (a month and seven days) with reference 
to the length of period after birth that is waited for before the performance of the ceremony, a month 
and seven days. The total period amounts to 42 days because the Balinese month is composed of 35 
days. 
24 The list I have given is not the only one and it is possible to find variations concerning the 
composition of the kanda pat. Usually amniotic fluid (yeh nyom), blood (getih) and placenta (ari-ari ) 
are a constant while vernix caseosa (lamas) can be substituted with the umbilical cord (tali puser I 
banah). See in this respect Hooykaas (1974:93) who, however, glosses both lamas and banah as 
vernix caseosa. 
25 In Balinese cremation a missing body can also be symbolised by tirta (lustral water). The 
cremation ritual in this case is called recedana. I never had occasion to witness this type of icon in 
Nusa Penida or Bali. 
26 The cremation ritual that is performed with the use of a representation of the corpse, such as 
the one made with ambengan, is called ngaben nyuasta. However, as is frequently the case, the icon 
of the body may have different names. In Bali I was told that it is called paraga from raga: body. In 
other areas of Nusa Penida it was again called differently, such as bujukan in Pundukada Kelod, 
while in Sampang it was named senggem. 
27 On multi-vocality of symbols see Turner (1967:50-1 ). 
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CHAPTER VIII 
DEATH AND THE REGENERATION 
OF LIFE AND PLANTS 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last chapter I have been mostly concerned with a number of analogies 
and ideas that express and qualify the relationship between plants and human 
beings in Nusa Penida and Bali. Although the majority of the relations considered 
were unidirectionally stated, from plants to humans (i.e. those framed within the 
context of healing practices or ritual symbolism), it may be worth pointing out that 
such associations are not the only ones concerning plants and humans, as these 
elements can also be combined in a reversed form. Additionally, in some 
instances, the relation between plants, humans, death and fertility came powerfully 
to the fore. All these themes come together in this chapter, where first I will 
examine aspects of the ideas relating to the growth of cultigens and trees in the 
light of the belief that cultigens sprang from the dead body of a young woman. 
Then, I consider the yearly agricultural cycle in Sakti and discuss the role that 
corpse exhumation, flesh and bones, fertility and ancestors have in the 
regeneration of plants and cultigens, as all are part of an exchange circuit based 
on a paradigm in which the idiom of flesh and bones is used to express different 
types of fertility concerns. Finally, I reflect upon the problem of land and crop 
fertility in the context of ancestor worship at village level and in respect to 
analogies with dry land areas in the rest of Nusa Penida and Bali. 
The first anthropological argument upon which this chapter rests is that the 
natural and social order are linked; both are part of a single continuous domain 
where a feature peculiar to the former becomes a metaphor for the latter, and vice 
versa. The evidence presented appears consistent with lngold's (1992) suggestion 
that humans and non-humans form a single social world, as well as Rival's (1993) 
argument that human beings and natural objects form a single social field. This 
chapter explores these issues from the perspective of the humans - plant 
relationship and the role plants have in Nusa Penida. 
The second anthropological argument - a corollary of the first - indicates that 
life-giving processes, such as those involving the growth of plants and cultigens, 
cannot be left to chance but must be constantly encouraged and regulated. In this 
instance, these processes carry strong associations with particular aspects of 
death ceremonies which are transformed into life-promoting ones. 
MYTHS AND IDEAS RELATED TO THE GROWTH OF TREES AND 
CULTIGENS 
As Stohr and Zoetmulder (1968:182) have pointed out in a myth they called 
'the appearance of useful plants and of death' (after Jensen 1948, 1963 and 
Jensen and Niggemeyer 1939), the growth of domestic plants throughout large 
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parts of Indonesia is held to have originated from the violent death of a human 
being. More precisely, plants and cultigens used for everyday consumption are 
believed to have arisen from the sacrificed body and blood of a young woman, or 
child. The myth with its variation is well known in Eastern Indonesia and could be 
considered a common theme in most Indonesian cultures.1 
In Bali and Nusa Penida a variation of this myth concerns the appearance of 
rice, as I was told in Sakti. The story runs as follows: 
An old kingdom was affected by a sustained drought that dried up all 
its rivers, springs and wells, desiccated forests and cultivated land, and led 
animals as well as humans to the verge of starvation. The rajah of the 
realm was unable to deal with the problem. He therefore decided to ask 
the gods and his ancestors for advice. He was told that the drought ought 
to be attributed to his subjects as they had misbehaved towards the gods 
and their ancestors. As a condition for ending the drought the gods 
required the sacrifice of a human being, only the blood of a human 
sacrifice shed on earth would end the drought. The rajah brought the news 
to his people only to realise that no one was willing to be sacrificed for the 
sake of the kingdom. Sri, one of the rajah's daughters, heard about this 
and offered herself as the sacrificial victim. The father did not welcome the 
news. Nonetheless he was compelled to accept it because of the gravity 
of the situation. It is said that the young lady walked to her death with a 
smile on her lips. She was sacrificed in a public place. Her blood, which 
was then shed on the earth is said to have been sweet-smelling. 
Immediately after her death the sky became dark and heavy rain set in. It 
rained all the night and the water replenished the rivers and wells. The 
next after the had stopped, the rajah visited the grave his 
daughter and there he found that on the grave a green plant had 
bearing small golden grains. This was the rice plant. believe that 
the soul of the princess is reincarnated in the Sri became the 
goddess Sri (Dewi Sri), the symbol of and floral as well as 
human fertility.2 
This myth focuses on rice. However, one of the elements that it brings to the 
fore, and which it has in common with all other myths this type, is the emphasis 
on the fertilising nature of a dead body, from which cultigens are obtained to feed 
other humans. In the myth a startling inversion of the meaning of death occurs. 
What appears to be a useless body becomes, in the 
fertility and food for humanity. As we shall see in future 
myths may linked to the botanical of a 
a shoot of a banana) 
1 
The relationship between plant reproduction and human death begins with the 
division of the year in two halves, the dry I hot season (masan panes) and the wet I 
rainy season (masan ujan). The hot season is held to start with the March equinox, 
run through the June solstice and end at the September equinox. The wet season 
begins with the September equinox, progresses through the December solstice 
and ends at the March equinox. 3 The dry season is marked by the end of the 
harvesting season and a post-harvest feast (in Sakti called Mapram), by the 
beginning of the new year and by the performance of death rituals that people from 
Nusa Penida believe must be carried out only during the dry season. The wet 
season is characterised by agricultural work, ranging from land preparation and 
sowing, up until the harvesting season. 
For the whole of the desa Sakti the agricultural season is focussed on maize 
cultivation, with a ripening time of between three and four months; in the centre of 
Nusa Penida, dry rice is still grown, with a maturation period of between six and 
seven months. In both cases, however, only a single crop per year is grown and 
harvested; in the island maize or dry rice culture there are no cases of multiple 
annual crops as in Balinese wet rice culture. Dry rice and maize agricultural cycles, 
even though they may differ in length, are completed within the rainy season. 
The two seasons are also marked by other activities. instance, it is said 
that all major life crisis rituals (e.g. tooth filing or death rituals) should be 
concentrated during the dry season, while during the wet season attention is 
devoted principally to agricultural work. Thus, in the annual sequence the growth of 
and cultigens is preceded by, and stands in complementary opposition to, life 
crisis and ceremonies. In it is said that all earth work and rituals 
related to death must end approach the rainy season and agricultural 
work. as one of the year is distinguished its with 
moisture growth, the other is marked by association with dryness, rest and 
death. The March equinox is crucial for the whole cycle because it marks, in 
conjunction with the new moon of the ninth lunar month (ti/em sasih kesanga), the 
Balinese new year (Saka year) and the related festivals days of ritual 
suspension of all activities (Nyep1). 
These relations can be seen in the following diagram: 
Dry I hot season Wet I rainy season 
life crisis rituals and agricultural works 
death rituals plant and cultigen reproduction 
Solar ** March June September December March 
calendar equinox solstice equinox solstice equinox 
Lunar ** Sasih Sasih Sasih Sasih Sasih 
calendar kesanga I kasa kapat kapitu kesanga I 
kedasa kedasa 
End of harvesting Harvesting 
Nyepi. begins the new Saka year season 
(one day after ti/em sasih kesanga) 
Maprani: post-harvest feast 
(on purnama sasih kedasa) 
Ngebet (exhumation) Growing 
Ngaben (Death rituals) Sowing 
Land preparation 
TABLE N.30 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DRY AND WET SEASONS, THE SOLAR AND LUNAR 
CALENDARS, AND THE AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN SAKTI. 
[ ** The correspondences between solar and lunar calendars are subject to variation because of the 
differences in these calendars (on this issue see note 4, chapter I). Nyepi marks the beginning of the 
Balinese year and falls regularly on the first day after the new moon of the ninth Balinese lunar 
month, which is to say at the end of sasih kesanga and the beginning of sasih kedasa. Indeed, Nyep1 
coincides with the first day of sasih kedasa. However, the day is related to the solar calendar as it is 
linked to the new moon that either precedes or follows the March equinox.]4 
it is a thanksgiving festival held on the full moon of the tenth Balinese 
celebration ends the harvesting it the corn 
season in Sakti. is centred on a collective meal 
men in the banjar, 
she has bestowed on the 
mrajan) who have helped the community sustain 
sowing to harvest.5 
to Pretiwi for 
pura 
NGEBET: FLESH, BONES, FERTILITY AND PLANT REPRODUCTION 
Just as the dry season precedes the wet, in the same way death rituals 
prepare the way for the agricultural season and, in the of the locals, 
they are related to the growth of trees cultigens. 
their dead of 
the events that take 
of the whole process. Hertz - who takes it from Indonesian people - indicates that 
the fate of the corpse is the paradigm for the fate of the soul. Thus, in the liminal 
period, while the corpse rots until the flesh is definitively separated from the bones, 
the soul wanders restlessly in the world of the living. It is only after the corpse has 
completely decomposed and the clean dry bones appear that the soul can be 
called upon and despatched in a final ceremony. 
The treatment of the corpse and the separation between flesh and bones is 
the key to an understanding of the whole process and is based upon the 
fundamental fact that, while flesh is perishable, bones are not. Fox (1988a: 189) 
maintains that Hertz's argument is constructed on the widespread view held in the 
Austronesian world that life results from the union of blood and semen, which 
respectively create flesh and bones. This belief, with some variants, is also shared 
in Nusa Penida, where a human being is assumed to be made up of the union of 
white (petak) male semen (kama petak) and a red (bang) female semen (kama 
bang). The female semen is associated with blood, as menstruation is understood 
to be the loss of the blood contained in the broken female semen. The union of 
kama petak and kama bang produces a human being. However, I have not found a 
simple, direct causal link between the origin of bones and kama petak, and the 
origin of flesh and kama bang. In Balinese thought these elements are part of large 
schemes that interpret creation as a cosmogonic effort brought about by 
the male and female union, which is held to be analogous to the union of the gods 
and Asmara. All the elements of the body of a growing foetus (thus, not only 
blood and bones) as they are thought to reproduce the creation of the whole world, 
in complex schemes with Hindu gods, demons, spirits, cardinal 
natural features, and moral qualities.El 
Penida few are immediately cremated and the treatment 
a tripartite structure similar to that by 
I) first treatment: in the form of corpse preparation and 
II) liminal period; 
Ill) secondary treatment: in the form of exhumation and subsequent 
cremation rituals. 
will focus now on ideas related to the liminal period and the features 
concerning burial and exhumation, as these events provide us with an 
understanding the relations between humans, 
as a whole in Nusa Penida. In particular I shall in 
people: 
humans their environment at 
a model of that includes 
1 
group and thus a source of social reproduction) are built on and depend 
upon a number of symbolic relations that are also worked out in this 
context, and which are particularly evident during the exhumation of 
corpses that precede all cremation rituals. 
in developing this argument I will not deal explicitly with cremation, as it relates 
only marginally to this context. Cremation (ngaben) merely ends the work that 
began with ngebet, for it refines the bones by transforming them - as a corpse -
into the first stage of a purified ancestor. Thus it logically follows on the work that 
began with the separation of flesh and bones. Cremation does not change the 
issue at stake - the creation of purified ancestors - but extends it onto a different 
level.7 
BURIAL, MENDEM I NANEM SAWA 
After someone dies the corpse (sawa) is washed and ritually prepared for the 
burial. In Sakti the burial is conducted by a special pamangku Uero dukuh sakt1) 
who is also in charge of all the rituals that may affect the working of the land, the 
clearing of the forest and the communication with the spirits of the wild. In his role 
he is also able to converse with lbu Pretiwi and all the spirits inhabiting the earth. 
In Sakti a pit is made in the graveyard (in other areas of Nusa Penida in the 
gardens) and the corpse, wrapped in mats tied together by a bamboo frame and 
laid in the grave oriented toward kaja, is then covered with earth. After the 
prescribed rituals have been performed the jero dukuh sakti hits the earth three 
over corpse to the 
Pakulun Sang Hyang /bu Pretiwi, 
manusan paduka Batara, 
angaturang bukti banten suci 
ana ring kahyangan agung. 
Serdah paduka Bhatari Hyang !bu Pretiwi, 
aturan manusan padukan Bhatari. 
lki hulun angingsanang sawane SI ANU. 
Hulun aminta nugraha 
rumaksa sawa iki saksana, 
Bhatari 
hulun aga ::im,r::ir.r::11<:=1 
GLOSS 
Hail to you Sang 
this person * 
offers you a banten suci 
in the padmasana ** 
/bu 
Come here Goddess lbu Pretiwi, 
this is offered to you by this person 
I entrust you with the corpse of SI ANU. *"* 
I ask you, Goddess, to be 
and take the utmost care of this corpse, 
allow me to the final rituals for 
this person whenever 
Nugraha atman ipun tan amangih papa 
naraka. 
Tekaning hana gawe mrateka, 
irika ngulun anebas ring Bhatari Pretiwi, 
ring sang asedahan sema, 
mwah Bhatari Dalem Panguluning Setra. 
Ong sidi rastu nama Siwaya. 
Let his soul avoid meeting misery and 
suffering. 
When we are ready for the final ceremony 
I will ask, to you Goddess Pretiwi, 
to the spirit that rules over this graveyard, 
and to the Lord who rules over the dead, 
for this corpse. 
Ong sidi rastu nama Siwaya. 
• The relative of the dead person who has ordered the ritual. 
•• The offerings may also be presented inside the sanggah 
pugpug, a shrine made up for the occasion and placed in the 
proximity of the grave. 
••• Designation that during the ritual is changed with the 
name of the dead person. 
This ritual is called makingsan sawa (literally 'to entrust with a corpse'). With 
this action the corpse is temporarily handed over to lbu Pretiwi, who from then on is 
considered to be responsible for its fate until exhumation. The grave is then 
marked with three stones, one placed in the position of the head, one in the centre 
of the body and one on the site corresponding to the feet of the dead person. Over 
the grave, as protection from dogs and leak, thorny branches (dw) of the bekul tree 
[ZIZYPHUS JUJUBA LAMK.] are laid. 
THE LIMINAL PERIOD: FIRST EXAMPLE OF RECIPROCITY 
events and associated with the liminal between burial and 
that, in of the 
are built on the 
dissolution of flesh and the growth of plants. The significance of reciprocity in Nusa 
Penida, and its principles of inherent asymmetry, have already been discussed in 
chapter IV. That discussion is extended here to matters of fertility and ancestral 
relations. 
After a corpse has been buried it is said that a period of at least one 
should elapse before being exhumed for cremation, which is to say the 
combination of a full agricultural cycle and the following hot I dry season. It is also 
stated that time is needed to allow the flesh to rot and dissolve In a 
ready for cremation the bones must clean flesh. The 
defined as tasak (ripe). If, at the time of exhumation, is 
the the In 
out in a 
1 
plants and cultigens that sprang from her body, so human beings must reciprocate 
and feed her, as they do, through the flesh and blood of their dead bodies.a In a 
scheme: 
t9 lbu Pretiwi ¢ gives birth to plants and crops ¢ that feed human beings ~ 
'<& providing the corpses that feeds ¢:l human beings reciprocate ~ 
TABLE N.31: OUTLINE OF THE CYCLE OF RECIPROCITY BETWEEN IBU PRETIWI. PLANTS, 
AND HUMAN BEINGS AS UNDERSTOOD IN SAKTI. 
This cycle is based on an asymmetric cycle of reciprocity in which corpses are 
exchanged for plants and cultigens between lbu Pretiwi and human beings. Plants 
and corpses are then ideally considered similar in value. However, the fundamental 
principle upon which this cycle is based, and which was constantly brought home 
to me, is that humans cannot take away crops from the earth without giving 
something back to lbu Pretiwi. A sort of reciprocal balance must be maintained in 
these relations if crops and plants are to grow and prosper equally on earth.9 
In this model it is lbu Pretiwi - as simultaneously Mother Earth and Mother 
Goddess - who is entrusted with the ability to provide cultigens to humans. The 
example should not be interpreted as a denial of the previous myth explaining, 
although in different way, how rice sprang from the dead body of Dewi Sri. The two 
goddesses are complementary and represent two aspects of the feminine and as 
expression of fertility and regeneration they symbolise the growth of plants on 
earth. The pattern of reciprocity expressed by the relationship between lbu Pretiwi 
and human beings precedes and foreshadows the myth of Dewi Sri. The 
relationship between lbu Pretiwi and Dewi Sri is of a crucial importance and will be 
dealt with further on in this chapter in the context of the place sexuality, women 
and fertility have in Nusa Penida and Bali. 
In Balinese thought, analogies between the human body as a microcosm and 
earth as a macrocosm are very common and emphasise the similarities between 
these two elements. I want to mention a further example that was indicated to me 
in Nusa Penida and that can increase our understanding of the relationship 
between flesh and bones, here envisaged as earth and rocks. It is in fact said that 
live flesh envelops the bones in the same way as the earth (lbu Pretiwi) encircles 
rocks, embraces corpses and enfolds bones until the time of exhumation. Again in 
these relations emerges the importance of earth, flesh and bones which appear to 
occupy a central role in an agricultural society such as that of Nusa Penida. 
NGEBET: SECOND EXAMPLE OF RECIPROCITY 
Just as the corpse is entrusted to lbu Pretiwi by striking the soil three times, so 
the pamangku awakens it in the same way before exhumation takes place. In the 
meantime the pamangku informs lbu Pretiwi, the spirit who rules over the 
graveyard and the grave, and the Lord of the dead who dwells in the Pura Dalem, 
that the remains of the buried person will be recovered from the earth. The opening 
of the grave is called mungkahin (from bungka: 'to open').10 In this instance the 
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pamangku recites: 
Ong 
pakulun Sang Hyang /bu Pretiwi, 
Bhatari Dalem Pangu/uning Setra, 
Kaki Sedahan Aweci 
muah Sedahan Bangbang, 
hulun anebusin sawane SI ANU, 
ayua anyengkalen, 
iki ganjaran sira. 
Poma, poma, poma. 
GLOSS 
Ong 
Hail to you Sang Hyang /bu Pretiwi, 
Lord who rules over the dead, 
Kaki Sedahan Aweci* 
and Sedahan Bangbang, ** 
I am taking back the corpse of SI ANU,*** 
don't cause trouble to me because of this action, 
these are my offerings. 
Poma, poma, poma. 
• The name of the spirit who rules over the graveyard. 
•• The name of the spirit who rules over the grave. 
••• A designation that during the ritual is replaced by the name 
of the dead person. 
The opening of the grave is a collective task in which all the relatives of the 
deceased partake. After the grave has been opened and the remains recovered 
the empty pit must not be immediately filled. The corpse taken away must be 
replaced with something that stands for it, and that has a similar value in the eyes 
of the locals and lbu Pretiwi. This issue introduces the second type of evidence 
concerning the analogy between humans and plants, again exemplifying the 
reciprocity that characterises the relations between human beings and their 
environment in these islands. 
People from Nusa Penida and Bali believe that if the exhumed remains are 
not replaced with something else, lbu Pretiwi will ask for another corpse to fill the 
empty grave. Thus a grave cannot be left empty or someone else will have to die in. 
order to occupy it. To avoid this, the corpse is exchanged for certain natural 
elements which are thought to symbolise a human body. The replacement, which 
occurs during exhumation (ngebet), is called si/ur bangbang, literally: 'to exchange 
the grave'. Again, as in the previous case, plants occupy a key role in the nature of 
the things exchanged. Thus, after the remains have been exhumed, in the open pit 
a sprouting coconut (pijer') is laid in the place where the corpse's head formerly 
was, a green banana sucker (panak biu) is put in the spot where the feet were, and 
a live black chick and other offerings are placed in the centre of the grave. 
What commonly happens, when the pit begins to be filled with earth, is that 
someone who is not a relative of the deceased jumps into the grave and grasps 
the coconut, someone else takes the banana sucker, and the chick too is caught or 
flies away in the confusion. In the end, only the offerings (peras panyeneng), the 
shroud and whatever belonged to the former dead person remaining from the 
exhumation are covered with earth. The sprouting coconut and the banana sucker 
will later be planted in the gardens of those who have taken them, while the 
chicken is generally reared. The black (selem) chicken (siap panampeh) is 
supposed to incarnate the soul of the deceased. The chicken is freed before the pit 
is filled again and its flight enacts the liberation of the soul from the close embrace 
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of earth. 
To sum up, the substitutions carried out during the exhumation are the 
following: 
NGEBET - SILUR BANGBANG - EXCHANGES 
ELEMENTS OF A EXCHANGED FOR FINAL DESTINY 
HUMAN BEING 
head as skull sprouting coconut (pijer). recovered from the grave and 
Laid in the grave at the place of planted in a garden 
the head. 
body as bones banana sucker (panak biu). recovered from the grave and 
Set in the grave in the place of planted in a garden 
the feet. 
soul black chick (siap penampeh) freed so that it is able to 
reincarnate again 
TABLE N.32: OUTLINE OF THE EXCHANGES PERFORMED DURING NGEBET IN SAKTI. 
The events surrounding ngebet further reinforce the analogy between human 
beings and plants, as one is substituted for the other. On the other hand, they 
stress the relevance of reciprocity in the relationship between human beings and 
lbu Pretiwi, as whatever is taken from her must be replaced with something else of 
similar value.11 Relatives of the deceased may not take away the coconut, the 
banana or the chicken exchanged for the remains of their beloved, as this would 
not be interpreted as proper reciprocity, vis-a-vis lbu Pretiwi for her restitution of 
the corpse. In this respect, even though the majority of symbols exchanged for the 
body are seized and taken away by those present at the event, the public is 
allowed to do so only after the offerings have been blessed and ritually presented 
to the goddess. 
The exchanges enacted during silur bangbang specifically point to two of the 
most important plants which, among others in Nusa Penida and Bali, come to stand 
for a human being. In this context it is worth emphasising that the sprouting 
coconuts and banana suckers taken from the grave and regarded as symbols of 
the human body, are subsequently planted, and in due time they will become 
productive trees. These issues will have relevance in the coming chapters when 
examining a ritual that relates to ancestors and tree fertility. 
TUMPEK PANGATAG (fUMPEK WARIGA OR TUMPEK BUBUH): THIRD EXAMPLE 
OF RECIPROCITY 
Once every six Balinese months, people in Nusa Penida thank their trees - as 
representatives of the whole of the harvesting flora - for their productive role. The 
feast is called Tumpek Pangatag, Tumpek Wariga, or Tumpek Bubuh. Tumpek 
refers to the calendrical coincidence of Saturday with the Balinese day of kliwon in 
the uku calendar. Pangatag (from a tag) means 'to loudly call upon', 'to invite'. The 
correspondence between the two days happens once every 21 O days. More 
commonly, the anniversary is called Tumpek Bubuh from the porridge (bubuh) 
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given to the trees to feed them, or Tumpek Wariga because it falls on the wariga 
week of the Balinese calendar.12 This event has been poorly understood by 
western scholars, who have paid little attention to it and treated it mainly as a 
commemorative day .. 13 In the ritual a tree is symbolically chosen as representing 
the flora which yields fruit to support the human community. In Sakti a coconut tree 
was always chosen, and its fruit, in various instances, are symbolically thought to 
represent human beings. However, because the ceremony has been understood 
by a number of scholars as simply commemorative of the coconut tree, it is 
important to stress that in principle any tree deemed to be important could be 
chosen. The event is generally performed by married couples in their garden, as no 
ritual specialist is required. Alternatively, each land owner does it for his I her trees. 
In the ceremony, first, the (coconut) tree is dressed up as a human being, 
around the stem are wrapped a sarong (kamben), a sash, and the Balinese head 
cover (udeng), while on its sides decorations made of coconut leaves (oncer), said 
to be similar to those worn by Balinese dancers, are hung. After which the tree is 
ritually cleansed and blessed with tirta (lustral water) from the Pura Pedoman, Pura 
Dalem and sanggah kemulan. In Sakti this amounts to the combination of the most 
important temples of the village, plus the family ancestors' shrine. Thereafter, a set 
of offerings are presented to the tree, as exemplifying the whole range of useful 
trees. A cut is made in the external tissues 14of the tree with a knife and in it is 
placed a small vessel made of coconut leaves (tekor) containing a spoon of white 
porridge. The porridge (bubuh sumsum) is the food made for sick children and 
elders. Before cutting the outer tissues of the tree the man knocks three times on 
the trunk, as though knocking at a door and, addressing the tree as his 
grandmother, asks and answers these questions: 
m:* Dadong, dadong, I kaki kija? 
t:** I kaki la jumahan. 
m: la ngudiang I kaki jumahan? 
t: I kaki la gelem. 
m: Ge/em ngengken la I kaki? 
t: la gelem ngeed, ngeed, ngeed. 
m: Ne tiang ngabaang I kaki bubuh. 
* men, **tree I grandmother 
gloss 
Grandmother. grandmother, where is grandfather? 
Grandfather is inside. 
Why is grandfather inside? 
He is sick. 
What illness does he have? 
He feels hot and cold. 
I have brought this porridge for him. 
The whole dialogue rests on a pun as the word nged has a double meaning: 
when referring to a person it means 'to have malaria', thus to feel hot and cold, 
when referring to a tree it means 'to be plentiful', 'to be packed with' fruits. The 
dialogue and the porridge given to the tree are thus an invitation to produce a 
bountiful harvest during the next six (Balinese) months.15 Thereafter, the man 
walks around his garden and repeats a short version of this ritual for each 
productive tree (i.e. for mango, jackfruit, lime, etc.). He knocks three times on each 
tree, cuts their bark and feed them with bubuh. 
In this ritual there are a number of elements that reinforce the association 
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Photo N. 10: Tumpek Pangatag I Tumpek Bubuh, the coconut fully 
dressed as the kakek, and decorated with coconut 
leaves (/amak and capah). (Sakti 1990) 
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Photo N. 11: Tumpek Pangatag I Tumpek Bubuh, presentation of the 
offerings to the coconut and recitation of the mantra by 
the married couple. (Sakti 1990) 
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Photo N. 12: Tumpek Pangatag I Tumpek Bubuh, feeding with bubuh 
a coconut tree. (Sakti 1990) 
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between trees and ancestors as, in Tumpek Pangatag, the coconut chosen to 
symbolise all trees: 
i) is knocked on three times in the same way as the priest wakes an 
ancestor at the moment of its exhumation; 
ii) it is dressed as a human being; 
iii) it is greeted as an old relative (grandmother or grandfather); 
iv) the same ritual procedures and lustral water are used for it as they are 
used in rituals that deal with humans or the dead; 
v) it is treated as part of the community, as it is fed with the same food given 
to a person.16 
Again, as in previous examples, the importance of reciprocal relations 
between trees, ancestors and the living comes to the fore. In the reproduction cycle 
described above (i.e. first and second examples of reciprocity) I noted how trees 
and cultigens come to be understood as embodiments of the ancestors who 
bestow bountiful produce on human beings. In this last example the process is 
reversed: just as in everyday life productive trees - like the all-providing ancestors -
feed humans, in Tumpek Pangatag humans reciprocate by feeding trees and 
ancestors with bubuh. Tumpek pangatag, rather than a folkloric event, is the 
occasion on which the farming community is given the chance symbolically to 
thank the trees, and the ancestors they symbolise, for their role in nurturing the 
living. 
In the examples associated with the liminal period and the growth of plants, as 
well as that of ngebet and Tumpek Pangatag, the importance of reciprocity 
emerges as an established pattern that governs the relationships between human 
beings, their ancestors and the environment. In a reciprocal relation a balance 
must be achieved by the two sides engaged in a prestation, in the same way that a 
balance is sought in the relations between humans and lbu Pretiwi, with both 
perceived to be part of a general cycle of interdependent relations. Thus, reciprocal 
relations between humans and their natural environment are in no way different 
from those between people, or those between people and gods. This, once more, 
emphasises that all these components in Nusa Penida belong to the same 'social 
field' and, indeed, exchange is possible precisely because all these partners 
belong to the same relational universe. 
Expanding further on the links between Nusa Penida and eastern Indonesia, 
the cycle of fertility and reciprocity between humans, earth and plants, as 
manifested by the people of Sakti, shows remarkable analogies with some of the 
central themes of the Mambai ritual life of East Timer, as noted by Traube (1986). 
Among the Mambai, the living and the dead are bound by a mutual relationship of 
gift-giving, whereby the living provide sacrifices to the dead and the dead 
reciprocate by providing the living with fertility and prosperity. Again plants, earth 
and the ancestors are central to this reciprocal cycle. The dead as 'shades' 
inhabiting sacred springs, provide through their breath, the rain that will bring life to 
the plants. In this cycle: 
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The rising 'breath' of the shades comes back with the rains, is transmitted to the 
plants and passed on to the people who eventually consume the plants. Thus the 
shades rejoin the living through the medium of cultivated plants. [ ... ] 
Mambai do not forget that the continuity of human life is premised on human 
consumption of plants. Human beings can only nurse from Mother Earth's breast 
by devouring the produce of the soil, and so in the end, "they eat their elder kin". 
[ ... ] What is most characteristic of Mambai thought is a tendency to conceive 
these interactions with the plant world as reciprocal obligations that unfold over 
the course of a total system of ritual activities. [ ... ] 
In a consistent idiom of reciprocity Mambai explain that the plants that have been 
nurtured through ritual intervention must now give themselves to their human 
benefactors in the form of food. As Mau Bere once put it: "We spoon and hand 
food out to them, but now we call on them to spoon and hand (themselves) to us". 
Once more we find a reiteration of central themes, such as the importance of 
earth, plant growth, reciprocity and the significance of the ancestors, which appear 
to characterise agricultural societies of eastern as well as western Indonesia. 
THE REGENERATION OF LIFE 
The death process, as it relates to in the cycle of plant growth, comes to be 
associated with life giving situations and thus in this way, as it generates new lives 
it denies the finality of death and reconverts it into life. The transformation of death 
into life is a theme common to a number of ethnographies, and this process has 
been associated in different ways with sexuality, women and fertility.17 
In the case of Nusa Penida and Bali it is argued that practices of exhumation 
and fertility, in its widest meaning, bear: 
I) direct references to human intercourse, as the ideal model of 'natural' 
productiveness (which of course includes plant growth); 
II) close relationships with the theme of female sexuality, as expressed by 
the ideal of reproduction within the context of marriage, and by the non-
ideal of sexual lust outside marriage to be overcome if proper fertility is to 
be achieved. 
HUMAN AND PLANT FERTILITY 
Burial and intercourse positions may indicate something about human fertility 
as well as soil fertility. 
A man in Nusa Penida is considered to have a socially higher position than a 
woman, and he is supposed to retain physically this position also during sexual 
intercourse. Man's prone position during intercourse is indicated with the term 
malingeb. The reverse symmetrical position is considered to be proper to a woman 
and is defined by the term malumah (from lumah: fragile, weak), indicating a 
supine posture. 
In the context of natural events this relation is transposed and emphasised by 
the relationship between Akasa, as simultaneously the sky and father, and lbu 
Pretiwi, as earth and mother. Plants and, more generally, flora are also in fact 
understood to be the product of the intercourse between Akasa and Pretiwi. In the 
intercourse water, in the form of rain, is paralleled with the male semen that 
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fertilises earth, allowing for the growth of seeds hosted in the depths of lbu Pretiwi. 
The following scheme presents the set of relationship outlined above: 
malingeb man Akasa 
[kama petak] [rain] 
,(). ,(). 
malumah woman Pretiwi 
[kama bang] [earth] 
,(). ,(). 
descent plants 
TABLE N.33: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE INTERCOURSE POSITION AND 
THE ANALOGOUS POSITION OF AKASA AND PRETIWI IN THEIR ROLE AS PRODUCERS OF 
PLANTS. 
Man and woman, Akasa and Pretiwi, are respectively associated with a 
number of different elements which, whenever combined, produce life. Thus, 
ideally, the growth of plants is made ideologically similar to the growth of a human 
being. Just as a human being is the product of the intercourse between a superior 
(malingeb) husband and his wife, in the same way plants are conceived to be the 
product of the intercourse between the higher Akasa (malingeb) and Pretiwi. 
Natural fertility is conceived of as being homologous to human fertility. 
Akasa and Pretiwi, as they emphasise human qualities, are respectively 
associated with a number of different elements as follows: 
Akasa rain 
as he dwells in the sky and is husband for Pretiwi, fatherhood 
he is associated with: purified ancestors as cremated bones 
ma/ingeb 
Pretiwi seeds and crops 
as she dwells on earth and is wife to Akasa, motherhood 
she is associated with: corpses as unpurified ancestors 
flesh 
malumah 
TABLE N.34: SUMMARY OF ATTRIBUTES ASSOCIATED WITH AKASA AND PRETIWI. 
In a number of villages in Nusa Penida, such as Jungutbatu, Pundukaha and 
formerly Sakti, the burial positions of men and women conform to the position a 
married couple adopt during intercourse. Thus, a man is buried in a malingeb 
position, while a woman is buried in a ma/umah position. 
The relationship between the symbolism associated with Akasa and Pretiwi, 
and human burial postures, as analogous to intercourse posture, further underlines 
concerns over fertility and reproduction. Ideas about human and plant creation are 
reinforced by respectively placing men and women in the grave in their ma/ingeb or 
malumah positions.18 In this instance, with the reiteration of the intercourse posture 
in the context of burial, we have a significant transformation of the meaning 
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associated with death, transforming it into a direct analogy of the reproductive 
process. 
In most parts of Nusa Penida people bury the dead in their gardens, with great 
emphasis being placed on the procurement of soil fertility, growth of edible 
cultigens and plant reproduction via ancestors' bodies. Corpses enveloped in a 
deathly embrace by lbu Pretiwi become sources of fertility. Ancestors, via the 
association of their souls with specific plants, are believed to be reincarnated as 
cultigens, as is the case with rice, while plants, in the eyes of the natives, become 
living symbols of their forefathers. Within this perspective ancestors fully contribute 
to the feeding of new generations. These perceptions, and the set of relations 
expressed by them are congruent with a number of Balinese themes related to the 
growth of rice and the relation rice has with farmers and their ancestors.19 
SEXUALITY, WOMEN AND FERTILITY 
The second example focuses more specifically on sexuality, flesh and 
corruption, and their relation to women, fertility, and the attributes of three 
goddesses that are associated, in different ways, with reproduction and death. 
In Nusa Penida and Bali the manifestation of the feminine is represented by 
three goddesses that relate to different aspects of sexuality and fertility and which 
enshrine three prototypes of female behaviour and stages of life. These refer to: (I) 
the condition of the unmarried woman as portrayed by Dewi Sri, (II) the state of the 
married woman as represented by lbu Pretiwi, (Ill) the case of the widow as 
personified by Rangda. These conditions delineate three stages in the life of a 
woman, each characterised by different fertility paradigms. For the people of Nusa 
Penida, sexual activities are associated with different values and contexts that may 
condition their potential as a vehicle for fertility. In respect to the examples of three 
women I goddess mentioned above these distinctions are drawn: 
I) the condition of the unmarried woman as portrayed by Dewi Sri represents 
the example of the daughter. As no reproductive sex is allowed in such a 
context, fertility is achieved through sacrifice and the destruction of Dewi 
Sri whose buried body is transformed into crops. The unmarried woman 
enshrines a fertility potential, as she can generate future progeny. 
However, in the myth of Dewi Sri, this potential is not developed as she 
choses to be sacrificed. This is a positive example of filial obedience but a 
negative one for fertility, as the goddess pays for it with her life. Sexuality 
is absent, corruption is present, and the progeny is here ideally 
transformed by the decay of the flesh into crops and food for the people. 
II) the condition of lbu Pretiwi represents the ideal of the married woman who 
is made fertile by her husband. It is the ideal of a marriage that produces 
progeny and a goddess who produces crops jointly with her husband. In 
this prototype sexual activities are associated with marriage. These are 
socially approved and emphasise the public role of the couple. Intercourse 
must be accomplished and its aim is procreation. Sexuality in this context 
is inherently positive and is embodied by the married woman, from whom 
at the time of her marriage fertility and progeny are desired.2° 
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With reference to the positive productive role associated with and 
expected from a woman in marriage, it should be added that in Sakti, at 
the end of this ceremony, the groom presents a sprouting coconut and a 
sprouting areca nut to the sanggah kemulan of the bride. The offering, 
which joins together two of the most significant plants cultivated in the 
island, is called baton and is carried in procession by a relative of the 
groom to the house of the bride immediately after marriage. The custom in 
Sakti is called menek baton. There are two interpretations of this icon. On 
the one side, both sprouting nuts represent the bride in her purusa -
pradana aspects, and respectively refer to the male and female principles 
which Balinese believe are incarnated in every human being. The plants 
as a propitious sign of future fertility and productiveness, are ideally 
exchanged for the bride - symbolising the promise of future life - who 
leaves her lineage and, it is hoped, will bring progeny to the groom's 
lineage.21 A woman's role within marriage is subordinate to that of her 
husband, as she leaves her group of origin and is, to varying degrees, 
integrated into that of her husband. On the other side, the two plants are 
also a representation of the married couple and their combined fertilising 
power, the coconut being associated with the bride and the groom being 
associated with the areca. 
Ill) the condition of the widow as personified by Rangda represents the model 
of untamed fertility that becomes dangerous. In this context sexual 
activities are associated with lust and represented by Rangda, whose 
unkempt hair (magambahan) indicates her wildness and her sexual drive. 
Rangda is the widow who, as a witch, dances over graves and feeds 
herself with corpses, she lives in the burial ground and is associated with 
the Hindu goddess Durga. Rangda is an expression of a form of sexuality 
that threatens the male and female stereotypes of the married couple and 
their social role, for Rangda's sexuality is lust, not aimed at reproduction 
and associated with the degenerative process of the flesh of the corpses. 
Femininity - as it is outside the marriage context - is here above and 
beyond male control. 
Just as these aspects are different facets of the feminine and the condition of 
womanhood, the ascetic model expressed by Dewi Sri and the wild unrestrained 
lust expressed by Rangda come to be encompassed and embodied in the figure of 
lbu Pretiwi as Earth, wife of Akasa, and Mother Goddess.22 In fact, in Nusa Penida 
it is said that the embodiment of Rangda in the garden is precisely that of Dewi Sri, 
the goddess of rice and fertility. Rangda becomes fertile when she abandons her 
name and all associations she has with sexuality and is sacrificed as Dewi Sri. 
As further evidence that these manifestations are mutually inclusive aspects of 
the same goddess, it should be pointed out that while Rangda is associated with 
graveyards and Dewi Sri with cultivated gardens, in most of Nusa Penida gardens 
and graveyards tend to coincide. Thus, both Dewi Sri and Rangda relate to death 
and burial. In Dewi Sri, however, fertility is the result of sacrifice - rather than 
sexuality - and the shedding of blood and the dissolution of flesh is the 
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precondition for the origin of plants and cultigens. In this image the feminine role is 
reconfirmed as Dewi Sri - even though detached from a marriage context - is 
subordinate to her father. 
Both these forms of sexuality and fertility are present and embodied in the 
figure of lbu Pretiwi, as emerges from the picture I have drawn in the context of the 
plant reproductive cycle. Pretiwi combines in her image the ideal of wife and 
mother as well that of the dangerous lover, for she relates to Akasa as a wife, she 
feeds humanity as a mother, she gives rise to plants as Dewi Sri, and last but not 
least, as Rangda she is a devouring lover who feeds on corpses. All these 
relationships are indicated in the following table: 
IBU PRETIWI AS PARAMOUNT GODDESS 
Dewi Sri lbu Pretiwi Rangda 
young woman, single, married goddess that combines mature woman, alone. 
outside the marriage context as the destructiveness of Rangda outside the marriage context as 
unmarried. with the productiveness of Dewi widow 
As royal daughter she embodies Sri and transcends both of them 
the virginal sacrificial offering in her marriage to Akasa as 
expression of the values of a 
fertile wife 
male I female relationship: male I female relationship: male I female relationship: 
female subordination in the as wife, Pretiwi is subordinate to characterised by female 
context of father I daughter her husband Akasa dominance 
relationship. 
no sexual connotation sex within marriage. lust 
fertility as result of sacrifice detached from lust, 
oriented to fruitfulness 
understood as the fertile wife for Akasa, destructive lover 
representation of Rangda in the destructive lover for corpses 
gardens. In this respect as she 
is characterised by fecundity 
and purity, Sri represents the 
opposite of sex as lust 
expression of plants and expression of both flesh and negation of fertility and 
agricultural fertility as well as decomposition as well as expression of death, 
human prosperity plants and agricultural fertility flesh and decomposition 
TABLE N.35: SUMMARY OF THE ATTRIBUTES ASSOCIATED WITH DEWI SRI. IBU PRETIWI. 
AND RANGDA WITH THE OUTLINE OF THEIR RELATIONSHIPS. 
COMPARATIVE ISSUES ON FERTILITY AND THE ROLE OF SEXUALITY 
The theme of fertility as mastery over flesh and the meaning given to flesh and 
bones has been dealt with in a number of Austronesian societies. In the light of 
what said about lbu Pretiwi, Dewi Sri and Rangda it is worth making a brief 
comparative digression to consider two different approaches to this issue taken 
from two Austronesian societies - the Bara and Merina of Madagascar - that 
express similar concern about the relationship between flesh and bones and their 
role in the re-elaboration of the event of death and the reproduction of life. 
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The first of these approaches is represented by Huntington and Metcalf 
(1979:115-7). The authors indicate a direct and explicit link between sexual 
symbolism, as represented during funerary rituals, and its role in manifesting the 
meaning associated with regenerative themes. Huntington and Metcalf report that 
the Bara from Madagascar 23 see life as a balanced relationship between order, 
associated with bones and males, and vitality, associated with female and flesh. In 
death, and in the subsequent separation of flesh and bones due to decay, this link 
is modified. The remaining bones indicate a prevalence of maleness, order and 
sterility that must be compensated for by women's energy and vitality. In the last 
phase of the Bara funerary ritual, the charge of the men carrying the bier through 
the female lines opposing their advance provides the required vitality, and is 
explicitly interpreted by the writers as a metaphor for intercourse, which, added to 
the subsequent entering into the tomb head on - depicted as birth in the ancestors 
realm - directly elicits themes of sexuality and the reproduction of life. 
The second of these approaches is represented by Bloch and Parry (1982), 
who stress an inverse and opposite relation between the symbolic expression of 
sexuality in death rituals and the issues of fertility, as expressed in the Merina 
death rituals. For these authors, direct representation of the sexual themes in this 
context is misleading, and the regeneration of life is achieved precisely through the 
mastery over women and in opposition to the symbolism associated with sexual 
reproduction. The key to this process is the association of women with 
decomposition and with sexual reproduction as something to be overcome if 'true 
ancestral fertility', symbolised by the collective tomb and the '(male) bones' is to be 
achieved. Thus Bloch and Parry (1982:22) argue that: 
the symbolism of the mortuary rites of the Bara [ ... ] identifies woman with 
sexuality, and sexuality with death. Victory over death - its conversion into rebirth 
- is symbolically achieved by a victory over female sexuality and the world of 
women, who are made to bear the ultimate responsibility for the negative aspects 
of death. In line with this, the sexuality of women is often closely associated with 
the putrescence of the corpse [ ... ] 
It is my contention that both Huntington and Metcalf and Bloch and Parry have 
considered sexuality exclusively from a natural, biological, reproductive point of 
view, and thus have decontextualised it from a social framework that may attribute 
different significance to the practice of sexuality. 
The different values attributed to the expression of sexuality, in the examples 
brought to the fore, indicate that what matters is how sexuality comes to be 
manifested. The expression of sexuality is inherently ambivalent and may be seen 
as positive or negative according to circumstances, as the attributes of lbu Pretiwi 
and Rangda suggest. Thus, while the absence of mastery over it, as in the case of 
Rangda, entails an identification with death, mastery over it implies fruitfulness and 
is identified with lbu Pretiwi. Last but not least, although in line with the argument 
expressed by Bloch and Parry (1982:22 ff), all my examples indicate that fertility 
entails a degree of mastery over flesh and corruption; in contrast with that 
argument, the role of lbu Pretiwi reiterates the importance of proper heterosexual 
relations for fostering the process of creation. 
The combination and dynamics between corruption and creation sends us 
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back to the analogous combination of flesh and bones that make up a human 
being, and forward to the importance of all these elements in the understanding of 
the concept of fertility in Nusa Penida. Let us now return to the meaning associated 
with flesh and bones in Sakti and their relationship with plants and the ancestors. 
FLESH AND BONES AS PLANTS AND ANCESTORS 
In this section it is argued that the idea of fertility in Nusa Penida as it emerges 
from all the relationships expressed so far, comprises human and plant fertility to 
an equal degree, although these aspects are based on separate grounds and 
through different associations. Fertility, in the first of these paradigms is associated 
with women and expresses concern over the material means of re-production, 
while in the second it is linked to the whole community and addresses its concern 
with origin, identity and the means of social re-production. This pattern diverges 
from the model put forward by Bloch and Parry (1982:18-21) with its exclusive 
emphasis on the tomb and male bones as the primary expression of true fertility. If 
it is true that the dissolution of flesh is the condition for the appearance of bones 
and the origin of imperishable ancestors - and thus Bloch and Parry speak about 
the victory over flesh - it is also true that in the case of Nusa Penida flesh is not 
lost, but believed to feed lbu Pretiwi and thus create plants and cultigens. 
To return then to Hertz's assumption concerning flesh and bones, in Nusa 
Penida the ideas associated with these elements, as expressed through the events 
of ngebet and silur bangbang, and the concepts related to them via malumah and 
malingeb indicate, first of all, that body elements are made analogous to natural 
elements such as plants and cultigens and secondly, that biological processes 
associated with flesh and bones stand as models for natural processes as well as 
social ones. Thus flesh, as the perishable element of the body, is the medium 
through which is expressed the cycle of production and reproduction of plants and 
cultigens, and in this context it becomes the source of food and material 
reproduction. Likewise, bones, as the imperishable elements of the body, are the 
means through which ancestors are understood to be made of, as during 
exhumation bones are used physically to re-produce the already dead, and in the 
subsequent funerary rituals are transformed into purified ancestors. Bones are a 
guarantee of continuity, standing for the origin of the lineage group and are thus 
the source of social reproduction. 24 
The association of the themes of flesh and bones with issues of gender, 
sexuality and reproduction, as represented by the themes linked to lbu Pretiwi and 
Akasa, provide the means for the formulation of the two paradigms in which 
concerns of fertility are expressed in Nusa Penida. However, while flesh in this 
context is directly associated with women, bones and ancestors are not exclusively 
identified with maleness but with the whole community as composed of men and 
women. For, if it is true that males have a dominant role in Balinese social 
organisation, it is also true that the shrine that stands as the abode of the 
ancestors in the sanggah kemulan comprises both a male and a female figure 
representing the purified ancestors from whom the lineage sprang, sometimes 
identified in their higher form with Batara and Batari Guru. Male and female 
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aspects are hierarchically related but both are present at the same time. 
The two paradigms are condensed in the following diagram: 
FERTILITY PARADIGMS 
First paradigm: plants and these are. 
flesh is transformed into plants. cultigens - means of material reproduction; 
- expression of femininity 
The perishable elements of the body, in Dewi Sri; 
the flesh and blood, - associated with !bu Pretiwi as 
I ) by way of Dewi Sri produce: <:::> mother and female goddess, 
II ) in the hands of !bu Pretiwi are - linked with the unpurified 
transformed and via a sexual union ancestors buried in the gardens 
with Akasa produce: q and graveyards. 
Second paradigm purified these are . 
bones are transformed into ancestors. ancestors - expression of the identity and 
origin of the community. 
The imperishable elements of the body, the - means of spiritual reproduction 
bones, in the hands of the living community and social order; 
are transformed - expression of maleness when 
and via death rituals produce: <:::> associated with Akasa as father 
and male god. 
TABLE N.36 OUTLINE OF TWO FERTILITY PARADIGMS. 
In this process flesh and bones come to symbolise two types of fertility, 
respectively associated with plants and ancestors. Thus natural elements become 
paradigmatic of social ones. Ideas related to fertility and its expression in a 
traditional society such as that of Nusa Penida link indissolubly the natural order 
the social organisation. 
ON ANCESTOR WORSHIP, PRAJAPATI, UMA AND SRI 
In the previous sections of this chapter the relationship between human and 
plants as mediated by death and ancestors has come to the fore Fertility the 
fields and plant growth appear also to be related to this issue, via their association 
with the god Prajapati and ancestor worship in the sanggah kemulan. 
In Nusa Penida during the exhumation of bones (ngebet) at the beginning of 
death rituals, all the gardens involved in this process are with shrines or 
seats (padmasana) dedicated to Prajapati. Shrines consecrated to the 
also found close to the cremation ground (e.g. Sakti), in to 
or between the Pura Dalem and the burial ground (e.g. 
is 
they were never observed inside 
Prajapati has been 
death,25 which 
time 
shrine is said to be the place where Durga and her husband Siwa meet and have 
intercourse.26 The god is thus associated on one side with the deadly force of 
Durga, and on the other with the creative aspect of Siwa. This ambivalent nature, a 
simultaneous expression of death and life, destruction and creation, stresses again 
the significance of the meaning given to the burial of corpses in gardens and their 
transformation for the benefit of growing cultigens and plants, as practiced in most 
areas of Nusa Penida. 
Prajapati is of Sanskrit origin, and the name is composed of the terms praja 
'creation, propagation' and pati 'lord'. (Stutley 1977:229). In Nusa Penida and Bali 
the god is also associated with fire, as its sanggah is present at the border of the 
cremation ground. In this context, his transformational nature is again emphasised, 
as Prajapati is also thought to help the transfer of the purified souls to their abode 
after cremation (Schaareman: 1986:63). The god is said to rule over unpurified 
dead (Grader 1969:142) and finally, as Mrajapati, he is represented as one of the 
four siblings (kanda pat) that precede and help the birth of a child. Again, it is his 
creative and ambivalent nature that receives prominence in this last association, as 
the kanda pat on the one hand help the child to grow, while on the other are 
considered potentially dangerous and, thus, in due time must be dispatched.27 
Grader (1969:148), observed the presence of relations, analogous to those 
indicated here, between the concern for agricultural fertility and ancestor worship in 
Klumpu, a village near Sakti in Nusa Penida. He reported that in the Pura Dalem 
Klumpu the gods Uma, Guru and Durga are collectively worshipped as a trinity. 
The association of the gods inside the Pura Dalem indicates a link between the 
fertility of the soil and the growth of crops (Batara Uma), death (Batara Durga) and 
ancestors (Batara Guru). To emphasise further - but in a different way - the 
influential role of ancestor worship in the generative process, it should be noted 
that in Sakti and other areas of Nusa Penida, Akasa is sometimes conceived as 
Batara Guru and, thus, understood to represent the already purified ancestors 
worshiped inside the sanggah kemu/an.28 
The relationship between fertility of the field, death and ancestors is not a 
theme limited to Nusa Penida, as some other areas of Bali appear to share the 
same concern. In Northern Bali, in a dry land agricultural environment similar to 
that of Nusa Penida, Grader (1969:145, 150-157) documented a number of 
instances analogous to those explicated above. First of all, he pointed out how, in 
the context of the sanggah kemulan of pura panyungsungan in Kubal, the worship 
of the local god (Batara Kemulan) coalesces in a single divinity the veneration for 
ancestors and agricultural deities. Secondly, regarding Pura Meduwe Karang, a 
temple consecrated to the fertility of the soil and associated with the dry fields, he 
indicated how, depending on the context, ancestors could be associated with lbu 
Pretiwi in her chthonian nature, as well as Batara Maspait in his uranic (celestial) 
character. Last but not least, Goris (1969:112) reported that in Selat (Karangasem) 
the most important of the village festivals, the usaba di me/, a ritual for the 
prosperity of the agricultural fields held every ten years (also known as usaba 
dalem) is celebrated in the Pura Dalem, that is to say in the realm of unpurified 
ancestors where death and Durga are worshipped. During the festival Batari Sri 
(Dewi Sri) is worshipped as the goddess simultaneously concerned with both the 
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fertility of the soil and human fertility. These indications appear consistent with 
some of the issues presented in the fertility paradigms earlier in this chapter. 
More recently, Filloux (1991: 99 note 55) noted the presence of similar 
concerns in Piling, a village close to Batukaru (Tabanan). The Pura Dalem Piling, a 
temple associated with the dead, and the Pura Bedugul, a temple dedicated to the 
goddesses Uma and Sri and associated with the cultivation of dry-land rice, 
appears to play a key role in promoting land and crop fertility in the village. In these 
temples the ancestors and the goddesses Uma and Sri are worshipped as the 
main divinities involved in the care and support for rice growth throughout the 
agricultural cycle. Additionally, in the nearby Pura Dalem Kayangan (Pura Luhur 
Batukaru) the goddesses Uma and Durga are honoured together, a further 
indication of the close relationship between fertility of the fields and death. 
The emphasis on fertility, death and reproduction throughout this chapter can 
be interpreted as an indication of the indeterminacy and uncertainty, which in dry 
areas like that of Nusa Penida, accompanies the agricultural season. Farmers have 
to reconcile these uncertainties with the need to ensure that crops will grow and 
ripen every season, if they are to avoid hunger. This is all the more important as in 
Sakti, com, the main cultivated staple, can be harvested only once a year. Dry-land 
agricultural practice depends for its success upon two basic factors: first, a regular 
climatic cycle, to guarantee enough rain during the period of cereal growth, and 
secondly, soil fertility. While the first condition was fairly regular in the Balinese 
tropical area and Nusa Penida until very recently, the second, far less predictable, 
had to be constantly sought out, obtained and assured. Soil fertility and the growth 
cereals were then made reliable by ideally harnessing them to human death - an 
event about whose certainty and constancy no doubts were expressed - as 
understood in the context of burial and a reciprocal exchange between the farming 
community and lbu Pretiwi, to whom corpses were given for the guarantee 
crops. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has delineated issues central to the relationship between the 
people of Nusa Penida and their environment, and in the same way presented 
some of the main arguments of this work. 
Firstly, I have shown how the myth of Dewi Sri, from dead body plants 
and cultigens are believed to have originated, is equally relevant to western as well 
as to eastern Indonesia. This is an indication of widespread interest 
Indonesia in the origins of useful plants and the fundamental 
human The association plants 
Starting insight that 
that 
1 
reciprocity cycle between earth, conceived as the goddess lbu Pretiwi - who is 
credited with producing the cultigens that feed the living community - and human 
beings, who reciprocate with buried corpses whose flesh it is believed will feed the 
goddess. The presence of reciprocal relations between society as a whole and its 
environment has brought out the significance of this issue in Nusa Penida, and the 
similarities between this society and a number of eastern Indonesian societies 
which are organised around similar concerns. 
Further reflections on the question of sexuality and fertility have led to two 
paradigms based upon the separation of flesh and bones after death. In the first of 
these, flesh, via lbu Pretiwi or Dewi Sri, creates plants as the material means of 
reproduction, while in the second, bones create the ancestors who, as the 
founders of the community, and a key element in the religious system, stand as the 
guarantors of the living community and its laws. Final observations about ancestor 
worship in the context of Nusa Penida and Bali dry agricultural areas have 
confirmed the links between ancestor veneration in the sanggah kemulan, the 
worship of the gods associated with the temple dedicated to the dead (Pura 
Dalem), and the fertility of the fields and crop growth. 
This chapter is central to this work, not only because it outlines the logic of the 
relationship between humans and plants in the specific context of Nusa Penida, 
but also because the material presented focuses on three issues of general 
anthropological relevance, and one peculiar to Balinese anthropology. 
I) The first of these is that in traditional societies, such as Nusa Penida, 
there is no apparent separation between humans and their natural 
environment as we are dealing with an holistic view that sees human 
beings, their gods and ancestors as an essential part of that environment. 
This is confirmed by the evidence that humans can be exchanged for 
plants, and that both elements enter the same 'natural' cycle, as 
expressed by the assumed link between lbu Pretiwi and the growth of 
plants. In Nusa Penida, as a society dependent upon agriculture, humans 
and their natural environment are thought to lie on the same plane, as the 
former heavily depend on the latter for their survival, and each partake of 
the same ideal order, because both rely upon ancestors for their 
functioning. 
II) The second suggests that in agricultural societies similar to Nusa Penida, 
the relation between the living community and its natural is 
conceived of and structured on the basis of reciprocity, which seems to 
111) 
conform to a more general pattern of asymmetry rules of 
among human beings and 29 
The last - common to 
to analyse Balinese culture 
material 
the nature of the 
84 
- of 
and 
the 
dead, plants and earth, links Nusa Penida to themes that are central to the 
cultures of eastern Indonesia. 
Nusa Penida, as an expression of Balinese culture, thus appears to retain 
strong affinities with eastern Indonesia, as both these societies are a manifestation 
of an Austronesian culture based on reciprocal obligations, still centred on the 
fertilising role of ancestors, and dependent upon the crucial importance of 
cultivated plants for the sustenance of human life. Aspects of these issues will be 
taken up in the coming chapters when examining details of the ethnography of 
selected trees and the ideas and symbolism associated with them. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER VIII 
1 For instance examples of similar myths are reported in: Evans (1953:15-6), Fox (1992:78), 
Jensen and Niggemeyer (1939), Jensen (1948, 1963:166 ff), Boulan (1988:31 ff), HG. Schulte 
Nordholt ( 1971 :271 ). For its importance in the western and central Austronesian context and its 
relation to others common myths in the same linguistic area see Ottino P. (1986:62 ff). For a 
variation of this myth in which the sacrificial victim is a male burned ancestor see Friedberg 
(1989:552). 
2 For others versions of the myth of Dewi Sri see also: Sukawati (1924, 1926), Schaareman 
(1986:58), Wirtz (1927). Wessing (1990) stresses the western - Indian - link of Sri through its 
association with Rama and its epic in Java. However, as the evidence of eastern Indonesia suggest 
(see note 1 this chapter) I suspect that the mythological theme of the sacrifice of a young woman and 
the appearance of plants is older than the Hindu influence in western Indonesia. 
3 Due to global warming and the induced climatic changes the arrival of the rain in Nusa Penida 
is no longer so predictable and the two seasons are not so sharply distinguished by the two 
equinoxes. However, for the Balinese ritual and festival calendar, the March equinox remains crucial 
as it is related to the beginning of the new year and its rituals. 
4 In Sakti the ritual sequence that currently leads to the new Saka year is: Makiis, Segehan 
Banjar (Nyegehin), Nyepi to be followed by Maprani. I should remark that the falling of Nyepi and the 
oblation to evil sprits that precedes it - in Bali known as Tawur Agung Kesanga, while in Nusa Penida 
as Segehan Banjar or Nyegehin - has recently been disciplined by PHO (Parisada Hindu Dharma). 
Formerly in Sakti the two events were not so closely related as Segehan Banjar depended upon the 
end of the agricultural season. In a number of villages of Nusa Penida because of PHO policy two 
Nyepi are currently practiced; the old one according to the traditional adat calendar and the new one 
according to the latest disposition of PHO. The following scheme indicates the variation that concern 
the performance of Nyepi, in Segehan Banjar. Maprani and Makjis in Sakti 
FORMER IMPLEMENTATION: ACCORDING TO LOCAL ADAT CALENDAR. 
Nye pi it was set for on the first day after ti/em sasih kesanga: on the first day of the 
tenth Balinese lunar month (sasih kedasa). 
Nyepi is a day of rest and suspension of all activities. With Nyepi begins the new 
Saka year. Formerly there were no direct relation between the fall of Nyepi and 
the rituals performed for the maize agricultural cycle. 
Segehan Banjar I originally it was implemented after the harvest, when the whole agricultural 
Nyegehin operations were deemed to be concluded. 
Usually, it was celebrated on the day before purnama sasih kedasa (full moon of 
the tenth lunar month), which generally falls on the month of April. 
Offerings for evil spirits were presented near the bale banjar. 
Maprani as a post-harvest festival it fell on the first day after Segehan Banjar, which is to 
say on purnama sasih kedasa (full moon of the tenth lunar month). Maprani as a 
thanksgiving festival simply marks the end of the agricultural season. 
In Bali Batara Turun Kabeh is celebrated on the same day. 
Formerly, neither Segehan Banjar nor Maprani had any directly link with the fall 
of Nyepi, for these rituals depended upon the evolution of the farming season. 
Makjis (Melis) this ritual was performed very rarely and irrespectively of any calendrical period. 
It was implemented only when a case of severe pollution affected the whole 
banjar. In such unfortunate circumstance, all the gods of the banjar were taken in 
procession to the sea for a ritual bath in which the sacred icons were cleansed of 
their pollution. 
(N.B the plan continues in the next page) 
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CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION: ACCORDING TO PHO CALENDAR. 
Makiis it is held two days before ti/em sasih kesanga. 
All the gods of the banjar are taken in procession to the sea for a ritual bath that 
cleanse them from the pollution accumulated during the past year. Makiis must 
be performed before the beginning of the new Saka year to allow the god to enter 
the new period in a state of ritual purity. 
Segehan Banjar I occurs on ti/em sasih kesanga (the last day of the ninth lunar month, that precede 
Nyegehin: the night of the new moon of the tenth lunar month). On the evening of ti/em 
kesanga offering for evil spirits are presented in the bale banjar. 
Nye pi: it is set for one day after ti/em sasih kesanga, on the first day of sasih kedasa (the 
tenth lunar month). It is a day of rest and suspension of all secular and religious 
activities; with Nyepi begins the new Saka year. 
Maprani: it is held on purnama sasih kedasa (full moon of the tenth lunar month) 
15 days after ti/em sasih kesanga. It is a post-harvest festival, now the feast is 
related to Nyepi as it must fall 15 days after it but formerly it wasn't 
TABLE N.37 PLAN OF THE FORMER AND CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CALENDAR 
LEADING TO THE NEW SAKA YEAR IN SAKTI. 
5 For further details on Maprani see chapter XIII. 
6 On this subject see: Weck (1986) and Hooykaas C. (1974). 
7 I am not looking at this problem in terms of status, nor from the perspective of caste members 
who see it as a political occasion to assert their rank vis-a-vis commoner. 
Ngaben has been held by a number of anthropologists as the quintessence of Balinese rituals, 
and one of the keys for the assertion of political power [i.e. Geertz (1980:117) in Negara.], mainly 
because of its spectacular, elaborate setting when performed by a king or a high caste Balinese. 
While its use as a symbolic means to claim and maintain status is indisputable, I contend that 
focusing on cremation alone and its spectacular events has been done at the expense of 
understanding it and has made it a unique event detached from a whole ritual complex when it is 
clearly not so. Cremation is in fact only one step in the process of creation of a purified ancestor that 
begins with death and ends only after the newly purified ancestor is placed among the others inside 
the sanggah kemulan with the completion of nganteg linggih ceremony, which is the last of the death 
rituals. The creation of a purified god-like ancestor is a long process in which every ritual has its 
place as it concludes a phase and leads to a new one. 
8 For a comparison on the fertilising nature of the 'rotting fluids of the dead' who bring life to all 
animals and plants, in an eastern Indonesian context see Geirnaert ( 1989:447 ff). 
9 Additionally, at different levels the whole exchange circuit could be equally interpreted as steps 
in the passage of pramana - the life force - between plants, humans and earth. This. however. was 
never made explicit to me. 
10 The same name is used for the first opening of the land called makalin [NP] or mungkahin at 
the beginning of the agricultural season, which is done by men with a plough pulled by two cows. On 
this issue see chapter V. 
11 The need to replace the bones with some offerings, which included a young banana plant and 
a live chicken, had already been noticed by Mershon (1971 :215) who, however, does not report the 
name of the ritual nor appear to have understood the full extent and significance of the reciprocal 
exchanges involved in silur bangbang. 
12 The Balinese wuku calendar is composed of 30 seven-days weeks, each of them with a 
specific name. Wariga is the seventh week of this calendar 
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13 See for instance Hobart (1990129, note 23) who relegates this topic in a footnote 
14 According to Piggott (1964:18) 'the trunk has no bark' but external tissues sufficiently hard and 
slightly corky. 
15 For a slightly different version of this dialogue see Hobart ( 1990: 129 note 23). This writer 
inverts the subject in the first sentence and gives an unusual meaning to the term nged. See also 
nged on [KBI]. 
16 Bubuh is a food that may be given to the living as well as to dead Live human beings are 
given bubuh sumsum, while the dead are given a special type of porridge called bubuh pirata. The 
fact that the tree is given bubuh sumsum underlines the fact that is considered similar to a living 
human being. 
17 On these issues see Bloch and Parry (eds 1982), and Huntington and Metcalf ( 1979). 
18 For the sake of completeness I should mention that the malingeb I malumah position is 
obviously not the only one adopted during intercourse or burial. Other positions, however, appear 
also to respect the superior vs. inferior status of male vs. woman and mirror it in the grave. As I was 
told by Ida Bagus Sidemen (personal communication) positions analogous to those I mentioned are. 
for the male parawarti it indicates a sleeping, intercourse and burial position of a man who lies on his 
right side, while niwarti indicates the sleeping, intercourse and burial position of a woman who lies on 
her left side. The superior I inferior position are indicated by their association to the right or left side of 
the body. However he also mentioned that prone burial position - malingeb - is well known throughout 
Bali and in desa Nyalian (Klungkung) is regularly used when it is desired that the corpse should 
undergo rapid decay because of an upcoming ngaben. 
19 See for instance the meaning and symbolism associated with rice planting as 'pitra ketemu' in 
Filloux ( 1991 351 ff.). She indicates that in Piling the growth of rice can also be seen as the 'symbolic 
impregnation' of the field by the man acting as farmer. Although at a different level this relation 
appears analogous to those found in Nusa Penida concerning the role of Akasa and Pretiwi in the 
growth of plants and cultigen. 
20 As the painting of the Kerta Gosa in Klungkung indicates, it was considered as sin not to have 
progeny See for instance Pucci ( 1985 78-82) or Warsika ( 1986:21 ). Balinese have a fairly elaborate 
theory of intercourse and conception. On these issues see Weck (1986 99-124). 
21 Again, as we have noticed in other instances, reciprocity is the main concern in the relation 
between the living and the ancestors as nothing is simply taken away but must be exchanged with 
something else of similar value. Here, as it is the case in ngebet. a prominent symbolic role is given 
to a sprouting coconut. On the use of a coconut as a fertility symbol see the Rotinese prayer over a 
coconut at marriage in Fox (1971 :235-36). 
22 These relationships bear strong analogy with ancient Greek ideas associated with the 
condition of a woman in marriage and its link with fertility and earth. On these crucial issues see note 
N.24 in chapter V. 
23 For the sake of completeness I must say that while Huntington is the ethnographer of the 
Bara, Bloch is the ethnographer of the Merina. 
This statement reflects the analyst's perception of this issue and may require further 
clarification as Balinese scholars may argue that the purpose of cremation is the destruction of what 
is left of the body and the idea that bones are transformed into purified ancestors may be incorrect 
from an orthodox Hindu-Balinese point of view. 
In reply to this criticism I wish to point out that, first of all, in Nusa Penida burial 1s seen as an 
essential part of death rituals and after it, when cremation is arranged, only clean bones are burned 
and no flesh is supposed to be cremated. Secondly, exhumed bones are carefully washed, anointed 
with perfume and composed in the shape of a body which is then burned. Although different from the 
Borneo case (where cleansed bones are exposed on an elevated platform), as in Bali and Nusa 
Penida the body in most instances is burned, I read the care placed on the treatment of bones and 
their significance as a form of secondary treatment, for the body, prior its cremation, is precisely re-
made by the exhumed bones. Thus in the light of the care given to the bones, as it is from the bones 
that the process of successive refinements of an ancestor begins, I have indicated that it is the bones 
- the long-lasting element of the body - that in the hands of the living community are transformed into 
purified ancestors. Indeed post-burial cremations could be interpreted as a form of secondary 
treatment. Needless to say this interpretation of Hertz secondary treatment is not literal as it would be 
meaningless to force too strict an interpretation of Hertz on the Balinese context 
Additionally, against those who conform to the mainstream Hindu PHO interpretation of death rituals, 
which stresses the passage of the ancestral soul through further stages of purification, I believe that 
post-cremation rituals could be interpreted in a different way Within a formal Hindu frame of 
reference the whole process of production of an ancestor implies the destruction and the re-
construction of the body of the ancestor first, and then, the repetitive construction and destruction of 
its icons, until what is conceived of as a refined form is achieved. It may be interesting to note that 
after each destruction the pamangku brings back to life the ancestor, and the icon that represents it is 
endowed with life (nguripang and masupatian rituals). A pamangku in Nusa Penida indicated to me 
that the whole process can be understood as a series of destructions and reconstructions till the initial 
body is finally represented in a purified icon. 
In Sakti the final icons of the ancestors were called Ida Hyang and Ida Kompiang and placed inside 
the sanggah kemulan rong dua. Although these icons are generally understood to represent the 
ancestors only 1n their refined I purified form, I believe that they also stand for their physical 
presence, for, in another frame of reference - a frame that would consider that what is left of the body 
is essential for the creation of an ancestor (as is believed in Borneo) - the Balinese repet1t1ve 
construction of the body, against its destruction. may be interpreted as a problematic acceptance of 
the annihilation of the body vis-a-vis the requirements of the Hindu practice of cremation. (It 1s worth 
noticing that in Hindu India only a single cremation is generally necessary). Thus in the end the 
creation of ancestral icons may also be seen as a reiteration of the need to preserve the material 
vestige of the ancestors. Moreover, as an addition to the need for corporeal evidence, I must point out 
that in Balinese perception ancestors are supposed to reincarnate, and I read this again as an 
emphasis on a material form of life rather than simply a spiritual presence 
This interpretation appears to contrast with other Balinese evidence of body treatment such as the 
supposed Bali Aga neglect of the corpse, which. in the area of Trunyan and Sembiran. used to be 
exposed after the death until the bones were scattered by the dogs. Although I do not deny this 
evidence I must point out that too little is known about the significance of the body in Bali Aga 
perception and its role as a possible source of social and material reproduction. to indicate that in 
these areas the material significance of the body is totally devoid of interest Indeed the refusal to 
adopt cremation may be interpreted as indirect evidence that although the material remains were 
neglected, their destruction was seen as problematic also in these areas. Unfortunately very little 
attention has been paid to the significance of material remains in Balinese analysis as most scholars 
have over-emphasised the importance of the soul and of refined forms of religious expression in 
Hindu Bali. Needless to say, the development of these themes into a coherent analytical framework is 
beyond the scope of the present thesis as it would require more detailed investigation. 
25 Hinzler ( 1981: 1, 341) appears to interpret Prajapati in this exclusive way. 
26 This instance, though at a different level, parallels the relationship between Akasa and Pret1wi 
and their role in plant generation as I have indicated in this chapter 
Goris (1969:223, note 25) reports 
The Balinese associate the word merajapati also with the Sanskrit name Prajapati 
('Lord of Creation') without, however, linking this name with Brahma, as did the 
Hindus in the later Upanishad to the Balinese 1s 
the consort of Dewi The of the Lord and Creator of All to the 
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god of death is rather strange. Possibly the word merajapati could have been 
derived from Bajrapati. 
On various aspects of Prajapati in Bali see also Hooykaas C. (1974, 1977), Belo (1953), Mershon 
(1971) and Weck (1986). On the meaning and the importance of the god within the Hindu tradition 
se~ Gonda(1975b, 1986, 1991a, 1991b). 
28 Again I find a similarity with Grader's ( 1969: 146) material who mentions that Batara Duur ing 
Akasa 'the lord in the sky', in Kubakal via its association first with Batara Guru - as the ancestors -
and then with Siwa - as a high pure god - is identified with purified (god-like) ancestors. 
29 In a different context Guermonprez (1990:57) had already noticed that Balinese communities 
should be considered as a partnership between the gods, ancestors and dead villagers. 
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CHAPTER IX 
ICONIC RELATIONS, METAPHORS 
AND PRACTICAL CONCERNS 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter opens the third part of this work in which I intend to investigate 
further aspects of the relationship between flora and human beings and specifically 
focus on the importance of particular plants and the symbolism associated with 
them. In doing so I shall present a number of case studies where I outline the 
ethnography of significant trees (e.g. the coconut, the banana, the bamboo and 
maize). However, before exploring botanical and ethnographic details of these 
plants it may be relevant to outline a few premises concerning 'symbolism', 
'language' and 'practice', that have informed my analysis and which apply to the 
examples presented in the third part of this work. This discussion is thus intended 
as a preface to the chapters that follows. In this context some of the principles are 
laid out that have guided this analysis, where it is argued that the continuity and 
interdependence between human beings, land and plants in Nusa Penida is: 
i) testified by the use of plants and trees as icons, indexes and symbols 
throughout the culture of Nusa Penida; 
ii) expressed by the use of metaphors that associate plants and human 
beings, and through plant terms that have the status of polysemic entities; 
and 
iii) influenced by practical relations human beings entertain with their 
environment, and with plant and trees in specific, and fostered by rituals 
performed for the well being and the growth of the plants. 
These aspects are briefly discussed here. 
PLANTS AS ICONS, INDEXES AND SYMBOLS 
In Nusa Penida and Bali plants are commonly used as offerings, fashioned 
into icons, or employed in a variety of ways that have symbolic referents. From a 
semiotic perspective, any given culture may be analysed as system of 
communication founded upon the organisation of its signs into significant 
systems.1 Thus, in this perspective, plants can be considered as 'signs'. and the 
analysis of the way they are thought and organised may bring to light some of the 
fundamental elements of the culture of Nusa Penida. 
In referring to the idea of plant as 'signs' and in adopting the notion of 'icon', 
'index' or 'symbol' I am borrowing from Peirce and his work on semiotics. According 
to Peirce (1931-58, Vol.2 § 228) a sign is 'something which stands to somebody for 
something in some respect or capacity'. The relationship between a sign and its 
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object, via its interpretant, is the subject-matter of semiosis which is considered by 
Peirce to be 
an action or influence, which is, or involves, an operation of three subjects, such 
as a sign, its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any 
way resolvable into an action between pairs.' (Peirce 1931-58 Vol.5 § 484) 
If signs can be isolated, combined with something else and then interpreted, 
semiotic consists in an infinite process of interpretation. Plants and plants parts, in 
Nusa Penida, are constantly isolated, associated with other elements and re-
interpreted. The process of interpretation as understood by Peirce, and referred to 
here, should not be mistaken for the hermeneutic process; in the semiotic process 
the interpretant may be another sign, an expression, or a sequence of expressions, 
linking the first sign to a semiotic chain of sequential steps leading from sign to 
sign. 
Peirce divided the universe of signs into ten basic categories, then developed 
into sixty-six types. Particularly important, for what is considered here, are signs 
defined as 'icons', 'indexes' and 'symbols'. In these three types of signs the 
relationships between a sign and its object, defined by Pierce as 'relations of 
performance', involves actual entities in the real world. According to Peirce: 
an icon is 'a sign which refers to the object it denotes merely by virtue of 
characters of its own', 
an index is 'a sign which refers to the object it denotes by virtue of being really 
affected by that object', and 
a symbol is 'a sign which refers to the object it denotes by virtue of a law, usually 
an association of general ideas [ ... ] It is thus itself a general type.' 
(Peirce 1931-58 Vol.2 § 249 ff.) 
In other words, an icon is a sign which has some features that resemble, or 
that are shared, with its object (e.g. the relationship between a painting or a picture 
and the object it portrays is iconic in so far as the painting resembles its object). An 
index is understood to be a sign which has some real factual connections with its 
object. In an index the sign is indexical to its object, it points to it (e.g. smoke is an 
index of fire). In a symbol the relationship between the sign and its object 
(interpretant) is a convention. Hence, a sign is considered as symbol because of 
conventional, habitual or arbitrary association between itself and its object (e.g. 
astrological or chemical symbols. Language is a symbolic system par excellence, 
first, because the relation between the signifier and signified is arbitrary, and also 
because it demands the interpretant make the signifying link between signifier and 
signified). 
Two further aspects of the concept of symbol must be outlined here. The first, 
relates to the fact that in Peirce's works symbols represent something else, they do 
not convey a meaning. The second aspect concerns the fact that the 
representative function of symbols is based upon the emptiness and flexibility of 
these signs. Symbols are signs that work well precisely because of their 
vagueness. According to Eco who has analysed this issue: 
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Etymologically speaking the word cr' uµ~o:A.ov [sumbo/on] comes from 
cruµpia.AA.co [sumballo] to throw-with, to make something coincide with something 
else: a symbol was originally an identification mark made up of two halves of a 
coin or of a medal. Two halves of the same thing, either one standing for the 
other, both becoming however, fully effective only when they matched to make 
up, again, the original whole. In the semiotic dialectics between signifier and 
signified, expression and content, or name and thing, such rejoining is always 
deferred, the first half of the couple being always interpreted by our substitution of 
another first half of another couple, and so on in infinitum, so that the initial gap 
between signans and signatum grows more and more. On the contrary in the 
original concept of symbol, there is the suggestion of a final recomposition. 
Etymologies, however, do not necessarily tell the truth, - or at least they tell the 
truth in terms of historical, not of structural semantics. What is frequently 
appreciated in many so-called symbols is exactly their vagueness, their 
openness, their fruitful ineffectiveness to express a 'final' meaning, so that with 
symbols and by symbols one indicates what is always beyond one's reach. (Eco 
1984: 130) [transliteration of Greek terms added 2] 
If plants are signs, icons, indexes, and symbols the question, that inevitably 
arises is: do plants interrelate in a specific way? Do plants form a specific code that 
establishes how they are associated or represent other objects, types of things and 
human beings in Nusa Penida? In other words do plants form a specific semiotic 
system? And, if yes, how are the units of this system related and how does it work? 
At this stage of the analysis it is still premature to express a definite answer to 
these questions. This issue will be reconsidered at the end of this part after I have 
outlined the ethnography and the ethno botany of some significant plants and trees 
found in Nusa Penida. Let us now turn to semantic issues. 
PLANT TERMS AS POLYSEMIC ENTITIES 
The argument concerning coconut symbolism, just like the one referring to the 
symbolism associated with the banana, bamboo and other plants, which will be 
developed in subsequent chapters, is closely related to and dependent upon 
language as well as the everyday practice of the people of Nusa Penida. In 
particular, terms used to address parts of these trees and their produce can be 
employed to indicate details of the human body or used as a metaphor for human 
behaviour, thus joining, in the same semantic field, meanings pertaining to human 
beings and meanings linked to a plant or its fruit. 
Apresjan (1974:4) defined 'lexical polisemanticism, as the ability of a word to 
have several different but connected meanings'. It is precisely the idea of a 
'connection' between the different meanings and their inter-relationships, that may 
be interesting in anthropological terms. My interest in this exercise is to establish 
the nature of the relationship between the various meanings associated with a 
word, or between different words, as a way of outlining what might be some of the 
cognitive markers that characterise the culture of Nusa Penida, and possibly Bali, 
and which strongly associate plants with human beings. 
The presence of polysemantic words brings out the need to account for the 
relationship between a word and its possible meanings. An example of this type of 
analysis has been presented by Gell (1975: 119) who in 'Metamorphosis of the 
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Cassowary' used a linguistic approach to draw lines of connection between 
lexemes of the same culture, or between different types of semantic referents 
characterising a word. Incidentally, a large part of his discussion on these issues 
centred around terms and lexemes associated with the coconut, the areca and the 
caryota palms and their significance in the Umeda culture of New Guinea. Gell 
(1975: 121) adopted his analytical approach from Ullman (1963) who indicated 
'three ways in which the nexus between a word and its meaning(s) can be non-
arbitrary', ways which are known as 'lexical motivation'. The first of these instances 
is defined as 'semantic motivation', and refers to a word that has more than one 
meaning, in which all the meanings contained in its semantic field are linguistically 
related, 'whether metaphorically, or metonymically or in some other way' (e.g. 
'camera' as an arched or vaulted chamber or as the optical instrument, or 'sceptre' 
as metonymy for authority). Semantic motivation concerns polysemic words and 
should be distinguished from cases of homonymy. The ability to discriminate 
between polysemic and homonymic terms does not appear to lie in the words 
themselves, but rests upon a deeper knowledge of the context and cultural 
background that govern the use of these words (e.g. consider the distinction in 
English between 'bear' as verb and 'bear' as the animal as context dependent). 
The second lexical motivation is known as 'morphological motivation' and refers to 
a word known to be a 'motivated' compound of different elements (e.g. farmyard as 
composed of farm + yard, holidays as holy + days, etc.). The last type of lexical 
motivation is understood as a 'phonological motivation' and concerns cases of 
words in which a relationship between the sound of a word and its meaning is 
established. Common examples of phonological motivation are onomatopoeic 
(e.g. bang, sniff, puff, etc.) or 'expressive words' which appear to reproduce 
their in sound '(e.g. the 'bash, mash, dash, splash group in 
English)' (Gell 1975: 122). 
As my examples will be mostly concerned with instances of 'semantic 
motivation', throughout the following chapters, whenever relevant, I too shall adopt 
Ullman's approach. 
METAPHORS AND PRACTICAL CONCERNS 
The widespread use of plants as symbols has already been pointed out 
many anthropologists. Among them, a number of those who have worked in 
Southeast Asia have noticed the large use of botanical metaphors in this area, 
have made the analysis of such metaphors one of the keys to unravelling the 
structural associations which can reveal a multiplicity of cultural expressions.3 
Jakobson (1 has draw the attention of linguists and to 
the fact that 
two different semantic 
their 
In the bet\Neen terms of the 
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analogy, is arbitrary and must depend upon an asserted similarity or contrast. The 
connection between the two terms is thus conventional, and then, if so, remarkably 
similar to the symbolic relation, as indicated above, between a sign and its object. 
The need to adopt metaphor as the privileged tool of analysis of Indonesian 
ethnological studies, and as the key to unravelling a basic set of invariants in 
Indonesian cultural expression, has been suggested by Fox (1971, 1980:327) and 
Rosaldo and Atkinson (1975:45). 
The use of botanic metaphors is widespread throughout the whole 
Austronesian world and a significant use of botanical metaphors in expressing 
kinship relations in eastern Indonesia, has been recorded by Fox (1971) in Roti. 
His analysis of Rotinese 'botanic idiom' moved from the need to understand the 
relationship between meaning and the way meaning is identified and expressed 
through the use of 'botanical' metaphors in that society. Such 'botanic idiom' finds 
its raison d'etre in a particular use of language based on a recurrent analogy 
between man, plant and cosmos in which 'metaphors for living are encoded 
primarily in a pervasive dyadic form' (Fox 1980:333). 5 
In the light of what said about the modus operandi of the metaphor, the 
metaphorical referents, as expressed in the use of a 'botanic idiom'; seem to be 
identified by two poles: on the one hand, the referents indicate the qualities 
(functional or ideal) expressed or attributed to plants and trees. On the other hand, 
they express cultural conventions, as these are found in a given society, and 
associated to trees and plants in a metaphorical context. 
Lakoff and Johnson (1980:5) have suggested that the 'essence of metaphor is 
understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another'. Their type 
of approach tends to emphasise differences, as it implies a link between two 
elements considered in principle to be diverse, which come to be related in the 
metaphorical context. Another, rather distinct, perspective on the understanding of 
the use of metaphor has been suggested by Jackson (1989:142) who, shifting the 
emphasis from diversity to similarity, has stressed the need to apprehend metaphor 
'nondualistically' for: 
metaphor reveals unities, it is not a figurative way of denying dualities. Metaphor 
reveals, not the "thisness of that" but rather that "this is that". 
This type of interpretation posits a degree of identity between the self and the 
world, which can be logically reversed. Concentrating on the unifying aspects of 
the metaphorical relation, rather than emphasising dualities, appears a better way 
to explain some of the links people from Nusa Penida draw between human beings 
and specific plants, and vice versa. 
Rather than pre-selecting root-metaphors to outline what could be the relevant 
items or categories that concern the relationship between human beings and flora 
of this culture, I have decided to present my examples like the Levi-Straussian 
bricoleur who piles up images and data and then reorganises and combines them 
in new forms, thereby achieving new meanings and a new re-ordered perception of 
the world. Thus, while presenting the case studies, I have let the material speak for 
itself, as metaphor and symbolic relation unfold and reveal themselves through the 
analysis of one or another specific plant and the perceptions local people have of 
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them. 
However, as Hobart realised (1978b:55 ff) the interpretation of Balinese 
agricultural rites based exclusively on linguistic analysis may fall short of a 
satisfactory exegesis as there is a gap between logical explanations and everyday 
reality. Agricultural operations are not necessarily expressed or elaborated through 
a refined linguistic idiom. They owe their necessity to real conditions. This brings 
out the need to consider practical activities as equally important in determining the 
symbolic importance of an object and the pool of meaning associated with it. 
Natural objects such as coconut leaves, nuts or bananas, which also happen to be 
implements regularly used in ritual circumstances, draw from the practice of their 
everyday use, what Bourdieu calls habitus 6, their symbolic efficacy. I am not 
concerned with the mechanism of their functioning but with the overall force and 
variety of the symbolism with which they are charged in Nusa Penida and Bali and 
which make them polysemic entities. In Bourdieu's (1977:110) words: 
The fact that symbolic objects and practices can enter without contradiction into 
successive relationships set up from different points of view means that they are 
subject to overdetermination through indetermination: the application to the same 
objects or practices of different schemes (such as opening/closing, going in I 
coming out, going up I going down, etc.) which, at the degree of precision (i.e. of 
imprecision) with which they are defined, are all practically equivalent, is the 
source of the polysemy characterising the fundamental relationship in the 
symbolic system, which are always determined in several respects at once. 
The emphasis on overdetermination through indetermination of both symbolic 
object and practices takes us back to the fundamentals of the relationship between 
a sign and its object in the symbolic relation and elicit the importance of practice in 
this analysis. 
Balinese rituals, unlike 'Rotinese rituals with their insistence on verbal 
manipulation' (Fox 1971:234) depend heavily on material icons. In Nusa Penida 
and Bali all major rituals are preceded by long preparatory works which, in the 
making and in the arrangements of offerings (banten) and icons, emphasise the 
physical use and the manipulation of botanical materials in the fashioning of 
offerings as well as in the construction of material icons. This highly sophisticated 
manipulation presupposes an established practice and a given perception of the 
floral world. In the analysis of plants which will be carried out in the next chapters I 
will also be concerned with perceptual schemata which characterise these plants 
and which may determine or influence a number of practices associated with these 
plants. According to Bourdieu (1977:97) 
Practice always implies a cognitive operation, a practical operation of 
construction which sets to work, by reference to practical functions. systems of 
classification (taxonomies) which organize perception and structure practice. 
Produced by the practice of successive generations, in conditions of existence of 
a determinate type, these schemes of perception, appreciation, and action [ ... ] 
function as practical operators through which the objective structures of which 
they are the product tend to reproduce themselves in practices. [emphasis added] 
In this perspective, the coming chapters of this work will also be dedicated to 
assessing schemes of perception, appreciation, and actions associated with 
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specific trees and plants, while at the end of this work I will discuss a set of 
practical operators which are at work in determining the way flora is understood, 
perceived and used in Nusa Penida . 
To summarise, in the context of the following chapters I will consider both the 
pragmatic and the linguistic areas of the symbolic relation that join human beings 
and plants. In particular, in outlining the way certain trees are considered and 
related to human beings, I will analyse and comment on: 
a) particular practices associated with socially and agriculturally significant 
plants; 
a) botanical parts, material representations, and icons of human beings 
made with plant parts (e.g. kamben adegan, pisang jat1); 
b) metaphors, statements and meanings associated with specific plant terms, 
which are crucial in understanding the way the relation between plants, 
trees and human beings is construed and worked out in this society. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER IX 
1 On this issue see: Saussure (1956:16), Peirce (1931-58 Vol.2 § 227), Eco 
Jakobson (1971:698). 
2 For the meanings associated to the Greek terms sumbo/on [cr' uµpoA.o] and 
sumballo [cruµptuA.A.ro] see: Rocci (1987). 
(1975:36), 
3 On the symbolism linked to plants as the key to interpreting the Ndembu religious system see 
Turner (1967:132), on plant and botanical metaphors in Southeast Asia see for instance: Fox (1971, 
1975, 1980), Rosaldo (1972) and Rosaldo and Atkinson (1975), Friedberg (1989), Sugishima (1994). 
4 In this passage Jakobson indicates that the development of a discourse may take place along 
two different semantic lines: metaphoric or metonymic. Throughout this analysis I have decided to 
follow the former semantic line as my field material concerning plants and humans is predominantly 
organised in a metaphorical way. This is not to say that metonymy is less significant but only that 
cases of metonymic substitution are less frequent. Although for lack of material I have not fully 
discussed this issue, this work contains two examples of metonymic substitution: the first is 
expressed in the myth of Dewi Sri and deals with the metonymic relation between the body of the 
young woman and the rice growing from her body (chapter VIII); the second concerns the metonymic 
substitution of the body of a young men with a banana stem (chapter XI). According to Guermonprez, 
another Balinese example can be found in the genealogy of Pasek Kayu Selem which goes back to a 
tree (Guermonprez 1987:204). Other examples of metonymic relations from eastern Indonesia can be 
found in Jensen A.E. and Niggemeyer (1939). 
5 According to J. Fox (personal communication), Rotinese encode their metaphors preferentially 
in a dyadic form, and although the use of a botanic idiom does not necessarily imply the exclusive 
resort to a dyadic form, on Roti the first is phrased in terms of the latter. 
6 See Bourdieu (1977:72). 
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CHAPTER X 
THE COCONUT 
INTRODUCTION 
The first plant I intend to consider is the coconut. The tree and its fruit occupy 
a central role in Nusa Penida and Balinese life. First of all, I will briefly outline the 
general relevance of the coconut and its products in Balinese life, then consider its 
distribution and ownership policy in Nusa Penida and examine the ethnobotany of 
the plant and its fruit, their varieties and stages of growth. In the second part of this 
chapter I shall discuss the symbolic and practical relations between the plant, its 
fruit and human beings through the analysis of three selected aspects that 
specifically refer to the planting of a coconut, the homologous relations between 
ideas associated with the plant and the human body, and the ritual significance of 
the coconut and its fruit. 
The everyday practice and the ideas associated with the coconut tree is of 
utmost importance in Balinese culture though very little attention has been paid to 
it. This chapter seeks to redress this vacuum and restore - through concrete 
examples - the significance of the relationship between a living community and its 
flora. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE COCONUT TREE AND ITS PRODUCTS 
People of Nusa Penida and Bali possess a detailed knowledge of the various 
types of coconut grown in the islands and their uses. Further, they have specific 
botanical terms that cover in great detail all the components of the tree itself. its 
phases of growth and the stages characterising the development of the nuts. The 
highly developed lexical differentiation that pertains to the coconut, as well as the 
banana tree and the bamboo, to mention only the plants I dealt with in this work, 
appear to confirm Conklin's (1962) assertion that the devising of folk taxonomies is 
directly related and proportional to their cultural importance. 
Ellen (1993:158) has recently argued for the need to embed classification in 
an empirical context, such as practical issues and ritual use, in which such 
knowledge is utilised and indeed 'generated'. Along this line of thought, it is 
suggested here that agricultural practices and botanical peculiarities concur in 
producing the cultural significance of certain natural species. 
The above considerations are particularly apt for the coconut. In Nusa Penida 
and Bali the tree and its products are central to traditional activities, as each part of 
the plant is used in everyday life. The water contained in the coconut is of extreme 
importance in all ritual contexts, as it is the primary ingredient of the lustral water 
used to bless people. Leaves are used to produce decorations and offerings, as 
well as mats, walls and roofing of non-permanent shelters. The pulp of the nuts is 
eaten only if it is young and tender. If mature, it can be used to extract oil or is 
made into copra. From the kernel, oil is extracted which is essential for cooking, 
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and also used as hair or skin ointment. The freshly grated kernel of the coconut 
serves to produce coconut milk (santen) and, more generally, is widely used in a 
variety of culinary preparations ranging from sweets to sate (a mixture of pounded 
raw meat mixed with coconut milk, grated coconut and spices skewered on thin 
pieces of bamboo and grilled). Coconut shells are still made into bowls in some 
areas of Nusa Penida, while old dry leaves and spathes provide fire wood. Finally, 
coconut wood is widely used as timber in the construction of traditional Balinese 
houses. 
The tree is also important in economic terms as its produce can be sold as a 
cash crop.1 In an urban context, nuts or young leaves are currently sold for cash, 
while in rural areas the ripe fruits are processed into copra or coconut oil which are 
then sold on local markets. Additionally, nuts or young leaves can be traded for 
other goods or be part of exchange or ritual prestations. The coconut is so central 
to the whole pragmatic and symbolic life of the people that every single part of the 
tree tends to be used, nothing being wasted. In Nusa Penida and Bali there is a 
strong dependence on the tree, which is reflected in the importance that the 
coconut has in their culture. 
COCONUT DISTRIBUTION AND OWNERSHIP POLICY IN NUSA 
PE NIDA 
The distribution of coconut trees throughout Nusa Penida is uneven; some 
plantations are present on the north coast - the wetter area - while only a few trees 
can be found in the south of the island, the drier area.2 While everyone in Nusa 
Penida explicitly recognises the importance of coconut products in every aspect of 
life, not every farmer of the island is fully aware of the need to plant coconuts for 
reasons that I am unable to understand - even if only for personal consumption - or 
has ever been encouraged to do so by the local government. As an example of the 
differences in coconut distribution, I should indicate that while very few coconut 
trees grow in banjar Antapan, an impoverished village in the South of Nusa Penida, 
and no serious attempts have been made to increase their number, in Pelilit - a 
village on the eastern side of Nusa Penida - only ten years ago local people 
realised the economic potential of the tree and started to plant them.3 
In Nusa Penida and Bali access to coconut products, in particular the young 
immature leaves (busung) and nuts, is a necessary condition for the performance 
of any of the rituals that characterise the religious life of the islands. Ritual 
preparation and implementation would be virtually impossible without coconut 
products. Thus, denial of the request for nuts, or their absence, prevents Balinese 
ritual from being carried out. 
Formerly, in certain areas of Nusa Penida, jeroan had the monopoly on 
owning coconut plantations, production and the distribution of coconut produce, 
and this is still partially the case today. Jaba. were either given farm land that 
already contained coconut trees whose produce they could use, or they were 
obliged to ask jeroan for coconuts (nuts and leaves) whenever they were in need 
of them. Even nowadays jaba from the South of Nusa Penida (e.g. from banjar 
Antapan or banjar Behu) come to Sakti before important religious festivals (i.e. 
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Galungan and Kuningan) and ask members of the local jeroan for coconuts. 
Sometimes small gifts are brought to the jeroan to depict the request as an 
exchange. In Sakti, coconut produce is commonly passed from jero to jaba as part 
of their patron-client relationship, in such a context they are never required to be 
paid for in money, but in labour or help when needed. To gauge fully the level of 
nut consumption, for the unaccustomed reader, it is worth noting that, during a very 
common ritual such as tutug kambuhan, performed 42 days after the birth of a 
child, no fewer than 200 nuts are needed for all ritual arrangements, including the 
making of the prescribed offerings and the preparation of food for about 25 people. 
In this light, it becomes understandable how coconut tree ownership reinforces the 
status of the jero, as it is immediately translated into the power to bestow or to 
withhold coconut produce. 
THE COCONUT: BOTANICAL NOTES 
Knowledge of the plant parts, growth and fruits is very common among the 
people of Nusa Penida. I will provide here a brief description of the botanical 
characteristics of the plant, as this knowledge is a precondition for the analysis of 
the way local people define and perceive the plant. 
In botanical terms the coconut - Cocos NUCIFERA - belongs to the family of the 
PALMAE. This genera is well distribuited in Asia and Australasia and is held by 
Corner (1966:350) to belong to the subfamily of the coco10AE. Trees of this family 
are monoecious (that is, the inflorescence comprises both male and female 
flowers) and present pinnate leaves with reduplicate leaflets 
The coconut is a monocotyledon and the trunk develops from a single bud. 
These palms have adventitious roots that spring from the base of the stem, which, 
because of the presence of these roots, comes to have an enlarged shape at its 
base. Roots are constantly produced throughout the life of the plant. The trunk 
grows very slowly and starts to appear after about five years from germination and 
planting. The palm is characterised by an unbranched trunk which, when fully 
grown, may reach a considerable height (20 - 30 m.). The stem is topped by a 
crown of long fronds. 
Fronds are arranged on the trunk along a rising spiral; the lower fronds being 
the elder and external while the upper, internal ones, are the younger. A mature 
plant may posses 'between 24 to 36 fronds according to the variety of the palm'. 
(Corner 1966:194). Each frond is composed of a strong, and broad-based leaf 
stalk (petiole) that embraces the stem for most of its circumference. In a mature 
tree, a leaf can be as long as 6 m. and may be made up of 200 single pinnate 
leaflets. (Child 1964:33) 
The male and female inflorescences are contained in a sheath, the spathe, 
which when fully mature, splits longitudinally, releasing the inflorescence. Coconut 
trees may start to flower between the sixth and the tenth year of growth but hybrid 
and dwarf types may flower earlier. Both wind and insects are believed to take part 
in the pollination. After pollination takes place, between ten and twelve months are 
needed for a fruit to ripen fully. A mature fruit has an irregular spherical or 
elongated shape (technically called drupe) and is constituted by an external husk 
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that envelops a hard round shell. The husk has a smooth skin (exocarp), which in 
Nusa Penida may range between green and red-brown in colour according to the 
coconut variety, and is made of fibrous cells (mesocarp) that coat the nut shell. The 
mesocarp of a younger coconut is made of hard, white compact fibres, while in 
mature fruits it tends to be brown and composed of looser fibres. The internal 
spherical shell (endocarp) contains the white coconut meat (endosperm). The meat 
is laid out along the internal wall of the shell and forms a central cavity which in a 
ripe nut is filled with water. The endosperm of an immature fruit is thinner and of 
gelatinous consistency, whereas mature fruit exhibit a thick, harder type of kernel. 
Young nuts tend also to contain more water than ripe ones. 
The shell on its upper part has three circular niches which are commonly 
called the 'eyes' of the nut. Below the largest 'eye' lies the embryo which, once 
having germinated, develops both inside the nut's cavity and externally, producing 
the shoot. The embryo growing within the cavity is made up of a white spherical 
spongy substance (haustorium) commonly known as 'coconut apple'. During the 
germination process the haustorium enlarges until it fills the whole hollow space 
within the nut. 
Child (1964:41) indicates the presence of a large number of local varieties of 
coconut, generally distinguished by the colour, shape and size of the nut. Among 
them, what he reports as the 'kalapa Bali' of Indonesia (which Blume called var. 
macrocarpa) stands out. 
A coconut tree may live up to 60 - 65, years but its most productive period is 
concentrated in the first 2/3 of its life, after which production tends to decrease. A 
plant begins to produce its first nuts between the 6th and the 10th years of its 
growth continues to produce all round its life. At the peak of its 
production, a tree may yield between 60 to 100 nuts in a year. In Sakti ripe nuts 
destined for copra production are regularly collected two or three months. 
ETHNOBOTANY OF THE COCONUT 
THE TREE 
People of Nusa Penida and Bali have a very specialised botanical terminology 
that covers all aspects of the plant and the fruit parts, as well as indicating stages 
of their growth. In this section I shall consider first the terms used the parts 
the plant and then I will deal with the fruit itself. The various parts of tree and 
the nut their associated terminology can be seen in plate N. 9 N. 10, 
The common term for a fully grown coconut tree is 
root is akah. 
find use in the 
is tubuh. term 
used to denote the human 
by a human 
to 
The into 
three different layers. From the external to the internal we have: 
- babakan as the bark (cortex) of any living tree. When the plant is cut the 
bark is taken away to be dried and used as firewood. In this case, the bark 
assumes a new name and is referred to as kelopakan; 
- basang as the central section of the tree. The term refers to the soft 
consistency of the pith of the tree. The same term is also used for a 
human or an animal abdomen or intestine. 
- seseh as the long lasting timber of a cut coconut tree; 
D) The bast fibrous tissue that connects the leaf stalk to the stem is tapis. 
This closely resembles a woven fabric and was once collected to be 
wrapped on the wooden posts of the traditional Balinese house and 
pavilion. Tapis is also employed as a ritual implement and, as we will see, 
its use is indexical of the place the coconut tree has in this culture. 
E) The general term for whole leaf is don. Each part of the leaf is defined as 
follows: 
- papah as the petiole or the large woody leaf stalk. A papah. by extension 
also indicates one full leaf; 
- katih, the single leaflet or pinna; 
- lidi, the thin flexible spine of the pinnate leaflets. 
Different stages in the growth of a leaf are indicated with specific names 
as each of these leaves is used for definite purposes: 
busung refers to the clear. young yellow or light green immature 
unexpanded leaf belonging to the terminal bud of the tree. Because of its 
colour and youth, this leaf is deemed to be ritually purer than mature 
leaves. Busung are used to make decorations, offerings and ritual 
implements. Among them, the /is, the holy water sprinkler that contains 
representation of the vital organs of a human being as well as of important 
Balinese trees and plants, is of particular significance;5 
(II) selepan indicates the mature dark green It 
preparation of mats, baskets, roofing material, 
decoration. Selepan stands symbolically in opposition to 
offerings made with busung type of leaves 
cleanliness, offering made with the dark green "''""""""' 
and are used in the phases of 
brown 
while 
a state of 
names to the 
to its 
At this stage it is possible to tap the inflorescence by cutting its terminal 
edge. The flowing sap is called tuak (nyuh) and may be fermented, the 
action of collecting the sap is nuakin (from tuak). In Sakti this is done very 
rarely as the practice reduces the production of nuts. Once the 
inflorescence opens the following parts are distinguished: 
- sah: the male inflorescence; 
- toktokan, tlaktak [NP]: the female inflorescence; 
- kluping: the spathe. The spathe is often likened in its shape to the 
human ear; in the same way the term used to indicate the spathe (kluping) 
is said to recall kuping, the ear; 
- paangan: the inflorescence stalk that in due time will also become the 
fruit stalk. Paang has become a metaphor for strength, as the stalk carries 
a cluster of heavy nuts. 
The whole inflorescence plays an important role in the preparation of ritual 
offerings (e.g. in making seka, the symbolic body of the ancestors used in 
death rituals). 
G) The lymph of the tree is getah. If the stem of the coconut is damaged a 
red sap flows out. This is expressly compared to blood, as getih also 
refers to human and animal blood. In Nusa Penida very few trees have a 
red lymph and the common term for the clear sap of a tree in Balinese is 
engket.6 
STAGES IN THE PROCESS OF THE PLANT GROWfH 
growth of the tree is defined in six stages as follows: 
I) Pujer indicates a germinating coconut. In this phase the bud is 
characterised by undivided leaves. A pujer, before being planted, is kept in 
a wet place to foster its growth. Once the seed presents opened leaves 
and external roots piercing the husk, it is planted. 
II) Mapungkil points to a 4/5 year old plant in which the stem can be seen 
beginning to be formed above the ground. 
111) Nyuh tubuh is said of a tree that has a formed stem a well 
canopy, has not yet flowered for the first time. 
Matlaktak is a 6/7 old plant at the stage when the tree flowers for the 
is the name unopened 
more old with 
V ARIBTIES OF COCONUT PLANT 
Different varieties of coconut are grown in Nusa Penida. Local varieties are 
distinguished by a specific name and recognised by the external trait of the plant 
and of its fruit, that is to say by differences in plant dimensions, leaf colour, fruit 
size, shape and colour. Dwarf and hybrid types of coconuts are still poorly 
distribuited on the island, the great majority of trees being composed of the tall 
variety of the Cocos NUCIFERA. The following plan provides a few indications about 
the sub-varieties of coconut to be found in Nusa Penida: 
COCONUT NAME INDICATIVE FEATURES OF THE TREE AND ITS FRUIT 
Nyuh Barak Tall tree with fruit of a light brown red colour. Barak means 'red'. 
Nyuh Beruk Tall tree with very large sized fruit The nuts, because of their large 
size, are used to make water containers called beruk 
Nyuh Bulan Dwarf type of tree, fast growing with early production. The fruit have a 
full moon shape and white - yellow colour Bulan in this context 1s 
glossed as 'moon'. 
Nyuh Enggalan Dwarf type of tree, fast growing with early production. Small sized fruit. 
Nyuh Gadang Tall tree with light green leaves and fruit. This is the most widespread 
variety of coconut to be found in Nusa Penida. Gadang indicates a 
'light green' colour. 
Nyuh Gading Tall tree with light yellow fruit. A very common variety of coconut 
widely distribuited in Nusa Penida and Bali. Because of its clear colour 
it is associated with purity and cleanliness. Its fruit and water are 
widely employed for ritual and healing purposes. In particular the nut 
1s used to represent the body of purified ancestors (seka), and 1n rituals 
dedicated to the gods (dewa yadnya) the nut symbolises the d1v1ne 
body of the visiting gods as its water is used to bless worshippers 
Gading refers to a 'light yellow' colour. 
Nyuh Jemu/ung Tall tree with leaves and fruit of a dark green colour. Jemulung refers to 
a dark green colour. 
Nyuh Ju/it Coconut tree that produces pinnate leaflets with joined edges, and fruit 
with an elongated, elliptical shape characterised by husk that IS 
extremely tight around the internal shell 
Nyuh Puuh Shorter type of tree, a mature tree is about 10 m. tall, fast growing with 
early production. Green fruit This type of tree 1s greatly prized as 1t 1s 
easy to climb and fast producing 
Nyuh Sudama/a Tall tree presenting green leaves characterised by yellow longitudinal 
stripes. The fruit is of a green colour. The nut is used in a number of 
different rituals associated with purification and cleansing. Sudamala 
means to 'free from pollution'. 
Nyuh Tabah Coconut tree producing nuts with a thin, sweet husk that can be eaten 
when the fruit is still young. Tabah is the Balinese for 'sweet'. 
Nyuh Tall tree producing small fruit characterised by IVI •::iu•vY elliptical 
and yellow - red colour. Udang means prawn, here to 
the cooked prawn colour of the nut 
TABLE N.38 SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF COCONUTS GROWN IN NUSA 
PE NIDA. 
coconut most in are 
gading, nyuh bu/an, nyuh udang, nyuh jemulung and nyuh sudama/a. 
THE NUT 
Besides the tree itself, the fruit is the other important element, where we again 
find a precise lexicon. The various components of a nut are: 
I) The nut itself is nyuh. The nut may be symbolically associated with a 
human head or to a female breast. 
II) The husk is sambuk and is specifically divided into: 
- tundun sambuk: the smooth skin (exocarp), taken here to refer to the 
back (tundun) of the coconut husk; 
- basang sambuk: the fibres that compose the husk between the external 
skin and the coconut shell (mesocarp), understood here as the abdomen 
(basang) of the coconut husk. 
The husk has different uses in both a ritual context and in everyday life. It 
is used as a kindling agent in offerings to chthonic divinities, and I was told 
that before the introduction of the incense stick in Bali it was commonly 
used to produce the rising smoke that would carry the essence of the 
offerings higher up to the abode of the gods. 
Ill) The hard shell of the nut (endocarp) is kau or cangkok. The half empty 
shell in Nusa Penida may still be used as a dish, water measure, rice 
measure (perepatan), made into charcoal or used as firewood. The upper 
section of the skull of the human being may be associated with it, in which 
case it is referred to as cangkok sirah or kaun sirah. The three coconut 
'eyes' are understood by the Balinese to be like two eyes (matan nyuh) 
and a mouth (bungut nyuh) or a nose (cunguh nyuh). The presence of 
these distinctive features on the shell reiterates the association between 
the nut and the human head. 
IV) The kernel of the nut (endosperm) is isi. Kernel consistency is determined 
by the age of the nut. In its mature form the kernel is made into copra or 
shredded to be used in the preparation of sweets or coconut milk (santen) 
for culinary purposes. Santen is also used to clean women's hair; it is said 
that the positive and fertile attributes associated with the tree can be 
passed onto the hair.8 Because of this use, in some offerings (banten 
pabersihan) a piece of coconut is added that is intended to symbolise the 
santen to be used for the cleaning of the gods' hair. 
V) The haustorioum ('coconut apple') is called tombong. The embryo is 
known as manik nyuh and it is thought to have medicinal properties. If 
found in an open nut it is generally eaten. 
VI) The coconut water is yeh nyuh. The water of the young nut is drunk while 
that of an adult one is generally thrown away. The water of young coconut 
(yeh bungkak) is held to be an essential component in the making of 
lustral water and is prescribed as an healing remedy for minor ailments. 
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Kuud 
Tapis 
Bu sung 
Kluping 
Sah 
9 : 
Papah 
Danyuh 
Tubuh 
PAANGAN (STALK) 
SAMBUK (HUSK, EXOCARP) 
KAU,CANGKOK(ENDOCARP) 
ISi (ENDOSPERM) 
TOMBONG (HAUSTORIUM) 
10: a 
STAGES IN THE GROWfH OF THE NUT 
The dimension of a nut, the consistency of its kernel, and the quantity of water 
contained in it are all related to the age of the fruit. Nuts are very closely defined 
and graded according to the stage of their growth, for each has its own specific 
use. In Sakti, people classify the growth of the fruit from impollination to maturity in 
five basic stages, the first four steps referring to an immature nut while the last 
indicates a mature nut. The development of a nut is pictured as follows: 
I) Bungsil: the name indicates the first stage in the growth of the fruit just 
after the female inflorescence has been pollinated and the nut has visibly 
b,:;gun to grow. A bungsi/ may be five cm. in length. The growth of the 
ycung coconut is compared to the growth of breasts in a young woman. 
An adolescent whose breasts have just begun to take shape is said to 
have just developed her 'bungsif (ia suba mabungsil). 
II) Bungkak refers to the second phase of the nut development. At this stage 
the nut has already a substantial size (10 - 13 cm length) and is almost full 
with water. Bungkak type of nuts are widely used in ritual procedures. In 
particular, the bungkak nyuh gading is worth mentioning, as its water is 
largely used as cleansing and lustral water (tirta perascita) while the nut 
itself is used to host the ancestor's ashes during death rituals, or to 
receive the saliva of those who undertake tooth filing. Nuts have a 
substantial place in Balinese rituals as receptacles of body substances or 
remains; because of its special significance, this aspect will be dealt with 
below in a separate section. 
II) Klungah indicates a nut larger than a bungkak with the first signs meat 
(endosperm) formation. This type of nut is used in the death ritual of 
children who died before the performance of a teeth-filing ritual. 
IV) Kuud designates a grown nut at the stage in which a formed endosperm 
can be found inside it, but not yet a mature one. Five or six months are 
needed for a nut to form a mature kernel. In Nusa Penida and Bali, 
degrees of consistency in the endosperm identify different types of nuts. In 
Nusa Penida the following categories of kuud are recognised. 
i) Kuud mara ngerepe, a nut with a 
almost transparent, endosperm. Because of its 
endosperm of this nut is used to feed newborn children in the 
following birth. 
elastic 
in which the kernel to harden 
of this nut is considered to be lower 
V) Nyuh: the term refers to a mature nut with a hard white kernel. A number 
of variations are considered. Among the more noticeable are: 
i) Nyuh makocok indicates a mature nut that when shaken produces a 
clear loud sound (immature nuts do not produce such a loud sound 
because they are filled with more water). 
ii) Nyuh wayah, an old fruit still fastened to its stalk. 
iii) Nyuh tuh, an old nut whose husk has dried out and displays a dark 
brown colour. 
iv) Nyuh badeng sibak, a nut presenting a shell (endocarp) whose 
lower section is dark black while its upper half is lightly coloured. 
v) Nyuh katuk bu/an refers to a nut that once opened exhibits only half 
of its kernel. People of Nusa Penida attribute the occurrence to the fact 
that the fruit has had an intercourse with the moon. 
RITUALS ASSOC IA TED WITH THE PLANT 
When people are dealing with the coconut plant a respectful, polite attitude 
should be maintained. In particular, it is said that a coconut tree should never be 
harvested of all its fruit. The Balinese know that constant depletion of all fruit and 
the cutting of the younger leaves will cause the tree to stop production and wilt. 
The ideal relationship between the tree and its owner must be balanced as the two 
should share equally in the produce. Thus, it is said that part of the fruit, especially 
the young ones, and the unfurled leaf should always be left on the tree. 
The majority of the coconuts grown in Nusa Penida are a tall variety and may 
take quite a long time before producing their first fruits. However, tree owners tend 
to desire a fast growing and quick productive tree, and this is clearly expressed in 
the symbolism associated with the planting of the tree. 
PLANTING A COCONUT 
Given its importance in the lives of people in Nusa Penida and Bali, planting a 
coconut requires a special procedure. First of all, in Nusa Penida only men are 
traditionally allowed to do it. More precisely, it is the owner of the land who is in 
charge of this operation, as he will dispose of the tree and its produce in the future. 
After a suitable sprouting nut has been chosen and a proper hole dug, the land 
owner asks one of his sons, or a male heir, to sit astride his shoulders (ngandong 
anak cenik). The man squats near the hole and places the nest of a small bird at 
the base; if this is unavailable it may be replaced by a layer of a short type of 
grass, over which the shooting coconut is placed. The hole is then gently filled with 
earth. At this point the planting is considered concluded. 
The key to understand this procedure rests on a pun and on a form of mimicry 
that is clearly explained by any local. It is said that those who plant a coconut wish 
to obtain a small, easy to climb and very fruitful tree. A mature plant with such 
characteristics is said to be the punyan puuh (see above) which is generally 
difficult to obtain. Kedis puuh is the name of a small bird (possibly a quail) and 
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padang puuh is a short species of grass. Puuh in both these terms has come to 
indicate something small. Thus placing the nest of a small bird or some short grass 
in the planting hole tends to induce, by way of physical and lexical association, the 
growth of a plant characterised by the positive quality of a small size that is 
peculiar to both kedis puuh and padang puuh.9 
A similar type of reasoning lies behind the man's unusual posture. The other 
main quality desired from a tree is its fruitfulness. The idea is here expressed and 
transmitted by the very fact that the man in charge of the planting is himself an 
example of fertile fruitfulness, as is shown by the fact of his son sitting astride his 
shoulders. Fecundity and productivity in Nusa Penida are qualities expected of all 
men, as well as of women. Furthermore, a child can be understood to be 'a fruit' of 
his father's belly (niki panak buah basang tiange), not just his mother's, very much 
as a nut is the fruit (buah) of the coconut tree. In this analogy, the productive power 
symbolised by the man and his offspring, in the action of planting is passed over to 
the seed and becomes the model for the productivity of the tree. Again it is hoped 
(and believed) that the association of positive qualities pertaining to one domain, 
by way of physical and semantic collusion, can be transferred to the other. 
Planting a coconut is mamula nyuh, the verb being formed from the root mu/a 
which refers to the planting of a seed that shows manifest signs of roots at the 
moment of its sowing. The botanical event, which in the case of the coconut is 
associated with images of future productivity and growth, is used to refer to the 
source of an origin group, for from the root mu/a is derived kamulan I kemulan 
which, as the reader may recall, indicates the place where a descent group 
where - as a growing and fruitful tree - it has its roots.10 
THE HUMAN BODY 
The analogy between the coconut and a person rests also upon the similarity 
between the plant's life cycle and that of a human being. The amount of time 
needed for the development of the nut from flowering to harvest approximates the 
length of time needed for the development of a child from conception to birth. The 
period required by the plant to produce its first nuts (which may vary between 6 to 
10 years) is by analogy just similar to the amount of time needed for a child to 
move from childhood to adolescence and maturity, and above all, the span of 
the plant is akin to the life span of a man or woman in Nusa The 
relation between the life of a human and the life of a plant is c::n .. 1c1.,1 
marked when the first born child cuts his first teeth. In Nusa that 
occasion a coconut is planted. The ritual is called nn,.,rn,,, 
'to , 'to appear'). The progress in life 
coconut to 
1 
TERMS THAT APPLY TO A COCONUT AND TO A HUMAN BEING 
As further evidence of the significance of the relationship between the coconut 
tree and a human being in Balinese culture, there are a number of terms that apply 
equally to the plant as well as to the human body.12 These terms cover most of the 
important botanical parts of the tree. The following chart shows the 
correspondences between plant and body parts and the Balinese terms used to 
refer to them. 
CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN PLANT AND BODY PARTS 
Coconut Tree And Common Balinese Terms Human Being 
Fruit 
sap I lymph get ah getih blood 
sap I lymph tuak (nyuh) breast milk 
leaf canopy bok hair 
kernel I endosperm isi flesh 
nut nyuh nyonyo breast 
coconut water yeh nyuh yeh nyonyo breast milk 
coconut shell kau, kaun sirah, skull 
cangkok cangkok sirah 
TABLE N.39: CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN PARTS OF THE COCONUT PLANT AND BODY 
PARTS AND BALINESE TERMS USED TO REFER TO THEM. 
Some of the terms presented in the table share an identical lexical form in the 
two realms, while others (i.e. nyuh and nyonyo, which are pronounced in the same 
way) are clearly cognates and, as we shall see, are closely related. To examine 
briefly just the first of these terms, people in Nusa Penida indicate that while the 
lymph of any ordinary tree is generally called engket, in the coconut it is also 
referred to as getah, which is similar to getih, the noun which is used to indicate 
human and animal blood. 
I will now investigate in more detail some aspects of the analogy between the 
coconut and parts of the human body that relate to the terms presented in the 
above table. The first of these cases concerns the relationship between the female 
breasts, nuts and tuak, while the second explores the links between the coconut, 
the wooden pillar of a traditional Balinese bale and the self. 
BREASTS, NUTS AND TUAK 
In Nusa Penida a clear equivalence is drawn between the coconut fruit and 
the female breast, as both provide food for human beings and in some 
circumstances are thought to have a similar shape. As has already been said, a 
mature nut is nyuh while the water contained in it is yeh nyuh. The term for the 
female (and male) breasts is nyonyo, while the breast milk is yeh nyonyo. Nyonyo 
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is a reduplication of nyo and both nyuh and nyo are pronounced in the same way. 
The analogy between the nut and the female breast in its role as provider of 
nutrients is further reinforced by the mother's behaviour in the first three or four 
days following the birth of the newborn, when, the baby is fed the very watery, 
gelatinous pulp of a young coconut (kuud mara ngerepe). Balinese women believe 
that in the days immediately following birth the first breast milk (colostrum) is still 
too dense (padet) and raw (matah) to be given to a child. Some days are needed 
for the breast to produce fluid, white milk. In this period the mother's breasts are 
anointed with a local balm (boreh) and wrapped tightly with a sash (anteng). The 
combined action of the balm and the sash is supposed to produce the heat that will 
mature and fluidity the mother's milk.13 The action of nursing is called manyonyo, 
while a child asking for breast milk is said to ngidih yeh nyonyo. In this analogy the 
reference is concentrated on the equivalence between the nut and the mother's 
breast as well as coconut water and breast milk. 
is: 
Thus, to summarise, the correspondence between a nut and the female breast 
visual: as the shape of a breast in various circumstances is directly 
compared to that of a young nut; 
material: when the pulp and the water of a nut are used to feed a child as 
a substitute for the mother's milk; and 
lexical: as the terms nyuh and nyo are pronounced in the same way. 
This far-reaching symmetry shows once more the depth of the relationship 
between the plant and human beings. 
The parallel between the nurturing mother and the coconut as provider of life 
is also expressed through a further reference to the coconut tree. If a nursing 
needs to leave child for some time she may ask another woman to 
breast-feed the child during her absence. The request is called ngidih tuak: 'to ask 
for tuak' and the breast-feeding is indicated as nuakin (from tuak), In both 
instances, the milk is directly referred to as tuak, like the coconut sap, while the 
feeding, as the tapping of the sap from the coconut inflorescence, is nuakin. In 
Nusa Penida, female breasts are sometimes referred as tuak. In the tuak - coconut 
sap - mother's milk analogy, the reference shifts from the nut to the tree which, as 
seen from this perspective, virtually becomes equivalent to a nursing mother who 
provides the 'flow of life' for her children.14 
ON SAKA, TIANG, TAPIS AND KAMBEN ADEGAN 
example of the link between humans 
between the tapis of the 
like that a is in a 
13 
pedestal made of marble, coralstone or other material. The pedestal, called sendi, 
should be treated with respect, and cannot be damaged or given away. On the 
vertical axis of the sendi a niche is opened which is used to hold the pillar. It is said 
that the post should not touch the hard base of the niche. To avoid contact 
between the two, at the base of the niche some old Chinese coins (pipis bolong) 
and a white thread are first placed - as a sign of purity and value - and are then 
covered with a section of the coconut skin (sambuk). Into it is fitted the pillar which 
is intended to preserve the orientation of the wood in the tree from which it was cut 
The pillar of any house - or any building - has close links with its owners: 
indeed the body measurements of the owners are used to determine the various 
dimensions of the house and its components. In this way the unity between a 
house and its inhabitants is emphasised. In particular, the house pillar, called saka, 
tiang or adegan, has a square base and its length and width are all multiples of a 
unit called rai. A rai is the length of the index finger as taken from the knuckle to its 
tip. 15 The term adegan is related to adeg: 'the shape of', a 'body figure', and 
ngadeg: 'to stand'. In cremation rites 'adegan' refers to a small piece of wood on 
which the image of the person to be cremated is drawn. The piece of wood stands, 
thus, for the human subject it represents. Furthermore, the pillar may also be 
referred to as tiang, the same term which in Balinese refers to the self. 
The posts of any building and the building itself are purified and brought to life 
in a ritual called mlaspas, which is performed once the building is completed. In the 
the building is purified and inaugurated. During this process, the building as 
a whole, its pillars, and all of its structural components, are brought to life (urip) and 
endowed with strength (pasupat1) in a section of the ritual called pangurip miwah 
In this context all the pillars of a building are anointed with chicken 
blood (getih), the charcoal made from a coconut shell (areng), and with lime 
(pamor, apuh). The tree elements, respectively red, black, and white in colour are 
popularly understood as the blood, flesh and bones of the living pillar 16 
In Nusa Penida I found pillars dressed with the tapis collected from a coconut. 
Wrapped around the central section of the post, the tapis is kept in place by a tight 
woven frame made of bamboo (see pictures N. 13, 14). Once in place, the tapis 
assumes the name of kamben (i.e. kamben adegan). In Nusa Penida, and Bali, a 
person traditionally dressed must wear a kamben, (the Balinese equivalent of the 
Javanese sarong) a piece of fabric which, when wrapped around the of a 
man or a woman, covers the lower part of their body from the waist to the ankles. 
Women in former days under a kamben wore a tapih, a woven 
black or of a dark colour, that once substituted for underwear. 17 In Nusa Penida 
and were both traditionally woven women. in 
as a human is carefully dressed, so is pillar of a house 
Just as a woven with different 
of a 
in 
1 
Photo N. 13: Tapis of a young coconut tree. (Pikat 1991) 
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Photo N. 14: Tiang I saka dressed with a kamben adegan. (Pikat 1991) 
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Photo N. 15: Detail of a kamben adegan. (Pikat 1991) 
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RITUAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COCONUT 
Coconuts are extensively used in making offerings (banten). Whole nuts are 
employed as one of the components in the fashioning of the symbols that 
accompany and form part of any major ritual; and they may be used as an 
ingredient (i.e. in such instances the shredded kernel of a nut may be utilised) in 
the making of the offerings. The use of the coconut is so widespread in Balinese 
rituals that it would be impossible to list all its applications. However, given its 
importance I have decided to examine the ritual use of the coconut as a vessel for 
parts of the human body. Subsequently, I will try to outline what might be the 
structural patterns that govern the ritual use of coconuts in Bali. 
ON COCONlITS, BODY MATTERS AND BALINESE LIFE RITUALS 
In a significant number of Balinese life crisis rituals, a coconut becomes the 
vessel for parts of the human body. In such events a coconut is opened, its water 
thrown away, the cavity filled with body substances and then sealed. Finally, the 
nut is interred or cast into the sea. The use of a coconut as a vessel for parts of the 
human body finds its rationale in the fact that in Bali all body parts must be 
carefully protected from possible ill-intentioned (human) predators (e.g. leak) who, 
should they enter into possession of the remains, may harm the individuals to 
whom these elements belonged. I shall briefly refer to four rituals in which a 
coconut is used as a container for body substances. 
In the first instance, just after the birth of a child, the placenta and the 
afterbirth (ari-an) are washed and then placed in a large coconut which is interred 
in front of the kitchen where, in Nusa Penida, births normally take place. The 
coconut is believed to contain the four siblings of the child (kanda pat)1B, and 
because of its 'polluting' content it is interred in the most defiled area of the 
compound, the kelod side. The brief ceremony is known as nanem ari-ari (to bury 
the afterbirth) and the coconut is simply referred to as wadah ari-ari, literally the 
'vessel for the afterbirth'. Throughout the life of the child, offerings are placed on 
the spot where the kanda pat have been buried, as the very growth and prosperity 
of the owner of tt\e kanda pat depend on it. 
The second case refers to the performance of teeth filing (matatah, 
mapandes), a ritual that marks the transition from adolescence to maturity. During 
matatah the saliva and any left overs from the filing are carefully collected in a 
coconut vessel (wadah pees), which is then buried at the base of the sanggah 
inside the house compound. It is in fact said that as man originates from the 
sanggah (kemu/an) all his I her parts must be returned there.19 Contrary to what 
occurs in the previous case, the ground in which the wadah pees is buried is 
considered sacred and is located in the kaja (auspicious) parts of the compound. 
The last two examples pertain to death rituals where, in two different 
instances, a young coconut (bungkak) is filled with the ashes of the deceased. The 
first of these events is related to ngaben, the cremation ritual, while the second 
concerns ngrorasin, a subsequent ceremony held twelve days after the cremation. 
While the symbol is called sekah tunggal during ngaben, 20 in ngrorasin it assumes 
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the name of sekah kurung. In both cases the symbols are buried at the sea to allow 
the body of the deceased to be fully purified. Both sekah are adorned with flowers 
and other implements and wrapt in a white cloth over which propitiating formulas 
are inscribed. The term sekah is similar to seka and is related to the Old Javanese 
seka meaning 'one' or 'together', and it refers to the process of 'being one', as both 
sekah, at different ritual moments, effectively stand for the deceased and appear to 
symbolise the unity of humans and their environment. 
SEEDS 
In a number of circumstances in Nusa Penida I was told that a coconut should 
be considered a sibling of human beings because of its role in the burying of the 
four components of the afterbirth, considered in Bali to be the elder brothers of a 
person. The particular example of disposing of the kanda pat in a coconut and the 
influence that these, and the spot where they are planted, have on an individual life 
appears to be part of a more general theme of Balinese thought that suggests that 
live beings, such as trees, humans and buildings 21 must be founded on a seed 
that represents their origin. Thus, just as a coconut tree is brought to life by the nut 
that is its seed, so the life of a human being is related to and depends on the 'seed' 
(wadah ari-an) that contains his/her afterbirth. Human beings, like trees, need a 
foundation well rooted in the earth, the earth which, for any agricultural society, is 
the basis of all life. 
This type of relation is expressed in an analogous way when considering the 
foundation of major building or shrine In Nusa Penida and Bali, an offering 
called pejati is buried in the ideal centre of the building before it is used for the first 
time. A pejati (pajat1) is one of the commonest offerings found in ritual and, 
interestingly enough, is composed of a cylindrical container made of coconut 
leaves. In it some raw rice is placed, along with some Chinese coins (pipis bolong), 
a piece of white cotton thread, a coconut cleaned of its husk (nyuh gundu~. an egg 
and the seeds of the cereals, legumes and vegetables grown by local farmers. In 
addition, corn and sorghum seeds, red beans, long beans, soya beans, as well as 
a small onion and a small red chilli, are found in it. 
Pejati (from jati as 'true', 'genuine') is understood to be an offering confirming 
that the intentions of those sponsoring the ritual are sincere. The offering, when it 
is placed in the foundation a building, reiterates the principle that all significant 
forms of life in a farming society are best expressed reference to the seeds 
make life possible in that society. Seeds are a paradigm and 
and the growth of a tree from its seed is the model for the 
beings as well as Thus, a founds 
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patterns that concern the ritual use of the coconut. The following plan presents 
these patterns and the ritual events associated with them. 
COCONUTS USED FOR THEIR WATER 
All Balinese Rituals. 
Coconut water is the principal ingredient of all Balinese ceremonies as it is used 
for all ritual cleansing and lustration. Receiving and drinking this water amounts 
to receiving the blessing of the god-like ancestors. 
II COCONUTS USED AS PART OF AN ICON 
The nut is used as one of the essential components in the making of particular 
icons that in Balinese rituals refer to the human being or its soul.(e.g. sekah, 
pisang jati, anganan, etc.). 
Ill COCONUTS EXCHANGED FOR A HUMAN BEING OR FOR BODY PARTS 
v 
AND PLANTED 
Nganten 
Marriage: a shooting coconut (pujer) is given by the groom's family to the bride's 
family as a symbolic exchange for the new wife. The coconut will be planted in 
the garden of the bride's family. 
NgeMt 
Exhumation: a shooting coconut (pujer) is exchanged for the head of the 
deceased and placed in the grave. Later on it will be recovered and planted. 
COCONUTS FILLED WITH BODY PARTS AND BURIED 
Nanem ari-ari 
Birth: the afterbirth (kanda pat) is placed in an empty coconut which is buried 
near the kitchen. 
Matatah I Mapandes 
Teeth filing: saliva and residue from teeth filing are collected in a coconut 
(wadah pees) and buried under the sanggah kemulan. 
Nga Mn 
Cremation: the ashes of a corpse are collected in a coconut (sekah tungga~ 
which is later buried at the sea. 
Ngrorasin 
12 days after cremation: the ashes produced by the burning of a symbol of the 
deceased are collected in a coconut (sekah kurung) which is again buried at the 
sea. 
COCONUTS PLANTED COMMEMORATE 
Ngempugin 
Cutting of the first teeth: the appearance of the first teeth is commemorated 
the of a coconut 
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VI COCONUTS SMASHED ON THE GROUND TO MARK THE FULFILMENT 
OF AVOW 
Megat Sangi (Mapegat Naur Sangi) 
The fulfilment of a vow (naur sang1). A coconut, presented as a part of an 
offering called pejati, is taken by the person who made the vow, or by the ritual 
expert (tukang banten), and then smashed by throwing it violently on the ground 
(megat sangi). The event emphasises that a vow has been kept and confirms 
that the issue that generated the problem in the first place has been fully dealt 
with. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has centred on the ethnobotany of the coconut tree, its products, 
leaves and nuts, and how these are regarded, classified and used in Nusa Penida. 
For economic and symbolic reasons, and, as the high lexical differentiation 
and the classificatory schemes concerning both the tree and the nuts have shown, 
the coconut stands out as one of the most important plants in Nusa Penida and 
Bali. High symbolic importance is attached to the tree, which in a number of 
instances is considered to be similar and kin with human beings. Nuts are generally 
associated with female breasts, while the coconut water is considered by Balinese 
to have nutrient properties analogous to those of breast milk. Leaves are regularly 
used in fashioning offerings and for decorations required in all Balinese rituals. 
Furthermore, coconut water, as lustral water, is considered to be the primary ritual 
ingredient, while nuts become, in various ritual instances, vessels for parts of 
human body or its remains. 
The intention of this chapter has been to reflect on concrete examples 
concerning the significance of the coconut tree and its products in the empirical 
and symbolic life of the people of Nusa Penida and Bali, as an example of the 
central importance of the relationship between the people of these islands and 
their flora. This issue is part and parcel of a more general discourse about the 
perception people of Bali and Nusa Penida have of their natural world, an issue 
that so far has attracted very little attention in scholarly analysis of Bali. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER X 
1 According to FAQ sources (Coconut 1992:10) Bali in 1988 produced 59,816 metric tons of 
coconuts, which represented the 2.82 % of the whole Indonesian production. In the decade 1978-
1988 Indonesia was the second largest producer of coconuts and coconut byproducts, the first 
producer being the Philippines. However, during the same period, Indonesia's internal market grew 
appreciably and the nation also became the largest coconut consumer. This has influenced 
Indonesia's ability to export coconut products so that its share of the world market has been relatively 
low when compared to its productive potential. 
2 According to my evaluation, based on the height of the trees and their current productive level, 
the plantation close by banjar Penida, and the one on the coast around banjar Nuyh would be 
between 40 and 50 years old. 
3 The partial absence of coconuts in the south of the island could be justified by the presence of 
hard limestone and a severe dry season which create an unfavourable habitat for the plant. However, 
since the coconut is a very resistant plant and as the case of Pelilit shows, I am more inclined to think 
that no serious attempt has been made by the government to promote coconut growth with local 
residents. 
4 The term seh means 'to change' and commonly refers to the changing of clothes. In a 
Balinese temple festival the gods are always cleansed and their clothes changed before the opening 
of the festival; the new set of clothes given to the gods is made into a specific offering called seh 
Only cut palms become seseh, which reflects their cultural relevance in Balinese culture. 
5 On the /is see for instance Hooykaas J. (1961 ). 
6 In Nusa Penida the only other example I know of a tree that has a red sap is the jarak pageh 
(JATROPA CURCAS LINN.) a strong plant employed in fencing and whose bark is used in the preparation 
of traditional medicines. 
7 There is also specific terminology referring to the class of ailing coconut trees. For instance in 
Nusa Penida the following distinctions are made: 
A) Ngutug indicates a mature but unproductive coconut. The same term designates a 
physically weak person. 
B) 
C) 
Ngambul refers to a coconut that has stopped producing fruits because it has been 
depleted by constant harvesting, for its fruit, even the smallest, has been too regularly 
reaped by its owner, or because the unopened leaves (busung) belonging to the terminal bud 
have been completely cut. The term is also used to indicate an unsatisfied person whose 
desires have been frequently thwarted. 
Ngerigis points to a tree whose leaves have become progressively yellow. If the tree is not 
treated it may die. The illness could be the 'lethal yellowing disease' (see Child 1964: 138-141) 
or what the Indonesian call 'penyakit gejala layu kuning' (see Setyamidjaja 1991 :96). The 
name is used to refer to a sick person who, day after day, appears progressively afflicted by 
his/her disease. 
8 Santen is said to clean hair better than water and is the traditional method of cleaning hair in 
Bali as well as Java. Hair regularly washed with santen is believed to acquire a shining dark black 
colour, grow faster, longer and more abundantly, obtaining also a pleasant scent. 
9 If the nest, on the one hand, stands for the bird, on the other hand, as it is placed on the floor 
of the hole, it comes to host the seed as a small bird. 
10 On mu/a and mamula as planting see chapter V, on kemulan as 'origin point' of an 'origin 
group' see also chapter 111. See also the analogy between the planting of a coconut and the planting 
of a banana in chapter XI, and note N. 7 on the same chapter on ancient Indian procedure for tree 
planting. 
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11 In Europe trees were also planted - as they are now - to commemorate important events such 
as birth. See this topic in Thomas ( 1984 ). 
12 The general equivalence between human body and plant is not a theme confined to Balinese 
culture but it was also present in ancient Hindu Indian treaties and tradition. On the attempt to 
formalise these similarities Madjumdar ( 1927:27) wrote: 
A more elaborate attempt [to formalise plant internal morphology] is seen in Vrihat 
Aranyaka Upanishad, where the inner structure of plants is described after the 
analogy of the human anatomy. Thus: 
'The body of the plant is exactly like the body of man; the hairs of man 
corresponding to the /eaves of plants and his skin corresponding to the dry exterior 
bark of the plants' (234-28-1 ). 
'The flesh of the human body answers to the sakara (soft tissue next to the 
skin) of plants: his nerves standing for the kinhata (fibrous tissue in sakara as in 
jute. etc.) of plants. both being equally strong. Just as the bones of man lie behind 
his flesh, also wood, daru, lies behind the sakara (and occupying the centre) of 
plants and the marrow (pith) is alike in both' (236-30-3). 
13 The colostrum due to its density and yellow colour is held to be an inferior type of breast milk 
and is generally disposed off. The white fluid milk that follows the colostrum is preferred to it. 
14 For a birth ritual which involves the washing of the child in coconut water. in Eastern 
Indonesia, see Jensen ( 1963: 197). 
15 For the rai (as arahi) see Bandesa (1982:45) or (as arai) see: Suandra (1991:52). Both these 
authors findings are consistent with my observations. A slightly different phrasing is given by Howe 
(1983: 152) who defines the rai as the 'distance between the end of the life line (between the base of 
the thumb and the base of the index finger) and the tip of the index finger' 
16 The three colours have also come to be associated with the Hindu gods of Brahma. Wisnu 
and Siva. Howe ( 1983: 154) indicated a set of associations that relate the elements that are anointed 
on the post (blood, charcoal and lime) with specific parts of a living tree as follows: 
elements according to Howe these colour in Nusa Penida these elements 
elements stand for the are thought of as: 
chicken blood the sap of a tree (getah) red blood. 
(getih) In Nusa Penida only coconut 
trees are credited with getah. 
The sap of any other tree is 
known as engket. 
charcoal the hardwood (duramen) of a black flesh 
(areng) tree. In Balinese it is called /es. 
lime the new wood (alburnum) which white bones 
(pamor, apuh) is placed between the cortex 
and the duramen. In Balinese it 
is called kubal and has a clearer 
colour than the inner hardwood. 
TABLE N.40: SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELEMENTS USED TO PERFORM 
PANGURIP MIWAH PASUPATIAN AND THEIR REFERENTS ACCORDING TO L. HOWE, AND TO 
THE PEOPLE OF NUSA PENIDA. 
17 Fraser-Lu ( 1986:21) indicates that in Java the kain panjang, a longer version of the sarong 
used to be worn on more formal occasions, when worn by a woman is referred to as tap1h. 
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18 On the issue and importance of the kanda pat see chapter VII. 
19 This also applies to the forelocks that are cut on that occasion. The hair is placed in a small 
container made of coconut leaves (tipat blayag ) and then buried under the sanggah 
20 It may also be called sekah asti as it contains the ashes taken from the bones (asti) of the 
deceased. 
21 As indicated above, buildings too are brought to life in a ritual called pangurip which is itself 
part of a larger purification I initiation ritual called mlaspas. 
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CHAPTER XI 
THE BANANA 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter continues with the examination of particularly important trees, 
presenting ethnographic data that relates to another of the most significant plants 
grown in Nusa Penida and Bali: the banana. The chapter is structured like the 
previous one and will cover similar ground. Although the coconut and the banana 
are different types of plants, a number of similarities are present in the way they 
are perceived and dealt with. 
First of all, I shall examine the general importance of the plant and its fruit in 
everyday life, considering its botanical features and how they are perceived and 
defined by local people. Then I examine the symbolic relations that concern the 
plant and its parts. Again, the way the tree is planted will be relevant. Finally, I will 
look at some meaningful events in which the tree, or some parts of it, is assimilated 
to, or ritually substitutes for, a human being. 
This chapter is a further step in the analysis of the relationships between 
human beings and plants in Nusa Penida. The examples dealt with are consistent 
with what has been indicated previously and again emphasise the absence of a 
clear division between the floral world and human beings, for both are 
interchangeable and partake of the same environment. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE BANANA PLANT AND ITS PRODUCTS 
The banana and its fruit are extremely important in the everyday life of people 
of Nusa Penida and Bali as both, in different ways, contribute to the well being and 
the diet of the native people. Banana plants are ubiquitous in these islands. 
Although there are no large plantations, each individual or family tends to grow 
them in their gardens or inside their compounds. The plant is taken as a fertility 
symbol for its fast growth, easy propagation, and conspicuous yields. The common 
Balinese term for 'banana' is biu, while biuh stands for 'fertile' or may refer to large 
quantities of something. 
To summarise the variety of uses of the banana, I shall briefly mention some 
of the common uses of the plant, its parts and fruit. Just as with the coconut tree, 
every part of the banana plant is used and nothing is thrown away. In Nusa Penida 
the stem of old banana plants, once cut, sliced and mixed with water and corn bran 
are given, either raw or cooked, as food to pigs (and in some instances to Balinese 
cattle - banteng - as well). The stem of a young plant is cooked mixed with spices, 
coconut milk and pork, or chicken bones. The dish is known as ares, and in Sakti 
this dish is part of the meal at all major rituals.1 The purple flowers of some types 
of banana, sliced and cooked, are eaten as vegetables. The green leaves of the 
plant, once cut, are used as disposable plates or containers. The fruit, either raw or 
cooked, is an important complement to the diet of the local people. While sweet 
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bananas tend to be eaten raw, starchy ones tend to be fried or boiled. The fruit and 
the leaf, suitably cut, may contribute to the family income, as both products can be 
sold on the market as cash crop. 
Additionally, all parts of the banana plant are in different ways employed in the 
preparation of ritual offerings, either as one of the food components or in the 
fashioning of the representation that accompanies any religious ceremony. The 
iconic and symbolic use of the plant and its fruits is the focus of this chapter. 
However, before turning to that issue, it is necessary to briefly look at the botanical 
characteristics of the plant and how local people perceive and define it. 
THE BANANA: BOTANICAL NOTES 
The first types of wild bananas, from which edible species developed, are held 
to have originated in the lndo-Malay area. From this region, via human intervention, 
bananas spread throughout Asia, the Pacific region and ultimately reached 
Madagascar and Africa. It is believed that bananas were among the first 
domesticated crops throughout Southeast Asia.2 
The banana - MUSA PARADISIACA LINN. - belongs to the genus MUSA which 
comprises both edible and wild varieties. The plant grows to between 3 and 9 
metres in height and in strict botanical terms it is not considered a tree but a 'great 
perennial herb' (Bailey 1953:450). Like the coconut tree, the banana has a single 
bud, does not ramify and its fibrous stalk is formed by the concentric sheath of all 
its leaves. The lymph of a banana is clear in colour and has the consistency of 
water. A mature banana may have 7 to 15 mature leaves, between 2 and 3 metres 
long. Leaves are organised in a rising spiral and display a strong central rachis with 
long parallel nervures. The plant generates a single inflorescence, constituted by a 
purple bud composed of multiple scales or bracts. As the bracts open, the flowers 
begin to expand underneath them. In due time all bracts fall to the ground and the 
female inflorescence swells into the fruit itself. A banana plant bears fruit only once 
in its life, then the stem which has produced the fruit becomes weak and dies. In 
the meantime, suckers which have risen from the roots grow and take the place of 
the dying stalk. 
The majority of fruit are seedless, the species increasing naturally by 
vegetative propagation: the roots of the plant produce rhizomes which grow into 
suckers and then become new stalks. Propagation is thus obtained by the 
separation of a new rhizome from the mother root and through successive planting. 
A newly planted sucker, depending on its size, may produce a cask of bananas in 
between six and fourteen months. The growth of the fruits, from the appearance of 
the inflorescence to maturation, may take between two and four months depending 
on the type of banana. Flowers without fecundation produce seedless fruit. In Nusa 
Penida and Bali there is a large variety of bananas, most of which have indigenous 
names and are consumed locally. 
ETHNOBOTANY OF THE BANANA 
As for the coconut, the Balinese have specialised botanical terminology that 
helps in defining the banana plant, its parts, stages of growth and the different 
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varieties of fruits present locally. I shall first consider the terms used to define the 
plant and its parts. The plant terminology and its associated parts can be seen in 
plate N.11. 
THEPLANf 
A) A mature plant in Balinese is punyan biu. Punyan is the classifying term 
for a plant already producing fruit, while biu is the generic term for a 
banana fruit. In high Balinese the plant is called wit pisang [A]; wit refers to 
the plant and pisang to its fruit. 3 The stages of growth of a plant are well 
defined and will be reported below. 
B) The root is akah (biu). Roots and suckers are given particular attention as 
they are crucial to plant reproduction. Roots may be used in the 
preparation of traditional medicines.4 
C) The stem is generally referred to as batang or gedebong. The first term is 
widely used in Nusa Penida while the second is employed more often in 
Bali. A cut stem is referred to using the same terms. The stem is 
composed of concentric fibrous layers, each of which is known as 
kelopakan batang. A dry section of the external layer is kupas. 
D) The lymph is known as yeh batang. The lymph is clear and held to be 
similar to water (yeh). As I have indicated previously, the lymph of a 
common tree is engket and the terminological difference points to the 
peculiarity of the banana vis-a-vis other trees. The more dense fluid 
formed by the plant when its stalk is cut is called tenges batang. Tenges is 
'mucus' and the term is also used to indicate human mucus. The clear 
lymph of the banana plant is normally used as an antiseptic remedy for 
wounds. A wound washed with yeh batang and bound in a piece of kupas 
is said to heal very quickly. 
E) A leaf is indicated by the general term don (biu). The central petiole of the 
leaf is papah. Leaves are classified into three basic types, the names 
given to them referring to the different stages of their development . 
(I) plosor. the central immature furled leaf. It is never cut as this would 
damage the growth of the plant; 
(II) don: the common name for a mature, expanded leaf; 
(Ill) kraras: an old dry leaf. 
F) The terminal bud of the inflorescence is pusuh. The name is also used to 
indicate the whole inflorescence before the opening of the bracts. The 
flower has wide iconic use and value, which I shall deal with later in this 
chapter. 
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G) The flowers themselves - bungan biu - are contained in the bud, which will 
eventually produce the fruit. While the ovaries of the flower swell into 
bananas the styles persist for some time attached to the apical section of 
the fruit and then fall away. The styles of swelling bananas are believed to 
be the 'navel' (pungsed) of the fruit and are accordingly called pungsed 
biu. 
H) The stalk that sustains the fruit and the bud is paungan. 
I) Once the plant is cut, it is freed from its remaining leaves and it assumes 
the name of its stem: batang or gedebong. The banana stem has many 
practical uses and, as we shall see below, the way it is defined is 
symbolically important. 
STAGES IN THE GROWfH OF A BANANA PLANT 
The growth of a banana from the sucker to a fruit-bearing plant is 
distinguished by three phases as follows: 
I) A rhizome, from sprouting till it is a meter high is known as panak biu. The 
term literally means 'the child' (panak) of the 'banana' (biu). Particular care 
must be given to them as panak biu may be collected for future planting or 
may be used in fashioning important types of offerings. 
II) A developed plant which has not yet produced its inflorescence is biu 
bajang. Bajang in Balinese refers to someone, generally an adolescent, 
either man or woman, who is not yet married. 
111) 
THE FRUIT 
a mature plant showing its inflorescence, or an already 
fruit is punyan biu. 
The fruit is known as biu, a general term that is usually followed by a name 
referring to the variety of the banana fruit (i.e. biu gedang saba, biu susu). The 
middle section of the fruit containing the potential black seeds is called atin biu and 
indicates the ideal centre of a banana. Atin is related to ati which refers to the liver 
and which is considered by the Balinese to be the central organ of a human 
An unripe banana is biu nguda (nguda being young), while a mature one is biu 
wayah. 
The fruit of a whole banana cask are aijeng, while a or 
A levels -
bunch or row is known as kitut. 
in Bali to the last of four 
VARIETIES OF BANANAS 
majority of them serve both alimentary and ritual purposes. Some of them may 
enter into the fashioning of one specific type of offering, while others may be used 
indifferently for any of them. I shall now outline some of the varieties of bananas 
more commonly used in Nusa Penida and briefly outline their characteristics. The 
following classification is organised according to local categories and in no way 
reflects a botanical ordering. 
BANANA NAME INDICATIVE FEATURES OF THE FRUIT 
Biu Belitung A very common type of fruit with a yellow colour and medium size. 
Not particularly sweet. It is used in the preparation of offerings as 
well as food. 
Biu Oak Nangka A very large fruit with a coarse texture and yellow colour. When 
cooked its taste is similar to that of a cooked jackfruit (nangka). It 
finds a use in ritual preparations as well as being commonly eaten. 
Biu Gancan A long thin banana with a light green colour. The fruit are said to 
resemble human fingers. They can be used as offerings in any 
Balinese ceremony and find a specific use in the preparation of 
symbols like pisang jati. The fruit derives its name from a thin 
bamboo tool used in weaving. 
Biu Gedang Saba A yellow type of banana. These fruit can be eaten but are not 
commonly used as offerings in the majority of Balinese rituals. 
Because of the widespread avoidance of any ceremonial use. biu 
gedang saba holds a special place in the classification of bananas. 
Biu Jawa A long fruit of green colour with a very sweet taste. This type of 
banana can be used in the preparation of any offering, but it is 
especially required in the fashioning of an offering called suci .. 
which is associated with ritual cleansing. 
Biu Kayu A large size yellow fruit with a fine texture and sweet flavour. It is 
eaten and can be used in any ritual composition. 
Biu Ketip A common fruit. yellow. of small size. not particularly sweet. It is 
used both for the making of offerings as well as for consumption. 
Biu Krutuk A large sized yellow banana, characterised by the presence of 
seeds in its pulp. It is known to be used in the preparation of 
traditional medicine. It is rarely eaten or used in ritual contexts. 
Biu Kuping A common type of fruit with yellow colour and medium size It is 
both eaten and employed in the making of all types of offerings. 
Biu Lopok A large yellow fruit characterised by a bent shape and a cross-
section comprising four irregular sides. It may be used in the 
fashioning of all types of offerings. 
Biu Mas A small fruit with a yellow colour with a very fine texture. The name 
mas (gold) is a direct reference to its colour. This 1s a popular type 
of fruit and it may be used in any ritual. 
Biu Sang Raja A type of large banana with a green colour. It is known to be very 
sweet. These can be used as offerings in any type of ritual. 
Biu Selendang A very large yellow fruit with a coarse texture. Because of its size it 
is not generally employed in the making of offerings and instead it 
is utilised for alimentary purposes (i.e. preparation of fried 
bananas). 
Biu Sewulan A fast-growing, yellow type of fruit. It is said that the bananas of 
this plant mature in a month. The name sewulan is the Balinese for 
'a month'. This fruit can be utilised in the fashioning of all types of 
offering. 
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Biu Siu A banana of very small size (the size of a pencil). It grows in 
bunches with a very large number of fruit Siu is a 'thousand'. 
It is not normally eaten and it is known to be specifically used in 
the preparation of offerings for death rituals (banten catur, 
pangroras). 
Biu Susu A famous type of fruit of yellow colour, of medium size and bent 
shape. Of a pleasant taste these bananas are both consumed and 
used extensively in rituals. The name susu [A] is the Balinese 
refined term for a woman's breast (nyonyo) and refers both to the 
fine texture of the pulp and to its delicate milky flavour. 
Biu Temaga A small sized fruit with a copper colour. It is required in the 
preparation of offerings to be used in death rituals (i.e. banten 
catur in ngrorasin). The name refers to its colour and the name of 
copper which in Balinese is temaga. 
Biu Udang A small-sized fruit with a light red colour. The name udang (prawn) 
is a direct reference to the colour of the fruit which recalls that of a 
cooked prawn. This type of banana is similar to biu temaga and 
may replace it in the preparation of catur offerings 
TABLE N.41 SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BANANAS GROWN IN NUSA PENIDA 
The majority of the fruit indicated above appear to be used in the preparation 
of ritual offerings. However, some distinctions are nonetheless made, as certain 
types of bananas are given prominence, or a particular status, over others. For 
instance, while some may be employed in the fashioning of all types of offerings 
(e.g. biu susu), others do not enjoy the same widespread application and have 
restricted uses (e.g. biu siu). These differences may be an indication that local 
categories appear to be also an expression of a system that values and prizes 
types of fruits (i.e. mas) their intrinsic characteristics, over certain 
others gedang saba). Additionally, it may be relevant to observe that some 
the values associated with these fruits may be totally independent of their 
botanical or dietetic characteristics, as the ideas related to biu gedang saba appear 
to indicate. 
THE PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE OF BIU GEDANG SABA 
Both in Nusa Penida and Bali the type of banana plant known as biu gedang 
saba has a peculiar status, as it is considered to be an inferior type of fruit vis-a-vis 
other types of bananas, and while it is generally consumed as food, use is 
forbidden in the preparation of ritual offerings. The reason for this prohibition is 
generally explained reference to a myth. 
Locals say that the apical bud of its inflorescence (pusuh) comes out at dusk 
all evil creatures and spirits of the 
that a 
and its as an 
example of the relationship between human beings and flora. for the idea 
contained in the myth that the fruit is the product of a sexual union between the 
tree and a spirit ushers in the suggestion that in normal circumstances the fruit 
could be taken as the product of a different kind of intercourse, such as that 
between the man who set the sucker in the ground and the plant itself. 
Depicting the growth of a plant as the result of human intervention or as the 
result of intercourse is not new in the Balinese context, having already been 
suggested in the context of wet rice cultivation.a Although none of the people 
whom I interviewed in Nusa Penida openly stated that the banana fruit are the 
product of intercourse between the owner and his plant, the procedure associated 
with the planting of a banana appears to suggest this possibility, among others. I 
shall tum now to this aspect of the connection between the plant and human 
beings. 
RITUALS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PLANT 
PLANTING A BANANA 
Planting a banana (mu/a biu), because of its practical and symbolic 
importance, requires a distinct procedure whose purpose, as we saw in the case of 
the coconut, is to maximise the plant's chances of growing and producing an 
abundant yield. Again, as a general rule, any contact with the plant must be 
characterised by a respectful, polite attitude. 
The first step in the planting of a banana consists in the choice of a grown 
sucker (panak biu). It is said that the collection of the rhizome should be done 
gently, without the use of force. It is forbidden to pull it from the earth or tear it from 
its mother's roots. The proper procedure requires the sucker to be cleared of the 
surrounding soil, severed from its mother's roots with a single cut by a sharp knife. 
and then slowly pulled out. It is thought that if force is used the plant will resent it 
and as a reaction will not produce fruit, or produce pulpless ones. The situation is 
referred to as ngambul (from ambul: to sulk), which in this context indicates the 
unwillingness of the plant to appease its owners and produce a plentiful harvest. 
The planting takes place as follows: after a suitable sucker has been chosen 
and a proper hole dug, the owner of the land cuts the majority of the leaves from 
the sucker. leaving only the central, unexpanded leaf and an open one. He then 
places the tip of one of the cut leaves at the bottom of the hole as this is thought to 
be an appropriate base for the sucker. Then the man, naked and sitting cross-
legged on the edge of the hole, holding the sucker with both hands, slowly puts it 
into the hole. Once that has been accomplished he gently fills the cavity with soil. 
The planting operation amounts to a full ceremony, and the man who does it must 
fulfil certain conditions, as a number of restrictions apply to him and to the whole 
procedure if he wishes to obtain a productive plant. 
The planting is subject to strict rules, as follows: 
I) only men are allowed to do it (as it is the case in planting a coconut); 
II) before the planting takes place, the person in charge must have eaten a 
full meal and feel satisfied, as it is thought that if a hungry person plants a 
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banana it will produce empty (puyung) fruits; 
Ill) the man must have had a full bath and cleansed himself beforehand. 
Again, it is said that this will be reflected in the plant itself, as it will 
produce bananas with a clean smooth skin. Should the opposite be the 
case, it is believed that the fruit will have a skin characterised by the 
presence of a thick dark fungi which will give the skin an unpleasant 
appearance (dakangan) and hinders the separation of the skin from the 
flesh; 
IV) the man must be naked, as it is believed this will encourage the production 
of fruits with compact flesh and thin skin. Finally, he must politely sit cross-
legged (masi/a), in the same position used when praying or during a 
meeting; 
V) during the whole procedure the man is not allowed to smoke, for should 
that happen it is said that the plant will produce a long stalk without fruit 
(paungan); 
VI) a man whose wife is pregnant is not allowed to perform the planting, as it 
is said that this will make the delivery of his child difficult; 
VII) a piece of banana leaf (don tlujungan) must be placed on the bottom of 
the hole as a proper foundation for the new plant. The sucker must be 
introduced gently and slowly into the hole, otherwise the plant will not 
produce fruit; and 
VIII) a bunch of grass (ambengan) must be tied to the top of the stem of the 
newly planted sucker, or to its unfurled leaf. 
On the one hand, these rules emphasise the actor's cleanliness and his 
avoidance of pollution, on the other, they endeavour to transfer positive qualities 
attributed to the man in charge of proceedings to the plant itself, and thus enhance 
the chances of having positive results in terms of the plant's produce.7 
A few remarks should, however, be added on the way the sucker is planted. 
The whole procedure appears to contain significant symbolism. Body prescriptions, 
posture and avoidance rules, indicate placing particular attention on the sensual, 
experiential aspect of the action. This reinforces earlier observations, for it is as 
though the fruits were understood to be the product of the sexual union between 
the owner and his plant. The planting of a new plant brings forth new fruits and 
new offspring, and hence new life and further possibilities for its propagation. In 
this respect it is analogous to human sexual intercourse that generates new 
offspring. Furthermore, the tying of a bunch of grass to the top of the sucker, a sign 
of retention similar to the sawen a, reinforces ideas of ownership associated with 
the plant and its future crop. 
HARVESTING THE FRUIT 
The harvesting of the fruit can provide further insights into the relationship 
between owners and their plants. l.n this context, ideas related to the growth of the 
plant appear significantly close to beliefs and myths that concern the birth of useful 
plants. 
A cask of bananas is harvested as follows: first the stalk bearing the fruit is cut 
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close to its base, after which all the rows of bananas are separated from it. Finally, 
closely spaced cuts (nyahcah paungan) are made lengthwise on the naked stalk 
(paungan). While cutting it with a knife, the person who has collected it utters the 
following words to the stalk: 
Ne, tiang ngalap buah ibane, 
lakar anggon tiang banten. * 
Nah, bin mani kayange numadi bin 
apang kerod misi buah. 
* This sentence may be substituted by 
others explaining the intentions of the person 
who has collected the fruit. 
GLOSS 
I shall pick this fruit of yours, 
and I'll use it to make offerings. 
When you are reincarnated again 
I hope you will produce more fruit. 
The stalk is then left at the foot of the banana tree in the hope that the plant 
will reincarnate again, thus producing more fruits. The brief utterance is an 
injunction to produce more fruits and avoid the inevitable death of the plant that will 
ensue after the loss of its fruit. 
The cutting of the stalk into small pieces emphasises the desire to obtain a 
future plant from each small piece and thus prodigious growth. On the other hand, 
it appears to be associated with violence (or with a violent death), and to the idea 
that fruitful plants may spring from a body cut into parts, just as from a paungan. 
idea had already been expressed in local myths associated with the growth of 
useful plants (see chapter VIII). 
Indeed, on basis of the evidence presented in this and in the above 
I would argue that the model propagation by planting a constituent 
(offshoot) of the plant, as is the normal practice for the banana and the taro, firmly 
established practices throughout Bali and Eastern Indonesia, may have provided 
the foundation upon which ideas expressed in a number of local myths about the 
growth of useful plants from the cut off parts of a woman's body have developed 9 
This argument is further supported by the very fact that at various levels the 
banana plant is considered to be a substitute for human beings, and if the two are 
interchangeable so, to a certain degree, are the practices and the beliefs 
surrounding them. This latter consideration leads us to the next argument, 
the importance of the banana stem and the symbolism with it. 
BANANA PLANT, BA TANG AND W ATANG 
In 
Balinese culture. 
THE BANANA PLANT AS LIVING SYMBOL 
The possibility that a banana plant may substitute for a human being is well 
known in Bali and is expressed in the tale of Ni Tuung Kuning. A short version of 
the story runs as follows: 
It is said that a woman, married to a heavy gambler, was pregnant. 
On hearing the news, her husband said to her: 'if you give birth to a son 
we shall keep him, but if you give birth to a daughter I shall kill her and 
give her flesh to my roosters'. The time for the delivery approached and 
the woman gave birth to a daughter whom she named Tuung Kuning. 
Luckily, during that period her husband wasn't at home. The woman 
decided to save the life of Tuung Kuning and thus hid the newborn girl in 
her mother's house. In due time the husband returned and enquired about 
the birth. The wife, crying, reported that, she had unfortunately given birth 
to a daughter, which, according to her husband's instruction, she had 
already killed, and whose flesh had been distributed to the roosters. The 
husband was pleased to hear that everything had gone as he had 
planned. The woman had just finished her account when the man's 
roosters, who overheard the conversation, loudly denied that they had 
been given any flesh, and told their owner that the daughter was alive and 
had been placed in the safe hands of her grandmother. The angry man at 
once rushed to the house of his mother-in-law, caught hold of Ni Tuung 
Kuning, and decided to take her to the forest and kill her there. While he 
was in the process of killing Ni Tuung Kuning, fairies (widiadan) who 
realised what was happening, substituted a banana sucker for the young 
girl. The father, who did not notice the difference, stabbed the banana 
sucker in the belief that he had stabbed his daughter. The substitution 
saved the life of the girl who was then taken to heaven. 10 
This short story suggests that the banana plant served as the sacrificial 
substitute for Ni Tuung Kuning, confirming the possibility of a substitution between 
a human being and a living banana plant. To emphasise this point further I shall 
briefly refer to two other circumstances in which the plant is believed to play such a 
role. 
The first instance concerns bananas planted inside home compounds. Any 
Balinese compound may have one or more banana plants (with the exclusion of 
biu gedang saba) set in its premises. The plants are not only a source of produce 
and leaves but also act as protection against black magic. It is said that if there is 
at least one banana plant inside the compound, any attempt made by a witch or a 
leak to harm the dwellers of the compound through black magic will fail. The magic 
sent will never reach the person for whom it was intended, because it will be first 
assimilated by the plant. In this circumstance, the banana plant fills the role of the 
compound warden and becomes the sacrificial substitute for the humans who 
inhabit it. 
The second example refers to rain calling. In Nusa Penida rain calling rituals 
are fairly common. especially in periods of drought, as the 1990/91 years have 
been. It is said that a proper rain calling ritual requires the sacrifice of an individual 
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who must then be fully immersed in a river. Currently, the ritual is never performed 
in this way, for the place of the human being is taken by a banana stem that again 
becomes the sacrificial substitute. 11 
BAT ANG AND WATANG 
In Nusa Penida a persistent association between the banana plant, or its 
stem, and the human body alive or dead it has been noted. In chapter VIII it was 
observed that during exhumation (ngebet) the bones of the deceased, understood 
to represent its body, are exchanged for a banana sucker (panak biu) which is set 
in the grave. The living plant is then generally recovered from the grave and 
planted in a garden. 
In Bali the stem of the banana plant is generally called gedebong. In Sakti the 
very same stem, is commonly referred to as batang. Additionally, batang is also the 
Indonesian word for 'stem', 'trunk'. The Old Javanese term watang, as 'tree-trunk', 
is at the same time one of the common Balinese words for 'corpse' and is cognate 
with batang. 
The difference in terms used to refer to the banana stem in Bali (gedebong) 
and Nusa Penida (batang) and the assonance between batang (as 'stem') and 
watang (as 'corpse') is particularly interesting, as it suggests again the possibility of 
exchanging a banana stem for a corpse. On this issue the following story is told in 
Nusa Penida: 
Just after a man has died his soul leaves his body. However, before 
moving to heaven, the soul is presumed to dwell for a while in a world 
supposedly coexistent with this world but set above it. It is believed that in 
the period immediately following death, the soul is still unaware that the 
person to whom it belonged has died. The soul, from its higher position, 
observes the washing of the corpse and all the operations done to it in the 
preparation for its cremation or burial. However, it is said that the soul, in 
observing what is happening to its former owner, does not appear to be 
worried, because what it is actually seeing is not a corpse but a cut 
banana stem. It is said that it is only after three days, when the soul feels 
the smell of a rotting body, does it realise that the person to whom it had 
belonged has died. 
The substitution between a banana stem and a corpse not only has a cultural 
dimension but also a linguistic one. A significant number of Javanese words, 
including Old Javanese terms, appear in Balinese with a 'b' rather than a 'w' or 'v', 
as in the process of assimilation into Balinese, Javanese words that begin with an 
initial 'w' or 'v' changed to a 'b'. For instance, the Old Javanese 'wyu' ('banana') in 
Balinese has become 'biu'.12 
The variable position of the 'w' - 'b' and 'v' - 'b', and distribution in the 
Indonesian languages was briefly analysed by Gonda (1952:250) who recognised 
their instability in the passage between Javanese and Malay, Sanskrit and Malay or 
Sanskrit to Old Javanese. The same applies to a number of Sanskrit loans present 
in Old Javanese and in Balinese, such as: 
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SANSKRIT OLD JAVANESE BALINESE 
vayu (wind, breath of life) bayu bayu 
va,jra (thunderbolt) bajra bajra 
Vanaspati (the god of the forests) Banaspati Banaspati 
Varona (the god of the seas) Baruna Baruna 
TABLE N.42 EXAMPLES OF V - BI W - B VARIATIONS CONCERNING SANSKRIT LOAN-WORDS 
PRESENT IN OLD JAVANESE AND IN BALINESE. 
Evidence of these change were also noted by Friederich (1959:6) and are 
currently provided by most literate Balinese. Although the shift in the consonant 
referred does not occur for every Sanskrit or Old Javanese loan-words integrated 
into Balinese it is worth indicating it as it may also relate to the terms watang [OJ] -
batang as understood in Nusa Penida and Bali. Additionally, the semantic of the 
Old Javanese terms of watang and batang have not been fully retained in the 
passage between Old Javanese and Balinese. 
The following table shows some of these variations and the meanings 
associated with each of the terms. 
OLD JAVANESE GLOSS BALINESE TERMS GLOSS 
TERMS** AND AND 
WYU banana tree B/U banana 
WA TANG 1: a tree-trunk BA TANG 1: in high Balinese 
(fallen, felled), understood as 'thought', 
2: bar, 'guess'. 
3: a piece of wood 
2: in Nusa Penida 
understood exclusively as 
'banana trunk'. 
It is also the Indonesian for 
'stem' 
WA TANG 1 a corpse 
2 a type of weapon 
3 a type of tuber 
BAT ANG 1: guess, interpretation, 
(BABAT ANG) 2: a measure of capacity, 
3: a corpse 
GE BOG stem (log) banana plant GEOEBONG banana stem 
It is mainly used in Bali with 
this meaning but not in Nusa 
Penida. 
"'"' See all these terms on Zoetmulder [OJED] 
TABLE N.43: SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TERMS WATANG [OJ] -
AND WATANG AS UNDERSTOOD IN NUSA PENIDA AND BALI. 
happened and the meanings associated with the Old Javanese terms of watang 
and batang once integrated in Balinese language have not been fully retained, but 
some semantic shift has occurred between them and their Balinese equivalent, 
producing a linguistic cross over. 
My point is that the symbolic reference between a corpse and a stem has a 
linguistic side for: 
i) the assonance between batang and watang evokes issues of their mutual 
substitution; 
ii) while one element is exchanged for the other in the myth I referred to, 
during ngebet the two items are effectively substituted; 
iii) although it is difficult to fully establish the true etymological nature of the 
terms watang and batang as they are understood in Nusa Penida, on the 
light of the shift between, 'wand b', and the meaning associated to these 
terms, the current word for 'banana trunk' (batang), as retained in Nusa 
Penida, could be etymologically interpreted as a variation of the Old 
Javanese watang (in this context it is worth mentioning that the Balinese 
spoken in Nusa Penida has retained the use of some terms no longer 
present in Bali); 
iv) although the Old Javanese terms of watang and batang and their 
Balinese equivalents preserve the differences between 'corpse' and 
'trunk', the semantics associated with these Old Javanese terms undergo 
a cross-over once the terms are integrated into Balinese. Thus, while the 
Balinese batang has kept only one meaning associated with the OJ 
batang, the Balinese watang has lost the botanical referent of the Old 
Javanese and has acquired the meaning of 'corpse' which is peculiar of 
the OJ batang.14 
This linguistic digression further reinforces the visual and physical association 
between the stem and the corpse. This equivalence, as we shall see in the next 
section, is part of a wider practice of representing human beings, gods and their 
spiritual qualities through icons made up of floral parts, and is common to the 
archipelago. 
PISANGJATI 
In Balinese death rituals, on a number of occasions, human beings and 
corpses are represented by symbols that feature a banana sucker, its stem or the 
fruit of the banana. In chapter VIII I have already illustrated this by relating what 
happens during the exhumation of bones during the silur bangbang ceremony. I 
shall now consider another example, in which banana fruit, a sucker, and other 
ritual implements are used during funerary rituals to fashion a symbol that is fully 
intended to represent the deceased. 
The representation is known as pisang jati and is part of the whole group of 
icons, symbols and offerings taken to the graveyard for a burial and commonly 
known as banten teben.15 Pisang [A] is the high Balinese term for 'banana' while, 
jati may be glossed as 'true', 'real'. The name may be derived from the role 
bananas (pisang) have in its fashioning. A pisang jati tries to provide a full 
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representation of the deceased by arranging a number of different components in 
an aesthetic way (see the symbol in plate N. 17). The components, listed below, 
are placed in a container made on coconut leaves in the following order: 
COMPONENTS REPRESENTING : 
I a handful of rice 
II white thread these three elements are traditionally used as 
the basic elements of a number of ritual 
symbols or major offerings 
Ill Chinese coins 
IV a coconut cleaned of its husk the head 
v an upright banana sucker the whole body (shape, flesh and fluids) 
VI a sample of the most important seeds the reproductive potential enshrined in each 
grown in the area (bija ratus) human being 
VII several small sections of young the internal organs of the human body. 
coconut leaves fashioned into Young coconut leaves also form the structure 
distinctive shapes upon which the 'face' of the deceased is fixed. 
VIII some black thread and Chinese coins the hair 
IX a bunch of bananas. the hands and the fingers 
A type of banana know as biu gancan 
is generally used . 
x a triangle made with young coconut the face of the deceased 
leaves on which three Chinese coins 
(pipis bolong) are sewn. 
XI leaves and petals of flowers that the colours are the three basic Balinese 
compose five circular decorations. colours and refer to the three elements used 
each made up of a dark leaf and a red to bring life to the symbol in the panguripan 
and white petal, which lies behind the process. Black: charcoal, white: lime. red 
triangular head blood. They also refer to the flesh, bones and 
the blood of the deceased.16 
XII five kuangen (a wrapped piece of during death rituals kuangen are traditionally 
banana leaf with a flower inside, placed in the most significant parts of the 
porosan [sirih, pamor, buah], pipis body such as: the head, body joints. the navel 
bo/ong) and the sexual organs. 
TABLE N.44: SUMMARY OF THE COMPONENTS OF PISANG JATI AS MADE IN SAKTI AND 
JUNGUTBATU. 
In the ceremony I witnessed, in Jungutbatu, the representation was first 
placed on the bier of the deceased throughout the time the corpse lay in state at 
home. The pisang jati was then carried by a close relative of the deceased to all 
village temples for the ritual proceedings. Finally, after having completed all the 
ceremonies, the representation was placed inside the grave beside the head of the 
deceased to be buried. To emphasise the complete substitution of the deceased 
by the pisang jati, before being used, the representation is ritually endowed with 
life (nguripang), while prior to its burial it is ritually deprived of it (mralina). It is as 
though the event of death has been temporarily suspended and the deceased, still 
alive and represented by the pisang jati, is allowed fully and politely to sever all 
his/her ties with the existing community and the local gods, as a long departure 
properly requires. 
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Photo N. 16: The tukang banten preparing a pisang jati. 
(Jungutbatu 1991) 
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Photo N. 17: Pisang jati. (Jungutbatu 1991) 
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The exegesis for each component was given to me by the ritual expert who 
officiated at the proceedings. Although there may be differences between what is 
reported here and similar representations in other parts of Bali, what is stressed in 
this context is the significant role of the banana, coconut and other floral elements, 
in the fashioning of a clear representation of human beings. 
BAT ANG AS PRETIWI 
Last but not least, it is worth mentioning the symbolic role of the banana stem 
in the shadow play. In the organisation of the shadow theatre (wayang ku/it) a 
banana stem is used as the base upon which the puppets stand. The stem is 
fibrous and full of watery lymph. The puppets used in the wayang kulit are mounted 
on a thin, pointed stick shaped like a lance, which is forcefully inserted in the stem 
in order to allow them to stand upright. For the whole play, the stem becomes the 
base upon which the puppets rest, like ideal trees. While in Bali a cut stem is 
simply called gedebong and does not appear to be charged with any particular 
meaning, 17 in Nusa Penida the stem is called Pretiwi - a term that refers to the 
earth and by extension to the Earth Goddess, lbu Pretiwi. Moreover, contrary to an 
ordinary banana stem, at the end of the play the one used in the wayang kulit 
cannot be sliced and given away as food for pigs but must be simply left to rot. 
RITUAL USE 
I have mainly focused on the banana stem and its sucker. However, in 
addition, other constituents of the plant receive special attention and are used in 
the fashioning of ritual offerings. A particularly important role is given to the apical 
bud and to the leaves. 
PU SUH 
The large purple bud of the banana inflorescence finds widespread use in a 
ritual context, for its shape and colour is also associated with the human heart: 
pusuhan in Balinese and in Nusa Penida. 
Hooykaas C. (1964:78) mentions the use of a pusuh in the context of death 
rituals. In his example the bud is inscribed with the name of the dead and left, with 
the ashes of the deceased, to flow down into a river to its final destination. Belo 
(1935:492) refers to it as representing a dead twin in a ceremony held in 
Sukawana in 1933, for purification of the village from the pollution caused by the 
birth of twins. In Bali the pusuh, called mecholong, is commonly used as the 
symbol for the child (subsequently thrown away because it is supposed to contain 
all the pollution derived from birth) in the ritual held 42 days after childbirth (tutug 
kambuhan).18 The pusuh, as we have already noted for the stem, is used as a 
symbol and is a substitute for the whole human being. 
To these examples I intend to add one more. The pusuh of a biu gedang saba 
represents and substitutes for a human being in the strategy of counteracting 
illnesses produced by black magic. An exorcist text (Usada Separa Bebai) 
indicates that leprosy (ila), if thought to be sent by black magic, may be fought with 
the help of the bud of a banana. Here the pusuh, after being made ritually alive, is 
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burned and its ashes thrown into the sea or buried. The bud symbolising the sick 
body of the ailing person. The destruction of the pusuh, as the representation of 
the sick body, is believed to restore the health of the person afflicted by the illness. 
DON 
Banana leaves have a very generalised use in Balinese life and it is worth 
considering their use in more detail, for particular meanings are attached to the 
way they are collected and used. 
In Nusa Penida any leaf that is cut from the plant and destined for ordinary 
use, including some ritual practices, must be deprived of its extremity. Its terminal 
tip must be cut off and thrown away. Such leaves are simply known as don biu. In 
contrast, leaves intended for specific ritual use do not have their extremity cut off 
and are called don tlujungan . 
The people of Nusa Penida explain this different treatment through the 
association of the leaves with two different contexts: while don biu are related to 
events associated with life-bearing rituals, ritual procedures and offerings linked to 
or associated with death require the specific use of don tlujungan. For instance, in 
the event of the death of a child the full leaf, divided into two parts, is used for the 
burial procedure (tatakan nanem). After the grave has been dug half a leaf is 
placed at the bottom, on which the corpse is placed. The corpse is then covered 
with the remaining half of the leaf. 
Don tlujungan must be used as a mat in collecting the bones after the 
cremation. Finally, the mat used the remains of the animals offered (caru) to 
underground and evil forces (buta and kala) must be a don tlujungan. 
Because of its association and use in death rituals or in ceremonies 
associated with and kala, a don tlujungan cannot be employed for any other 
ordinary or ritual use. It is believed that if a person takes home a don tlujungan, he 
or she may be followed by an evil spirit in search of a corpse, who has been 
alerted by the presence of a full banana leaf. If the corpse is really there, no harm 
is done to the family. However, if picking up a don tlujungan is done by mistake 
and no deceased is to be found inside the compound, the spirit will look for 
someone to kill within the family and thus redress the careless mistake made. 
In semiotic terms, don biu and don tlujungan are indexical of the context of 
their use and, while one marks the domain of life, the other characterises the realm 
death. 
Additionally, the use of don tlujungan in the death ritual a is 
indexical of a more general pattern of the use of banana and other leaves in 
the are employed, come to associated with human 
the two of 
half 
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posture human beings have during intercourse and that have come to characterise 
the expression of gender for, while malumah is an indication of the masculine, 
malingeb refers to the feminine. Thus, in this context, while the upper face of a leaf 
is generally referred to as its malingeb side, the lower face is indicated as 
malumah.19 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has presented the ethnobotany and the ethnography of the 
banana plant, and represents another case study of the types of possible relations 
between human beings and plants in Nusa Penida. The ethnographic evidence 
has brought out the significance of the banana plant in the life of the people of 
Nusa Penida and its use in ritual contexts. The symbolism associated with the plant 
and some of its parts, combined with the way a banana is planted or its fruit are 
gathered, have illustrated the role of the plant as a living symbol, whose parts, in 
myths and in ritual contexts, may substitute for, represent, or be exchanged for a 
human being. 
Once more, the evidence presented in this chapter supports the main 
argument of the third section of this work and shows the practical and ideal 
coexistence of an undivided social and natural field, of human beings and flora, 
illustrating the primary importance of this link in everyday life in Nusa Penida and 
Bali. 
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CHAPTER XII 
BAMBOO, SUGARCANE, DAPDAP, 
BETEL LEAVES AND ARECA NUTS 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the third set of case studies in this work concerning 
bamboo, sugarcane, dapdap, betel leaves and areca nuts. Bamboo and sugarcane 
are considered similar by the people of Nusa Penida and belong to the same folk 
class. Dapdap is a plant that has a peculiar position in most Balinese rituals, 
whereas the significance and importance of betel leaves and the areca nut is 
widely recognised throughout Southeast Asia. As in previous examples, I first 
briefly outline the plants' characteristics and consider their ethnobotany. Then 
reflect on the symbolism associated with these plants and their significance in the 
context of the relations between flora and human beings in Nusa Penida. 
RELEVANCE AND BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BAMBOO 
Bamboo has a widespread practical importance for all major aspects of life in 
both Nusa Penida and Bali. Its strength, shape and flexibility make it a much 
sought after material for a variety of uses, that range from housing and furniture, to 
waterpipes, cylindrical containers and boxes, musical instruments, cords and 
straps, bier frames, and skewers for grilling pounded meat (sate). Its widespread 
use is also due to the fact that the material is renewable and the plant grows 
rapidly. The culm is generally employed in a structural function and, although its 
symbolic importance is less relevant and immediate than the coconut or the 
banana, it occupies a special place in the lives of people in Nusa Penida and Bali. 
Bamboos are perennial grasses belonging to the BAMBUSAE family of the 
GRAMINEAE order. According to Bailey (1953:444) more than 200 species of bamboo 
have been identified, of which 160 are found in Asia. The plant grows generally on 
tufts that comprise many canes. The culm (stem) may reach many metres in height 
(6-9 m. is not uncommon) and have a diameter of between 2 and 20 cm. 
Culms are larger at their base and taper toward the apex, distinguished by thin 
leafy branches at the top and by nodes at regular intervals. Leaves are thin and 
characterised by a lanceolate shape with fine longitudinal nervures. Bamboos, like 
bananas, and sugarcane, multiply by vegetative propagation, the plant constantly 
producing new rhizomes that grow into new culms. Plants very rarely produce 
flowers that develop into fruits and seeds, but some species of bamboo are known 
to blossom annually. However, the majority of species flower after long, indefinite 
intervals. In Nusa Penida, flowering happens extremely rarely. After flowering and 
fruiting some species die, while others maintain their vitality. 
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Kelopakan Tiing 
12: 
A Katih 
Buku 
ETHNOBOTANY OF THE BAMBOO 
The plant and its parts are defined in the following way by Balinese botanical 
terminology: 
A) The general term for the bamboo plant is tiing. A whole group (tuft) of 
bamboos is tiing a ileh. New tillers are known as embung. Leaves are don 
tiing while roots are simply akah. 
8) A single cane is a katih. A node: buku, while a internode is lawas. A cut 
internode with an open extremity is bungbung. 
C) The external cortex of the culm is considered to be the bamboo skin: kulit 
tiing, while the internal woody walls are its soft abdomen: basang tiing. 
The cortex is used to make a very sharp knife known as ngad, which is 
utilised to cut the umbilical cord of the newly born. 
D) The leaf sheath that envelops the tiller and then the cane during the first 
stages of its formation is kelopakan tiing. The very fine hairs found in the 
leaf sheath, or on the internode surface are called medang; the hairs are 
known to have very irritating properties. 
In Nusa Penida, no specific terms are used to indicate flowers or seeds of 
rare and unpredictable flowering. It is, however, common knowledge that 
once the plant flowered, all the tuft died simultaneously, as everything 
depended on the same root. 
plant the associated terminology can be seen in N.12.) 
The process the plant's growth, of its rapid development, is not 
differentiated into several stages as is the case with the coconut or the banana.. In 
Sakti only the basic distinction between the tiller (embung) and the adult plant 
(tiing) is used. 
Planting a bamboo is not charged with any particular meaning and does not 
involve any of the procedures employed with the coconut or the banana. Bamboo 
is planted by separating a new shoot from its mother roots and giving it a new 
habitat. The owner of the land disposes of the plants, and cutting them does not 
require any special ritual procedure. Bamboo is required for the implementation of 
all death rituals, as it is the crucial element in the construction of the the 
ladder and the tower used in Balinese cremation. Because of the use 
and practical importance of culms, each garden tends to have a bunch of 
bamboos. 
THEPENJOR 
Bamboo is not the object of specific attention. nor is it associated with an 
extensive range of symbolism, as is the case with the coconut or the banana. 
However, there are two instances in which the plant assumes a significant symbolic 
and iconic importance. The first concerns the use of bamboo to fashion one of the 
most complex icons used in Balinese rituals: the penjor. The second instance 
refers to the culm's division into intemodes. This peculiarity is shared by a number 
of other plants, such as sugarcane and maize, and comes to be representative of a 
more general concept that pertains to human beings as well as plants. 
Any significant Balinese ritual requires the deployment of a tall symbol called 
penjor, which is composed of a bamboo pole plus a variety of different fruit and 
man made components. Penjor are usually placed at the entrance of a major ritual 
site; they can be found at temple or compound entrances, as well as at the 
entrance of other areas held to be sacred (e.g. the place where the icons of the 
ancestors to be cremated during ngrorasin are kept). From Galungan to Kuningan, 
or during temple festivals, penjor decorate village streets, transforming the 
appearance of the village. Although bamboo is only one of the elements that 
features in the fashioning of the penjor, the analysis of the symbol may be 
relevant, as it brings to light some of the meanings attached to it and which, again. 
associate human beings with flora and ancestors. 
In Sakti the penjor is made of a long bamboo pole (6 - 7 mt.) at whose slender 
extremity thin, leaf-bearing branches are retained. The pole is solidly planted in the 
earth and at its base, at about one and half metres from the ground, a small 
bamboo platform called asagan is made, on which the offerings for the penjor are 
placed. On important occasions the asagan may be decorated with palm leaf 
hangings called lamak that may reproduce anthropomorphic images. 2 On the pole 
several different elements are fastened; from bottom to top are found: 
two ripe coconuts; 
a hairy bunch of young coconut leaves; 
In the area where the culm bends forward, the following objects are hung: 
samples of all produce grown in the garden, such as: a cob of maize. a 
bunch of sorghum, beans, chilli, onion, garlic, etc.3 
a sample of the available fruit (bananas, mango, etc.); 
some traditional sweets made up of various types of rice; 
an anthropomorphic figure made of coconut leaves. (In Sakti this is called 
ubag-abig while in other areas of Bali it may be referred to as cili or cili-
ci/ian.) 
a ring of white thread with 200 old Chinese coins (pipis bolong)4 
After being erected, the symbol is presented with a peras payeneng, (from 
nyeneng: alive), some araks, which is poured on the ground close to the pole, and 
some base (PIPER BETLE) leaves. These offerings are intended to bring life to the 
penjor. The living leaves at the top - which are compulsory - contribute to making 
the whole resemble a living culm. People who enter the place or the temple where 
the penjor is erected, deposit a small offering (canang san) to the symbol on the 
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asagan. The anthropomorphic figure at the top of the pole in Sakti was often 
glossed as a 'purified ancestor'. The pole must remain upright for the duration of 
the ritual of which it is part of, and be dismantled afterwards. 
The penjor is traditionally considered to be a multifaceted fertility symbol that 
embraces fruit, natural produce, human products and ancestors. There are 
however, different interpretations of the symbolism associated with it. At an iconic 
level it is a phallic symbol, as the joining of the two coconuts, the bunch of coconut 
leaves, and the erect bamboo clearly express. At another level, it is a 
representation of the ideal tree (kalpataru in the Hindu Indian tradition) which at 
any time and in an unlimited fashion, provides all the produce of the land and the 
products made by human beings. Ancestors are said to visit human beings during 
Galungan and Kuningan and the penjor is also interpreted as the bridge that in this 
circumstance unites human beings and their forebears. The anthropomorphic 
image suspended high on the pole, once again emphasises the overall importance 
of the ancestors who, floating in the sky, bestow natural produce on their 
descendants.6 
This symbol unites in a unique way all the most important issues to be found 
in a society such as Nusa Penida, which is still dependent for its livelihood on 
agriculture and ancestor worship. The bamboo is transformed into a tree that 
bestows life, for it displays the produce of the land which is regulated and made 
fertile by the all-providing ancestors. In this respect the penjor is a excellent visual 
and iconic synthesis of local ideas about nature and natural reproduction. 
(SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM LINN.) is known and commonly grown in 
Penida. The plant in Nusa Penida and Bali is called tebu and, according to 
folk classification, belongs to the class of buku which comprises also the 
bamboo. In this context I will not be concerned with the botanical terminology, as 
most of the structural terms that apply to the sugarcane also apply to a cane of 
bamboo and have been dealt with above. 
In Nusa Penida, for agricultural purposes, sugarcane is reproduced via the 
transplanting of shoots or through the planting of cuttings. The planting does not 
require particular procedure and is performed by the land owner or by whoever 
needs the produce. In Sakti sugarcane is cultivated in gardens for it is sold 
on the market, and finds some use during death rituals. 
The plant has a major role as an icon the departed soul, or 
ancestor, who visit the living only in a series of circumstances associated with 
rituals or ceremonies with gods or '""'"'"''"n 
the recently dead or ancestors are 
about 
are 
slopes of Gunung Agung) to their respective sanggah kemu/an or Pura Mrajan. For 
this purpose an icon called nuntun is prepared, composed of a bowl in which are 
placed a half coconut, a few old Chinese coins (pipis bo/ong}, a handful of rice and 
small pieces of thread of three colours. On the centre of the coconut is set the 
upper part of a sugarcane with its terminal leaves. As the icon is held to embody 
the living soul of an ancestor, the sugarcane must have its terminal leaves, 
otherwise it is not considered to be alive and suitable for the ritual requirements.7 
Usually the procession is led by a young male, a descendant of the ancestor 
represented by the nuntun, holding in one hand the bowl and in the other the base 
of the sugarcane to which a long white thread (benang panuntun) composed of 
multiple fibres is tied, and to which all the descendants hold as follow along behind. 
Once again the icon reiterates the link between ancestor and his I her 
descendants, and a plant, relatively important for its produce, is used as a 
metaphor for the source and the continuation of life in Nusa Penida. 
Besides being employed in panuntun, pieces of sugarcane are required for the 
crushing of the bones (nguyeg tu/ang) after cremation (ngaben) and its 
accompanying rituals (ngrorasin). Sugarcane also finds a minor use in the making 
of offerings.a 
Although the plant is generally used as an important icon of the human person 
throughout Austronesian societies, in Sakti its role is limited and less notable than 
the role covered by the coconut or the banana. 9 However, as the plant belongs to 
the buku category this aspect has some significance, as the concept of buku 
combines in the same framework plants and human beings. 
BUKU AND IDEAS ABOUT THE HUMAN BODY 
Bamboo, sugarcane and maize belong to the buku category of Balinese 
flora.10 The plant internodes are known as buku; the same term also refers as well 
to all human joints. Joints are crucial in the Balinese perception of plants, humans, 
and animal physiology, as it is believed that it is through these connections that 
energy passes from one area of the body to the next. The general idea is that all 
beings endowed with life are composed of a structure of different parts linked 
together through movable joints or internodes. Thus, in this respect, the human 
body is seen as structurally similar to a plant like bamboo, or any other plant of the 
buku class.11 It is understood that life can prosper only as long as the joins allow 
the free flow of energy.12 Should these internodes malfunction, or even obstruct 
this flow of energy, the human body or the plant, is known to suffer from dangerous 
congestions and swelling occlusions (embet). The illness, if not properly treated, 
may lead to a death.13 Due to the importance of allowing a free-flow of life energy, 
body joints are the focus of ritual interest in all Balinese rites of passage. 
Even though Bateson and Mead did not mention the relevance of body joints, 
they repeatedly expressed the idea that Balinese perceive their body as composed 
of 'separate units'. Ideas of a body made up of detachable sections, taken out of 
their context and unnaturally joined together, form a popular source of black magic 
fantasies in Bali. As Mead and Bateson (1942:18) argued: 
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This body, which moves only in parts and without volition, hardly seems like a 
unit at all, and may be well composed of a series of separate units, each with a 
life of its own. Such are the ideas of black magic, and a protection of black magic. 
Folk beliefs are filled with personified limbs, legs and arms, and heads, each 
animated by a mischievous will of its own, frequenting the cemetery and existing 
merely to torment man.14 
The perception of a body made up of sections articulated by joints finds some 
corroborating visual evidence in the kinaesthetic aspects of Balinese body 
movements - especially those of a dancer. Seen from a western perspective, the 
body of a young Balinese dancer moves in constant cycles of movement and rest, 
and in doing so the dancer conveys the impression that each limb and section of 
her body is detached from every other, yet coordinated with them via the joints. 
The idea of a body, made up of distinct constituents, is further emphasised 
culturally by the use of movable puppets in the shadow theatre (wayang kulit). The 
puppets, when set in motion by the dalang, reproduce the kinaesthetic movement 
of a body articulated in sections and joints, for they too, like human beings and 
plants, are endowed with buku, which allow them to move. 
The perception of divided sections articulated into joints does not solely 
concern the body, but is a constituent theme in Balinese life. Suffice to say that 
roads too partake in this logic, for a ritual procession has to stop and make 
offerings at every point where the road turns or where there is a crossroad. It is as 
though road is understood to be made of unique straight sections articulated 
and joined through crossroads, turns and significant geographical points. Offerings 
are made to those who are believed to control the joints (buta and ka/a), to allow 
the flow of procession to pass unharmed from one section to the other and 
complete journey. 
The leafy braches of dapdap (ERYTHRINA LITHOSPERMA Mia.) find extensive and 
peculiar use in many Balinese rituals. The importance of the plant is well 
recognised, and the most important ritual use of dapdap, although not the only 
one, is indexical of the place the plant has in farming. Again, the practical use of 
the plant in agriculture is the model for its ritual use. 
In Nusa Penida, cuttings of dapdap are employed to build fences (pagehan) 
around the gardens and around the house sanggah. In both instances is 
employed to divide and mark the space between what is considered internal 
external to a defined area. In particular, in the case of the compound, the 
.,""."""'"'"'n the space of the compound and the amounts to the 
sacred activities 
in its function as a 
although not 
the 
at whose extremes are planted two leafy branches of dapdap that aspire to 
resemble two real trees. The branches are connected by a long white thread 
(benang) composed of multiple fibres. The structure physically marks the limit of 
the stage and the boundary between the sacred realm of the play, in which gods 
are involved, and the public outside it. 
The very same structure, although deprived of the banana stem and with a 
single tread of fine white cotton, is repeatedly used during various phases of the 
death rituals as threshold that must be physically crossed. In this instance, the 
thread is thin and the passage of the makeshift barrier requires the breaking of the 
white cotton line, as the movement is understood to be irreversible. These ritual 
events go under the name of mapegat and in them the corpse or its effigy, carried 
by the relatives, is made to cross and break the line between the two dapdap 
branches held by relatives of the deceased. Mapegat is performed on the house 
threshold (jebag) when the corpse is taken from the house to the graveyard, at the 
entrance of the cremation ground on the day before cremation, on the road to the 
sea by the corpse effigy (seka), twelve days after cremation on ngrorasin, and 
before it being cast into the sea. The performance of mapegat, with its irreversible 
crossing and breaking of a barrier, punctuates the ritual time with closed phases as 
there is no return from death but only a forward progression through time to the 
state of god-ancestor. 
In all these instances the dapdap marks the threshold between one existential 
condition and another. Again, through their metaphorical displacement, operations 
pertaining to the world of agriculture and land division come to be essential in 
defining and characterising concepts and ritual events so crucial in the life of the 
people of Nusa Penida. 
ARECA NUTS AND BETEL LEAVES 
Areca nuts and betel leaves are a common pair throughout Asia and with lime, 
gambir and tobacco, they are used to form the betel quid. Chewing betel leaves 
and areca nuts, and offering them, is a custom still practiced by older people in Bali 
and Nusa Penida and is associated with significant social and ritual events. 
Because of their association in the quid, the two plants have been considered as a 
established pair, and often referred to as an example of the dyadic principles that 
structurally underlies a number of Indonesian social organisations. This topic, and 
its symbolic importance, has already been discussed by a number of scholars and, 
although I shall briefly touch on this issue, my purpose in this section is to focus on 
some peculiar uses of these plants which have normally been overlooked by 
Balinese scholars.16 
The two plants are structurally different and while the areca (ARECA cATECHu) is 
a tall slender palm, the betel (PIPER BETLE LINN.) is a creeping climber. In terms of folk 
classification while the first belongs to the buku class, the second is part of the bun 
class. In Sakti both plants are grown in gardens and in such circumstance areca 
plants are used to support betel vines. Betel is also occasionally planted in the 
compound near dapdap fences as these may support the vine. Although the 
importance of these plants is well recognised, no particular ritual is performed for 
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them at the planting, nor does this task require a specific actor. The planting is 
simply done by whoever owns the garden or by one of the owners' relatives. 
Whoever plants the tree owns it. 
The Balinese term for betel is base (canang [A]). The importance of this plant 
is almost exclusively determined by the use of its leaves in the betel quid. In fact, 
the plant gives its name to the whole quid, which in Balinese is again referred to as 
base. Besides this use, the leaves, rolled up with a thin slice of areca and a smear 
of lime, are offered to the gods in a small replica of the betel quid, called porosan, 
in any ritual performed in Bali or Nusa Penida. Additionally, betel leaves are also 
used in the preparation of traditional medicines.17 
While betel leaves are almost exclusively associated with the areca nut, the 
same cannot be said for the areca palm. The Balinese term a mature palm is 
punyan buah while an areca nut is buah (jambe [A]). The palm, which may reach 
between 10 to 30 metres in height, has a long thin stem covered with a crown of 
fronds. In Bali and Nusa Penida, besides the nuts, all parts of the plant are used in 
several ritual procedures. For instance, the cut stem of the palm (seseh buah) is 
employed in making the sanggah destined for the sun (surya) in a number of 
important rituals associated with gods (dewa yadnya), human beings (manusa 
yadnya) and offerings to the sprits of the underworld (butha yadnya). Both the 
spathe (upih) and the inflorescence (sah buah) are used in the preparation of 
various offerings and icons. In particular the spathe, because of its white, light 
yellow colour which stands for purity, is employed to fashion the human effigy 
(sekah) used in the rituals that follow cremation (ngrorasin). The nut (buah) finds its 
primary use in betel chewing and as one of the main components in the making of 
porosan. A sprouting areca nut, coupled with a sprouting coconut, is given to the 
bride's family at the end of the marriage during menek baton. The sprouting nuts -
as indexical of the plant's fertility and productivity - are here exchanged for the 
woman's fertility and simultaneously represent the married couple in their 
respective roles.18 
What has drawn the attention of many writers is betel chewing and its 
circumstances. In traditional society, any formal and informal meeting requires the 
presence of base. In Sakti, as in every village of Nusa Penida, each time there is a 
banjar assembly, one of the members is designated to provide all the components 
of the quid for the whole council. The offering of base is indeed a precondition of 
any meeting and is understood to be a courteous preliminary. Chewing the quid 
together places the interlocutors on the same ground and favours dialogue. 
Indeed, during marriage proposals the visiting party is supposed to bring and offer 
a box of base (paboan) to the family of the bride. The proposal and the following 
negotiations are politely introduced and facilitated by the communal chewing of 
base. 
In this context, the reader's attention is drawn to two known instances related 
to the use of the quid. The first concerns the ritual that surrounds the first time 
someone is given betel to chew, for this event is taken as indexical of the human 
as opposed to the animal condition. Base is not given to everyone, children are 
excluded from its consumption and only mature individuals may chew it. The first 
contact with base and the beginning of the practice of chewing it does in fact 
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happen in a ritualised context, which establishes the passage between the 
condition of immaturity to that of maturity and responsibility. This occurs during 
teeth filing (matatah). The filing of the six upper front teeth of the jaw (four incisors 
and two canines), which is compulsory for every Balinese, has been regarded, at 
one and the same time, as the symbolised acquisition of control over human 
passions, the enhancement of human qualities and the loss of animal instincts. 19 
In the ritual procedure, after the filing is completed, and before the subject of the 
filing steps out of the bale, he/she is given their first betel quid to chew. The quid is 
said to reduce the pain caused by the filing and at the same time introduces the 
subject into the universe of the mature human being, for, after all, animals do not 
chew betel. 
The second example pertains to the use of the saliva produced by betel 
chewing and relates to the idea that qualities attributed to a plant or its produce 
may be passed on to, and incorporated by, a human being. The red saliva which is 
abundantly produced by the chewing of base is generally disposed off. However, 
this is not always the case, as it may be used as a marker in a variety of Balinese 
rituals. The red saliva produced by the quid is called pees gedubang, while the 
residue of the chewed quid is called adem. Both of them are used to anoint parts 
of the body in specific ritual circumstances. Two instances are worth mentioning of 
this use. The first concerns a ritual called nyambutin, performed three months after 
the birth a baby.20 In such a ritual, the baby is formally cleansed of the pollution 
deriving from birth and, for the first time, he is made to touch the earth. The infant 
is considered to have passed the most hazardous period after birth and is allowed 
the human To emphasise this admission and to strengthen the 
at the end the pamangku chews some betel leaves and areca 
nut anoints the forehead of the baby with the red saliva with three dots. 21 
The second instance relates to events immediately surrounding death. In Sakti, 
immediately after the corpse has been washed, all the descendants the 
deceased must chew a bit of base and then spray the resulting mixture of red 
saliva and chewed quid (adem), over the genital area of the corpse. The action is 
called nyimbuh angkeb aji adem, local people emphasise that all descendants 
must perform it otherwise the deceased will not rest in peace. Adem is supposed to 
bring protection and, ideally, seal the genital area against possible intrusions. At a 
different level nyimbuh angkeb aji adem is also interpreted as the ideal return to 
the deceased of the symbolical fluid of life that formerly helped to 
progeny. The event is thus an example of the reciprocity that binds the 
ancestors. 
In all these events the quid is used to mark the ritualised 
different In particular, in the 
and 
pamangku to the forehead of the child or from the relatives of the deceased to the 
genital area of the dead. Behind this movement stands the traditional idea that the 
essence of the a plant or its produce can be transmitted and incorporated by a 
human being, simply by being anointed on the human body.22 
SUMMARY 
The chapter has dealt with four examples - bamboo, sugarcane, dapdap, betel 
leaves and areca nut - which in different ways illustrate the relations between 
human beings and plants. Although most of these plants do not occupy the same 
symbolic role as the coconut or the banana, they nonetheless hold an important 
place within Balinese life. 
Bamboo is a popular plant grown throughout Nusa Penida and Bali, and 
widely used for practical purposes. This chapter has presented the ethnobotany of 
the plant and some of the symbolism associated with it. Evidence concerning the 
use of the plant, as one of the most important fertility symbols. has shown the ideal 
link between plant and ancestors, and the role of bamboo and other botanical 
components in expressing ideas associated with fertility. Similar evidence has been 
presented for sugarcane. 
Beliefs about the division into nodes (buku) of the bamboo and sugarcane 
have brought to light one of the significant categories of the culture of Nusa Penida 
and Bali. This belief unites ideas about the way plants (like bamboo and 
sugarcane), human beings and even buildings, mirror each other structurally, for all 
of them are thought to be composed of parts articulated and connected together by 
joints. 
The role of dapdap (ERYTHRINA urHoSPERMA Mia.). a plant whose natural habitat 
has been overlooked, whereas its importance has been overestimated, has been 
considered in both its natural and ritual context. In this instance, the practical use 
of the plant in farming, as boundary and threshold, is indexical of its ritual 
employment. Finally, betel leaves and the areca nut have been dealt with. The 
areca palm is a general fertility symbol throughout Bali, and the produce of this 
plant, associated with betel leaves and other elements in the betel quid, is still 
widely chewed in traditional areas of Bali and Nusa Penida. The offering of betel is 
mandatory for humans and gods as well, since chewing it is indexical of maturity. 
Little known documentation on the use of the quid has brought to the fore the 
peculiarities ascribed to it, and to the saliva to which protective roles are attributed. 
Again, we have found the idea that attributes belonging exclusively to plants are 
endowed with protective qualities that, once transmitted and incorporated by 
human beings, can help to sustain and safeguard their well being. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER XII 
The following distinctions refer to local types of bamboo and in no way express a western 
botanical classification. 
BAMBOO NAME INDICATIVE FEATURES 
Tiing Ampel A very strong bamboo characterised by short internodes, thick 
culm walls, and by a small section of its internal cavity. 
There are two main types of tiing ampel distinguished among 
themselves by the colour of their culm: a yellow one known as 
ampel gading, and a green one as ampel gadang. 
Because of its renowned strength tiing ampel are used for all 
structural work and in particular for the construction of the 
funerary tower (bade) that hosts the corpse on its way to the 
cremation ground. 
Tiing Bu/uh A thin type of bamboo characterised by a small section and thin 
walls and long internodes. It is used to fashion the sekah kurung, 
and flutes; cut into thin sticks, it serves to fasten coconut leaves 
used in banten making. Bu/uh means 'body hair' 
Tiing Gading I Two common types of bamboo distinguished only by their external 
Tiing Gadang colour gading is 'yellow' while gadang. 'green'. They are used for a large variety of practical needs. 
Tiing Gesing A thin type of thorny bamboo. 
Tiing Jajang A thin type of bamboo whose culm is easily broken. 
Tiing Jlepung I A bamboo that grows into a very large culm (may be the size of a 
Tiing Petung 
coconut stem) generally used as outrigger in Balinese canoes 
Tiing Mambang I Two types of bamboo used in all types of cane work. 
Tiing Santong 
In particular, when cut into strips and woven they are used to build 
the kitchen walls in local compounds, or the walls of the traditional 
shelter in the gardens of Nusa Penida 
Tiing Suat A type of bamboo characterised by a stem with thin white lines 
Tiing Tali A bamboo variety used to plait strong ropes. The culms are split 
into thin longitudinal strips (tali tustus) that are cleaned of their soft 
internal wood. 
Through the joining of a variable number of tali tustus Balinese 
produce larger and stronger types of ropes (tali) Tali tustus are 
used as binding stripes and find wide use in ritual. In fact, Balinese 
ritual implements cannot be tied with any rope but require the use 
of tali tustus. 
Tiing Tamblang A common type of bamboo with a culm larger than the tiing bu/uh 
It is cut into thin longitudinal sticks (semat) used to fasten coconut 
leaves in making banten. 
Tiing Tu/tu/ A type of bamboo with culms characterised by a cortex with brown 
circular spots. 
TABLE N.45 SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BAMBOOS FOUND IN NUSA PENIDA 
2 
crucuk. 
4 
of Bali 
The asagan may be substituted by a small triangular type of "''"n'"""'m 
These may be substituted 
grown in the gardens. The 
a packet containing the seeds of the cereals and 
is known as ratus, literally 'the hundred seeds' 
In Sakti these were on top of the cane for fear could be stolen But in other parts 
can be found tied at the base of the 
5 Distilled palm wine. 
6 Recently, the symbolism associated with the pen1or has been subject to various re-
interpretation that has tended to purge its sexual I fertility meaning. The Parisada Hindu Dharma 
(PHO) has asserted an interpretation of this symbol that has moved from areas of traditional farming 
and material concerns to ideas of refined, ideal religious expressions that have less meaning for 
farmers in Nusa Penida. To avoid references to phallic symbols the PHO has advocated the use of a 
single coconut, detached from the pole, and proposed an interpretation that associated the penjor 
with the sacred snakes (naga) that provide human beings with their material needs. 
7 Occasionally the sugarcane is joined together with a branch of leafy dapdap (ERYTHRINA 
VARIEGATA). 
8 Kersten (1984:507) refers of a shrine made with sugarcane called sanggah tebu erected on 
the place where a child is buried. I have found no evidence of such use in Sakti. 
9 Probably the plant had much more importance before the introduction of refined sugar. 
10 On this issue see chapter VII of this work. 
11 In the absence of a corpse, bamboo is used to make the 'bone' structure of the representation 
of a dead person to be used during funerary rituals. This icon is known as senggom in Sampang and , 
Pikat (Nusa Penida). 
12 The association of bamboo with the passage of fluids to which are attributed energy and life 
properties is reiterated by the use of bamboo in death rituals. First, bamboos where commonly used 
in Bali during burials to allow the soul of the deceased to leave the body. Formerly, for this purpose a 
bamboo cane was used which was inserted in the mouth of the deceased at the moment of burial to 
allow the soul of the deceased to depart from his body. The name of the cane is tu/up. This custom is 
still done in some parts of Nusa Penida and I have witnessed it in Jungutbatu. Secondly, a cane was 
again used to drain the fluid of a body that, while awaiting for cremation, was left to rot in the house. 
I am grateful to Ida Bagus Sidemen who indicated to me the name tu/up. Also Covarrubias 
(1937:365) reports this custom, although he does not mention the name given by Balinese to the 
bamboo used. 
13 The crucial role of joints in allowing the flow of energy throughout the body is common to most 
eastern medical theories. In Bali it also applies to buildings, especially temples, as these are ritually 
brought to life. On this issue see Howe (1983). 
14 To realise visually the destructuring of the body associated with folk beliefs concerning magic, 
it is enough to look at some of the drawings contained in Hooykaas C. ( 1980). 
15 In the gardens dapdap fences are used to sustain the growth of sirih (PIPER BETLE). 
16 See for instance: Jordaan R.E. and Niehof A.(1988:168), Eiseman B (1990:256), Reid A 
(1985:529), Onvlee (1980). 
17 For the use of betel leaves in traditional Balinese medicine see: Weck (1938) and Pola-Pola 
Pengobatan Traditional Pada Masyarakat Pedesaan Daerah Bali (1990). 
18 See this issue in chapter VIII on: 'Sexuality, Women And Fertility'. 
19 On this issue see Forge (1980). 
20 In Nusa Penida the same ritual is also called naur gelang since there, for the first time, the 
baby is made to wear silver bracelets (gelang). 
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21 The action is called masmahin. 
22 It is worth noting that protective properties are also ascribed to the chewed mixture of garlic 
(suna) and the bark of the jangu tree (AcoRus CALAMUS). The mixture is commonly referred to as suna 
jangu and is supposed to protect children against the potentially harmful attacks of leak. For that 
purposed a bit of suna jangu is generally left in the proximity of the child's bed. 
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CHAPTER XIII 
MAIZE 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter concerns itself with the last of the ethnographic examples 
considered in this work, dealing with the maize agricultural cycle and associated 
rituals. I shall first discuss the role of this cereal in Sakti and Nusa Penida, then 
outline the ethnobotany of maize through an investigation of local perceptions of 
the plant, the ear and its stages of growth. In addition, I will consider the plant ritual 
cycle in Sakti as it unfolds from planting to harvest. Through the presentation of the 
example of a cereal, the chapter completes the series of cases so far examined 
with the most important food crop currently grown throughout Nusa Penida, the 
one that is the focus of the largest ritual attention in Sakti. 
Again, the argument will give particular attention to analogies and examples of 
similarity between the plant and human beings. Moreover, the ceremonies 
associated with the growth of the cereal will provide the basis for considering the 
religious cycle of Sakti, as growth of maize - like that of rice in other areas of Bali -
is the paradigm upon which the seasonal religious cycle of the banjar is structured. 
This chapter aims to bring full circle the argument put forward so far in this 
work, by moving from wider social issues, in the first part of the work, to symbolic 
themes and observations about the nature of flora and plants in the second and 
third parts. In recombining these strands, the maize cycle of growth and its 
associated rituals coalesces agricultural and social concerns more clearly than 
other examples. 
IMPORTANCE OF MAIZE CULTIVATION IN NUSA PENIDA 
Although maize is not the only cereal cultivated in Nusa Penida, it is 
undoubtedly the most important in helping local people to satisfy their alimentary 
needs. It is grown throughout Nusa Penida and has taken the place of dry rice, 
which was formerly grown on most of the island. A small pocket of dry rice farmers 
is still present in the central hills of Nusa Penida, but the rice currently produced is 
almost exclusively destined for ritual purposes, and these farmers, also grow maize 
to supplement their diet. 1989 production data reports a production of maize of 
6, 163 tons, against 532.14 tons of dry rice (padi gaga).1 The production of dry rice 
in these areas has decreased considerably in the last forty years, the shift in 
cultivation from dry rice to maize having begun in the years after the second world 
war and driven by reduced rainfall on the island. 
Maize is a well known type of cereal in the area because it has been available 
throughout Indonesia since the sixteenth century, when it was introduced from 
abroad by Dutch and Portuguese colonisers. Currently, maize is the staple food of 
the majority of the population of Nusa Penida. The cereal is eaten daily, either by 
itself, or mixed with rice, cassava or taro. This type of food is viewed with contempt 
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by natives of Bali, who consider it to be inferior to rice. However, the perception of 
people from Nusa Penida is that maize is presently the most important cereal 
grown on the island. Besides its role as food, the plant combines a number of 
different characteristics as it 
belongs to the buku class as its stem is divided in internodes; 
is propagated from seeds, like coconut or rice; 
receives large ritual attention (similar to rice elsewhere); 
has taken the place of dry rice in local farming, and has a ritual cycle that 
partially mirrors that of rice; 
has a ritual cycle which exhibits analogies with the ceremonies performed 
by married couples for the well being of a foetus; 
has an agricultural and ritual cycle which forms the framework upon which 
the yearly ceremonial cycle of banjar Sakti is built. 
MAIZE BOTANICAL NOTES 
Maize - ZEA MA1s LINN. - is of Central - South America origin. Like bamboo, the 
plant belongs to the grass order of GRAMINEAE and produces a culm which, 
depending on the species, may be between one and two metres tall. The culm is 
characterised by regular internodes, long broad channelled leaves, and bears a 
panicle of male (staminate) flowers at its apex . The plant is monoecious, the ears 
contain the female flower (pistil) laid out along a hard cylindrical spadix (the cob) 
which is covered in bracts. The inflorescence develops into grains ordered in 
longitudinal rows along the cob. Grains are of variable size and shape, and when 
mature a hard consistency. In Nusa Penida, a sweet type of maize that 
grains of a colour that range from light yellow to orange is generally 
plant is propagated from seeds. 
island, the maize agricultural season depends upon the arrival of the 
western monsoon and its duration. Traditionally the season extends from 
September to the end of March. The period covers the whole wet season of Nusa 
Penida and in terms of the Balinese lunar calendar it spans sasih kapat and sasih 
kedasa. In normal conditions between ninety to a hundred days are usually 
sufficient for maturation. With such a prolonged wet season, farmers of Nusa 
Penida were formerly able to plant and harvest two crops of maize, one from 
September I October to December, the other from January till the end March I 
April. Currently, with the highly unpredictable seasonal rains, farmers have been 
less to plant maize during these traditional periods, 
season in Nusa Penida has shrunk to a 
situation appears to be quite 
who are now less to 
In 1990, 
the 
months.2 
and 
of 
ETHNOBOTANY OF MAIZE 
Given the importance of the cereal, the plant, its phases of growth, and the 
various stages in the development of the ear are distinguished by a specialised 
botanical terminology. In dealing with maize ethnobotany, I shall first consider the 
plant, then its stages of growth, and finally the steps in the development of the ear. 
THE PLANT 
A) The whole plant, if young and with an undeveloped ear is generally 
referred to as jagung, or, more specifically, by the terms that define its 
stages of growth (see below). The same plant with a mature ear is known 
as punyan jagung. The term jagung is a borrowing from the Malay. The 
root of the plant is simply akah jagung. 
B) The culm is batang. A node; buku, while an internode is /awas. Leaves are 
simply referred to as don jagung. 
C) The plant's male inflorescence is blangsah. The apical inflorescence 
retains this name throughout the life of the plant. 
D) The ear is generally referred by terms that specifically apply to the stages 
of its development (see below). The bracts that cover the ear are ku/it 
jagung, literally the 'maize skin'. Dried bracts are called ganda and are 
commonly used by farmers in Nusa Penida for cigarette paper. 
E) A mature ear of maize is jagung a bulih, while the internal cob deprived of 
its kernels is known as dangul. Kernels are batun jagung, and grains of 
maize used as seeds are binih jagung. 
STAGES IN THE PLANT GROWfH 
The growth of the plant from its early sprouting to its harvesting is divided into 
eight stages as follows: 
I) Majijit refers to a plant a few days old, at the stage in which the seed has 
just sprouted and emerges from the earth. 
II) Madon telu: the term indicates a new plant of about a week old. The 
designation, literally translated, refers to a plant with just three (telu) 
leaves (don). 
Ill) Saru kukur designates a plant between two and three weeks old with 
about seven to eight leaves. The name used to define this stage alludes to 
the turtle-dove (TURTUR R1soR1us), in Balinese kukur, which has the habit of 
hiding (saru) behind the plant and feeding on maize seeds. The 
expression hints at the size of the bird and it is meant to imply a plant 
already bigger than the turtle-dove itself. It is at this stage that the first 
ritual (neduh) for the future prosperity of the maize is performed. 
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Blangsah 
Bokjagung 
Ku/it jagung 
la was 
Batang 
IV) Malebokan is a month old plant, understood to develop rapidly in this 
phase. Although this was not expressly indicated to me, the term is related 
to lebok (to enter, to fall) and may refer to the fertilising effects of a ritual 
(Mendak Merta and Neduh) in which the land and the ancestors 'essence 
of life' are returned to the soil and then enter the plant, that from this 
moment on grows rapidly. In some areas of Nusa Penida, at this stage the 
plant is fed in a ritual called muburin. 
V) Mabuku designates the stage in which the culm, its nodes (buku) and 
internodes become visible. 
VI) Mablangsah indicates a plant of about six weeks old with a full grown 
culm, characterised by the appearance of the apical male inflorescence. 
At this stage the plant is thought to be pregnant and craving (ngidam) for 
food and drink. In Sakti, the plant is fed in a ritual called muburin. 
VII) Punyan jagung denotes a full grown maize plant with a mature ear. At this 
stage the plant is about three months old and ready to be harvested. 
VIII) Tued refers to the small stalk, the cut culm, which is left in the field after 
the harvest. 3 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EAR 
As the ear of the maize claims most of the farmer's attention, its development, 
appearance and consistency have been carefully divided into eight phases of 
growth as follows: 
I) Macucuk bebek is considered the first stage in the development of the ear 
and refers to the appearance of the apex of the ear, when the plant is 
about one and half months old. The name refers literally to the beak 
(cucuk) of the duck (bebek) which the ear, at this stage, iconically 
resembles. 
II) Maladung indicates the stage of growth when the female flowers rise to 
the top of the ear. The thin flowers are thought to be like the thread 
(/adung) left over from weaving. However, the flowers themselves are 
never designated as /adung but indicated as bok jagung. 'Bok' is used to 
refer to 'human hair' with which, in this instance, the female inflorescence 
is expressly associated with. 
Ill) Ngaput designates the first stage in the swelling of the ear. The term 
comes from 'kaput' as something 'wrapped'. The name alludes to the 
whole ear as it appears wrapped (ngaput) in its husk. 
IV) Mabulihan suggests a fully filled cob, although still immature. Bulih is a 
classifier that indicates a single complete piece of something. 
V) Meret [NP] denotes a young filled ear that, once open, shows small rows 
of kernel, like small eyes. 
VI) Kuma Santen designates an almost mature ear, with formed kernels that 
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are still soft. At this stage of maturation, the plant is about two and half 
months old, and the cob may be picked and boiled. The content of the 
kernels is a soft pulp whose consistency and colour is compared to 
coconut milk (santen). 
VII) Wayah tambus simply means 'old' and refers to a mature ear that may be 
reaped. Tambus indicates that the ear is too old to be roasted. 
VIII) Jagung tuh. 'Tuh' means 'dry' and applies to an old ear showing 
desiccated bracts and hard dry kernels. At this stage the plant is 
harvested. 
Again, as we noticed in other examples, the terms used to refer to some of the 
developmental stages of the plant, or of its ear, abound in metaphoric references 
to different aspects of life in Nusa Penida. Having outlined the local definition of 
the various stages of plant development, it is time to consider in more detail the 
maize ritual cycle and the symbolic and social aspects of maize farming. 
THE MAIZE RITUAL CYCLE IN SAKTI 
Throughout its growth, maize is subject to assiduous ritual attention intended 
to promote and protect its growth. The maize ritual cycle, in banjar Sakti and in 
most of the banjar of Nusa Penida, extends throughout the wet season and it is 
indeed the primary focus of all ritual activities during that period. The cycle is tied to 
the agricultural activities performed in the fields and closely follows the 
development of the plant and ear. In this respect, as we shall see, each agricultural 
activity or plant development corresponds to one or more ceremonies, which are 
designed to foster or reinforce the growth of the crop. 
Each banjar community growing maize tends to carry out a ritual cycle on its 
own, and within Nusa Penida significant variations are present in the type of rituals 
performed by the various banjar. Moreover, farmers belonging to one area may 
decide to begin to plant before or after those of another area. Thus, overall, there 
may be important variations on the theme. However, what is relevant is that 
everywhere within desa Sakti and in large parts of Nusa Penida, the maize cycle 
involves all the farming population, that is to say the overwhelming majority of 
people, both as single individuals and as banjar collective groups. This double level 
of participation is important, as it determines the interlocking of individual and 
collective interests, which, in this specific instance, are perceived as one. The 
growth of maize is both an individual and a collective task, and achievement of a 
bountiful harvest means plenty of food, with the avoidance of famine and social 
tensions. 
In Sakti, in a regular wet season it was formerly possible in the past to plant 
two crops. However, the ritual cycle was performed only for the first of the two 
crops, possibly an indication that the cycle was modelled on the growth of dry rice 
(padi gaga). For, in Nusa Penida, it was possible to grow only one crop of rice, as 
is still the case nowadays in a few areas. 
Throughout the maize ritual cycle, as we shall see, ceremonies are performed 
on days considered significant for their intrinsic religious or magical meaning (i.e. 
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kajeng kliwon, full moon: purnama or new moon: ti/em). The choice of the day for 
the rite is primarily dependent on the growth phases of the plant. It is, however, 
combined with a calendar day, either related to the lunar calendar (sasih) or the 
Balinese wuku calendar, which has a strong religious significance. The 
performance of the ritual on a day distinguished for its dedication to a particular 
god or by its association with propitious attributes, guarantees that the ceremony 
itself receives the correct emphasis, that the offerings presented to the gods and 
the ancestors will be well received, and that the requests made of them will be 
granted. 
PLANTING THE MAIZE 
As soon as the rainy season approaches,' the fields are weeded and prepared 
for the planting. Unlike the planting of coconut, banana or rice, in Sakti no 
particular ritual is performed for the sowing. According to local beliefs, no ritual is 
needed at the moment of sowing, as the maize at this stage is not yet considered 
to be alive. It is only when the seed begins to sprout that it becomes the focus of 
ritual attention. This logic mirrors the rationale that underlies the rituals performed 
for the well being of the newly born. Where the first ceremony for the welfare of the 
foetus is performed only when the foetus is seven months old and already 
considered a complete living being. 
Maize planting is called matajuk jagung, a technique which refers to the 
planting of bare seeds.4 The work is normally done by a married couple who 
collaborate in process. man, working ahead, bores a hole in the furrows, 
him the woman places the seeds in the hole. The process hints at human 
sexual reproduction to which it is clearly tied.5 
In Penida maize is rarely grown alone in monoculture. lntercropping is a 
widespread practice, considered by native farmers to be more appropriate to local 
conditions and mores. When maize is planted, in the same field, beans (kacang 
barak: VIGNA SINENSIS, or kacang ijo: PHASEOLOUS RADIATUS L.) are planted between 
the seeds at the same time. Later, when maize and beans begin to sprout, cassava 
cuttings are sown in the field between maize and beans shoots. This type of 
intercropping allows for an early simultaneous harvesting of maize and young long 
beans, followed by the successive harvest of mung beans, later on, of 
cassava. The sequence involves a differentiation in the grown, thereby 
securing greater provision of food should one the crops fail. 
OFFERINGS TO PURA PENATARAN PED AND CARU BANJAR 
After the of the farmers have activities 
hamper the of the maize 
~~~·~·~the 
the combination of the kajeng and kliwon days of the Balinese wuku calendar, is 
often associated with religious and magical ceremonies or issues, as it is felt to be 
magically powerful (tenget), and endowed with an aura of awe. 
The first pilgrimage to Ped is organised and performed as soon as possible 
after the plant shows signs of life, generally a week after the maize has been sown. 
The ceremonies held in the temple are intended to place the new plant under the 
protection of the highest god of the island. This ceremony is not a prerogative of 
Sakti, but it is shared by the majority of Nusa Penida banjar, which come to Ped for 
the same reason. Once more this testifies to the auspicious nature of Ped and 
Ratu Gede Macaling for local communities. 
In the evening of the same day, a short ritual called Caru Banjar is performed 
in the area adjacent to the bale banjar. A caru is understood to be a sacrifice to evil 
spirits (buta and kala) and the offerings presented to them are generally placed on 
the ground. Buta and kala must be regularly appeased and fed, especially on 
situations deemed to be vulnerable to attack. On this occasion they are fed so that 
they avoid endangering the growing maize. The caru performed on this 
circumstance is technically known as caru eka sata, and requires the sacrifice of a 
single chicken whose feathers are a mixture of all colours (siap brumbun). The 
ceremony is confined to the area of the bale banjar, and it does not involve walking 
around the banjar with torches, as in larger forms of this ritual (see below Segehan 
Banjar'), nor does it involve repetition at household level. The burden of preparing 
this ritual falls on the banjar tempek which has organised the trip to the Pura 
Penataran The ceremony, according to local exegesis, must be understood 
within the context of providing the plants with the required protection from 
unwanted dangers at the beginning of their growth, The visit to Pura Penataran 
and the Caru Banjar effectively inaugurate the maize season, which is 
a similar set of ceremonies after the harvest 
On the same night, Rangda, in the form of Ratu Gede, the highest divinity of 
the banjar, is taken in procession throughout the village. At this crucial point, the 
divinity is asked to provide protection for the village and its crops. After the 
procession Rangda takes part in the performance of a short version of the Calon 
Arang. The play is considered sacred by local people and the version of the drama, 
as it is traditionally performed in Sakti does not envisage the participation of Mpu 
Bradah or any other powerful antagonist of Rangda (i.e, the Barong). At climax 
the play, Rangda runs amok in the graveyard, here she challenges 
enemies as village enemies, and fends the 
plagues dangers in general. Then the goddess comes back to the centre of 
the a more kind-hearted In the I 
MENDAK MERTA AND NEDUH: ASKING THE SEA FOR THE LIFE ESSENCE AND 
PROTECTION 
When the maize is between two and three weeks old, on the first full moon, a 
new propitiatory ritual is held. The ceremony is divided into two parts enacted on 
the same day: the first is referred to as mendak merta, while the second is known 
as neduh. 
According to local understanding, the purpose of mendak merta is to ask the 
sea to return the principle of life to earth. Mendak (from pendak) is 'to greet' 
someone or something, while merta (or mreta) is a term that refers to the essence 
that brings life to everything. The term is generally used to refer to the water of life; 
in this case it specifically indicates the life essence of the earth which, it is 
believed, can be lost or depleted, and must thus be renewed every year at the 
beginning of the maize season. This rite is performed on the sea shore, where the 
whole banjar sits facing the sea. People who participate in the ceremony bring 
back sea water to the nearby Pura Segara, to be made into holy water (tirta 
paneduh), and a fistful of black sand (bias badeng) from the shore. The emphasis 
placed on the need to recover the principle of life from the sea is linked to issues of 
regeneration and fertility, and takes us back to the role of ancestors as renewers of 
life. In chapter VIII we already noted the central role of the ancestor's corpses in 
the regeneration of vegetative life. This example adds new meaning to the whole 
series of death rituals, as performed in Nusa Penida (and possibly Bali), for, if 
ancestors' bodies are seen as a source of life, cremation and the final dispersion of 
the ashes on the sea have the apparent effect of severing all links with such a 
primeval source of life. 
In Nusa Penida and Bali, Hindu funerary practices require that, after cremation 
and post-funerary rituals, the ashes belonging to the bodies be thrown into the 
sea. 6 People in Sakti thus believe that the sea is the place where the cremated 
ancestors reside, until they are brought back again for the last ritual of deification. 
Sea water and sand are therefore the ultimate representation and essence of the 
ancestors during their stay in this environment. The restoration of life on earth, the 
bringing back of the principle of life which had been dispersed in the sea, thus 
means that what is sought for is the 'water of life' and the ashes of the ancestors. 
The black sand of Gamat (the shore where the ritual is traditionally performed and 
where the Pura Segara of banjar Sakti lies) resembles and recalls the ancestor's 
ashes after cremation; later on, the sand and water are used to foster the cycle of 
maize growth. 7 
Again, we come back to the theme that the principle of life - embodied in any 
material substance that acts as its vehicle - should not be lost but must be passed 
on and incorporated in new beings. This is equally true for the life substance of a 
tree as for that of ancestors. In this perspective mendak merta and neduh may be 
interpreted as an indication of the extent of the problematic acceptance of 
cremation and the final dispersion of the ancestor's ashes in the sea by the local 
community. For, as the following part of this ritual will remind us, the earth is better 
conceived of as the 'natural' place for the ancestors material remains. 
The second part of this ritual is called Neduh. Here the sea water and the 
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sand previously collected are taken into the Pura Segara, where the sea water is 
made into holy water (tirta paneduh), while the black sand is blessed and 
empowered through the recitation of mantras by the ritual specialist. At the end of 
this phase, each of the people present collects some tirta paneduh and some sand 
from the pamangku. Later on, each woman of the banjar goes to her maize field, 
where, after the presentation of a small offering (ajengan) to lbu Pretiwi, the new 
maize plants are blessed with the holy water and sprinkled with the sand. The 
essence of life is thus returned to earth to foster plants growth. At the same time 
ancestors and gods are asked to protect the new culture from pests and diseases. 
The term neduh comes from teduh: 'cool', 'calm', and refers to the effects of 
the rain that is expected to come after the ritual. The people of Sakti believe that if 
the ritual has been performed correctly that on the night of the same day, the gods 
and the ancestors will send heavy rain that will wash away all pests from the fields, 
cool the heat of the season, and calm the farmers anxieties caused by the worry 
that the new crop may be affected by pests and plagues. 8 
After Neduh, when the second kajeng kliwon day after the planting of maize 
falls, the banjar sends a new delegation to the Pura Penataran Ped. In this 
circumstance new offerings will be presented to the local gods to seek their help in 
safeguarding the growing crop. 
MUBURIN: FEEDING THE PLANT 
When the plant is about six weeks old the apical male flower appears, at 
which time the top sections of the flower are then generally cut. With this action the 
male flower is supposed to fertilise the female and from that moment on the plant 
is said to be pregnant. A pregnant plant - like a pregnant woman - is prone to 
cravings (ngidam) and deserves all kinds of attention, the plant is therefore fed in a 
ritual called muburin. In this ritual, a woman, generally the wife of the owner of the 
land, presents offerings to the growing plants and to Dewi Sri. First she chooses a 
spot close to the centre of the field, then she encircles the place with pieces of cut 
bamboo, as though she were tracing the boundaries - by building a symbolic fence 
- of a sacred area.9 In this special area five small plates are put - one for each 
direction of the compass plus one for the centre - made of coconut leaf (ceper) 
plus a larger food offering (ajengan) containing boiled rice, roasted peanuts with 
grated coconut, a banana and some sweets. On each ceper some rice porridge 
(bubuh) is placed, along with chilli (tabia) and some grains of roasted maize and 
sorghum. The porridge is topped with a mixture of ordinary and glutinous rice (baas 
and ketan) roasted in a pot without oil. This mixture in Nusa Penida is known as 
nyahnyah gringsing). The ceper are intended for the maize while the ajengan is 
intended for Dewi Sri, the goddess concerned with the fertility of the fields. In Sakti 
the offerings and the plants are then blessed with lustral water from the Pura 
Dalem, Pura Pedoman and sanggah kemulan. 
There are a number of analogies to this ritual that are worth mentioning. First 
of all this ritual is similar, and possibly derived from, a ceremony held to secure an 
abundant rice harvest which was normally performed in Sakti when rice was grown, 
and which is currently practiced throughout Bali and in the few areas of Nusa 
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Penida where dry rice is still grown. I am referring to the feeding of rice in a 
ceremony known as biakukung. In this ritual, held when the panicle begins to swell, 
the rice plant is believed to be pregnant and is fed with rujak (a sweet and sour 
mixture of fruit and hot spices known to be .particularly appreciated by pregnant 
women). 10 Secondly, in this context it is worth recalling the feeding of bubuh to the 
coconut tree, and other fruit bearing plants, performed at Tumpek Pangatag (also 
known as Tumpek Bubuh). There, even though it is not specifically said that the 
plant is thought to be pregnant, the feeding is done to promote an abundant 
harvest.11 Last but not least. this analogy concerns human beings. In Sakti a newly 
pregnant woman is the subject of particular attention and all her needs must be 
satisfied, which is especially true for any demands for food. Newly pregnant 
women - in an analogy with the care granted to maize or rice - are known to crave 
and ask for nyahnyah gringsing and rujak. Both these foods are characterised by 
strong, salty, hot flavours which are said to satisfy the mother and help the growth 
of the coming child.12 
The behavioural model expressed by pregnant women has been extended to 
encompass selected botanical species which are particularly important. In this 
context a plant in the process of producing its fruit comes to be understood in 
terms analogous to a woman in the process of bearing a child and thus fed 
accordingly. However it may be, the extension of a human behavioural pattern to 
the realm of plants - although to specific ones - testifies to the presence of 
similarities between the two domains - all the more so if we consider that no such 
attention and care is given to domestic animals (e.g. a cow or a sow) when they 
are pregnant. Humans and plants in Nusa Penida and Bali appear, therefore, to 
have a very special relationship. Again, as evidenced by the cases examined, this 
analogy once more places human beings and flora together in the same 'field'. 
To further emphasise the relationships between ritual purposes, and the way 
these purposes are expressed and carried out in the ceremonies that constitute the 
maize agricultural cycle, it is worth mentioning Bourdieu (1977:116) who maintains 
that in some circumstances the ritual performance should be understood as a 
'practical mimesis', a careful replica of the natural process that is expected to 
happen and which the ritual is supposed to promote: 
Rite is indeed in some cases no more than a practical mimesis of the natural 
process which needs to be facilitated: unlike metaphor and explicit analogy, 
mimetic representation (apominema) establishes a relationship between the 
swelling of grain in the cooking-pot, the swelling of a pregnant woman's belly, and 
the germination of wheat in the ground, which entails no explicit statement of the 
properties of the terms related or the principles of their relationship [ ... ] 
MATURAN MILEH: OFFERINGS TO THE BANJAR TEMPLES 
Two months after sowing, the plant has reached its maximum size, and the 
maize ear begins to swell and develop. It is thus a critical phase, and offerings 
must be presented in all village temples to assure the cooperation of all gods in 
granting maize protection, so that the ear may mature and reach the harvest 
safely. When the ear begins to swell the whole banjar holds a collective ritual 
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Photo N. 18: Follow up of Mendak Merta and Neduh. Upacara 
Nundung Mrana. The woman is sprinkling grey sand 
onto the developing maize. (Sakti 1991) 
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Photo N. 19: The maize is offered food in muburin. (Sakti 1991) 
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Photo N. 20: Before the maize harvest, Nunas merta pada Batara Sri, 
and ngaturan jagung solasan. (Sakti 1991) 
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known as maturan mi/eh. The terms refer to the 'presentation of offerings' 
(maturan) held in all village temples and 'walking from one place to the next' 
(mi/eh). The ritual is performed on the fourth kajeng kliwon day after planting of 
maize. In this ceremony each family who owns a plot of land planted with maize 
presents offerings (ajengan) to all important temples of the banjar. Namely: Pura 
Dalem, Puseh, Pedoman, Segara, Puncak Sari, and Te/aga Sakti. Additionally, 
offerings are also taken to the Pura Penataran Ped, as the paramount temple for 
the whole banjar and desa Sakti. At night, the performance of the Calon Arang play 
is organised again in the banjar precinct. The play is performed in the same way as 
the one on the opening of the maize season. Once more Rangda, as Ratu Gede, 
offers protection to the crop and the village. In this ritual event all attention is 
concentrated on the village gods and no offerings are taken to the maize fields. 
NUNAS MERTA PADA BATARA SRI, AND NGATURAN JAGUNG SOLASAN: RITUALS 
FOR THE HARVEST 
Three months after planting, the maize is generally considered ready for 
harvesting, and this is performed collectively by each household. Before the 
beginning of the operation a short ritual is held in the field to propitiate the harvest. 
First of all, eleven large ears of maize are collected, among which the largest 
ears present in the field should ideally be chosen. These are then placed in what is 
considered to be the centre of the field, a simple offering (ajengan) is laid beside 
them, and the area is fenced off by planting eleven stalks on the top of which a 
section of a roasted maize ear is placed. The offerings are then blessed with lustral 
water from the main banjar temples - Pura Dalem and Pura Pedoman - plus the 
lustral water from the sanggah kemu/an of the land owner. 
The short ritual is pragmatically called Nunas merta ring Batara Sri. In the 
ceremony the essence of eleven ears of maize as representing the whole 
cultivated field are offered to Dewi Sri. The offering is known as jagung so/asan, 
(eleven ears of maize) and is intended as a reward to Dewi Sri for her generosity in 
having granted people the maize harvest. In the ceremony emphasis is placed on 
the number eleven (i.e. the gathering of eleven ears of maize, or the fencing off of 
the area with eleven stalks of roasted cobs), for eleven is believed to be a sacred 
number. It is ideally associated with the highest divinities, it indicates the maximum 
number of tiers a meru or a wadah may have, the eleven directions of the Balinese 
wind-rose 13, it is considered fit for a god alone and finally, being an odd number, it 
is thought to be propitious. 
After the offering of jagung so/asan the maize is harvested. First of all, all the 
ears are collected which, as a sign of continuity, must be at in the same spot where 
formerly, during neduh, the land and the maize were bestowed with the 'essence of 
life'. Now, in a reversal of that pristine situation, it has become maize, which is 
destined to 'bring life' to the owners of the land. Again, we find a reciprocity 
paradigm, what was formerly given shall be returned, although in a different form. 
To underline the fact that a cycle is concluded, that the 'essence of life' has 
produced a yield, and that continuity has been maintained between the beginning 
and the end, the two rituals are held at the same spot.14 
The maize is then husked and piled up.15 Thorny branches and stones are 
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placed on top of the pile as a sign of protection. At the end of this work the pile is 
again blessed with lustral water and a new ajengan is presented to Dewi Sri as a 
token for her generosity. The ears are then divided according to their size. All small 
ears (called kricingan) are given by the owner of the land to his tenant farmer. The 
remaining large ears are divided equally between the tenant and the land owner. 
The grain of small ears are separated from the cob and dried in the sun, while 
large ears are taken home where they will be stored in the kitchen, above the 
hearth, in a place called punapi. For a couple of days and nights a fire is lit in the 
hearth below the maize, to help dry the cereal. The small grains dried in the sun 
are considered immediately available for consumption, while the maize stored in 
the kitchen can be eaten only after the performance of the ritual known as Paneteg 
Merta. Finally, the maize plants are cut down, and the young leaves remaining are 
used as fodder for the local cattle. 
The eleven ears that were formerly offered to Dewi Sri in Nunas merta ring 
Batara Sri are now collected and placed in the kitchen, before storing any other 
maize. These ears, which must be kept until the following harvest, are conserved in 
their husks and stored in the kaja area of the punapi, as the place is held to be 
auspicious and appropriate for them. The ears are said to enshrine the spirit of the 
maize, and are, ideally, similar to the icons of Dewi Nini (the highest symbol of rice) 
made all over Bali with newly harvested rice plants. 
MABINIH: CHOOSING THE SEEDS 
Once the maize is dry, and while being stored, the seeds for the planting 
season of the following year are prepared. For this purpose, the best ears are set 
aside; only the grains that belong to the central section of the ear will become the 
seeds for the following season. The freeing of the ear from its husk and the 
detachment of the grains is work that must be done by hand, the use of a knife or 
any other sharp device being strictly forbidden. Once all the grain has been 
collected, it is repeatedly dried in the sun. It is forbidden to begin this work on 
inauspicious days, in particular on any of the manis days of Balinese wuku 
calendar. The preparing of seeds is called mabinih (or mawinih) from binih (winih), 
the Balinese term for seeds. 
When the seeds are considered ready, a brief ceremony is performed at the 
threshold of the compound by the wife of the land owner. On the ground of the 
gateway eleven cobs are laid, on which are placed two small containers, the first 
made up of banana leaves with some boiled rice and vegetables, and the second 
one containing a handful of ash from the kitchen. This is called nge/uarang dangul 
solasan, literally to throw away the 11 cobs (danguf) of maize. After the cobs and 
the other elements are set on the ground, the woman in charge of proceedings 
pours some ordinary water, taken from the kitchen, around them, drawing a circle 
that rings them. 
The meaning of this short ritual is somewhat problematic. The fact that the 
ritual is held in the teben area of the house, and that the offerings are laid on the 
liminal ground between the house and the outside, suggest that the ritual may be 
linked with underground spirits or with evil ones such as buta and kala. On the 
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other hand, in Sakti this procedure is adopted when something unwanted is thrown 
away. According to local belief, the action of pouring ordinary water around an 
offering, or something else placed on the ground of the threshold, is equivalent to 
throwing it into the sea. Having this perspective in mind, it is as though this brief 
ritual is intended as a reverse of neduh. Just as in neduh the sea is asked for the 
essence of life and the growing plants are blessed with tirta paneduh and dark 
sand, in an ideal inversion, in nge/uarang dangul so/asan, the leftovers of the 
produce that neduh has contributed to making are returned to the sea, thereby 
closing the circle of reciprocity. 
MAIZE POST-HARVEST RITUALS 
Paneteg Merta, Segehan Banjar, Nyepi and Maprani are the maize post 
harvest rituals in Nusa Penida, and are intimately interconnected in a logical 
sequence. Nyepi in Sakti was formerly unrelated to the maize agricultural cycle. 
However, under the influence of PHO, a current reshaping of the ritual calendar 
following the maize harvest has associated Nyepi with these events. In this account 
the current sequence is described in which these rituals are performed, first 
Paneteg Merta, then Segehan Banjar, Nyepi and finally the feast of Maprani. 
PANETEG MERTA: STORING THE MAIZE 
It is believed that the essence of life (merta) contained in the maize can be 
lost, for which buta and kala are generally held responsible. The maize merta, thus, 
must be firmly kept in place, sustained and protected for the period that the maize 
is stored in the kitchen. When the maize is deprived of its merta it is said to lose its 
flavour and nutritional properties. It is asserted that in such circumstances, even 
though a person eats the same amount of food he I she is used to, the food will 
have different effects on the body, as the person will not feel satisfied, nor will the 
food sustain him I her. Thus, in each household, after the ears have been stored, a 
ritual is performed to ensure that merta is firmly bound to the maize and that the 
grains will not be deprived of it. The ceremony is called Paneteg Merta: to bind 
firmly the merta to the maize. In this short rite, the maize in storage is presented 
with a few offerings (peras panyeneng) by the wife of the land owner. The dry ears 
and the offerings are then blessed with lustral water. The offering of peras 
panyeneng (from nyeneng: alive) is intended to restore life to the dry maize before 
it is eaten. In fact, it is only after the completion of this ritual that the maize 
gathered in the punapi area of the kitchen may be eaten. The conservation of the 
merta belonging to the maize is a constant concern for local people and, from the 
performance of Paneteg Merta on, every holy day the maize is offered peras 
panyeneng to keep its essence alive. 
The protection of maize from the loss of its merta or from the intrusion of buta 
and kala is an overriding concern, for which the people of Sakti observe a number 
of behavioural rules that aim to prevent the chance of any contact. In particular the 
following are worth mentioning: 
the maize stored in the punapi can be consumed only after Paneteg Merta 
has been completed. Failing this, it is said that the maize merta will be rapidly 
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depleted; 
the maize destined to be cooked must be collected only from the teben area 
of the punapi; and it is forbidden to take it from the du/uan area of the 
punapi.16 
the gathering of the cereal from the punapi must be done in silence, so as 
not to alert buta and kala of the presence of a sizeable quantity of maize and 
its merta; 
when coming from outside the compound, it is forbidden to enter the kitchen 
directly and climb onto the punapi to fetch maize, as this would lead any 
following buta and kala directly to it; 
as a general rule, the gathering of maize must be done with the right hand; 
menstruating women are forbidden to collect the maize because they are 
potentially polluting, and in their condition are easily noted by buta and kala. 
SEGEHAN BANJAR: PROTECTING THE HARVEST FROM BUTA AND KALA 
On the same day that Paneteg Merta is held, Segehan Banjar is performed for 
the whole community. The term comes from segeh, a small offering made with 
boiled rice and a few vegetables, set on the ground and presented to evil spirits. in 
particular buta and kala. These are thought of as ubiquitous spirits that have the 
faculty of hampering and disturbing human beings. Buta and kala are believed to 
eat human food, and may be easily appeased by the offering of a meal or some 
other food. The offer of a sacrifice or food to buta and ka/a is called masegeh. As 
an oblation to evil spirits, the same ritual is also referred to as Nyegehin, or in other 
areas of Bali as Caru. 
Segehan Banjar is the second and largest offering presented to buta and kala 
in relation to the maize agricultural cycle. As the reader may recall, just after the 
planting of maize a smaller offering, a Caru Banjar, is presented to these spirits. 
These two sacrifices mark the beginning and the end of the maize growth cycle 
respectively. Segehan Banjar is performed at the end of the harvest when the 
maize has already been stored. It is thus a delicate period because the maize must 
be protected from the threat of buta and ka/a who may rob it of its merta. The 
ceremony is intended to bring offerings to the buta and kala, appease them and 
drive them out of the village. The ceremony is carried out at compound and banjar 
level. For this purpose, each compound sets up a small triangular sanggah 
(sanggah cucuk) on its threshold, where offerings will be presented to buta and 
ka/a during the day. In the evening, the pamangku banjar, assisted by a woman 
specialist in making offerings (tukang banten), offers a larger sacrifice to the buta 
and kala in an area close to the bale banjar. The oblation, which is placed on the 
ground, is technically called caru panca warna, the name referring to five (panca) 
chickens of different colours (wama) that are sacrificed to these spirits during the 
rite. While the offerings are presented, young men run around the banjar borders 
waving torches (maobor-obof), and making loud noises to scare buta and kala and 
drive them away from the banjar (ngerupuk). The offerings presented to these 
spirits are then collected from the ground; wrapped in a mat and then taken to the 
border of the banjarwhere they are thrown away. On returning home, each person 
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Photo N. 21: After the maize harvest. Detail of dangul solasan. 
{Sakti 1991) 
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collects some lustral water (tirta pacaruan) made during the ritual from the 
pamangku, and with it blesses all his I her compound buildings. A replica of the 
loud procession with torches follows at compound level to force away any lingering 
evil spirit. At the end, all instruments used in the proceedings are thrown away 
outside the compound threshold. 17 
Segehan Banjar is performed on the last day of the ninth Balinese lunar month 
(sasih kesanga). The day is known as ti/em kesanga, the term indicating the fact 
that the day precedes the dark night of the new moon of the tenth Balinese lunar 
month (sasih kedasa). The ritual of Segehan Banjar is followed on the next day by 
Nyepi which, as a rule, must fall on the first day of the new moon of sasih kedasa. 
In Bali the oblation to evil spirits that precedes Nyepi is more commonly known as 
Tawur Agung Kesanga. 
In Sakti, Segehan Banjar was formerly held later in the season, so as to make 
sure that all agricultural operations concerning maize were concluded ahead of that 
date throughout the banjar. The ritual was usually celebrated on the day before 
purnama sasih kedasa (the full moon of the tenth lunar month), which generally 
falls in the month of April, it did not have any connection with Nyepi, nor was it 
associated with issues of purification - as the PHO now maintains - before the 
coming of the new year. The link with Nyepi, required by the PHO, has shifted 
Segehan Banjar to one lunar month ahead of when it used to be. Nyepi has thus 
come to be part of the maize agricultural cycle. 
NYEPI: FARMING AND RITUAL SUSPENSION 
The day after Segehan Banjar is Nyepi, which is the first day of the new moon 
of the tenth Balinese lunar month (sasih kedasa) and at the same time the first day 
of the new Balinese Saka year. The term nyepi comes from sepi (quite, still) and 
refers to the stillness that distinguishes this day, for during Nyepi, people are 
obliged to stay inside the compound and avoid any kind of work. Essentially, the 
day is characterised by the suspension of all farming, domestic and ritual activities, 
and the interruption of the normal rhythm of life is related to the expulsion 
(ngerupuk) of buta and kala from villages. It is in fact said that after ngerupuk a 
quite demeanour must be maintained - at least for a full day - to fool returning buta 
and kala and induce them to believe that the village is worthless, for no one lives in 
it, and thus no food is available for them. This particular behavioural pattern can be 
understood as an attempt to avoid presenting any sign of life to the external world, 
as this would be dangerous. 
The date of Nyepi depends on the lunar calendar. However, the Balinese 
make it fall regularly on the new moon of March, thereby setting the beginning of 
the new year in the same period as the March equinox. Formerly, in Sakti, there 
was no direct link between the fall of Nyepi and the rituals performed for the maize 
agricultural cycle. Nyepi was simply understood to be part of the seasonal changes 
which also marked the passage of the calendar year, without the need for any 
supplementary ceremony. 18 The linking of Nyepi to Segehan Banjar in Sakti has 
increased the significance of this day, for it is now combined with the end of 
agricultural work and farming activities related to the first sowing of maize that 
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began in the previous Saka year. 
The importance of Nyepi in the present context must then be sought in the fact 
that the day has come to combine various circumstances and to qualify the 
transition between different periods. Firstly, it marks the end of all ritual activities 
associated with maize. Secondly, it signals the seasonal passage between wet and 
dry seasons, as the March equinox falls in the same period which at this latitude 
marks the progress between the wet and dry seasons. Finally, it indicates the 
beginning of a new Saka year. Any transition is marked with uncertainties and 
dangers, and this is no exception. The stillness of Nyepi avoids the dangers 
ascribed to it. The day ends one period of time and ushers in a new one; in this 
light, it is an attempt to reconcile - through the suspension of all activities - the 
transition between various periods and events. 
MAPRANI: FEASTING AND THANKSGIVING 
Just as on the occasion of ti/em kesanga (new moon), Segehan Banjar is 
performed and offerings are presented to evil spirits, fourteen days later on 
pumama kedasa (full moon) the banjar organises a ceremony in which the whole 
population feasts and thanks the gods for the harvest. The ceremony is called 
Maprani, and it is intended as an expression of thanks that the whole banjar directs 
to lbu Pretiwi, Dewi Sri and all other gods and ancestors who have helped and 
fostered the growth of maize. The term Maprani comes from prani, a small offering 
presented during this ceremony, and refers to the act of presenting the offering. 
However, Maprani is also related to prana as the 'breath of life'. Indeed the ritual, 
which is also a collective feast, is a thanksgiving for the successful conclusion to 
the harvest and the following gathering of maize which, for local people, is the real 
equivalent of prana as the basis of the local diet. 
On the day of the ritual all the men of the village assemble in the bale banjar 
for a collective meal. Seating positions inside the bale are allocated according to 
the jaba - jero hierarchy, with jero members seated on higher ground. Before the 
beginning of the meal, offerings of canang sari are presented by the women in all 
important places and temples of the banjar. All male participants in the ceremony 
belong to the seka banjar, each of whom represents a married nucleus and sits in 
front of the food previously brought there by his wife. The food is placed on a small 
wooden support (dulang), generally used during ritual occasions, and consists of 
an offering called punjung (a cone of steamed rice with vegetables, pork, bananas, 
sweets and drinks) topped with a canang sari (a small offering containing flowers, a 
few grains of uncooked rice, and some sirih leaves sprinkled with lime and gambir). 
After everyone is seated, the pamangku banjar worship and offer the essence 
of the food gathered in the banjar to lbu Pretiwi, Dewi Sri and to the banjar 
ancestors, and all of them are collectively thanked for having supported the growth 
of maize and allowed a plentiful harvest. Following this invocation, each participant 
collects his canang sari and places it on the ground, which symbolises that the 
essence of the food has already been received by the gods and ancestors, after 
which the men may eat. Usually, after the meals have been blessed, people start 
exchanging food. In Sebonibus, a village near Sakti, this was done very openly and 
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in an hilarious way, with all the participants throwing food at one another. After 
everyone has tasted a bit of his meal the assembly is proclaimed closed and the 
food is taken home by the women. The dishes brought to the bale banjar are not 
supposed to be fully consumed at the meeting, but shared with the rest of the 
family. 
There are two elements that link this ritual to the fundamental themes of this 
thesis that have been considered in previous chapters. First, central to this 
thanksgiving ceremony is the relationship with lbu Pretiwi and the ancestors, for 
both are seen as actively intervening in the production of the maize and its 
safeguarding from sowing to harvesting. In Sakti, the punjung offered during 
Maprani is of the type that is taken to the graveyard and offered to the ancestors 
during Galungan. Further evidence of the link between Maprani and ancestor 
worship is that in banjar Pundukaha (desa Sakti) this feast is not celebrated 
immediately after the harvest but on Galungan - the coming of the ancestors - and 
the ritual is expressly indicated as the 'feeding of the forefather'. 
Secondly, the logic behind Maprani is, again, a logic of reciprocity. Human 
beings thankfully offer a meal to the gods who have allowed them to harvest the 
food that will sustain the community for the next dry season. This is part of a 
general logic of reciprocal relations that bind human beings, their ancestors and 
lbu Pretiwi, for the growth of maize equally depends upon human labour, the 
fertility of the soil, and the fall of rain. 
SUMMARY 
following table shows the stages 
as observed in Sakti in 1991. 
maize growth and its associated 
Stages of maize Sasih I Rituals associated Ritual participation 
growth and Lunar Calendar with maize growth. and implementation 
agricultural schedule 
Planting This was generally held At this stage the seeds 
on sasih kapat . are not yet considered 
However, the following alive and hence no ritual 
sequence reflects my is performed. 
fieldwork experience. 
In 1991 planting 
activities throughout the 
banjar were considered 
to be completed at the 
end of sasih ke/ima. 
About one week after Beginning of On the first kajeng Rituals performed by the 
planting. First stage of sasih kenem. k/iwon after planting: whole ban1ar as a 
plant development; offerings are presented community. 
Madon te/u. in the Pura Penataran 
Ped. 
At sunset Caru Banjar is 
performed, on the same 
night Ratu Gede 
maso/ah. 
Between two and three Full moon (purnama) Ritual of Mendak Merta Rituals performed as a 
weeks after planting. sasih kenem. and Neduh held on the banjar community in the 
Saru kukur sea shore and in the temples and as 
Pura Segara Gamat individuals in the maize 
The ritual is pursued fields. 
further in the maize 
fields. 
About four weeks after End of sasih kenem. The second kajeng Ritual performed by the 
planting. kliwon after planting: whole banjar as a 
Malebokan. offering are presented in community. 
the Pura Penataran 
Ped. 
About six weeks after Middle of sasih kepitu. Ritual of Muburin Ritual performed 1n the 
planting. Appearance of performed on a kajeng field by each individual 
male flower. The plant is kfiwon day. farmer. 
believed to be pregnant. 
Plant. Mablangsah 
Ear. Macucuck bebek. 
About eight weeks after End of sasih kepitu. The fourth kajeng kfiwon Ritual performed by the 
planting. after planting in the whole banjar as a 
The ear begins its banjar the ritual of community and as 
maturation. Maturan Mi/eh is held individual households. 
Ear: Mabulian I Meret. Offerings are also 
presented to the Pura 
Penataran Ped. 
In the evening Ratu 
Gede masolah di banjar 
Twelves weeks after Beginning of Rituals associated with Ritual performed in the 
planting: harvest sasih kesanga. the harvest field by each individual 
Plant: Punyan jagung Nunas merta ring Batara farmer. 
Ear Jagung tuh. Sri, ngaturan jagung 
so/as an. 
TABLE N46 SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAIZE AGRICULTURAL 
SCHEDULE, LUNAR CALENDAR, AND RITUALS AS PERFORMED IN SAKTI. 
Post harvest Sasih I Rituals associated Ritual participation 
schedule Lunar Calendar with maize growth. and implementation 
Post harvest: Sasih kesanga. Preparation of the new Ritual performed by 
choosing the seeds for seeds for the following each individual farmer 
the following year. year. Ritual of Mabinih. or household. 
Post harvest: End of sasih kesanga, Ritual associated with Ritual performed by the 
preserving the stored ti/em kesanga. the preservation of the whole banjar as 
maize. maize essence community and by each 
(Paneteg Merta). On the household. 
same day, principal 
yearly oblation to the 
underground forces in 
Segehan Banjar. 
Post harvest: Sasih kedasa Nye pi. The day is observed by 
spring equinox, (new moon, tenth lunar Ritual suspension of all the whole banjar 
beginning of the new month). farming and social 
year. Performed the day after activities. 
Segehan Banjar. Formerly in Sakti Nyepi 
was not directly 
associated with 
Segehan Banjar, 
and thus not tied to the 
maize agricultural and 
ritual cycle. 
Post harvest Full moon (purnama) Maprani: thanksgiving Ritual performed by the 
collective feast. kedasa. lbu Pretiwi; a collective whole banjar as a 
meal is held in the bale community and by each 
ban jar household. 
TABLE N.47: SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN POST HARVEST AGRICULTURAL 
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO MAIZE, LUNAR CALENDAR, AND RITUALS AS PERFORMED IN SAKTI. 
This chapter has extended the theme of the relations between human beings 
and flora in Nusa Penida through an analysis of the maize growth cycle and the 
rituals associated with its development. In Sakti, as in most of Nusa Penida, maize 
has taken the place of rice and is currently the primary staple. Farmers here 
display a refined knowledge of the cereal and its stages of growth, which is fully 
comparable to the knowledge Balinese farmers have of rice. 
In the examples I have previously presented in this work - coconut and banana 
- the concern for development of the plants and their fruit appears to be primarily. 
although not exclusively, focused on the moment of planting and does not involve 
the presentation of offerings at major temples. In the case of maize, the nature of 
the plant and its general importance for local subsistence, demands prolonged 
care from sowing to harvest, and requires protection not only from local temples 
but also from the paramount temple of the island (Pura Penataran Ped). 
In this case, more evidently than in others, agricultural issues and anxieties 
effectively become social and religious, showing once more that there is no clear 
separation between these issues in the logic and practice of the farmers of Nusa 
Penida. 
The maize ritual cycle is a total social fact, since as it involves the whole 
village as a corporate entity via the seka banjar and its tempek, likewise the village, 
as an aggregate of single individuals, whether land owners or tenants. For the 
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whole period that spans sowing and harvesting, the ritual attention of the entire 
banjar population is catalysed by concern over the development, protection and 
final storage of maize. These issues and the rites associated with the cereal 
effectively become the village's main preoccupation and, as the above outline 
shows, define the banjar's primary religious cycle. 
The ceremonies performed for the growth of maize (i.e. Neduh) outline the 
desire for the restoration to the land of its essence of life (merta), while those 
enacted after the harvest (Paneteg Merta) focus on the preservation of the maize 
essence of life for the whole of the storage period. Again, behind these issues lie 
the relationships between human beings, plant and land, a link which, in the local 
understanding, depends on mediation by the ancestors (bodies and ashes) and lbu 
Pretiwi, as the primary contributors to land and plant fertility. Once more, in the 
case of maize, these relationships are seen to lie within a framework of reciprocity 
which Maprani, as a thanksgiving festival well demonstrates. 
Last but not least, even though maize, at the level of ritual attention that it 
draws, seems to occupy a particular place in Nusa Penida, the logic behind its 
ritual cycle shows that maize, too, is basically subject to the same types of 
perception as the coconut or the banana, sharing with them a place within the 
Balinese floral world. 
ENDNOTES CHAPTER XIII 
1 On this issue and on data about maize and rice and other food production in Nusa Penida see 
chapter I on 'Economy'. 
2 On rainfall data see chapter I on 'Climate'. 
3 In Nusa Penida the same term is used to refer to the penis. 
4 On the two basic categories of planting and the process involved in it see chapter V 'Planting'. 
5 On these issues see again chapter Von 'Fertility'. 
6 The ashes of the ancestors are cast into the sea on two consecutive occasions, first 
immediately after cremation (ngaben), then twelve days after it in a ritual called ngrorasin in which a 
small replica of the ancestor's body is fashioned and then cremated for the second time. 
7 The fear of losing the 'substance' with which ancestors were made, could be interpreted as 
tacit disapproval of post cremation rituals and the dispersion of these substances over on the sea that 
these rituals involve. Pace to C. Geertz and those who have raised cremation to the status of the 
quintessential Balinese ritual and have never noticed any problem of its acceptance by Balinese 
commoners. 
8 Neduh appears to express some of the concerns already manifested by Nangluk Mrana on the 
eastern coast of Bali for the protection of rice, namely: the worry that the crops could be damaged by 
pests, and thus the need to fend off pests, plagues, or any other potential danger. However similar 
might be the intentions of the two rituals, they seem to reflect a different assessment of the role of the 
sea, for, while in Mendak Merta and Neduh the people of Nusa Penida ask the sea to return the 
essence of life, in Nangluk Mrana the people of the eastern coast of Bali go to the seashore to fend 
off incoming evil spirits. 
9 This is reminiscent of what already has been said about the creation of sacred areas at the 
centre of the gardens. See this issue on chapter V. 
10 On this topic see the consistent literature on rice rituals in Bali. In particular: Wirtz ( 1927). 
Liefrinck (1969), Filloux (1991), Hobart (1978b), Howe (1991), Wejiden (1981). 
11 See this issue in chapter VIII. 
12 It may be suggested that muburin is related to nyeburin (see this issue in chapter IV) but the 
two terms have different roots. While muburin is derived from bubuh, nyeburin is derived from cebur. 
On nyeburin see Kaler I Gusti Ketut (1983:59 Vol.II). 
13 The eleven directions are understood as follows: N. S, E, W, NE, SE, SW, NW, the Zenith, the 
Centre, the Nadir. 
14 On reciprocity and associated issues see chapter IV and VIII 
15 The bracts covering the cob are cut with the help of a very sharp bamboo knife known as 
sujen. 
16 On the meaning of duluan see note 15 on chapter XI. 
17 Formerly, the ritual implied the use of white leaves, called ambu, from the jaka tree (ARENGA 
PINNATA). These leaves where blessed during the performance of Segehan Banjar and then taken 
home by the participants. The leaves used to be placed on the sanggah and on the entrance to the 
compound. They were intended to act as sawen and protect the compound from buta and ka/a 
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18 For the sake of completeness I must mention that, even though only one Nyepi is performed in 
banjar Sakti, and this day is consistent with PHO directives on Balinese Hindu holy days, in other 
areas of Nusa Penida this is not the case and during a single Saka year more than one Nyepi may be 
performed. For instance there are Nyepi (suspension) that explicitly concern only land activities, while 
others apply only to activities performed on the shore and at sea (Nyepi segara). In these areas 
people tend to respect both local Nyepi days as well as the one suggested externally by the PHO. On 
this issue see also note N.4 in chapter VIII. 
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CHAPTER XIV 
ON THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF PLANTS, 
CODES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS, 
PATTERNS AND PRACTICAL OPERATORS 
INTRODUCTION 
In chapter IX, at the beginning of the last part of this work, the question of the 
existence of a code that, whether explicitly or not, structured the perceptions and 
the associations related to plants was formulated. It is worth rephrasing and 
expanding on this question. 
First of all, is it possible to consider the way plants are dealt with in Nusa 
Penida as a coherent symbolic system? How are the parts of this code related? In 
other words, does the system admit equivalences, whereby one plant can be 
substituted for another, or are the plants thought of as unique and different and, 
therefore, not directly commensurable? Is there a code or is it an assemblage of 
practices? Secondly, is this system in any way homologous to the social system of 
Nusa Penida? Do different plants relate to one another with respect to different 
categories of people? Or, if there is a hierarchy among plants, does this relate to, 
or reflect in any way, a hierarchy among human beings? 
All these questions have as their premise a linguistic and structuralist 
seeks a deeper conceptual understanding a given set of 
analogies. In this chapter I will discuss the usefulness of this approach in this 
context and, with the help of the ethnographic evidence presented in the preceding 
chapters, outline an answer to the above questions. 
CODES VS ENCYCLOPEDIAS 
now. 
Fox (1971:234) has emphasised how in the eastern Indonesian island of Roti: 
[t]he semiology of plants and trees parallels the whole of the Rotinese botanical 
idiom. [ ... ] In this sign system, certain plants are <<female»; others are 
<<male>>. In the paired sets of ritual language, <<coconut II areca nut>> II 
pua) and «rice II millet» (hade II betek) are generally feminine, while 
«banana II sugarcane» (huni II tefu) and <<taro II tuber» (tale II 
masculine. But in the paired set <<areca nut II betel fruit» II 
the areca nut is feminine and the piper betel fruit masculine. 
particular aspect 
is worth 
up to 
The notion of code has been analysed by Eco (1984:165), who has argued 
that historically the meaning given to this term is derived from three meanings 
expressed as follows: 
I) palaeographic: in Latin the term codex meant the section of the tree from 
which writing wooden tablets were made; later on the term designated a 
paper book. 
II) correlational: in this sense a code is understood as a set of 
correspondences between two different series of elements, e.g. Morse 
code, which defines a one-to-one relationship between the alphabet and a 
series of signals; 
Ill) institutional: in this sense a code refers to a body of laws, or a set of rules 
governing a given institution. 
Eco maintains that at the base of these meanings there is a 'communication 
purpose', as the term implies a link between different systems. However, with the 
birth of structuralism arose the idea of a 'code', detached from its communicative 
purpose. 'Code' is here synonymous with the underlying logic of a cultural system 
or its cultural expressions. The structuralist approach holds that every cultural 
production is governed, or is ultimately a manifestation of, a general rule organising 
the whole form of human expression.1 Thus, in this light 
[ ... ] as in Jakobsonian phonology, the code is not so much a mechanism which 
allows communication as a mechanism which allows transformations between two 
systems. It is irrelevant whether these are systems of communication of 
something else, what matters is that they are systems which communicate among 
one another. Thus, at its very birth the idea of a code appears to be wrapped in 
ambiguity: bound to a pancommunicative hypothesis, it is not guarantee of 
communicability but, rather of structural coherence and of access between 
different systems. (Eco 1984:168) 
The Rotinese paired equivalences, as indicated by Fox, are based on verbal 
manipulation of ritual language. In Nusa Penida there is no such type of verbal 
manipulation, nor is there present a system of stable coded pairs of similar 
associations between trees. Although Balinese ritual language is rich, Balinese 
culture seems equally to emphasise the physical manipulation of plants, which 
finds its expression in the fashioning of icons, and in a sophisticated form of 
aesthetics expressed by the visual gestalt proposed by some of these icons (e.g. 
see pisang jat1). The difference with Roti is remarkable, as in Bali ceremonial 
chants are mainly confined to the concerns of ritual specialists, whereas material 
products, whether in the forms of icons or offerings, seem to be at the centre of the 
ritual attention for ordinary people, who collectively participate in the ritual and 
fashion them under the direction of a specialist (tukang banten). Additionally, the 
idea of a 'code' seems to exclude and prescind from any contextual setting, 
whereas I have indicated in most of the examples how the metaphors, associations 
and practices must be contextualised and embedded in practical as well as ritual 
activities. 
If we think of plants as signs, the way plants are conceived and depicted may 
be understood as a semiotic system. In an earlier chapter (IX) it was emphasised 
how Peirce (1931-58) indicated that a sign is not reducible to an equivalence 
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between pairs but requires interpretation via a third element. The semiotic notion of 
a sign which requires an interpretant between a signifier and its signified casts 
doubt on the validity of the equivalence p = q, where 'p' is the signifier and 'q' its 
signified. Elaborating on this issue, Eco (1984:164) has argued that signs can be 
better understood through recourse to the notion of 'encyclopedia', as this concept 
allows for multiple referents for any sign, rather than through recourse to the idea 
of a 'code', as this notion is rather confused and appears associated with a system 
of fixed, paired references. 
The notion of encyclopedia has been proposed in order to explain how signs work 
according to an inferential model and in what way their meaning can be 
interpreted as a set of co-textually oriented instructions. If one compares such a 
flexible notion with the one of a code, such as been worked out in the first 
linguistic, semiotic, anthropological writings of the 1950s and 1960s, one wonders 
whether these two notions still have something in common. The idea of 
encyclopedia attempts to take into account a process of interpretation which takes 
the form of an inference (p :J q), whereas codes, according to common option, 
are sets of point-to-point equivalences (p = q). 
The advantage of the recourse to the encyclopedic model avoids the pitfall of 
the reduction of a sign to a single signified (p = q) and allows for the extension of 
the interpretation of a sign to any possible referent that may be suggested by the 
inference (p :J q). Assuming then that a culture may be thought of as an organised 
system of signs, the corollary to the above debate is that cultures are more like an 
encyclopedia which must be learned, rather than coded systems that in structuralist 
fashion must be discovered. 
Thus, returning to the way trees and plants are conceived of and depicted in 
Nusa Penida, I maintain that they should be understood as entries in an 
encyclopedia. The notion of an encyclopedia does not exclude the presence of a 
code but it extends and amplifies this concept. Firstly because it considers the 
signs of a system open to a web of multiple relationships, secondly because it does 
not limit its validity to the existence of a single frame of reference, but is open to 
the existence of more frames of reference. The way plants are depicted in this 
culture does not appear to be characterised by single unambiguous equivalences. 
Rather, we are in the presence of a pool of shared correspondences between 
trees, plants, and their referents, which is highly contextual and not reducible to 
fixed pairs. For instance, a bingin may indicate a physical tree, refer to the 'centre 
of the village', suggest the 'unity of the community', or be indexical of the 'village 
ancestors'. In the same way, a coconut may suggest 'fertility', refer to a human 
head, evince the purity of its water, or indicate a male ancestor as in tumpek 
pangatag. Or the joint couple of sprouting coconut and areca, used during menek 
baton, may be simultaneously interpreted as the bride, in her purusa - pradana 
aspects, as well as the newly married couple.2 
On the one hand, these references are of a very general nature and highlight 
issues central to this culture (e.g. fertility, ancestors, a married couple), and, 
although we have noted a recurrent association between plants and human 
beings, these indications, with a few exceptions, have been kept at a general level 
and we have not found a pattern of one-to-one equivalences between specific 
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plants and individually recognisable subjects. Nor does the way plants are thought 
of seem to be homologous to the social system as described in Nusa Penida, nor 
is there evidence of hierarchy among plants that relate to, or reflect in any way, a 
hierarchy among human beings. 
In this context, each plant appears to be considered in and of itself, and does 
not partake of a scheme of established correspondences in which plants are 
associate with one another in relation to different categories of people, as seems to 
be the case in Roti ritual language according to Fox (1971 ). 
On the other hand, the use of plants in making icons or offerings (e.g. penjor, 
pisang jat1) is of an exclusive nature. Which is to say, only established plants must 
be used and cannot be substituted for by a different one if the icons have to 
transmit a known message to those who see them. A substitution of items or plants 
would be interpreted as a serious mistake and an indication of incompetence by 
the ritual specialist (tukang banten) in charge of making it (e.g. it is not possible to 
use anything but a bamboo in the making of a penjor, or a dapdap in wayang 
gedog or mapegat ritual, or sprouting coconut and areca during menek baton). 
Although these two aspects are different, there is no inconsistency between them. 
For, while icons require highly manipulatory activities subject to practical rules and 
established patterns, their gestalt and interpretation is independent of these rules, 
is more flexible, highly contextualised, and refers to the whole of Nusa Penida 
culture. This discussion reiterates a point already made in chapter IX, namely that, 
plants as symbolic objects and practices 'can enter without contradiction into 
successive relationships set up from different points of view' (Bourdieu 1977: 110). 
equation between humans and plants exists and functions not because of 
a code but, more simply, because in Nusa Penida all partake of the same 
cycle, a context in which human beings, the earth and plants are 
understood to participate in the same everyday reality. The plant ethnographies 
analysed in the last part of this work are not simple congeries of practices without 
meaning, they outline the way agricultural practices may shape, influence and help 
to organise a specific perception of the world in which human beings do not 
consider themselves detached from their environment but an integral part of it. This 
type of relation finds its expression in the ceremonies and practices pertaining to 
the planting and the growth of plants which constantly, and at multiple levels, 
establish connections between the world of flora and the world human beings, 
and which find their ultimate expression in coherent ritual systems (e.g. the rituals 
associated with the coconut). 3 According to Bourdieu, these 
belong to the logic of practice for : 
[t]he most specific properties of a ritual corpus, those which define it as a system 
coherent in practice, cannot be perceived or adequately understood unless the 
corpus is seen as the product (opus operatum) of a practical mastery (modus 
operandi) owing its practical efficacy to the fact that it makes connections based 
on what Jean Nicod calls overall resemblance. This mode of apprehension never 
explicitly or systematically limits itself to any one aspect of the terms it links, but 
takes each one, each time, as a whole, exploiting to the full the fact that two 
"data" are never entirely alike in a// respects but are always alike in some 
respects, at least indirectly (i.e. through the mediation of some common term). 
(Bourdieu 1977: 111) 
Although there are differences between the culture of Roti and that of Nusa 
Penida I maintain that both examples are an expression of the pervasive botanic 
idiom that characterises the Austronesian world. Indeed the two examples highlight 
two different, but complementary, ways of using this idiom, for while Rotinese 
references are mainly confined to oratory the Balinese use of plants is mainly 
ostensive. 
PATIERNS OF ORGANISATION AND PRACTICAL OPERATORS 
Perhaps, more simply, I would argue that the way plants and cultigen are 
thought of and dealt with in Nusa Penida is organised in different patterns. These 
patterns emphasise the importance of certain categories, convey a set of values 
associated with plants and their produce. and finally, establish a set of 
relationships between these categories. Patterns are to be taken here as models or 
frameworks which outline significant relationships and provide an insight into the 
way the culture is organised. What matters are the relationships within the various 
elements of a given pattern rather than precise one-to-one equivalences. 
Additionally, some of these patterns will outline and bring to the fore the crucial 
presence of 'practical operators' (e.g. those represented by the categories of light I 
dark or upper I lower) which - as outlined by Bourdieu - by reference to practical 
functions contribute to establishing crucial distinctions that have the value of 
founding categories throughout this culture. 
I) The first pattern indicates that in Nusa Penida human beings and plants 
enter into a system of reciprocal relationships, in which the logic of the 
association between the two elements is determined by the possibility of 
their mutual transformation. 
This argument has ben stated in various instances throughout this work and 
expressed by a number of related themes. In the myth of Dewi Sri the passage, 
through sacrifice and death, from the status of human being to that of plant, is 
achieved by the burial of the body. Here the corpse of the goddess is instrumental 
in giving rise to a plant. The myth is an example of transformation between two 
different conditions which, at the onset of the myth, do not seem to be related: the 
state of human beings and the state of plants. 
In an analogous way, the people of Nusa Penida believe in the existence of a 
cycle of reciprocity between human beings, the earth and plants. Just as lbu 
Pretiwi feeds humans with plants, in the same way human bodies feed lbu Pretiwi. 
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Here a buried corpse, consumed by lbu Pretiwi, is instrumental in giving rise to 
plants. Transformation, as discussed here, is understood very much as an 
empirical possibility which is helped and sustained by a double incorporation: for, 
just as human beings, via their food, incorporate a plant's life essence, plants, via 
lbu Pretiwi, feed on humans' life essence. The reciprocal exchange - humans for 
plants - once more emphasises the transient nature of the two states and is 
enacted during ngebet, when what remains of a corpse is substituted by a 
sprouting coconut, a young banana stem and some other ritual implements. 
Additionally, the ritual substitution and metaphorical association between plants 
and human beings is manifested throughout this culture, as all the ethnographic 
examples presented have emphasised. 
Thus, as human beings may be transformed into plants, so plants may ideally 
be transformed into human beings. Plants that are used as ritual implements or 
symbols during religious ceremonies can be invited by a ritual specialist 
(pamangku) to be reincarnated as human beings. For this purpose, a sacred 
formula (mantra) is provided, that allows and solicits such plants to be born again 
as such. The mantra, called pangentas (from entas: to proceed through, to carry 
through, to overcome), is as follows:4 
Ong 
eka pada sarwa tumuwuh ring pratiwi 
den Batara magawe tekita, 
ayua takita mandadi eka pada sarwa 
tumuwuh pratiwi. 
Madya desanta parek manyembah ring 
Batara Siwa. 
Yen wus takita parek manyembah ring 
Batara Siwa, mawali takita ajadma ring 
madya pada mawasunya cita. 
Mandadi takita manusia satria aji agung. 
Yan wadon, yan lanang, paripuma listu 
ayu anom apekik. 
Yan sira olih akaya aturan hingsun 
satengah. 
Poma poma poma. 
GLOSS 
Ong 
plants that grow on earth 
and that have been conceived by the Lord, 
do not return again to be part of the realms of 
plants that abide on earth. 
Come here to the centre of my place, 
meet and pray to Lord Siwa. 
After you have met and prayed to Lord Siwa, 
return to earth and behave properly. 
Become a human being belonging to the 
highest ksatria group. 
Be a perfect woman or an exemplary men, 
either beautiful or handsome. 
Offer half of whatever you shall to me. 
Poma poma poma. 
particular instance, is a corollary of a popular concept that establishes a structural 
similarity - and therefore a relationship of correspondence - between the human 
body, intended as buana a/it, and the whole world, referred to as buana agung. 
II) The second pattern suggests that higher value is attached to 
domesticated species than to wild ones. This distinction is influential in 
determining the botanical elements that may be used, or excluded, in the 
fashioning of offerings and icons. 
Considering the way ritual attention is allocated as an indication of attributed 
values, we might say that among the plants examined in this work the level of ritual 
concern seems to indicate a ranking in which are placed higher in the scale 
domesticated plants or cultigens crucial for their functional importance. Although 
this paradigm is hardly surprising, in any agricultural society this distinction lies 
behind most productive activities and spiritual concerns. In particular, the maize 
ceremonial cycle indicates, vis-a-vis all other cases presented here, the extent of 
the ritual change brought about by a variation in the type of plant, moving from tree 
crops to cereals. The key difference between this cereal and the plants examined 
before, is that this cereal, because of its botanical peculiarities and its alimentary 
importance, requires a farming and ritual attention that spans its agricultural cycle, 
whereas in the case of other plants, ritual activities are mainly concentrated on the 
moment of their planting and, in some instances, revived at regular intervals (e.g. 
coconut or fruit bearing trees). Thus, in the context of Sakti, if we have to outline a 
hierarchy of relative importance, it would range from maize, (whose cycle certainly 
absorbs most of the individual and collective ritual attention) to the coconut, 
banana, areca, betel, dapdap, bingin, bamboo, and then other plants. 
The domesticated I wild distinction has some relevance in the botanical 
elements that may be used to fashion the offerings presented during any of the 
various Balinese rites of passage. In particular, I maintain that assumptions of 
value related to the type of ceremony, and the final destiny of these offerings, 
determine the botanical elements that may be used as ritual offerings. My 
argument concerns only the floral and botanical side of these offerings, and 
suggests that offerings (banten) destined to be presented in rituals associated with 
humans (manusa yadnya}, gods (dewa yadnya) or priests (resi yadnya}, and which 
at the end of the ceremony are consumed, must be fashioned with domesticated 
plants. Whereas, offerings presented in other ceremonies (e.g. buta yadnya or 
pitra yadnya}, which are not consumed after the ritual, do not necessarily comply 
with this rule. In this context, I am not concerned with the level of elaboration of 
these items, nor I am interested in presenting an inventory of all objects that enter 
into their preparation, as the focus is on defining more basic categories that 
underlie their fashioning. 6 
In order to avoid misunderstanding, the term banten, as used here, refers 
exclusively to the offerings presented to the gods and ancestors, to human beings 
and priests, which after the ritual, are taken home to be eaten by those who have 
partaken of the ritual. Considering the botanical items that are used for the making 
of banten, mostly fruits and leaves, banten are almost exclusively made from the 
produce of domesticated plants; with wild plants and unripe or inedible fruits being 
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excluded. This principle relates to the practical implication that, after the ritual 
offerings are presented to the gods, ancestors and human beings, must be taken 
home to be eaten, and responds to the ideological assumption that while, during 
the ritual performance, the essence of the offerings is presented to the gods, their 
material structure is destined to feed human beings and must be shared at the end 
of the ritual. Only through the consumption of these offerings can these 
ceremonies achieve their efficacy, because the banten previously touched by the 
blessing of the gods, and to which are attributed positive qualities, are divided and 
physically incorporated by those who have partaken of the ritual, thereby allowing 
the transfer of the positive qualities attributed to these offerings to those who eat 
them. 
Segehan and caru are oblations presented to underground divinities (e.g. buta 
kala) and which, although they may be made with similar edible items like banten, 
are not taken home to be eaten, as this would be considered defiling, and they are 
therefore disposed of. Offerings presented to the newly dead are conceptually 
similar to segehan and caru, contain a mixture of domesticated and wild plants or 
fruits, are not eaten by those who partake in the ritual, and are disposed of after 
the relative ceremonies. Icons (e.g. pisang jat1) or any other type of representation 
or ritual object which comes under the broad category of jaitan (decorative items 
made with coconut or other leaves) may equally be made up of domesticated and 
wild plants, and after a ritual also disposed off. 
The following matrix summarises these relations. 
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types of offerings banten presented to the segehan icons 
(uranic) higher gods, caru symbols 
ancestors, and offerings to (chthonic) representations 
human beings in lower divinities, inferior jaitan 
rituals known as beings, and the dead used in any type of 
dewa yadnya presented in rituals ceremony 
manusa yadnya known as 
resi yadnya pitra yadnya 
buta yadnya 
attributed value these offerings are these offerings are these items are 
presented to superior or presented to beings instrumental in 
equal beings considered lower or performing the rituals, 
they are associated with inferior and associated the values associated 
positive values with negative values and with them is contextual 
pollution 
ideological issues these offerings must be these offerings cannot be eating these items 
and practical eaten at the end of the eaten as they would is not an issue and they 
consequences ritual as they are held to cause defilement to are disposed off in 
benefit those who those who partake of the different ways. 
partake of the ritual. ritual. 
Thus, they must be Thus, they can be made Thus, they can be made 
made with domesticated with anything available with anything available 
plants and ripe - edible including domesticated including domesticated 
fruit or wild plants as well as or wild plants as well as 
ripe or unripe fruit ripe or unripe fruit 
examples banten known as all types of segehan items such as 
ajengan all types of caru meme bajang 
pajegan all types of offerings for bajang papah 
rayunan the dead pusuh biu 
dandanan e.g - bubuh pirata pisangjati 
perascita - aturan daar wadah pees 
pulagembal - punjungan wadah ari-ari 
pras 7 - nasi angkeb 8 sawen 9 
TABLE N48: SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BANTEN, SEGEHAN AND ICONS, 
THEIR ATTRIBUTED VALUES AND USE. 
A corollary of the above, and which exclusively concerns banten making, is 
that only ripe (tasak, nasak) fruit of domesticated plants are used in fashioning 
offerings, as unripe (matah) or inedible fruits are deemed to be unfit and are 
generally avoided for this purpose. Again, this distinction relates to practical and 
ideological issues, for while in the first instance banten must be eaten, in the 
second instance the differentiation between ripe (tasak) and unripe (matah) has a 
general value and in Nusa Penida is equally applied to body matters. A buried 
body which has spent at least a year interred and whose flesh has been 
consumed, and thus offered to lbu Pretiwi, is defined as masak, and considered 
ready to be exhumed during ngebet. In contrast, a buried body whose flesh at the 
moment of exhumation is still attached to the bones is considered matah. In this 
event, either the body is reburied, its flesh detached and interred in the pit, or it is 
immediately burned so as to destroy the flesh. However, only the first two 
instances are deemed to be appropriate, as the flesh should return to lbu Pretiwi. 
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ripe unripe 
the ripe I unripe distinction has fruit offered to (uranic) higher unripe (matah ) or inedible fruit 
general value for gods, ancestors and human are not offered to higher gods, 
banten making as beings should be ancestors or human beings but 
ripe (tasak - nasak) to (chthonic) lower gods or 
and edible inferior beings 
the same concept (tasak) is a buried body which has not yet 
used in defining a buried body lost its flesh is defined as 
ready for ngebet whose flesh matah. Such body must be 
has been consumed by lbu offered to lbu Pretiwi and should 
Pretiwi not be exhumed, or if it is its 
flesh must be returned to lbu 
Pretiwi or burnt 
TABLE N.49: OUTLINE OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES OF RIPE AND 
UNRIPE AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE IN NUSA PENIDA. 
Finally, the ripe I unripe distinction is part of a more general argument that 
contrasts banten with segehan, as the characteristics associated with these two 
types of offerings are complementary and set at the opposite ends of a common 
spectrum. Thus, if we exclude from this argument all decorative accessories 
present in all these types of offerings, and consider first that in banten making raw 
items are carefully excluded, whereas in segehan and caru raw items must be 
present, and secondly, that banten are regularly eaten, whereas segehan and caru 
are never consumed by human beings, the ripe I unripe distinction found in a 
botanical context is homologous to the more general distinction between cooked 
and raw, as well as to the differentiation between the domesticated and wild, as 
expressed above. The following table recapitulates these relationships: 
type of offerings banten segehan 
caru 
offerings to the dead 
used in ritual known as dewa yadnya pitra yadnya 
manusa yadnya buta yadnya 
resi yadnya 
with the exclusion of decorative ripe mixture of ripe - unripe 
items these offerings are cooked items cooked - uncooked items 
constituted by however, in this context 
these discrimination are not an 
issue 
held to be edible inedible 
offered on plates above the ground simply placed on the ground 
homologous to cooked raw 10 
domesticated wild 
TABLE N.50: SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BANTEN, SEGEHAN AND CARU, 
THE RITUALS AND THE CATEGORIES ASSOCIATED WITH THEM. 
Ill) The third pattern is drawn from Taru Pramana. According to this text, all 
types of plants belong to three basic categories which refer to three 
physical states, namely cool (tis), lukewarm (dumalada), hot (anget). 
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This type of distinction once again establishes an analogy between the world 
of flora and human beings, as categories used to define plants and their 
characteristics are homologous to categories used to classify illnesses that affect 
human beings. In pharmaceutical use the two systems - human illnesses and plant 
properties - are complementary and asymmetrical, as plants defined as 'cooling' 
are used to cure illnesses referred as 'hot' and so on.11 In the Taru Pramana, not 
only may each type of tree be qualified as cool, lukewarm or hot, but each 
botanical component of a tree is considered individually and, again, referred to 
these categories. The text relates these three basic qualities to plants and their 
botanical parts, to the gods who are believed to have created them, and to 
Balinese geographical orientations. Once more, this web of relations substantiates 
the Balinese tendency to perceive every element, material or organism as part and 
parcel of a cosmogonic design and thus, related to all other elements that partake 
of this design. 
The following table outlines these relationships. 
COOL (TIS) LUKEWARM (DUMALADA) HOT (ANGET) 
root trunk I stem tip 
sprouting leaf semi mature leaves mature leaves 
the bark, the wood between the core and the core, 
and the bast below the bark the bark inner soft wood 
sap colour: sap colour: sap colour: 
black, blue or green mixture of a warm and cold red, pink or orange 
colours 
flowers colour: flowers colour: flowers colour: 
blue, green white, plus multi coloured red, yellow 
wood taste: wood taste: wood taste: 
bitter or pungent mixture of taste between sweet sweet or sour 
and bitter 
direction direction direction: 
kaja any direction between kaja and kelod 
kelod 
god gods: god 
Wis nu Mahadewa, Siwa, lswara. Brahma 
associated with: associated with: associated with 
Sang Hyang Wulan Sang Hyang Lintang Sang Hyang Surya 
(the moon) (the stars) (the sun), 
gives rise to: gives rise to: gives rise to 
vines, creepers. branch less trees. branched trees. 
understood as: understood as: understood as 
plants close to earth without a plants with a proper stem with tall trunk rooted in 
proper stem that can sustain rooted in earth. These plants earth and branches directed 
them arise toward the sky toward the sun. These 
receive full and 
themselves in air 
TABLE N.51: SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PLANTS AND THREE BASIC 
QUALITIES ATTRIBUTED TO THEM ACCORDING TO TARU PRAMANA 
It is worth to a stem 
supporting them, are associated with 'cool', while the further we move up from the 
earth, the more plants are endowed with vigorous stems and branches and the 
more these plants are associated with 'hot' qualities. (It must be said that in a 'hot' 
tropical environment the state of 'cool' has higher positive values that it may have 
in a temperate environment as it is associated with calm and with a serene state of 
mind.) This complex model reiterates the view that in the Balinese context plants, 
rather than being thought of through one-to-one equivalences, are set in a web of 
multilayered references . 
IV) The fourth pattern concerns practices associated with the use of produce 
or plant parts in making icons, and refers to the use and importance of 
light vs. dark colours as practical operators. This contrast reflects more 
general categories and values embedded in Nusa Penida and Balinese 
culture. 
In the fashioning of offering and icons, younger coconut leaves. distinguished 
by their light colour are used to indicate rituals associated with purity, while mature 
leaves, characterised by a dark colour, are associated with ceremonies dealing 
with pollution. The important values of purity and pollution appear to be associated 
with this very simple difference. The use of coconut leaves characterised by such 
colours is compulsory, and it would be a serious ritual mistake to do the opposite, 
as the distinction, which expresses a polarity of values, is achieved precisely 
through the emphasis placed on the colour as the visible index of the associated 
values. 
V) The fifth pattern refers to the distinction between upper vs lower, as 
expressed by values attached to the upper or lower faces of a leaf. as well 
as to the position in which leaves are arranged in the making of icons and 
offerings. This distinction also indicates the importance practical operators 
(such as light I dark) have in establishing significant categories of 
everyday concern within this culture. 
The upper and lower faces of a leaf are respectively associated with male and 
female body postures held to be common during intercourse and indicated by the 
respective terms of malingeb and malumah. In this context, these terms come to be 
understood also as an expression of male and female gender, each related to the 
respective leaf side. The distinction upper I lower, malingeb I ma/umah, is 
recognised independently of the type of plant and, although it introduces the issue 
of gender, it refers to material postures and is not associated in any way with a 
specific type of plant. 12 
The last two patterns I have discussed have compulsory status. Thus, the use 
of leaves of light or dark colour or their setting in the malingeb - malumah position 
is required in the making of certain types of icons, if these have to be interpreted in 
a standard way and, thus, transmit a known message to those who see them. 
Last but not least, the ethnographic evidence suggests that there is a 
difference in emphasis accorded to plants characterised by seed germination vs 
plants distinguished by vegetative propagation. Although this difference does not 
have the status of general paradigm, for there are a number of notable exceptions 
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to this rule (e.g. the banana), plants characterised by seed propagation (e.g. 
maize, rice, coconut etc.) seem to elicit more attention and require complex ritual 
cycles (especially for cereals) to guarantee the fertility of their seeds. The reason 
for this difference may partially lie in the botanical characteristics and the different 
agricultural practices these types of plants require as, for instance, in vegetative 
propagation cuttings are already adult and there is no need of a ritual cycle to 
foster the growth of a seed (e.g. cassava, which in Nusa Penida is an important 
plant multiplied by cuttings butt does not attract any ritual attention). 
However, it is worth noting that while in Nusa Penida and Bali this difference 
does not find a direct expression at mythological level, in eastern Indonesia 
vegetative and seed propagation are combined in ideas associated with the myth 
of creation of useful plants from the sacrificed body of a woman. In particular, 
these botanical differences coalesce in the myth of Hainuwele (Ceram), 13 in which 
the woman's body is dealt with as a plant. In this story her limbs are truncated as 
though they were cuttings, and are then buried and treated as seeds. The myth 
felicitously joins botanical differences and practices related to vegetative and seed 
propagation in a single event, and transcend them in the quest for fertility and plant 
reproduction. A quest that joins together in the same field Nusa Penida as well as 
eastern Indonesian societies. 
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ENDNOTES CHAPTER XIV 
1 This formulation is obviously a reductionist approach and I refer here to the binary code. 
2 See this issue in 'Sexuality, Women and Fertility', in chapter VIII. 
3 Throughout this work I have concentrated on and stressed the depth of the significance of the 
relationship between humans and plants. Some readers may question the attention paid to the 
botanical world and the avoidance of an analogous comparison between humans and animals or 
between animals and plants. 
The first question on this point would be: can humans be compared with animals in the same way 
they are related to plants? Does there exist a 'zoological idiom' that may parallel the 'botanical idiom'? 
The questions are complex and there is no easy answer. To begin with an outline of the problems in 
answering them, I must say that in Nusa Penida and Bali I never found any reference to 'zoological 
idiom' although some domestic animals, such as pigs or chickens, are as ubiquitous as coconuts are. 
In Bali and in Nusa Penida animals and plants seem to belong to two different, non-homogeneous 
realms. Thus, can the two realms really be compared? And what would be the meaning of this 
comparison? At this stage there are serious problems in comparing the two realms directly, first of all 
because while this work is the first attempt to systematise some aspects of the botanical world of Bali 
to date, to the best of my knowledge, there are no significant studies on Balinese perceptions of 
animals. Secondly, even though such an attempt were to be made, what animal should be chosen? 
Any choice would inevitably run the risk of being arbitrary. Reflecting on the nature of 'animal', Ingold 
(1988:1-2) indicates that 
the question of 'What is an animal?' can itself be construed in any number of ways, 
all of which are concerned with problems surrounding the definition of boundaries, 
whether between humans and non-human animals, animals and plants, or living 
and non-living. The last of these boundaries is the most inclusive, for it rests upon 
the criterion of animacy, on the very distinction between animate and inanimate 
objects. 
The Balinese definition of the boundaries of the animal world is still largely unknown. However, as a 
general attempt to speculate on the similarities and differences between plants and animals one may 
say that while in western thought plants are not considered directly agents, in Bali plants and animals 
alike - although from a different perspective - are considered agents. While plants are thought of as 
agents because of the medicinal properties ascribed to their leaves, roots and bark, (see chapter VII 
on this issue), animals are thought of as agents because they move and according to Balinese are 
endowed with speech. On their differences, it can be said that plants - especially plants like the 
coconut - because of their life span, hard stem, slow growth and constant productivity are perceived 
as symbolising growth as well as physical and temporal permanence, thus their significance as an 
idiom for human continuity. Animals seem to be less a vehicle for such a motionless type of growth 
and appear to enshrine values associated with action and motion, and embody a qualitatively 
different expression of life, possibly less permanent and predictable than plants. These differences 
may be related to the fact that humans, animals and plants differ by the presence or absence of three 
key qualities, namely bayu (the breath of life), sabda (speech), idep (thought). In particular, as 
already indicated in table 24 (chapter VII), while plants are endowed with bayu, animals with bayu 
and sabda, humans are credited with all these qualities. Thus, being endowed with speech, animals 
may be considered closer to human beings than plants. A further analogy between a specific animal, 
the pig, and humans is the fact that in Nusa Penida pigs are subject to a modified version of life-crisis 
rituals modelled on those of human beings. Plants do not draw this kind of attention. Last but not 
least, Balinese scholars may recall the parallel use in banten of plants and animals as substitutes for 
human beings. However, this use seems to be too context-dependent and too problematic to suggest 
any conclusion at this stage. In general, I contend that before any significant understanding of the 
comparative significance of plants and animals can be gained, more analysis must be made and 
evidence collected on Balinese perception of animals. 
4 The mantra Pangentas was given to me by mangku Turun (Pundukaha Kelod, Sakti). He 
recited the text from a fontar (Puja Pangentas) he owned. 
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5 The gods themselves are thought to move endlessly from one state to another. 
6 On the elaboration and the components of Balinese offerings see: Stuart-Fox (1974 and 1987: 
chapter 6, 7,8). 
7 The composition of these banten may be seen in Gosio I Wayan (1991), Widhiasa I Putu 
(1981 ), Gambar I Made (n.d. ), and Anandakusuma Sri Res hi (1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1987), Struart-
Fox (1974 and 1987: chapter 6,7,8). 
8 On the concept of segehan and caru see this work (chapter XIII) and Stuart-Fox (1987 
chapter 6). On the offering mentioned see also: Anandakusuma Sri Reshi (1985), Purwita (1978, 
1990), Upacara Tradisional (1985), Putra I Gusti Agung Gde (1974a, 1974b, n.d.) 
9 These items have been dealt with in the course of this work. For what concerns the meme 
bajang, bajang papah and pusuh biu, see chapter VII, for the wadah pees and wadah ari-ari, see 
chapter X, on the composition of pisang jati see chapter XI, for the sawen see chapter V. 
10 On the relationship between the cooked and the raw see Levi-Strauss ( 1969b ). On the 
relationship and homology between these categories, and domesticated (cultivated) and wild plants, 
see also the cogent example of ancient Greek society as brilliantly analysed by Detienne (1975 
chapter I). Although rarely explored, I believe that there are significant analogies between ancient 
Greek society and Balinese one as far as the construction of basic categories is concerned. 
Unfortunately, this issue has not attracted the attention it deserves. 
11 The idea is that in any illness an initial condition of balance has been modified. The purpose of 
the cure is to re-establish the pristine condition of balance and in doing so are given medicines which 
are characterised by properties antithetical to those attributed to the illness. 
12 On malingeb and malumah see chapter VIII, on the use of banana leaves in this sense see 
chapter XI. 
13 The referred myth comes from Ceram and is reported by Jensen and Niggemeyer ( 1939), 
Jensen (1948, 1963166 ff), Boulan (1988 31 ff). 
CONCLUSIONS 
The limestone island of Nusa Penida has for long been overlooked by western 
scholars of Bali, who seem to have preferred the pleasant atmosphere of Bali vis-
a-vis the uncertainties of a domain subject to the influence of a god - Ratu Gede 
Macaling - improperly seen as being of an exclusively nefarious nature. An 
anthropological work on Nusa Penida was long overdue and my aim in this work 
has been to analyse two different but related issues of the island, namely its social 
organisation, and the relationship between its inhabitants, their land, ancestors and 
flora. 
The social organisation of the island has been discussed in relation to 
previous works which, on the one hand, emphasised a gradual differentiation in 
Balinese social organisation between the plains and the mountains, while on the 
other, anticipated the importance of the non-Brahman matrix of Balinese culture, 
and alluded to the presence of similarities between the culture and the structure of 
Balinese society and eastern Indonesia. From this perspective, the ethnographic 
evidence presented in the course of this work and the discussions associated with 
them has substantiated these insights, as I have argued that Nusa Penida social 
organisation, while being influenced by Bali, contains characteristics that in several 
aspects approximates and mirror eastern Indonesian societies. 
The role of flora in traditional societies has been examined by many 
anthropologists, among them Frazer (1900), Viennot (1954), Bosch (1960), and 
others. Although I recognise the importance and the contribution of these scholars, 
this work moves away from the issues they dealt with. My intention has been to 
show that in a traditional society based on agriculture, human beings partake of 
their floral environment just as much as the reverse, and that while the world of 
flora is anthropomorphised, human beings are represented, spoken or thought of, 
in terms of floral features. In the analysis of the role of plants in Nusa Penida I 
have been influenced first by the work of Fox (1971, 1988b, 1990) on similar 
issues and his concept of 'botanic idiom', and then by the work of Bourdieu (1977, 
1980) on 'practice', as throughout the thesis the central role of practice in 
establishing meaningful dispositions between human beings, land and plants has 
been emphasised. From this perspective I have maintained that the relationships 
people of Nusa Penida entertain with their environment should be considered as a 
practical engagement producing perceptions, beliefs, creating analogies and 
knowledge. 
Practical engagement finds its expression in the logic of reciprocity. In a 
traditional society, such as Nusa Penida, there is a unity between the living 
community and its environment which, although expressed at different levels, is 
particularly manifested through ideas of reciprocity between the earth - as lbu 
Pretiwi - and the ancestors, and through agricultural practices associated with 
relevant trees which invariably reiterate the association between humans and 
plants. The people of Nusa Penida maintain that plants and humans are part of a 
single reproductive cycle, in which the environment and society is constantly 
reproduced. Dead bodies are transformed into plants, which in turn feed the living. 
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While material output depends upon this reciprocity, symbolic relations emphasise 
the significance of this event throughout this culture. 
If ritual can be understood as the mimesis of natural processes, as Bourdieu 
has suggested, the investigation of the relationship a society has with its 
environment is therefore crucial to understanding the ritual process and, possibly, 
must be conducted prior to its examination. Although not exclusively, most of the 
icons and offerings made for these ceremonies are composed from natural 
elements, of which fruits and floral elements constitute a large part. These icons 
and offerings have previously been mainly examined for their aesthetic values, and 
little has been said about the perception local people have of the plants with which 
these items are made and the significance of these plants in the people's everyday 
lives. Without the knowledge of these elements the interpretation of ritual offerings 
risks being deprived of a significant element that is needed for their 
comprehension. Additionally, the ethnographic examples considered in the course 
of this work are particularly relevant, as Balinese scholars have historically 
conferred predominance on the analysis of rice agriculture and its rituals, and 
overlooked agricultural practices and ceremonies associated with other plants 
which the evidence presented here demonstrates to be equally important in this 
culture. 
To develop such arguments, the thesis has been divided into three sections. 
In the first part of the work, the social and religious organisation of the island has 
been analysed, outlining the general features of the island, its founding myths and 
discussing the historical links between Nusa Penida and Bali, dating to the 14th 
century when, according to Sidemen (1980a: 8-10), the first Balinese invasion is 
supposed to have taken place; from that period till the end of the Dutch colonial 
period, the island was used as a penal colony. Evidence concerning the island's 
social organisation has shown the presence of a characteristic dyadic structure, still 
in place, and of a religious and administrative division between its eastern and the 
western side. In this context, it has been argued that the island's social structure 
should not be understood nor labelled as Bali Aga for, more accurately, it is more 
similar to Bali's transitional area between the mountains and the plains. 
The historical debate between the meaning of desa and banjar, in relation to 
the island's peculiarities, was then considered. In the light of the evidence it has 
been maintained, first, that in Nusa Penida banjar are still central to the life of the 
local community, and secondly, that the banjar, the desa, and the island's temples 
are organised along a structure of ritual cycles hierarchically ranked and based on 
respective inclusion at whose top stand the two paramount temples of Nusa 
Penida, notably Pura Penataran Ped and Pura Batu Medau. 
Attention was given to the internal stratification of banjar Sakti and the role 
and the relationships between the jero, jaba and prabali groups was considered in 
detail. In this instance, I delineated a strong interdependency between the jero and 
jaba groups, and argued that in their organisation jeroan approximate the concept 
of 'house', as it has been defined in eastern Indonesia. In a discussion on the 
dadia and its marriage rules, I maintained that rather than endogamy vs exogamy 
rules, what matters are marriage strategies. Finally, and crucially for the future 
. development of this work, I considered reciprocity, as in this society this principle is 
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held to be fundamental to all humans relations, as well as the relations between 
human beings their ancestors and gods. I have indicated that in Sakti, reciprocal 
relations are of an intrinsically asymmetrical nature, and suggested that in their 
character, and the types of concerns expressed, these issues link Nusa Penida to 
concerns and cultural traits common to a number of eastern Indonesian societies. 
In the second part of the work the environment has been considered in its 
wider meaning and for its importance in everyday life of the people of Nusa 
Penida. First, local perceptions of land and forests was examined. The clearing of 
the primary forest and agricultural works have been discussed; in this context the 
concept of babad was analysed, as in it ideas related to the primary clearing of 
land are joined with and extended to indicate the beginning of an action, a play, or 
a story. Then, the significance of secondary agricultural works and planting was 
discussed. Here, I argued for the existence of a strong cultural and linguistic 
analogy between land fertility and human fertility, as expressed and ritualised in 
marriage and in the rituals for acknowledging lines of descent. Then, the role of the 
spirits associated with land, gardens, and trees known as memedi and isin bet was 
examined; the protective or fear-inspiring role of these spirits, and the links 
between they and unpurified ancestors was discussed. As the forest is cut away 
and the new clearing cultivated, the wild spirits inhabiting the woods acquire more 
humane features and become less dangerous, for, in some circumstances, they 
are thought to be the souls of the ancestors buried in the gardens awaiting 
exhumation and final liberation through cremation. Evidence about the type, 
organisation and role of the spirits presumed to inhabit the gardens, indicates the 
liminality of these areas for the gardens are both physically and ideally perceived to 
stand between the primary forest, the realm of wilderness, and the banjar, the 
place dedicated to the civilised community. 
Proceeding with the analysis of the perceptions related to the environment, 
the folk classification of flora was considered. In that context I argued that folk 
classes do not express exclusive biological peculiarities, but that some of the key 
distinctions manifested in Nusa Penida may be equally determined by practical 
concerns, as the emphasis on the distinction between domesticated vs wild 
suggests. The concept of tripramana, and the traditional categories of bayu, sabda, 
idep, which are believed to be the ideal foundation blocks of life in Bali, were then 
examined. The distinctions between flora, fauna and the human beings, were 
found to be a matter of degree, as traditional notions emphasise that the attribute 
of bayu (the 'breath of life') equally characterises all these realms and thus 
establishes a common ground between flora, fauna and the human beings. I then 
reflected on the presence of systematic analogies and metaphors linking concerns 
over progeny and kinship with the floral world in a 'botanic idiom' that characterises 
Nusa Penida, as well as most Austronesian societies. In this respect, the folk 
categories of taru, wit, mu/a and befit and their significance in expressing this link 
were discussed, and the role of two trees analysed - bingin and kepah - that mark 
the landscape of almost every village in Nusa Penida and Bali. These plants 
identify two distinct places, the centre of the village and the temple dedicated to 
death, and are indexical of two opposed principles: life and death. Additionally, the 
use of botanical icons to represent human beings in several Balinese rituals was 
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analysed, while again the presence of strong relationships between these two 
realms was argued. 
The last chapter of this section was dedicated to issues central of this work, 
establishing a clear link of mutual dependence between human beings, earth and 
plants, as all partake in a common reproductive cycle. First, traditional myths 
concerning the growth of trees and cultigens were examined, as these join human 
death and floral fertility in a causal relation. As the dead are still buried in the 
gardens, in Nusa Penida burial and exhumation practices were found to emphasise 
this causal relation. Then, ideas about plant and human fertility and their 
reproduction were analysed. In this context it was argued that in Nusa Penida the 
reproduction of life jointly encompasses and unites human beings, their ancestors, 
the earth and plants. According to traditional ideas, ancestors have a central role in 
it since, once buried, the flesh of their bodies is believed to feed lbu Pretiwi and 
contribute to the growth of plants and cultigens. This process is understood as a 
cycle of reciprocity between lbu Pretiwi and the human beings. The reciprocity is 
constantly renewed on the occasion of burial, when the corpse is given to lbu 
Pretiwi, and at harvest time when lbu Pretiwi returns its favours to human beings. 
In an analogous way, a bond of reciprocity - again mediated by the ancestors - is 
maintained between trees and human beings. This link is constantly reiterated on 
the occasion of Tumpek Pangatag, when productive trees, dressed as ancestors, 
are themselves fed. 
Throughout this analysis, the analogy between human and plant fertility has 
been maintained. Additionally, in the analysis of the expression of sexuality and 
fertility in three of the central goddesses of the Balinese pantheon, I have argued 
for the crucial role of lbu Pretiwi, who encompasses both the positive features 
attributed to Dewi Sri and the negative ones of Rangda. In the model of the 
divinities associated with plants, land and fertility the combined opposites of Dewi 
Sri and Rangda are transcended by lbu Pretiwi who, as mother earth, bestows 
plant and produce on the living. Finally, on the basis of this evidence, I have 
postulated the presence of a double relationship underlying material and social life 
in Nusa Penida which directly relates to burial practices. On the one hand, the flesh 
of the ancestors is transformed into plants and cultigens, and provides the means 
of material reproduction, while, on the other, their bones are made into purified 
god-like ancestors, who come to express the principle of identity and the origins of 
the community, and, as such, are regularly worshipped in the shrines of each 
compound and village temples. 
In the third part of the thesis, from chapters IX to XIII, my aim has been to 
investigate in more detail practical and symbolic issues concerning the relationship 
between plants and human beings through the examination of a number of 
important plants which are either cultivated or grow wild in Nusa Penida. 
Throughout this section I have maintained that plant knowledge, as expressed in 
banjar Sakti, is simultaneously shaped and generated by botanical characteristics, 
agricultural practices, and ordinary habits, as well as ritual use, and all these 
elements contribute to creating the cultural significance of certain botanical 
species. 
In the opening chapter of this section I outlined the meaning given to some of 
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the key concepts used in the analysis of the relationship humans have with plants. 
The semiotic concepts of icon, index and symbol, as well as the presence of 
polysemic terms in the definition of plants and their characteristics, were examined. 
Additionally, the wide use of metaphors referring to plants in Southeast Asia was 
also considered, as this distinctive feature has been understood to express a 
particular type of relationship between human beings, plants and their universe. 
Last but not least, I have discussed the limitations of focusing only on linguistic 
relations, and the additional need to examine agricultural practices associated with 
the growth of plants and cultigens, as these are similarly fundamental in shaping 
ideas and perceptions related to the world of flora. 
As a first example, the coconut plant, its distribution in Nusa Penida and the 
significance of its ownership, in the background of the jero - jaba relationship, was 
analysed. The ethnobotany of the plant, the nut, and the respective stages of 
growth were examined, and the importance of the ritual for the planting of the nut 
investigated. This ceremony is central to the relationship the people of Nusa 
Penida have with this plant, as the ritual is a metaphorical statement about their 
aspiration to have a fertile productive tree. This was followed by an examination of 
metaphors that associate the plant or the nut and the human body. In this context, 
correspondences between terms used to describe the plant and the human body 
were considered, and the ritual significance of the coconut in the milieu of Balinese 
rites of passage dealt with. 
Because coconuts are used extensively in Balinese rituals as vessels for parts 
of the human body, I have argued for the presence of a further crucial analogy 
between coconuts and human beings for, just as a coconut tree is brought to life by 
the nut that is its seed, so the life of a human being is related to and depends on 
the nut that contains his/her afterbirth, which as a 'seed' (wadah ari-an) is buried 
inside the compound, and for which offerings must be constantly provided. 
The banana plant and its fruit was the second example. The general 
ethnobotany of the plant, its varieties and produce was examined. Again, the 
significance of the ritual associated with the planting came to the fore, together 
with the crucial role attributed to the farmer in this process. The importance of 
harvesting the fruit and the significance of the plant was discussed, as in various 
circumstances it is considered to be a substitute for the human being. In this light, 
attention was paid to the use of a banana stem in the wayang kulit, as well as to 
ideas of equivalence between a cut banana stem and a corpse. Finally, the 
composition of a complex Balinese icon (pisang jat1) and the ritual use of the plant, 
of its flower and leaves was examined. 
The third example grouped together a number of trees that have a general 
importance in Bali, such as bamboo, sugarcane, dapdap, the betel and the areca 
palm. First of all, the ethnobotany and iconic significance of the bamboo and 
sugarcane were examined; in this context, the category of buku and its significance 
was analysed. The concept of buku stands out as a general category in Balinese 
culture, for in it ideas coalesce about the way plants, such as bamboo or 
sugarcane, and human beings resemble each other structurally, as both of them 
are thought to be composed of parts articulated and connected together by joints. 
Then, I considered the role of dapdap, and argued that its metaphorical 
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significance is largely determined by the position this plant has in ordinary farming 
as the practical use of the plant has become indexical of its ritual use. Further, 
betel leaves and the areca nut have been carefully explored and the symbolic 
importance of offering this pair was discussed in various contexts. Although these 
plants are associated with the chewing of the betel quid, I presented instances of 
the use of the areca nuts detached from that context, and described the use of the 
plant as a metaphor for fertility. Finally, the ceremonial use of the red saliva and 
the ritualised beginning of betel chewing was discussed. 
The final example was entirely dedicated to the analysis of maize, as the 
cultivation of this cereal in Nusa Penida has taken the place of rice. The 
ethnobotany of the plant, its growth and the development of the ear were 
considered. Then, the whole maize ritual cycle and agricultural activities preceding 
and following the harvest were examined. Here, I argued that the maize agricultural 
cycle is a total social fact, as it brings together issues related to the cultivation of 
the plant and the rituals associated with it in the context of the seasonal agricultural 
practices and the social organisation of banjar Sakti. The analysis of the maize 
cycle of growth and the ceremonies related to it, reiterates the dependence of this 
society on land, agriculture, and reciprocity, as this latter issue is the bond that 
links together ideas related to cultivation of cereals, ancestors beliefs and 
convictions about the environment and the universe. These themes, common 
throughout the Indonesian archipelago, associate Nusa Penida with the wider 
expanse of Indonesian cultures, rather than narrowly identifying its peculiarities 
with Bali. 
I have discussed some of the logic that appears to be behind these 
issues. In this section, I have argued for the need to examine 
and associated with them, not as the expression a hidden code 
establishing one-to-one equivalences, but as signs entangled in a web of 
relationships which may be interpreted with the help of different frameworks. In this 
respect, I have indicated that the logic of the relationship between human beings 
and plants may be reduced to a set of patterns and practical operators which 
reveal crucial aspects, elements and categories central to the culture of Nusa 
Penida and Bali. These patterns are intended as general models, as they express, 
firstly, the significance of reciprocal relationships between human beings and 
plants, and the possibility of their mutual transformation; secondly, the importance 
and the values attached to domesticated vs wild categories in 
attention and determining the way offerings should be fashioned 
the role a set of basic qualities associated with 
homologies between they and human illnesses; and, the 
to 
understanding categories, metaphors and associations central to a society which is 
still dependent upon agriculture for its subsistence. In this light, this work may be 
understood as an inception, a brief prolegomena, of a much needed work still to be 
done, about the practices and ideas the people of Bali have about the whole of 
their natural world. 
A 
ab as an: 
abian: 
ad at: 
a deg: 
adegan: 
adem: 
adi: 
ajengan: 
akah: 
alas: 
ambengan: 
ambul: 
anceng [NP]: 
an get: 
anteng: 
arak: 
areng: 
ares: 
ari-ari: 
asagan: 
ati 
awig-awig: 
B 
baas: 
babad: 
baburon: 
bada: 
bagawan: 
bajang: 
bajang papah: 
bale: 
Bali Aga: 
GLOSSARY OF BALINESE TERMS 
sloping land, generally a hillside, that has been fully cleared of vegetation 
and is used for cultivation. 
cultivated area, a garden or an orchard 
traditional principles that regulate the life of a banjar or of a desa and that 
make no distinction between secular and religious domains 
the shape of a human body. 
a small piece of wood on which the image of the person to be cremated 1s 
drawn. 
the material residue which is left in the mouth after the chewing of the betel 
quid. 
classificatory term: younger sibling. 
food offering presented to the gods. 
root. 
forest area that includes all types of flora. 
grass of the botanical species IMPERATA CYLINDRICA 
to sulk. 
path descending to a spring that has either been carved into the cliffs wall or 
artificially made by thrusting wooden stakes into it. 
hot, referring to qualities attributed to plants. 
sash. 
distilled palm wine. 
charcoal made from coconut shells 
a dish made with the cooked stem of a young banana plant mixed with 
spices, coconut milk and pork, or chicken bones. 
human placenta. 
a small bamboo platform set at the foot of the penjor. 
the liver. This organ is considered by the Balinese to be the seat of emotions 
traditional desa laws. Once orally transmitted or written on lontar leaf. these 
laws define the rules and customs of the inhabitants of the desa. spell out 
their secular and religious obligations, outline a code of proper conduct and 
determine fines and sanctions for those who breach them. 
unhusked rice. 
in traditional agricultural practices it indicates the clearing of land: in literary 
tradition it refers to a genre of historical-genealogical chronicles. 
the realm of animals. 
pig enclosure. 
royal priest. 
young unmarried person. 
icon of a child made with the initial section of a coconut frond on the 
occasion of tutug kambuhan, a ritual performed 42 days after the birth of a 
child. 
open building comprising a roof structure sustained by a variable number of 
pillars. It is found in houseyards as well as in temple complexes or public 
areas. 
a term used to indicate a group of Balinese villages and their inhabitants set 
in remote Balinese regions and supposed to conserve old mores. Bali Aga 
ascribe to themselves the role of keeper of the original Balinese identity, they 
do not recognise themselves as descendants of the old Javanese who 
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ba/ian: 
bangrak [NP]: 
banjar. 
banjar adat: 
banten: 
base: 
batang: 
conquered Bali, do not acknowledge the caste order and the spiritual role of 
pedanda. In particular. to them are attributed customs different from those of 
Hindu Bali in matter of death rituals, and in the making of holy water. 
healer and pratictioner of medicine and magic. 
plough used in Nusa Penida. 
a term that may refer to a hamlet, to a group of residential units, or as 
happens in Nusa Penida, to a whole village. The term is also used to indicate 
the community of those living in that area and their institutions and it is 
generally associated with administrative (banjar dinas) and customary 
(banjar adat) functions. 
it simultaneously defines: the geographical area within which the inhabitants 
adhere to a common tradition and the institution consisting of all married 
males residing within the banjar precinct. Although more important at the 
local level, the banjar adat is hierarchically encompassed by the desa adat. 
a type of offering presented to the gods and superior beings. 
sirih [PIPER BETLE LINN.]. 
the stem of a banana plant. 
Batara Baruna: the lord of the sea. 
bataran [NP]: stone walls supporting the lower border of a terrace in Nusa Penida. 
baton: 
bayu: 
be/i: 
bendesa: 
bendesa gede: 
bet: 
biakukung: 
bija ratus: 
bingin: 
binih: 
biu: 
biuh: 
bluluk: 
an offering that joins together a sprouting coconut and a sprouting areca nut 
which, carried in procession by the relative of the groom to the house of the 
bride, is presented to the bride's relatives immediately after marriage. 
wind, air, gas or breath. Also the breath of life or the body's life energy. 
classificatory term: elder male sibling. 
leader, head, village official. The term is equivalent to that of kelihan and is 
applied to traditional institutions: e.g. Bendesa Adat, also Kelihan Desa Adat. 
former high institutional officer of Nusa Penida. A bendesa gede was at the. 
head of each of the two districts of Nusa Penida where he was responsible 
for applying and enforcing the kingdom's laws. 
the term indicates any land area that has never been cultivated: the word 
indicates a small forest, or more commonly bushland without large trees. 
a ritual in which food and drink are offered to the maize in Nusa Penida, or 
the rice in Bali. In the ritual the plant is likened to a pregnant woman and the 
feeding is done to satisfy the craving plant and promote an abundant 
harvest. 
an offering made of a small bundle containing the seeds of all significative 
plants grown in Bali. 
banyan tree [Ficus BENJAMINA LINN.]. In Nusa Penida bingin refers to those 
banyan which have been ritually cleansed. 
seed. 
banana [MUSA PARADISIACA]. 
fertile, also something in large quantities. 
the fruit of thejaka tree (sugar palm) [ARENGA PINNATA]. 
boreh: a powder used as ointment or balm made with coconut, rice, kunyit 
[CuRCUMA (SPP)] and other botanical and natural components. 
brahmana: the highest of the three caste-like groups collectively called triwangsa 
(brahmana, ksatria, wesia) that characterises the Hindu-Balinese social 
system. 
buah: also jamM [A]: the nut of the areca palm (ARECA CATECHU). 
bubuh: rice flour porridge. 
bubuh sumsum: rice flour porridge given to trees on the occasion of Tumpek Pangatag. 
bu kit: hill. 
buku: 
bun: 
all types of vegetation characterised by a stem divided into joined 
sections.(e.g bamboo, maize). It also refer to human joints. 
the class of all types of creeping vegetation (vine like) with thin as well as 
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bunga: 
bu sung: 
but a: 
buta brega/a: 
buta yadnya: 
c 
caling: 
canang sari: 
cangkok: 
caru: 
cempaka: 
ceper. 
cili-cilian: 
cubang [NP]: 
D 
dadia: 
dadong.· 
dalang: 
dam: 
danda: 
dangin: 
dangin bantas: 
dapdap: 
dauh: 
dauh bantas: 
des a: 
dewa, dewi 
dewa yadnya: 
Dewi Nini: 
don: 
don tlujungan: 
dui: 
du/ang: 
du/uan: 
duma/ada: 
thick twisting stems that may or may not produce crops. 
also sekar. flower. 
a young immature leaf of a coconut. 
evil spirits, terrifying powers or demons associated with chthonic forces. 
Generally associated with kala. 
evil spirits followers of Ratu Gede Macaling in his periodical invasion of Bali. 
rituals for the appeasement of underground (chthonic) forces, spirits, and 
divinities. 
fang. 
a small offering containing flowers, a few grains of uncooked rice, and some 
rolled sirih leaves sprinkled with lime and gambier. 
also kau: the hard shell of the coconut (endocarp). 
a sacrifice presented to chthonic forces. The offerings, of various degree of 
elaboration (e.g. caru panca warna), are placed on the ground 
a tree of the Magnoliae family producing scented flowers. [MICHELIA 
CHAMPACA] 
a small square plate made with coconut leaves in which offerings are placed. 
an anthropomorphic figure made of coconut or lontar leaves; it is generally 
associated with ideas of fertility and refers to Dewi Sri. 
underground water tanks. 
origin group of variable degree of cohesion. The members of the group are 
expected to pray and support a temple (pura dadia) where common 
ancestor-gods are worshipped. 
classificatory term: grandmother. 
the wayang puppet master. He has the competence to perform exorcistic 
rituals for the preparation of particular lustral water. 
dam and open air reservoir. 
a fine. 
toward kangin, eastward, in the direction of the rising sun. 
the kangin side of Nusa Penida. 
common plant of the family of the LEGUMINOSAE with an extensive agricultural 
and ritual use. (ERYTHRINA LITHOSPERMA MIO.) 
toward kauh, westward, in the direction of the sunset. 
the kauh side of Nusa Penida. 
term that refers to a whole village as expressed by the unity of its 
communities, by its institutions and by the temples that represent them. 
class of divine beings, and contemporary a title for the members of the 
ksatria caste. 
set of rituals held for the enthronement, appeasement and commemoration 
of the gods. 
effigy of the rice goddess. 
leaf. 
a cut banana leaf deprived of its extremity. 
the thorny branch of the bekul tree [ZIZYPHUS JUJUBA LAMK] which is employed 
as protective device against molesting spirits. 
a wooden platform on which food is served to respected guests or offerings 
are presented to the gods. 
the term refers to the upward direction; it may be used to refer to the positive 
direction that points toward the summit of Gunung Agung. Precedence is 
ascribed to this direction. 
lukewarm, as referring to qualities attributed to plants. 
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E 
embok: 
em bung: 
engket: 
entik-entikan: 
G 
Ga/ungan: 
game/an: 
gedebong: 
get ah: 
getih 
gria: 
gumbleng: 
idep: 
ila: 
ingkel: 
isi: 
isin bet: 
jaba: 
jagung: 
also mbok: classificatory term: elder female sibling. 
the new tillers of the bamboo. 
the clear sap of a tree. 
general term that concerns everything within the vegetable world that grows. 
sprouts, or is visibly flourishing or developing. It refers especially to new 
sprouts and shoots. 
festival occurring every 210 day of the Balinese calendar. Galungan falls on 
the buda kliwon day of the dunggulan week. The festival celebrates the return 
of the ancestors who are supposed to visit the village and stay for ten days 
until the festival of Kuningan when they are sent away. 
percussion orchestra. 
a banana stem. 
the lymph of a tree. 
blood. 
the residence of a brahmana. 
open air reservoir. 
generally glossed as 'thought'; it is understood more broadly as a category 
indicating all the faculties of the human mind. 
leprosy. 
defines a system of six periodical divisions of Balinese time, each of them 
lasting seven consecutive days. These six periods, whose Old Javanese 
name has been fully integrated into the Balinese language, bear the name of 
six qualifiers to which ingkel are associated: wong, sato, mina, manuk, taru, 
buku - and form a cyclical system that constantly runs through the Balinese 
calendar independently of any other time classification. 
the content of something, its constituent part. 
a spirit believed to abide in the forest or depleted areas. 
'outsider'; the term identifies, by exclusion, all those who do not belong to the 
jeroan and occupy an inferior position to them. In the banjar context these 
people are generally migrants from outside. The term is also applied to a 
spatial division (e.g. to a section of a temple or a palace). 
maize [ZEA MAYS LINN.]. 
jagung gambah: also jagung gembal: sorghum [ANDROPOGON SORGHUM BRoT.] 
jagung so/asan: offering composed of eleven maize cobs presented to Dewi Sri before the 
maize harvest in a ritual called Nunas merla ring Batara Sri. 
jaitan: 
jaka: 
juuk: 
jalikan: 
janggi: 
jangolan: 
jebag 
jero 
general terms that designate any Balinese composition, icon, or decoration 
made with coconut, lontar, or banana leaves. 
sugar palm [ARENGA PINNATA]. 
citrus [CITRUS AURANTUM]. 
also irun [NP]: a fire place. 
coconut shell with a small hole on its bottom from which the water, regulated 
by a wooden needle, flows. In Nusa Penida dry areas this shell is used as a 
shower water container. 
a large boat made with a single hull and no outrigger devices. 
house threshold. 
'insider', member of the jeroan. To this group is ascribed higher status within 
the banjar and desa . Outsiders are supposed to address the members of 
this group with the honorific term of jero that precedes the proper Balinese 
name. (e.g. Jere Wayan, Jere Made etc.). The term is also applied to spatial 
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division (e.g. to a section of a temple or a palace). 
jero dukuh sakti: a priest and exorcist in charge of rituals concerned with the clearing of 
forests, and the opening of the land. 
jeroan: 
jukung: 
K 
kacang ijo 
kacang sutra: 
kahyangan tiga 
kaja: 
kaki: 
kala: 
kelod: 
kangin. 
kauh 
kajeng kliwon: 
ka/pataru 
defines a 'house' claiming higher status within the ban1ar or desa. By 
extension it indicates the residential unit of its members the jero. 
a Balinese outrigger canoe. 
mung bean or green gram [PHASEOLUS (spp)) 
long bean [VIGNA SINENSIS ENDL.]. 
the classic configuration of three founding temples (pura bale agung, pura 
puseh, pura dalem) of the Balinese desa. In Nusa Penida this configuration 
does not occur in every desa. 
one axis of the traditional orientation system in Bali. Kaja is set with 
reference to the most conspicuous landmarks of the island, such as the 
volcano Gunung Agung, the Gunung Batur and other salient mountains, 
which, in opposition to the sea surrounding the island, define the most 
relevant auspicious I inauspicious direction (kaja - kelod) of the system. The 
mountains are considered the abode of the gods and deified ancestors and 
to kaja are ascribed positive values. While from southern Bali and from Nusa 
Penida the main landmark determining the kaja axis is the volcano Gunung 
Agung, from other areas of Bali, and notably from Northern Bali and the 
Batur area other mountains can serve as main referent in the definition of the 
kaja - kelod axis. 
classificatory term grandfather. 
evil spirits, terrifying powers or demons associated with chthonic forces. 
Generally associated with buta. 
the seaward direction of the Balinese compass, opposite of kaja. The sea 1s 
considered to be the abode of ambiguous spirits and ke/od 1s associated with 
both polluting and cleansing values. 
the direction of the Balinese compass that points to the rising sun, eastward 
the direction of the Balinese compass that points to the setting sun, 
westward. 
the coincidence of the kajeng day of the three days week (triwara) with the 
kliwon day of the five days week (pancawara). Kajeng kliwon is endowed with 
intrinsic religious and magical meaning. On this day offerings to the gods, 
ancestors, buta and ka/a are regularly presented in temples and compounds 
a mythical tree of the Hindu Indian tradition dispensing at any time and in an 
unlimited fashion all the produce of the land and the products made by 
human beings. 
kama bang the red female semen. 
kama petak: the white male semen 
kamben: a piece of fabric which, when wrapped around the waist of a man or a 
woman, covers the lower part of their body from the waist to the ankles. It 1s 
the Balinese equivalent of the Javanese sarong. 
kamben adegan: a wooden pillar wrapped with the bast fibre, a fabric-like tissue (called tapis) 
that connects the leaf stalk of a coconut to its stem. Wrapped around the 
central section of the post, the tapis is kept in by a woven frame 
made of bamboo and is said to be like a human kamben. 
kanda pat: the term refers to four elder siblings escorting the new born the 
delivery. They are amniotic fluid (yeh nyom), blood (getih), vemix caseosa 
(lamas) and placenta (ari-an) These elements are collectively known as 
kanda and are supposed to accompany and sustain the child 
his I her life. Beside their physical manifestation the kanda are conceived 
also as spiritual powers and on context are associated with a 
of and divinities. 
kapuk 
kawitan: 
kayonan: 
kayu: 
kelihan: 
kemulan: 
kepah: 
kesela sawi: 
ketan: 
komak: 
kris: 
kroya. 
ksatria: 
kuangen: 
kubu: 
Kuningan: 
L 
lamak: 
lamas: 
leak: 
/is: 
Ion tar: 
M 
kapok tree, [CEIBA PENTANDRA]. 
from wit, the term indicates the point of origin of a descent group. 
the kayonan or gunungan is a figure of the Balinese and Javanese shadow 
theatre. Kayonan refers to a tree (kayon) while gunungan refers to a 
mountain (gunung). Both images are contained in the shape of the kayonan 
which represent a large tree, flanked by animals and populated by birds, on 
the top of a mountain. 
a tree classifier. 
head of any institutional group. 
also kamulan: a shrine set inside the compound and dedicated to the 
ancestors. 
kepah and kepuh are trees found in graveyards and in temples dedicated to 
the dead. There is some confusion about the botanical correspondences of 
kepah and kepuh. People from Nusa Penida hold that the trees are different, 
and while the kepah produces fruit that may be used for medicinal remedies 
the kepuh is not known for any use. This is also expressed in the Taru 
Pramana and by Weck (1938:261) who in the pharmaceutical section of his 
summary suggests the following botanical correspondences: kepah: 
STERCULIA FOETIDA LINN.' and kepuh GOSSAMPINUS HEPTAPHYLLA BAKH. 
cassava [MANIHOT UTILISSIMA). 
glutinous rice. 
hyacinth bean [DOLICHOS LABLAB). 
a short ceremonial dagger with a sinuous blade. 
a banyan tree. In Nusa Penida kroya refers to those banyan which have not 
undergone any purificatory ritual. 
the second of the three caste-like groups collectively called triwangsa 
(brahmana, ksatria, wesia) that characterises the Hindu-Balinese social 
system. 
an offering made up of an open cone of banana leaf, containing a flower, 
sirih and lime, and old Chinese coins. 
a garden shelter. 
festival occurring every 21 O days of the Balinese calendar. Kuningan falls 10 
days after Ga/ungan on the saniscara kliwon day of the Kuningan week. The 
festival corresponds to the last day of the ancestors festival that begins at 
Sugi Manik, and runs through Ga/ungan. On the day of Kuningan the 
ancestors are sent back to their abode. 
decoration made with plaited young palm leaves representing human figures 
or abstract patterns hung in temples, shrines, house walls, or on trees during 
particular rituals. Lamak may also be made with old Chinese coins. 
vernix caseosa. See kanda pat. 
witch, sorcerers, followers of Rangda, they are credited with being able to 
transform their body in various shapes . 
holy water sprinkler made up with plaited coconut or /ontar leaves. The /is 
contains a representation of the vital organs of a human being as well as of 
important Balinese trees and plants. 
palm leaf manuscripts from the ta/ palm [BoRAssus FLABELLIFER). 
mabakti: to pray. 
mabia ka/a: purificatory ritual. 
magambahan: unkempt female hair. 
makiis: desa I banjar purificatory ritual in which the desa I banjar divinities are taken 
to the sea for a cleansing bath. Also known as melasti. 
makingsan sawa burial ritual. Literally 'to entrust with a corpse'. With this action the corpse is 
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malingeb: 
malumah: 
mamula: 
man ca: 
manusa.· 
temporarily handed over to lbu Pretiwi, who from then on is considered to be 
responsible for its fate until exhumation. 
man's prone position during intercourse and burial. It stands in opposition to 
malumah. 
woman's supine posture during intercourse and burial. The term comes from 
lumah: fragile, weak and stands in opposition to ma/ingeb. 
to plant the class of seeds, bulb, tubers, cuttings, or rhizomes that show 
prominent signs of roots or sprouting when planted. The verb is formed on 
the name pula. 
officer belonging to the Klungkung higher castes' estates (brahmana, ksatria, 
wesia) who during the royal period were appointed to rule over Nusa Penida. 
human beings. 
manusa yadnya: life-cycle rites marking the most significant moment of the life of a human 
being. 
manyonyo: 
maobor-obor: 
mapegat: 
maprani: 
mapuun: 
masakapan: 
masan panes: 
masan ujan: 
masangi: 
masmain: 
mat ah 
matajuk: 
matatah: 
maturan: 
maturan mi/eh: 
mayah utang: 
me/: 
meme: 
meme bajang.· 
memedi: 
mendak merta: 
menek baton: 
to nurse a child, also to have breasts (said of an adolescent woman). 
to burn, to incinerate. 
to break a tie. It is also a ritualised event in which the crossing and breaking 
of a barrier underlies an irreversible change of the human condition. 
a thanksgiving ritual held after the maize harvest in Nusa Penida. 
the ritual for the clearing of a piece of forest. 
marriage; also used to indicate a number of ritual events all related to the 
establishment of human fertility and to the acknowledgment of new offspring 
as proper descendants (e.g. masakapan be/ing). 
the hot I dry season. 
the wet season. 
masesangi: to make a vow to the god. 
to anoint with something. 
raw. 
to plant the class of all naked (unhusked) seeds which, when sown, do not 
present any sign of sprouting and are directly planted in earth without any 
prior treatment. From the root tajuk: to plant. 
also mapandes: tooth filing ceremony , part of the manusa yadnya ritual 
cycle. 
the action of presenting an offering to the gods. 
ceremony of the maize ritual cycle in which offerings are presented 
(maturan) to all village temples 'walking from one place to the next' (mi/eh). 
The ritual is performed on the fourth kajeng kliwon day after the planting of 
maize. 
to pay a debt (utang). 
indicates all types of dry cultivated land, gardens or orchards. This is the 
term commonly used in everyday speech in Sakti and elsewhere in Nusa 
Penida. 
mother. 
the icon of the mother of the newly born child, made with the upper section 
of a coconut frond used in a ritual called tutug kambuhan, performed 42 days 
after the birth of a child. 
ambivalent warden spirit inhabiting the gardens. 
ceremony of the maize ritual cycle. The purpose of mendak merta is to ask 
the sea to return the principle of life to the earth. Mendak (from pendak) is 'to 
greet' someone or something, while merta (or mreta) is a term that refers to 
the essence that brings life to everything. 
the ceremonial delivery of an icon made with a sprouting areca nut, coupled 
with a sprouting coconut (the baton ) to the bride's family at the end of the 
marriage ritual. The sprouting nuts - as indexical of the plants' fertility and 
productivity - are here exchanged for the woman's fertility and also represent 
the married couple in their respective roles. 
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meras bingin: 
merta: 
meru.· 
met en. 
mindon: 
misan: 
misan sudet: 
mralina: 
mu bud: 
mungkahin: 
N 
nandu: 
nanem ari-ari: 
nangka 
nang/uk mrana 
naur sangi: 
neduh: 
nedunang: 
ngaben: 
ngad.· 
ngambu/' 
ngangget: 
nganten: 
ngebet 
ngempon 
ngempugin: 
ngerupuk: 
ngidam: 
ngrorasin: 
ngu/apin 
ritual for the cleansing and endorsement of a banyan as the tree that 
represents the banjar (or desa) collectivity. 
the essence that brings life to everything. 
multi-roofed temple structure. 
the sleeping quarters of a Balinese compound. 
classificatory term, second cousin. 
classificatory term, first cousin. 
classificatory term, patri-parallel first cousin (FBD, FBS). 
from lina: to die; the term refers to the ritual depriving of life which is enacted 
in some specific ceremonial circumstances. 
the term comes from bubud to fill in. Mubud refers to the sowing as it is done 
by a woman who places seeds (binih) in holes made in the furrows, and then 
uses her feet to cover the hole with earth. 
from bungka: 'to open'; the first opening of a newly created patch of land with 
a plough. 
also nyakap tanah: the working of land by sharecropping. 
the burial of the afterbirth in a coconut. 
jackfruit [ARTOCARPUS INTEGRA MERR.]. 
while mrana refers to pests, nangluk mrana indicates a ritual held on the 
eastern coast of Bali to fend off pests and plagues coming from Nusa 
Penida. An analogous ritual called neduh is held on Nusa Penida at the 
beginning of the maize season. 
to extinguish a vow. 
a ritual held for the safeguarding of the new plants of maize in Nusa Penida 
The ceremony seeks to cool and protect the new plants of maize against the 
danger of insects and plagues. 
also nurunang: ritually to invoke the spirits. 
the cremation phase of the Balinese death rituals. 
a sharp bamboo knife. 
a sulking behaviour. In a botanical context it refers to the unwillingness of the 
plant to satisfy its owners and produce a plentiful harvest. 
ritual for the collection of the leaves of the communal banyan tree for the 
making of the sekah held on the occasion of death rituals. 
to be married. 
the exhumation of a corpse, a ritual held before its cremation. 
from empon: to complete a task or a job. In the religious context it refers to 
the action of supporting and participating in the management of an institution 
such as a temple. 
ceremony for the cutting of the first teeth: The appearance of the first teeth is 
commemorated by the planting of a coconut. 
a ritual held one day before Nyepi when the banjar population runs 
throughout the banjar waving torches and making loud noises in order to 
scare away buta and ka/a. 
to crave during pregnancy. 
a ritual for the purification and dispatch on the sea of an ancestral soul held 
12 days after the cremation of the ancestor. 
the ceremonial calling by a ritual specialist (ba/ian sonteng) of the soul of an 
ancestor. 
ngulihang baas: literally: 'to return the rice'. In Sakti (Nusa Penida) it concerns the return 
of a bride from the former wife-takers to their respective wife-givers. The 
exchange is called ngulihang baas and is subject to restrictions, as there are 
a number of dangers involved in it. 
ngulihang tampak. marriage concluded between a bride and any of her matri-parallel misan. 
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The event is called ngu/ihang tampak· 'to walk over the same footstep'. 
Should this happen, it is said that either the bride or her mother would die as 
the marriage is seen to enforce a symmetrical reciprocity between wife-
givers and wife-takers. 
nguripang the ritual endowing of life (urip). 
ngusaba. large temple festival which in Nusa Penida has as its central theme the 
purification of the whole island and the propitiation of fertility for the new 
aghcultural season. 
nguyeg tulang: the crushing of the bones after cremation. 
nuakjn: 
nuntun: 
nyama. 
nyambutin. 
nyeburin. 
Nye pi. 
nyerod. 
nyimpen: 
nyonyo: 
nyuh: 
0 
oda/an. 
oncer: 
p 
pabresihan.· 
the term refers to the action of collecting the sap from the young 
inflorescence of a coconut, as well as, to breast-feeding a new born. 
the ritual escort of a god or a deified ancestor. 
sibling. 
a rite of passage performed three months after the birth of the baby. In this 
ceremony the baby is formally cleaned of the pollution derived from birth and 
for the first time he is made to touch the earth The infant is considered to 
have passed the most hazardous period after birth and is allowed to Join the 
human community. 
from cebur: to JUmp in', 'to fall in'. Nyeburin refers to a marriage in which the 
groom relinquishes all his ties with his origin group. In this marriage the legal 
heir to all effect is the woman who in this process is given a male status. 
Should the couple divorce, the man will receive nothing of his wife's 
inheritance. 
from sepi: 'quiet, still'. Nyepi marks the beginning of the Balinese year and 
falls regularly on the first day after the new moon of the ninth Balinese lunar 
month, which is to say at the end of sasih kesanga and the beginning of 
sasih kedasa. The day is characterised by the suspension of all secular and 
religious activities 
marriage between a man belonging to an inferior group with a woman 
belonging to a superior group. Such a union is forbidden and 1s considered a 
violation of group solidarity because it is interpreted as a lowering of the 
group's status. The woman is seen to renounce her title and prerogatives. 
since she leaves a superior house to enter an inferior one In this case the 
woman is called nyerod from serod.· 'to fall', 'to slip down'. 
from simpen.· to store, to lay away. 
female breast. 
coconut [Cocos NUCIFERA]. 
also pioda/, wali periodic temple ceremony lasting between one to three 
days. Each temple has its odalan which falls once every Balinese year (210 
days). During the oda/an the temple's divinities are supposed to visit the 
sacred precinct of the pura for the whole period of the festival. On such 
occasions the gods' icons are cleansed, honoured and offerings are 
presented to them by all those worshipping in the temple. 
decorations made of coconut leaves, said to be similar to those worn by 
Balinese dancers, hung on coconut tree on the occasion of 
Pangatag. 
the container of the betel quid. 
offering. The term refers to a tray containing a full set of minute tools used 
for the toilet of whoever is the subject of the ritual. 
generic term that defines the class of all types of grass or shrubs 1n 
wild as well as inhabited areas 
dense, condensed. 
padi: 
padi gaga: 
padmasana: 
pagehan: 
paibon. 
pakuluh: 
the rice plant [ORVZA SATIVA LINN]. 
dry land rice. 
the seat of the gods, usually placed at the kaja-kangin corner of a temple or 
a compound. 
a type of rough fence used in the garden. 
a shrine dedicated the ancestors. The term comes from ibu. 
the term indicates the holy water that is taken from one pura to another one. 
This holy waters is supposed to represent a visiting god from a distant pura 
and embody its strength. 
palinggih: altar, the seat of a deity in the temple area. 
palinggih kawitan: the altar where are kept the chronicles of an origin group (dadia). 
pamangku: temple priest. 
pamangku banjar: the temple priest in charge of performing the rituals on behalf of a whole 
ban jar. 
pamangku desa: the temple priest in charge of performing the rituals on behalf of a whole 
des a. 
pamor.· lime. 
pancawara.· the five day week of the Balinese calendar. 
Pande. an origin group widespread throughout Bali whose members separate 
themselves from the Hindu Balinese caste system and avoid the services of 
Brahmana priests. Pande are traditionally associated with the activities of 
blacksmiths and metal workers. 
paneteg merta: a ceremony held after the maize harvest to ensure that the essence of the 
maize, its merta, is firmly bound to the grains. The ceremony is called 
Paneteg Merta: to bind firmly the merta to the maize. In this short rite, the 
maize in storage is presented with a few offerings by the wife of the land 
owner. 
panyengker: the compound's fences. 
panyimpenan: repository for sacred objects. 
paon: the kitchen of a Balinese compound. 
pasimpangan: subsidiaries of a hierarchically superior shrine, or temple, that acts as their 
referent. Offerings presented in sacred spaces qualified as pasimpangan are 
supposed to be directed to the superior referent shrine, or temple. 
pasupati: in a ritual context it refers to a ceremony in which an object is endowed with 
strength and power (e.g. a Sarong mask). Pasupati is also an epithet of Siwa 
and the name given to the ford of all animals (from the Sanskrit term pasus: 
animal). 
pedanda.· a Brahmana priest. 
pees gedubang: the red saliva produced by the chewing of the betel quid. 
pejati: 
pekarangan: 
penataran: 
penjor 
pepusuhan: 
also pajati from jati as 'true', 'genuine'. It is one of the commonest offerings 
found in any Balinese ritual and is understood to be an offering confirming 
that the intentions of those sponsoring the ritual are sincere. The offering is 
composed of a cylindrical container made of coconut leaves. In it some raw 
rice is placed, along with some Chinese coins (pipis bolong), a piece of white 
cotton thread, a coconut cleaned of its husk (nyuh gunduf), an egg and the 
seeds of the cereals, legumes and vegetables grown by local farmers. In 
addition, corn and sorghum seeds, red beans, long beans, soya beans, as 
well as a small onion and a small red chilli, are found in it. 
a compound; everything contained within a panyengker. 
regional or provincial temples funded by royal families for the veneration of 
their ancestors. 
an icon made with a bamboo pole adorned with offerings. A penjor is 
generally placed outside temples and houses every time there is an 
important festival (e.g. Galungan or Kuningan). 
human hearth. 
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perepatan· 
petal a: 
pijer 
pipis bolong: 
pisang.· 
pisang jati 
pitra. 
pitra yadnya 
poh. 
porosan: 
prabafi.· 
prabekel 
pramana· 
prasasti 
pratima 
pujer 
pula 
punggawa.· 
pungsed 
pungsed biu 
punjung.· 
punyan· 
pura. 
crossroad. 
in Sakti the term indicates the souls of the uncremated dead. 
sprouting coconut 
old Chinese coins with a whole in the middle. 
banana [MUSA PARADISIACA). 
icon of the deceased used during death rituals. 
in Sakti the term refers to the purified soul of a cremated ancestor 
funerary rituals; rituals performed after the death of a human being and that 
through subsequent purifications aspire to achieve a god-like status for the 
deceased ancestor. 
mango [MANGIFERA INDICA LINN.]. 
an ubiquitous offering which is a small replica of the betel quid; it comprises 
a rolled betel leaf, on which a thin layer of lime is spread, and which may or 
may not contain a small piece of areca nut 
in Sakti the term refers to a group who claims to have inhabited Nusa Penida 
before its conquest by the Balinese. The members of this group separate 
themselves from the jero and jaba groups and avoid the services of 
Brahmana priests. 
former political and administrative official of the state system. A title 
analogous to the former one of bendesa. The prabeke/ was the head of a 
prabekelan, an administrative domain that included several desa, and was 
responsible for the control and mobilisation of human resources. At popular 
level the term is sometimes used as equivalent to kepala desa. Sources from 
Nusa Penida say that prabekel were also responsible for the maintenance of 
the customary (adat) laws and state that until the 1960 the prabekel were 
also pamangku, thus combining religious and secular duties. 
at one level the term has the meaning of energy, strength, life force, measure 
and calculation, while at another level it indicates the correct way to achieve 
knowledge. 
charter; in Sakti the term refers to genealogical lists reporting the ancestors 
and the living members of a dadia. These charts are kept in a shrine called 
penyimpenan kawitan inside the sanggah kemulan of each origin group 
icons and representations of the gods kept in each temple which are ritually 
cleansed and dressed on the occasion of a temple festival. 
a sprouting coconut. 
the class of seeds, bulb, tubers, cuttings, or rhizomes that show prominent 
signs of roots or sprouting when planted. A sprouting coconut, the rhizome of 
a banana and the cuttings from cassava stems belong to this category. 
former politico-administrative authority of a district. Punggawa represented 
the royal house and were chosen from among the ruling elite or the royal 
family itself. 
navel. 
the styles of swelling bananas are believed to be the 'navel' of the fruit and 
are accordingly called pungsed biu. 
general term that refers to a food offering consisting of a cone of steamed 
rice with vegetables, pork, bananas. sweets and drinks, topped with a 
canang sari. 
classifier term for tree; it refers to all woody trees 
humans. 
temple. 
Pura Bale Agung or Pura Desa. the temple expression of the village council and through it, 
the whole desa. The bale agung is a large rectangular pavilion and the 
where all village meetings (sangkepan desa) and councils are held. 
Pura Oalem. temple dedicated to the of Durga and associated with the ancestors 
not 
Pura also Pura Dadia: dedicated to the ancestors of an group 
Pura Puseh: 
Pura Segara: 
Pura Semer 
puri. 
(dadia). In this temple are kept all charts and chronicles related to the 
founding of such a origin group. 
the desa origin or navel temple, commemorates the founding ancestors of 
the village. 
temple dedicated to the lord of the sea, Batara Baruna. In Nusa Penida these 
temples are built in areas close to the sea shore but also next to wells of 
drinkable waters. Thus, such temples not only are associated with Batara 
Baruna, the lord of the sea, but also with the gods that provide the flow of 
water in the local wells. 
temple associated with water wells and with the gods that provide the flow of 
water in such wells. 
palace, royal house, compound of the ksatria estate. 
purnama: full moon. 
purusa - pradana: the male and female principles which characterise all living beings; the 
concept is taken as a model of contrasting but complementary principles. 
pusuh: the bud of a flower. 
pusuh biu: 
puyung: 
R 
the terminal bud of the inflorescence of a banana plant The name is also 
used to indicate the whole inflorescence before the opening of the bracts. 
empty. 
rai: the length of the index finger as taken from the knuckle to its tip. 
rainan: a magically powerful day (e.g. kajeng kliwon) in which offering to the gods, 
ancestors, buta and kala are regularly presented in temples and compounds. 
raksasa.· a demon. 
rambut sedana: icons of the gods, usually a male and a female couple, kept in a shrine within 
the temple precinct. 
rantasan: offering presented to the subject of the ritual consisting of a new set of 
garments piled together, which must never have been used before. These 
clothes are supposed to be worn by whoever is the subject of the ritual, after 
a ceremonial cleansing has taken place. 
ratu: honorific title attributed to lords, kings or divinities. 
resi.· ksatria high priest 
rongan [NP] a platform used as a working table during the day and as a bed at night . 
s 
sabda: speech and utterance, voice, the word of God. 
sad kahyangan: the term refers to six great Balinese temples. The list is variable in its 
inclusions. All these temples are generally dedicated to the well being of Bali 
and its inhabitants. 
saka: 
sakti: 
sambuk· 
a house pillar; the term indicates also the Balinese and Javanese solar year. 
The term comes from the Sanskrit where it means, source or origin, and it 
identifies one of the two periods of Indian history. The first saka year 
corresponds to the Gregorian year 78 or 79. 
magical power, mystic and spiritual charisma, it also refers to the female 
manifestation of any divine power (e.g. Durga conceived as the female 
manifestation of the power of Siwa). 
the fibrous husk of the coconut 
sandika/a: the sun set, according to Balinese, a particularly dangerous time of the day. 
Sang Pitra: a purified ancestor. 
sanggah: a shrine placed inside the compound. 
sanggah kemulan: a shrine specifically dedicated to the ancestors of an origin group or a 
descent group. 
sangkepan.· meeting. From it sangkepan banjar. the assembly of all eligible members of 
the banjar, sangkepan desa: the gathering of all members of the desa 
council; sangkepan pura: the meeting of the members of a temple 
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santen: 
sari: 
sasih 
sawa: 
sawah: 
sawen: 
segehan: 
seka: 
sekah: 
se/a bun: 
selepan: 
sema: 
semer: 
sen di: 
sentana: 
association. 
coconut milk. 
essence. 
a lunar month. 
a corpse. 
irrigated rice field. 
a sign of land retention, forbidden entry or ownership made with grass or 
thorny branches. 
an offering placed on the ground for chthonic forces and divinities. 
voluntary organisation that characterises all Balinese social life. (e.g. seka 
gong, seka pura, etc.). Seka groups tend to have a strong egalitarian 
tendency and work on the basis of consensus among their members rather 
than taking majority decisions. 
the icon of a cremated ancestor used during rituals that follows the 
cremation (e.g. sekah kurung, sekah tunggal). 
sweet potatoes [IPOMOEA BATATAS LINN.]. 
a green coconut frond. 
graveyard. 
water well. 
a special pedestal made of marble, coralstone or other material, in which is 
lodged the pillar of a pavilion or that of a house. The pedestal must be 
treated with respect, and cannot be damaged or given away. 
any legitimate heir irrespective of his I her gender. In this perspective the 
term sentana may also indicate: a child, a descent group or an adopted heir. 
sentana kaceburin: it refers to a bride who, while marrying, does not leave her house but is 
able instead to incorporate the groom into her origin group (dadia). The 
groom by marrying nyeburin (to jump in, to fall in), relinquishes all his ties 
with his origin group. In this marriage, the legal heir to all effect is the 
woman who in this process is given a male status. In this event the woman 
is called sentana kaceburin and she becomes the legitimate heir of her 
house. 
seseh: 
siap brumbun: 
the cut stem of a palm. 
a chicken whose feathers are a mixture of five colours (red, black, white and 
yellow, plus the colour resulting from their combination). 
siap panampeh: it is the black (se/em) chicken which during the exhumation ritual is 
supposed to incarnate the soul of the deceased. The chicken is freed before 
the pit is filled again to enact the liberation of the soul from the close 
embrace of the earth. 
sibak: divided into two equal parts. In Sakti it refers to a division of the whole banjar 
population into two equal sections, sibak kangin and sibak kauh, both headed 
by the kelihan banjar. These groups are functional in nature and are used 
alternately to carry out communal tasks of a varying nature. 
si/ur bangbang: the ritual exchange of a corpse with some icons which occur during 
exhumation (ngeMt). After the remains have been exhumed, in the open pit 
a sprouting coconut (pijer) is laid in the place where the corpse's head 
formerly was, a green banana sucker (panak biu) is put in the spot where the 
feet were, and a live black chick and other offerings are placed in the centre 
of the grave. 
sokasi: basket made with plaited bamboo stripes. 
sudra: general term that designates all who are outside the three Balinese estates 
(triwangsa). 
suka-duka. mandatory sharing of banjar obligations. This key principle of communal 
living establishes that all banjar members should partake of the pleasant 
aspects of banjar life (suka means pleasant, happy, delighted) as well as the 
sad ones (duka means sad, grief, sorrow). 
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T 
tabia krinyi: 
tabu: 
tampak dara: 
ta pis: 
taruna - taruni: 
tasak: 
teben 
tebu: 
tebus: 
teduh: 
tega/. 
tekor: 
tempek: 
tenges: 
ten get: 
tengga/a: 
tiang. 
tiing: 
ti/em: 
tirta: 
tis: 
tripramana: 
tn'wangsa: 
tuak.' 
tukang banten: 
red pepper [CAPSICUM FRUTESCENS LINN.]. 
pumpkin. 
a cross drawn with lime as a sign of protection. 
the fibrous bast tissue that in a coconut connects the leaf stalk to the stem. 
This closely resembles a woven fabric and was once collected to be wrapped 
on the wooden posts of the traditional Balinese house and pavilion. 
also truna - truni: the organisation of unmarried men and women active at 
banjar or desa level. 
also nasak: ripe. 
the 'downward' direction, which is generally identified as pointing to the sea. 
Teben stands in opposition to duluan and is charged with negative attributes. 
Teben also refers to the direction in which the graveyard is set in an ordinary 
Balinese village. 
sugarcane [SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM LINN.]. 
small bits of white thread placed on the head, ears and wrists, of a human 
being during life crisis rites as visible signs of a renewed state of ritual 
cleanliness. 
cool, calm. 
any area of dry land which may or may not be cultivated. 
small vessel made of coconut leaves. 
a division of the total banjar population into different groups based on their 
area of residence. 
'mucus'; the term is used to indicate human mucus. Tenges batang refers to 
the dense fluid formed by a banana plant when its stalk is cut. 
endowed with dangerous and magical powers (of a space). 
plough. 
any of the wooded pillars that support a roof of a pavilion (bale). Also the 
first personal pronoun. 
bamboo. 
new moon. 
holy water, lustral water. Tirta is believed to embody the essence of the gods 
or the ancestors, and is a prerequisite of every Balinese ritual. The holy 
water, which may be prepared by a pedanda, or a pamangku, is sprinkled, 
poured, or drunk by the participants of a Balinese ritual. 
cool, referring to qualities attributed to plants. 
the three basic qualities that distinguish all forms of life on earth: bayu, 
sabda, idep. 
the three estates that characterise the Hindu-Balinese social system: 
brahmana, ksatria, wesia. 
the fresh sap collected from the inflorescence of a coconut palm. By 
extension the term refers also to the fermented sap. 
ritual specialist expert in the preparation of offerings. Usually this role is held 
by a woman who operates in conjunction with whoever is in charge of 
performing the ritual. 
Tumpek: the coincidence of the saniscara day of the seven day week (saptawara) with 
the kfiwon day of the five day week (pancawara). The conjunction is 
considered to be particularly propitious and on this day are implemented 
significant Balinese rituals. 
Tumpek Pangatag: also Tumpek Bubuh or Tumpek Wariga: the tumpek day falling on the 
week of wan'ga. On this day productive trees are presented with offerings 
and fed with rice porridge. 
tutug kambuhan: ritual held 42 days after the birth of a child. As performed in Sakti, the 
ceremony involves the cleansing of the mother and the newborn from the 
pollution deriving from the delivery; it marks the separation of the child from 
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u 
ubag-abig: 
udeng.· 
upih: 
urip: 
utang: 
w 
wadah: 
wadah ari-ari.' 
wadah pees.· 
wantilan: 
the kanda pat, and a number of attributes associated with them, which have 
helped the growth of the child until that moment The ritual is also called 
ngeken or bu/an pitung dina (a month and seven days) with reference to the 
length of period after birth that must occur before the performance of the 
ceremony. The total period amounts to 42 days because the Balinese month 
is composed of 35 days. 
a human figure representing of the ancestors hung on the penjor. 
Balinese head cover made with a square cloth 
the white spathe of the areca palm. Because of its white, light yellow, colour 
which stands for purity the spathe is employed to fashion a human effigy 
(sekah) used in death rituals. 
life. 
a debt Not necessarily of a financial nature. 
a receptacle, a container. 
a coconut containing the afterbirth of a human beings. The coconut, because 
of its 'polluting' content, it is interred in the most defiled area of the 
compound, the kelod side. 
a coconut containing the saliva and the left overs from the tooth filing 
ceremony. It is buried within the compound at the feet of the sanggah. 
a large square pavilion in which traditional cock fighting is held. 
warong: also kubu: in Sakti it refers to a resting house situated inside a garden. 
wayang gedog: performance of the shadow puppet theatre which is staged without the 
screen. 
wayang kulit: shadow puppet theatre. 
wesia: the last of the three caste-like groups collectively called triwangsa 
(brahmana, ksatria, wesia) that characterise the Hindu-Balinese social 
system 
wong gamang: a spirit inhabiting the forests. 
wuku: also uku: the seven day week of the Balinese calendrical system A cycle of 
thirty wuku compose a full year. 
y 
yeh: 
yeh anakan: 
yeh batang: 
yeh bungkak: 
yeh nyom: 
yeh nyuh: 
also toya [A]: water. 
spring. 
the clear lymph of a banana plant 
the water of a young coconut The use of this water is compulsory for the 
making of tirta in almost all Balinese rituals. 
amniotic fluid. 
coconut water. 
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